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An Excerpt from Dean Einheart’s Lectures to New History
Students
The University of the Heartlands
Year 646 After Unification
Welcome students to the History Curriculum at the University of the Heartlands. My name is Dean
Einheart and I will oversee your curriculum during your two years here.
Your studies will start discussing the origins of Ebonrock, known as, The Time of Darkness to the scholars
in our field. As many of you surely know, this time period began before the civilized races: draconian, dwarf, elf,
golem forged, human, and kazan, came to populate Ebonrock. From what archeologists can gather, only dragons,
devils, monsters, and dark powers beyond definition roamed and occupied the land which was shrouded in darkness.
Only when the Eternal Flame came to Ebonrock and brought light, did the world become habitable for the
civilized races. Only then, did the Eternal Flame bring the humanoid races into the world: including not only the
civilized races, but the unicivilized orcs, hobgoblins, and trolls as well. Its creations established The Church of the
Eternal Flame, a primitive yet essential form of government, leadership, and worship at the time. You will study this
evolution of our species as well as the notes that have been preserved about the initial contact of the druids with
nature and shamans with the spirits that was made during this era.
Going into the end of the first semester you will study The Schism. Under the guidance of the newly
emerged the Disciples of Truth, the Church devoted to the study, preservation, and protection of knowledge, the
violent races, including the orcs, hobgoblins, and trolls were cast out and shunned from society due to their
destructive practices. Not only will you study how the Disciples of Truth influenced society and built upon what The
Church of the Eternal Flame had set into motion, but you will study the early attempts of the civilized races to form
individualized cities and nations. Many of these cities were positioned where our current ones stand today, a lasting
testament to our ancestors. Your curriculum will cover the progress made, but also the many failings that
independent, and often violent, racial tensions and isolation caused as the civilized people left the rule of the faiths
and formed a multitude of governments, usually limited in scope and influence to a single city.
In your second semester, your studies will progress into the era of The Great Wars. This, of course, will
consume the semester as you study it in depth. The first half, will study the Orc War of Dra Dhahid and the first
great mage of the Starlight lineage, Neiryn Starlight who, along with the Golem Forged, managed to quench the
slaughter. This period will not only include the study of famous battles, but will examine how the influence of the
first guns and bits of rudimentary technology influenced not just the war, but set the groundwork for the technology
of our civilization today. The conclusion of your study of the Orc War will examine the discovery of Maryon and
the role the giant folk played in the latter half of the war.
The second half of the semester will focus, as I’m sure each of you can guess, on the War against the Void.
Mere months after the Orc War ended, void portals begin appearing over the world. These gateways to a strange
world allowed monstrosities, some humanoid some not, to appear anywhere in the world to strike with the singleminded goal, the destruction of all life. Similarly with the Orc War, the semester will include study not only of the
major battles, including the final Battle of the Bloody Gorge where the Void general was defeated by Neiryn
Starlight, but the foundation of the Order of Exemplars who were instrumental, in securing that victory. Your studies
your first year will then end at the point in time when Neiryn Starlight was named Overlord and Protector of
Ebonrock for her heroic efforts in the Wars and The Sovereign Assembly was formed by a unification of all major
cities in Ebonrock. As you know, this is also the start of the current calendar, with the start of The Sovereign
Assembly being year 0.
In your second year, you will have the opportunity to cover the time periods encapsulating the remainder of
the reign of Neiryn Starlight through the reign of the current Fifth Overlord of the Starlight lineage, Istir Starlight.
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During the start of the semester you will select an elective based upon your individual interests in history. You will
choose from the founding of the Courts of the Assembly and their servants the Justicars and Lawmasters; the
drowning of the Great Leviathans in year 158, or the invention of the first flame gates around the year 165 that
opened instantaneous magical travel around Ebonrock. Alternatively, you may study the time around when Feneexfe, the Flying City arrived in the year 276 or when the City of the Dawn and their miraculous healing cures first
were discovered in The Shadowlands in 306. Regardless of your elective, all students will finish their third semester
studying The First Great Dragon Attack that began in 326 and ended when Phaidra Starlight casted the Edict of
Drakes to cause the cousins of the dragons, drakes, once organized and intelligent to become wild and animalistic.
They turned on their handlers and attacked the Dragons and their supporters ending the Dragons’ attack, except for
Valkus who refused to come to terms and fled deep into the mountains.
Your final semester in the curriculum will encompass a comprehensive study on the Golden Age of
Technology from around the middle of the third century to the middle of the fifth. You will study how engineers
were able to harness the power of the mineral aether and mechanics to form the technology that is the backbone of
the great Sovereignty we live in today. To the light posts in the street, to the great trains, to even, recently, the
invention of the first hovercrafts, aether has been rapidly expanding our potential as a society. Each region of
Ebonrock has developed and embraced technology differently in their lifestyles and you will study the major
milestones. The study of this time period will, of course, include The Second Great Draconic Attack, led by Valkus,
after the failed Draconic Peace Talks from the years 415-419, as well as the phenomenon of the Burning Sea about
one hundred years ago, which as any from the Eastern Coast will tell you, is still burning today. Finally, the last
chunk of your semester will include a detailed analysis of the last 100 years including the beginning of the Reign of
the fifth Overlord, Istir Starlight in the year 607 after her father’s, Xhaiden Starlight’s passing. Your studies will
conclude with the arrival, a few months ago, of the Myst to the North, bringing with it, inexplicably, what appears to
be already inhabited land. As you know the Sovereign Assembly is gathering interested explorers to audition for
government sponsored expeditions into the Myst to discover what lies inside. Hopefully, if we are lucky, by the time
your studies come to such topics, the chosen explorers will have solved the mystery and added another chapter to
our books.
Well, at this time I would like to wish you all the best of luck on your endeavors here at the University.
May the knowledge you learn by as unceasing as your hard work and ambition. Now, I turn you over to your more
than capable professors for introductions…
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Ebonrock is a Limited Liability Company founded in Connecticut.
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Most Recent Change Log

Law section updated
Section added to each profession about what you start with when you buy a profession
Energy cost of 8e assigned to the assassinate skill
Ritualists can now use production points to purchase ritual techniques that they are being taught
or they find instructions to.
“X to Y” effect added to the call list. Ex. “5 damage to devil.”
“Silent cast,” added to the call list.
What you start with when you purchase a profession is specified.
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CHAPTER 1: CORE RULES
This book will explain what you need to know about participating in the Live Action Role Playing Game, Ebonrock
It details everything from safety, combat, and weapon construction, to rules of the game and character creation, to
world setting and certain pieces of in-game lore.
However, no rulebook is perfect. If there are any questions about this rulebook message us at the Ebonrock
Facebook page (checked most often) or email us at Ebonrockgm@gmail.com for clarification.
What is Live Action Role Playing (LARP)?
Ebonrock, is a form of improvisational theatre combined with safe combat rules. You will take one of two roles over
the course of an event, and the choice is up to you. The first option is a “Player Character” or PC. These are the main
characters of the story. As a PC, you will spend the weekend fighting monsters, going on quests, and interacting
with other characters and the world. During this time, you will be able to act out your character in any way you see
fit. If you want to be a noble fighter, a heroic exemplar, a dastardly dark artist, a shifty rogue, or anything in between
you are welcome to. The story is ongoing between events, and you will be encouraged to bring back your character
for each event (as long as they are alive!) to continue your personal adventures. The second role is a “Non-Player
Character” or NPC. These are the creatures that the PCs fight, the villains they challenge, and the towns folk that
bring the world to life. Playing an NPC is quite a lot of fun (and FREE!). If you so choose, you can become an NPC
Staff member, who is allowed to write plot lines that the players will interact with. If this is your wish, please send
an email. NPCs are needed to run the game, and your contribution would be great.
If you plan on getting involved with us GREAT! Please rulebook message us at the Ebonrock Facebook page
(checked most often) (https://www.facebook.com/groups/1487408031356673/?ref=group_header) or email us at
Ebonrockgm@gmail.com for character histories submissions, build submissions and any questions you may have
before your first event. The community is very helpful so please don’t feel discouraged to ask any and all questions.
Be Considerate
In four words: Don’t be a jerk.
The main goal of LARP is to have fun, to do this please be considerate and respectful to other players and the rules
of the game. Being considerate to every player so that they may also enjoy the game as much as you please keep in
mind that everyone playing the game must respect each other while playing the game, in short leave any issues at the
door. If you find yourself in an uncomfortable situation it is your right and your responsibility to remove yourself
and we encourage you to find a GM. Also we encourage players who are more experienced to help newer players
get into the game.
On the topic of uncomfortable situations we will not question you on your reasons for finding something
uncomfortable but please remove yourself and talk to a GM who will handle the situation in an impartial manner.
Cell Phones
Furthermore, please do not use your phone in game unless you have an item (like a camera) or a skill (like the bard’s
music) that lets you do so. Using a phone breaks the immersion of many players.
Cheating
Cheating is a very serious matter. This is an honor based game, pure and simple. Cheating ruins the experience of
those around you. Being caught cheating will result in potentially being removed from the game, and being banned
from future games Meta-gaming is making use of player knowledge that your character would not know, and is also
a form of cheating.
Please play fair, keep track of your hits, and keep the game fun for everyone. Staff monitors how players do against
the difficulty level of the monsters we send out. If people do not accurately keep track of their hits, then they are
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negatively impacting those that do if we make the monsters tougher as a result. Please trust staff to keep the game
balance.
Costuming
Every participant is required to wear a costume. Costuming can be simple- solid colors with no brand name logos.
Avoid anything that is too modern, such as cargo shorts that would cause someone to have a harder time thinking of
you as “in game.” Players are encouraged to build their own weapons and shields (if necessary). NPCs should wear
dark, solid-color clothing, and will be given costuming and weapons to play their roles over the course of the event.
Currency
Three types of coinage are used in this game. Copper coins are represented by small copper coins. Silver coins are
represented as large aluminum coins, and are worth 10 Copper. Gold coins are presented by yellow coated
aluminum coins and are worth 10 silver (thus 100 copper). There are also gems that can be found in game, most
gems are worth 3 silver when uncut.
Drugs and Alcohol
There is a zero tolerance policy for drinking or taking drugs at the game. You will be barred from participation and
asked to leave the game.
FOIG!
This fun initialism stands for “Find Out in Game” while staff will be there to answer questions sometimes they
might respond with FOIG, meaning that it is sensitive information and they cannot take about it. Staff will also
never discuss your character to you.
Game Masters and Staff
During the game, the Game Masters are the people who run the game, with a team of Staff and NPCs to assist. The
Game Masters have authority over the game itself. Please be considerate to these people, so that they may do their
jobs. Arguments will be settled by GMs, but they are here to make sure the players have fun. Feel free to speak with
them about anything you want regarding the game.
Hand Over Head
A person with their hand over their head is considered out of game, they are simply not there and act as if they are
not. They may be invisible or simply NPCs going to a new location to set up an encounter.
In Game (IG) vs Out of Game (OOG)
This game stresses a clear distinction between In game (IG) and Out of Game (OOG), In game is the game world
and Out of game is the real world, please keep in mind that if you know something OOG then your character does
not know it IG, this is to allow players to talk about things but not worry about another character finding out about
it. On another note a character is different than the person please take this statement to heart, someone may wrong
your character please know this is not against you personally. If you feel otherwise please find a GM. And please do
not use Out of Game knowledge IG, such as seeing a group of out of game goblins in the woods and not wanting to
enter because you feel now you will get ambushed by goblins.
Out of Game Command Words
The following 3 Out of Game commands are in place to ensure the safety of everyone at the event as well as keeping
the game running smoothly and with as few interruptions as possible. Abuse of any Out of Game command word
will result in immediate and severe disciplinary action.
-

“Caution”: This command word “Hold Game!” on a smaller scale. Caution should be used to prevent
injuries and unsafe situations from occurring. If you hear this word take a quick look around to see if it
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applies to you. If you call a Caution it should be followed by information about what the unsafe situation is.
For example, if someone is about to back over a rock or stump you would say “Caution!” and then move
the combat away from the hazard. The person that called the Caution would then call “3, 2, 1, game on”
and play would resume as normal. A caution should be quick and game should be able to resume quickly.
-

“Clarify”: This command word is used when you are targeted by an effect that you do not understand. The
person that used the effect on you must then inform you of what the effect does and what duration the
effect has. It is up to the target of the effect to know if they have the ability to resist it. If the effect user
cannot inform you what the effect does then you are not obligated to take the effect. Ideally, everyone
should be familiar with what all game effects but there will be times when you forget what an effect does
and need a reminder. This call should not be abused, if you know what an effect does and what the duration
is you should not use “Clarify” for that effect. After “Clarify” a “3, 2, 1, game on” must be called by the
person who called the “Clarify”. A “Clarify” should not last more than a few seconds. You must know
what all your abilities do so that you may clarify it.

-

“Hold Game!”: Yell this if you have an emergency that requires the attention of everyone in the area. If
you hear this statement, immediately take a knee so that the emergency can be identified as quickly as
possible. If no GM is present, one must be contacted immediately at Ops on the top of the hill. Never leave
an emergency situation unattended. Also, only call a “Hold Game” for another person if the person is
unable to call it for themselves. Once the situation has been resolved everyone will be told to get up and a
“3, 2, 1, game on” will be called at which point game resumes from the exact moment it was held. We
encourage players to avoid using the term “Hold,” at all during game. Instead use “Stop,” “Stand your
ground,” ext.
Racism

The topics of racism are also not tolerated except in the case of in game racism (for example, against flame undead
for being reanimated corpses, mind flayers because they eat brains, ext.). In game racism are alright and could lead
to interesting role play.
Real Laws
REAL WORLD local, state, and federal laws are all in place, and must be followed. While the game world also has
laws, your character is free to follow or break them as they see fit.
Religion
Real life religions are not to be discussed in the game. The game world has a strong pantheon of gods- these gods
are fake, and should not be worshipped outside of the game.
Sexual Harassment
Sexual harassment, sexual assault, and rape of any kind, including in a backstory or even as a conversation topic,
will not be tolerated. There are no exceptions to this rule. You may not use the spells charm, compel, dominate,
implant memory, or any other spell to flirt or promote romantic or sexual situations. Consensual flirting and
romances are allowed in game, players are extremely cautioned to make sure to avoid even the appearance of sexual
harassment and/or magical manipulation. Furthermore, no actual sexual contact, consented to or not, is allowed in
game. Any roleplay that would be considered beyond PG-13 is allowed but must not occur in a public area. Public
areas include player cabins.
Sharing In Game Information Out of Game
Please be mindful of all information you share out of game, you are allowed to talk about any and all experiences
but it is unfair to other players to speak about information their character does not know as it becomes very hard to
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pretend you do not know it. If you do tell a friend something by the rules they are not allowed to know it in game
just be mindful of this.
Stay in Character
Please do not talk about real life topics at the game. While in game please remain in character. If you feel
uncomfortable please find staff and we will handle the issue.
Swearing
We will also ask to please keep swearing down to a minimum. Feel free to say what fits the situation but please
don’t go overboard.
Theft
Stealing in game items from other players is allowed, and any player may search other players if given the
opportunity. All in game items must be kept in game. If you find a colored clothes pin attached to your on-person
bag, pouch, ext. that means that it has been looted (or possibly an item added to it). Report to staff as soon as you
notice to turn over the bag, pouch, ext (or after the conclusion of the current module you are on if noticed during the
middle of a module). It will be returned to you shortly.
Players must keep their out of game items separate from their in game items. Stealing other players out of game
props is not allowed by any means. Real theft will be met with consequences.
We are Not Liable
You must sign a waiver relieving the LARP and the Site itself from liability before playing. No exceptions. Please
know your physical and emotional limits, and if you possess any special requirements or are subject to any phobias
or other limitations, please let the Game Director know.
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CHAPTER 2: EFFECTS AND CARRIERS
Effects
Agony The target must drop to their knees screaming in pain, writhing uselessly for 5 seconds. They may not attack,
defend, or take any other useful, in-game action.
Annihilate: If you die in the next 5 minutes, disintegrate. When you go to death inform it you have been
annihilated. You lose 2 random death cards. Annihilate cannot stack with itself.
Assassinate This effect must be delivered by surprise- if the weapon or packet delivering the effect is seen by the
target, they may call “No Effect”. The target enters the Dead state.
Backstab The target takes the indicated damage. The attack must have originated from behind them.
Bind The target’s arms are trapped at their side. They cannot raise their arms or fight.
Bleed Pierce 1 point of vitality every 10 seconds, and CAN stack. Medics can use certain bandages to purge bleed.
If a medic is using a bandage on you to purge bleed, immediately stop all bleeding. 3 points of healing given before
a 'tick' of bleed goes off will end 1 instance of Bleeding (but will not heal vitality, your choice whether restore
vitality or purge bleed). That damage is considering pierce damage. In the event that the bleed effect is delivered by
weapon the target may expend an armor point to call “resist by armor.” All bleed effects end when a target falls
unconscious and is in bleed-out.
Brutal X The target will take the effect as though it was a torso hit, even if blocked with a limb, weapon, or shield.
Brutal cannot be parried through the traditional parry skill.
Charm Mental Effect. The target comes to believe that the caller is their best friend. No hostile action may be taken
against them. This ends if the caster performs any hostile action towards the target.
Check Pulse The target must say “Yes” if alive or Bleeding Out, or no if Dead.
Communicate The target becomes able to speak and be understood in the Common (English) tongue. This also
purges silence.
Compel Mental Effect. The target must follow a single simple command given by the caller. The effect must be a
simple physical action such as “Defend me,” or “Open the door.” It cannot be an action that is causing self-harm or
certain death. It cannot force someone to tell secrets or use a high degree of intelligence.
Confuse Mental Effect. The target becomes unaware of their surroundings, unable to take any action. They will not
remember what happens while confused. If they take damage, the effect ends.
Death The target enters the Dead state.
Deny X A particular skill, effect, class, or type of skill will be listed. The target cannot make use of that skill(s),
class, or effect during the duration.
Detect X If the target possesses the trait being detected, they must state “Here”. This is an out of game response
only the user knows.
Diagnose The target states if they are: dead. bleeding out, sleeping, unconscious, poisoned, bleeding (effect), or
diseased.
Disarm: Without an X it only is disarm weapon or small hand-held item.
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Disarm X: The effect can hit the person or the item being disarmed. That item(s) must be dropped. Once dropped
the item(s) can be picked up again (do not need to wait a minute). If X is “all”, must drop what is in both hands.
Disease The target cannot benefit from any effect which restores vitality or energy, except first aid, for the duration
of the disease.
Disengage You swing your weapon in front of you in an arc, all targets within weapons reach must back away while
you hold your ground, and they then pull out their weapons to max length. When all weapons are not touching the
effect ends and reengage the fight. This cannot be used offensively.
Disintegrate When struck by this effect while dead, the target’s body fades away to nothing. Please report to Death
immediately.
Dispel This dispels all temporary magical effects on you, including: temporary reduces, temporary vitality,
temporary energy, guards, resists, granted effects, reflects, magically induced conditions, ext. You may not use a
spell guard, spell resist, or reflect on this effect. Traits are not dispelled unless it is a Dispel to X, where X is that
trait.
Dodge The effect or attack is considered dodged, as if it never hit. You can only dodge spells delivered by packet,
bullets, and ranged/thrown weapons. You can dodge a no defense call. You usually cannot dodge melee attacks
(weapons/punch packets). You cannot dodge a velocity call unless your skill says otherwise. You cannot dodge an
area of effect or burst call. You cannot dodge by my voice or gesture.
Dominate Mental Effect. Follow all commands given by the caster for time limit. If told to kill himself, the target
can only damage himself as to enter the bleed-out state by whatever normal means is at his disposal. Domination
cannot be used to guarantee truth. You can compel actions and use of skills only. And you can make them say
anything as long as you tell them the specific words/basic instructions.
Double X: As if hit by the X effect twice. Must use two dodges/parries (as appropriate), resists, or combination
thereof to avoid. Can use only one for partial. Example, for double two damage it results in 4 damage.
Drain X Energy: Reduce your current energy by X. If reduced to below 0 energy, suffer a knockout effect for one
minute per point of energy below zero. If at 0e you suffer the exhausted status.
Drain X Vitality Reduce your maximum vitality by x for the remainder of this Rest. If you would be reduced to 0
maximum vitality, you are reduced to 1 instead and instantly enter bleed-out.
Fear Mental Effect: Target must flee in fear from the caster, they should role-play incredible fear of the situation.
You must get out of sight of the caster and will not re-enter until the effect is over. Pacify will purge an active fear
effect.
Final Death When struck by the “Final Death” effect the target suffers their Final Death. All of their Death Cards
are destroyed. Their body will fade, but they are allowed to give a dramatic death scene if appropriate. They must
report to Death immediately after their death scene. This is an EXTREMELY RARE EFFECT.
Forsooth The statement after this statement becomes the in game call. Ex “Forsooth you feel itchy”
Forget Mental Effect: You forget the last X minutes of your life including the casting of the spell (or if Forget Me,
you forget the last X minutes of the caster). Spirit of the Rule: You do not know you are missing time unless you
have an active reason to try and recall that time.
Freeze X: All hands touching the designated item are stuck to that item and cannot let go for the duration of the
spell.
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Frenzy Mental Effect. The target must attack the closest person, no matter whether they are an ally or opponent. If
that person is dropped, they must attack the next closest person. This effect ends if you suffer a knockout, enter
bleed-out, or receive a pacify effect.
X Guard: The target must resist the next effect delivered by the X carrier that strikes them by melee, packet, gaze,
gesture, held gesture, ambient, or area of effect (which means they could use dodge first if applicable) and is not a
“1 X” spell by stating “Resist.” If it is a “1 X” spell, they have the option of whether to use the guard. Unless a
specific ability gives multiple guards, you can only have one guard of ANY kind on you at a time. The first guard
must be used or dispelled before another can be cast upon you. If an effect that hits you has more than one guard
your guard triggers, and is effective, if it is against either carrier.
Spell Guard Resist the next spell effect of any carrier delivered by packet, gaze, gesture, held gesture, ambient, or
area of affect. Cannot be used to resist a magical melee attack.
Heat Armor The target’s armor becomes blisteringly hot. After ten seconds, and for each additional 10 seconds
where the target is still wearing his armor/shield he suffers an ambient fire agony. Does not affect leather armor.
Heat Weapon The target’s weapon becomes blisteringly hot and results in a disarm (if not attached to the target). If
anyone attempts to pick up the weapon in the next minute, or if the target is still holding the weapon, it results in an
ambient fire agony.
Heal X The target is healed for X vitality.
Intimidate Mental Effect. The caster makes an aggressive action and/or sound to affect an area effect 5 foot radius.
For the next 10 seconds, all effected cannot make offensive actions and must role play being afraid.
Killing Blow You may call "Killing Blow 1, Killing Blow 2, Killing Blow 3" to a helpless target, who then enters
the Dead state. If the weapon or caller is struck during the countdown, the effect is interrupted and must be restarted.
Killing blow at the speed you would wish to receive a killing blow at.
Knockout Target is Knocked out for 1 minute, this can be fixed by awaken. The target is helpless.
Language Sign: If you see someone with their thumb on their chin and pointer finger on their nose, they are talking
in a foreign language. You may ask out of game what language they are speaking in by saying, “Clarify language.”
Some languages will have code names. If you know the language you can understand what they are saying. If you
do not know the language, you cannot understand. You are not required to indicate if you understand a language.
Thieves’ Cant is one such language.
Maim The struck limb is rendered useless. If an arm is struck the target cannot fight with that arm. If a leg is struck
the target must drop to a knee and can only crawl slowly as a form of movement. A target with both arms and a leg
maimed is helpless. 2 points of healing will fix 1 limb and 5 points will fix all 4.
Nausea The target cannot take offensive action or cast spells and must roleplay throwing up and acting sick. They
can move at a slow pace, and can defend themselves.
No Resist The target must take the attached effect- guards and resists cannot be used.
No Effect When called in response to an effect, this lets the caller know that the target took no effect, and under the
current circumstances, never will. If you are immune to a certain call or carrier and are struck by it, you should state,
“No effect.”
Pacify Mental Effect. The target cannot take any offensive action and must role-play being relaxed. This effect
serves to end “Fear,” “Frenzy” and any Barbarian Rage skills. If the target takes damage to their hit points or is
obviously being attacked, this effect ends.
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Paralyze The target is locked in place. They must stay in the position they are in and may not move or speak. The
target is helpless.
Parry Negates a single melee attack (whether magical or otherwise), as though it did not hit the caller. This may
only be used on attacks from the 180 degree vision in front of the user.
Petrify: The target is paralyzed as it is turned to stone. This ability lasts for five minutes. If the state is not purged or
dispelled during that five minute time, or the target is subject to a shatter effect during that time, the target takes a
death effect and goes immediately to death. A target cannot be moved while petrified and is immune to all attacks
and effects (besides Purge Petrify, Dispel, and Shatter) during this time. Any active effects on the target when
petrified are suspended and resume if the target is freed. Incorporeal creatures are immune to this effect.
Phase The target phases out of sight, going some other place or becoming no longer visible. As soon as “Phase” is
called, the target vanishes. Unless specifically instructed otherwise, “Purge Phase,” can only be used immediately
after you saw a target phase or when other role play factors would lead you to believe someone else is present.
Sometimes this represents someone being invisible, other times it represents them no longer being in the plane.
When a target is phased they will put a hand on their head or a white headband to indicate that you do not see them.
Pierce The target may not use resists granted by armor or natural armor to reduce the effect of the attack.
Purge X If the target is subject to the X effect or trait, that effect or trait is negated and undone. If the effect is
normally a permanent effect, please check with staff to see if the purge was effective.
Purify The target has any active Toxin or Poison effect negated and undone. This will NOT work on a dead target.
The spell may also be cast on food or drink to purify and destroy any poison that may be in it.
Quick Death Kills the helpless target. If added to an effect if the effect would drop you to 0 vitality, you enter the
dead state.
Reduce by/to X: Reduce a vitality damaging attack or spell of any type (except an armor reduce) to or by X (any
other effects still occur. (For example a “Reduce by 3,” could be used to reduce a “3 fire agony,” to “1 fire agony,”
The user may choose when to use a reduce. It does not need to be on the first attack landed. A “Reduce by,” cannot
reduce damage below 1. You can only have one cast Reduce by or Reduce to on you at one time. The most common
reduces are: Reduce by 3, Reduce by 5, and Reduce to 1.
Reflect: The melee attack, spell, or carrier attack (depending on the type of reflect) is considered reflected at the
caster, caster takes the effect of the spell she cast. State “Reflect X.” Example: If a person had a fire reflect and as
struck with a 5 fire attack he would state, “Reflect 5 fire.” Reflects must be used on the first non-1 damage
appropriate effect that strikes the user. As such, a parry or dodge being used could preserve the reflect because that
strike is considered to not have struck the caster but a guard or resist could not be used.
Repel Target cannot approach within 20 feet of the caster or take offensive action against him. Ends if the caster
does melee damage to the target.
X Resist You may choose to expend the X resist to ignore an ability of the X carrier that strikes you by melee,
packet, gaze, gesture, held gesture, ambient, or area of effect Unless a specific ability gives multiple resists, you can
only have one resist of ANY kind on you at a time. If X is spell it can be used on any magical carrier but not from a
melee attack. The first resist must be used or dispelled before another can be cast upon you. If an ability has multiple
carriers you can resist it if you can resist either carrier.
Return X If Return is called the person who most recently hit the caster takes the effect, ex. Return 2 Fire, the
person who hit the user takes 2 fire damage.
Root The target is unable to move any part of their body that was touching the ground when the root call took effect.
Usually, that means the target cannot move their feet.
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Shatter If this effect strikes a weapon, shield, or other item subject to shatter, that item is broken. Items will have
various means of being repaired. Shatter does not work on magic-items, including magic armor, unless it is specified
in the call as “shatter magic item.”
Silence Target cannot speak or incant spells. However, skills that do not require spell-casting or talking can still be
used.
Silent Cast: If a person says, “Silent cast,” and then a skill, you do not hear them casting the spell, though you see
the effect. The incantation is merely for the out of game benefit so everyone knows what is being cast, similar to a
physical skill being used. Ex. “Silent cast, 5 fire.”
Slaughter This effect must hit the torso. It drops you to 0 vitality and enter bleed-out. You must get 5 vitality worth
of healing (which does not restore any vitality) in 30 seconds to stabilize at zero vitality or you enter the dead state.
(Note: Remember, at exactly zero vitality you can still crawl and call for help, for hit into negative vitality, if you
are hit again, you fall unconscious but still have the 30 second count).
Slay The melee effect must hit the torso. The target suffers 10 damage.
Sleep Mental effect: Target is Asleep. Awaken will remedy this. Target is helpless.
Slow The target may not move faster than the pace of a walk. (One foot must be on the ground at all times.) This
does not impede a person’s combat speed, only their speed traveling.
Smash This effect must hit torso. Target falls to the ground and drops weapons.
Self-Remedy After a target has fully bled out they may instead call “self-remedy” and awaken at 1 vitality.
Summon The target must move directly toward the caller at a brisk pace. You may otherwise act normally as you
walk towards the caller. Once at the caller, or one minute passes, the effect ends.
Threshold X An ongoing “Reduce by X,” effect except that the damage can be reduced all the way to 0.
“X To Y”: The X attack or effect has no effect if the target is not Y. If the target is Y it must expend one extra guard
and/or resist to resist X. Note: this does not make X double if it is not resisted, it only makes X harder to resist. “X
to Y” also bypasses natural/racial resistances of the creature. For example, while a skeleton may be immune to
mental effects, “Sleep to skeleton” or “Sleep to undead” would still affect it. Y can be an entity’s true name.
Toxin The target falls unconscious after 5 seconds. After two minutes, the target dies. May only be purged by the
“Purify” effect. Is considered a poison.
Trip If this effect hits the target’s legs, the target falls down. A creature without legs is immune to the trip effect.
Once the target falls down he may get up again (does not need to wait a minute). OOG Note: Creatures on stilts have
no effect to trip.
Triple: As if hit by the same effect three times. Must use three dodges/parries (as appropriate), resists, or
combination thereof to avoid. Can use only one or two for partial.
Waylay The target is knocked out. This must be delivered from behind.
Weakness The target may not spend Energy. They should also roleplay a weakened state.
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Carriers
Known carriers in the world. Note: An ability can have more than one carrier. In that case, a resist or guard is
effective if against either of the carriers. You do not need to be able to resist both. If the carrier is not marked as a
physical carrier, it can also be resisted/guarded by spell guards and resists.
Acid Represents a physical corrosive liquid. While the creation of acid attacks may come from a magical source, it
is a physical effect. Therefore, spell guards/resists are ineffective.
Air The element of Air, lightning and gusts of wind are represented.
Ash: Represents the fine charred earth.
Blood Represents the manipulation of blood in the body.
Bone: Represents the manipulation of bone in the body.
Dark Represents the energy harnessed from inside yourself.
Earth Represents the earth, stability, stones and gravel.
Empathy: Represents using your energy to take someone’s malign effect onto yourself.
Eldritch: Feels like something is destroying your essence.
Fire The element of Fire, representing flames and heat.
Flesh: Represents the manipulation of flesh on a body.
Hellfire- The unique energy of Devils, it appears as a black and red flame. If you are weak to Fire you are weak to
hellfire. A hellfire resist/guard will stop either a hellfire or fire attack but a fire resist/guard will not stop a hellfire
attack.
Holylight- The strange energy of pure light, the rawest form of light. If you are weak to light you are weak to
holylight. A holylight resist/guard will stop either a holylight or light attack but a light resist/guard will not stop a
holylight attack.
Light Represents the energy harnessed from a higher power.
Magic Raw, magical energy.
Shadow The energy of the shadows and the unseen. Little is known about this magic except that it involves another
world.
Silver This represents pure silver.
Sound This represents magical sound. The target MUST hear your verbal to these spells to work. If someone is
entirely deaf, they are immune to sound attacks. It is magic. Many sound effects are by gesture or voice. They
cannot be dodged as they cannot be seen.
Swarm: Represents multiple insects and bugs biting. While the creation of swarm attacks is magical, it is a physical
effect. Therefore, spell guards/resists are ineffective.
Water The element of water, representing both the flowing waters and chilling ice.
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Special Carriers
Alchemical - This is delivered by Alchemy and is a physical, not magical, effect. Appropriate element guards/resists
maybe used but not spell guards/resists.
Ambient- this attack is NOT done by the caller but by an outside force. For instance, “Ambient Earth Trip” might
be from an earthquake.
Mental Effects: An effect which affects an individual’s thoughts, memory, choices, or emotions. Mental is NOT a
carrier; it is only a type of effect. Many abilities let you resist/guard against mental effects. There ARE sub-carriers
whose effects are always considered to be mental effects.
Sub Carriers: Any effect delivered by the below carriers are considered mental effects. A mental guard or
resist will work on all of these along with their specific carrier guard or resist. For example, either a mental
guard/resist or an awe guard/resist could be used to stop an awe effect.
Non-magical mental effects (Charisma, Despair, and Inspiration) cannot be resisted by a spell guard or
resist because they are not spells but can still be resisted by a carrier specific guard/resist (ex. Charisma guard) or
mental guard/resist
Awe: Represents an effect caused by an individual’s aura or presence. Often this effect is only felt, not
seen.
Charisma (non-magical): Represents an effect caused by the speaker’s extremely high, or low, charisma
and social charm.
Despair (non-magical): Represents and effect given by low morale. If this is done magically, it will also
include a magical carrier which can be resisted normally.
Illusion: Represents an effect changing/influencing one of your senses.
Inspiration (non-magical): Represents an effect given by high morale.
Psionic: Represents energy harnessed and emanating from the brain itself.
Truth: Represents an effect that changes reality itself for you.
The following are effects which are always considered mental effects: Charm, Communicate, Compel,
Confuse, Dominate, ESP, Forget, Forget Me, Frenzy, Pacify, Possession, and Sleep.
Physical- This is a physical attack delivered by a packet, if it strikes the shield or weapon this attack does nothing. It
is not magic.
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CHAPTER 3: COMBAT AND GAMEPLAY RULES
This section will tell you what you need to know about how combat works, how to be safe, and how to get the most
out of it for everyone. Be mindful that this combat system is designed so that anyone can play what they want and be
able to feel like their character.

General Rules for Combat
Combat in this game is a lightest touch system, meaning that if you are hit by a safe boffer weapon you are
considered hit. No excess force is permitted. Legal hits are anywhere not in illegal areas of the body, illegal areas
are: The head, the groin, the hands and the neck. In addition every player is responsible for keeping track of their
own vitality, energy usage, abilities effects on them etc. Please be respectful in combat as everyone is here to have
fun. Do refer back to the introduction for all that we expect.
Armor
Any character may wear any armor (though it may interfere with class abilities). Armor is divided into five
locations- Head, Chest, Back, Arms, and Legs. There are three levels of armor- Light, Medium, and Heavy. Light
armor consists of soft leather, fur, and hide. Medium armor consists of light chain, plastic plate, or layers of leather.
Heavy armor consists of real, metal plate or real riveted chain. One must be wearing at least armor that covers the
chest and back and one other location to get the benefit of that armor category.
If someone is wearing light armor they gain 1 armor point, medium armor gives 3 armor points, and heavy armor
gives 5 armor points. (see below for armor point use).
Repairing light armor takes one common pelt per 2 armor points being repaired. Repairing medium armor and heavy
armor takes one common ore per 2 points of armor being repaired. “Shatter” expends all armor points from an
armor, requiring it to be repaired before being able to be used again. You must have a skill to repair armor. A
blacksmith is the most common person with this skill.
Armor Point:
When the wearer has armor points remaining and is struck by a vitality damaging attack, maim, bleed, or slaughter
delivered by melee weapon, or physical, fire, water, air, or earth, they must call, “Reduce to 1 by armor.” When the
wearer has armor points remaining and is struck by a poison effect delivered by a weapon, they must call, “Resist
poison by armor.” Both uses reduce remaining armor points by 1. An attack/effect delivered by “Pierce,” bypasses
any remaining armor points. Armor points must be used, if available, even if the actual attack/effect strikes an area
of the person that is not physically covered by armor.
Bleeding Out, Conscious and Unconscious
Once you reach zero vitality you are considered bleeding out and must fall down. You are considered helpless. If
you are dropped to exactly 0 vitality, you are still conscious. You can move at a crawl and in pain. You may not use
any skills (unless specifically stated otherwise in the skill). You may speak and you may slowly reach for and use a
potion.
If you are dropped below 0 vitality you fall unconscious.
If you are restored any vitality you are conscious, no longer bleeding out, and can act normally.

Blocking Hits
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In a lightest touch system attacks are meant to be light. If a blow strikes your weapon first and then strikes the torso
it is considered blocked, regardless of how much force was behind the attack. This encourages the no excess force in
that even the lightest tap before the blow hits you is considered blocked.
Calling Effects, Skill and Item Use
An effect must be called before it makes contact with the target. If the call is made after, the effect does not work,
but any resources such as items or Energy are used regardless. If an effect is used and misses the target, or the target
is unaffected, the skill or item creating the effect is still considered used and any resources or charges expended.
“Check Your Swings”
This is a lightest touch game. If you feel you are being hit too hard by somebody, you may call “Caution, check your
swings.” If this continues, please find a GM. You may not swing hard to try to physically disarm someone. Swings
should be at a maximum of 90 degrees.
Combat Distance
You must keep at least an arm’s reach from your opponent. IF the distance closes in for some reason, call “Caution,
too close”. Both should take a step back and then continue.
Combat Speed
Combat persists of an organized steady pace, swings should be no more than one hit per second per weapon per
location. “Machine Gunning” or “Drum Rolling”. You cannot hit the same location multiple times rapidly without
pulling your weapon back, if you are hit this way it is called if you are hit like this take only one hit from the flurry
and call something along the lines of “Got one of those” or “Machine Gunning I’m taking one”

Damage Order
When you are struck by a damaging effect, defenses and damage are used and electively taken in the following order
of priority.
1. Parry/Dodge (Optional)
2. Reflect
3. X Guard (Only optional if effect is “1 damage”)
4. X Resist (Optional)
5. Reduce (Magically granted or skill based) (Optional)
6. Temporary Armor Point (Same as armor)
7. Armor Reduce (Mandatory to first 2 damage or higher attacks, maim, or slaughter)
8. Threshold X
9. Natural Armor (Only optional if effect is “1 damage” or uncalled melee attack)
10. Temporary Vitality
11. Vitality
Death
Whether conscious or not, after 2 minutes of bleeding out, if you are killing-blowed, you enter the dead state. Stay
on the ground for 5 minutes, then go to Death’s Realm if you are not Resurrected or effected by a necromantic spell
during that time. If disintegrated while in the dead state, go to Death’s Realm immediately.

Duration of Effects
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All effects last for 1 minute, unless otherwise noted.
Energy: This is the unit used to keep track of how much a person can do, how often they can use certain
skills. It is an in-game concept. Temporary energy a person has MUST be used before all other energy. It is often
abbreviated as “e”. Energy is resotred at the beginning of every rest, through skills, and through items.
Exhausted
If a player is at 0 energy they are exhausted and should act sluggish and tired. If ever reduced to below 0e they
suffer a knockout effect for one minute per point of energy below zero.
Flurry
Ebonrock uses a 3 hit flurry system, which means you may attempt 3 strikes before having to take a second pause
then reengage the fight.
Guards/Resists:
A character can only have ONE of any type of guard and ONE of any type of resist active at a time. That guard or
resist must be used or dispelled before able to accept a different one. This does not stop a character able to resist a
certain type of effect of they can do so without casting a spell in advance of the resist. See effects definition for more
details.
Helpless: A target is helpless and unable to defend themselves from any attack or killing blow. A target is
helpless if they are unconscious, at 0 vitality, knocked-out, or paralyzed. Certain abilities require a target to be
helpless in order to be used.
Items
In Game Items: Represented by tags that can be taken, personal props cannot be taken. These are items that can be
gems, armor reinforcement kits, etc.
Magic Items and Attunement: All magic items will have game tags. Magic items must be attuned to the wielder
before they can be used. A character can attune an item in between games or, if found that game, at the start of a
reset by paying the attunement energy cost. While the item is attuned, your maximum energy is decreased by the
attunement cost. You may have a maximum of three magic items attuned to you at any one time unless you have a
skill that states otherwise. You may unattune an item (unless it is a cursed item) in between games.
Consumable magic items such as potions, magic ammunition, and similar one use items do not have to be attuned
unless the tag states otherwise.
You may still wield a non-attuned magic weapon but gain no magical benefit from it (and may still become cursed if
it is a cursed item). The only difference between a normal weapon and unattuned magic weapon is that the weapon
is still immune to normal “Shatter” calls.
A magic item tag will indicate if there is a gem on the item. If so, this means that the gem is already fixed to the
item. It cannot be removed by normal means.
Shatter Effects on Magic Items: Magic weapons and armor are immune to shatter effects if they are not delivered
as “shatter to magic item.” If a magic weapon or armor piece is shattered, it must be repaired by someone who can
repair magic items before it can be used again.
Identification: Certain magic item tags when found will state it has an unknown effect. This means that the item
must be IDed (if a potion or poison) or identified by spell before they can be used. When done, please submit the tag
in your folder stating it has been IDed or identified and staff will send back the full tag if appropriate.
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Killing Blow
All players may use the “Killing Blow” effect at will. You may call "Killing Blow 1, Killing Blow 2, Killing Blow
3" to a helpless target, who then enters the Dead state. If the weapon or caller is struck during the countdown, the
effect is interrupted and must be restarted. You may kill blow with a magic spell by expending the energy to kill the
target. After the killing blow simply incant the spell you use, this requires a touch cast of the spell packet. Its
magical properties are carried over into the killing blow. Some creatures may require special carriers to deliver a
killing blow. Killing blow at the speed you wish to suffer a killing blow.
Magic
Effects can be delivered by:
Magic- Magic can be cast by touch, by weapon/claw, by gesture, by held gesture, by packet, by gaze, by voice, and
by burst.
Touch spells cannot be resisted however most are beneficial and can only be cast on a willing or helpless creature.
If a beneficial spell has "No Effect" (Healing, Resurrection, Communicate, etc.). No energy is expended.
Some people can channel their magical abilities through a claw or weapon. These spells have to successfully strike
the target to be effective. If the attacker misses or the attack is parried, the energy is still expended. Carrier guards
and resists are effective defenses to these attacks (ex. Fire guard to a “Fire 5,” attack) but generic spell guards and
spell resists may not be used. Reduces and armor reduces can also be used to reduce damaging magical melee
attacks.
A packet spell must be incanted then thrown, if it connects with the target it takes effect if not it is still expended.
The energy is expended when in incant is done regardless if it hits or misses or is resisted. Packets that hit the head
or groin are not to be taken, as well as packets thrown with excessive force.
An Area of Effect ability affects 5 feet around the caster of the target.
Burst delivered by packet must strike a target. That target then must call, “Ambient Area of Effect X,” where X
was the called effect. The target may then resist the spell as normal if he can. If the packet does not strike a target,
(conscious or unconscious) the spell is wasted. You CANNOT dodge a Burst.
By gesture attacks are a point attack, “By my gesture, Dark Root” if you are being pointed at you take the effect,
the person calling the gesture should make it clear who is being gestured at, for instance “You in the plate mail,
Gesture Dark Root”, or any indicator of who is being targeted.
By held gesture attacks, “By my held gesture, Dark Root,” affects you as long as you continue being pointed at.
Once the person calling the gesture attack drops his point or is struck by a harmful melee or magical attack, the held
gesture ends.
By gaze attacks can be cast as long as the target has made eye contact with the caster when the caster begins the
spell’s incantation. By gaze attacks cannot be dodged and do not produce a visible effect.
By Voice are if you hear the spell you take it, these represent a massive area of an effect, covering your ears is not
an acceptable counter to this attack. If an attack is by sound, and you are actually deaf by some physical or magical
means, then the attack does not affect you.
Interrupting: A person casting a spell by packet, gesture, held gesture, voice, burst or sound attack that is struck in
the middle of their incantation or performance is interrupted. They do not expend the energy for the spell but they
must restart the incantation before casting it again.
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Resisting: If you have the means to resist a spell, you must use it within 5 seconds. You must call “Resist” loudly
enough for the caller to hear. A “No Defense” effect may not be resisted. If a spell has two carriers you only have to
be able to resist one carrier to resist the spell.
Pools: Pools are wells of magic that can be tapped into and used that have been paid for in advance. All pools unless
otherwise stated (like in Exemplar) require 2 minutes of stationary focus without being struck to refresh EACH
individual pool. In other words you can only be focusing to refresh 1 pool at a time. After each refresh, (a downtime
after a combat) all such pools refresh.
Purge Spell: Anyone may release a spell by stating I Purge my spell, or if you have multiple cast you may specify “I
release my spell, purge my root spell” touch cast and only the root spell is released. Any caster may do this to stop
the duration.
Double/Triple Effects v. Double/Triple Attacks/Spells: Some attacks do multiple effects, such as Lightning Stun
and Knockdown, you will take both effects, a single resistance will stop the effect as it is just one spell.
Other spells or melee attacks will be cast as double/triple, such as, “Double 5 fire,” this represents two spells or
attacks being made in rapid succession. They are represented by one packet or swing however. If the attack or spell
lands, BOTH have landed. As such, if defenses such as guards, resists, parries, dodges, and reduces are being used,
each attack from the double or triple must be addressed separately. For example, a character may dodge the first “5
fire” spell and use a “Reduce to 1” on the second, reducing his damage to 1 by calling, “Dodge, Reduce to 1.”
Rituals/Rites: Rituals and Rites are powerful ceremonies to perform. Rituals have strong power and draw from the
forces of magic, Rites work with a higher entities’ energy. Rituals can be found through in game means and even
created. Rituals are fickle with magic and usually require components and energy expended. The strongest rituals
will have a high cost of components and be complicated. Rituals require a GM present and will tell you how the
ritual goes.
Maimed or Unusable Limbs
The struck limb is rendered useless. If an arm is struck the target cannot fight with that arm. If a leg is struck the
target must drop to a knee and can only crawl slowly as a form of movement. 2 points of healing will fix 1 limb, 3
points will fix 2 limbs, and 5 points will fix all 4.
Mob Rule
Only three players/NPCs may engage any 1 person in melee combat at one time. There are exceptions to this rule for
boss fights which will be CLEARLY noted before combat by some line about, “This is an epic fight,” or “I’ll take
you all on at once.” If in doubt, ask via a clarify.
Plot Cards/Forsooth:
Not all abilities are listed in the rulebook, some information will be carried out by plot cards, if you receive a plot
card follow the directions as if an in game effect was used on you and this is the new description. The word
“Forsooth” may also be used to describe an effect not in the rulebook, ex: “Forsooth you feel magic energy pulsing
behind you, take 1 damage every 10 seconds while in this room”
Poison:
Poison can be resisted with a poison resist/guard or a resist/guard specific to the effect the poison is inducing.
Blade Poison: Is stated when you swing the sword (if you have armor point, you may expend it to call “resist by
Armor.” The blade poison stays on your blade until used and will augment the next swing. If you do not connect the
blade poison is not lost. If you make contact with a weapon it is also not lost. Parry will keep the poison on your
blade, although any kind of resist will not.
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Contact Poison: is represented by Vaseline, if you touch it take “Poison 10 damage,” ability unless there is a plot
card nearby that says the poison type. Poison much come into contact with skin so gloves will protect.
Ingested Poison: Represented by Swedish Fish. A Green one represents the “Poison 10 damage,” skill, a Yellow is
a knock out poison, Orange is a nausea and disease poison, and a Red is a forget poison.
Gas Poison- If a call has poison gas on the end of it. “Knockout Poison Gas!” then it will be used as a packet attack.
The person is throwing a vile at you, it will go through armor consider all poison gas attacks as pierce. NOTE:
Covering your face does NOT give you a resist to poison gas.
Uncalled Hits
A normal melee, thrown attack, or nerf dart, without a call, does one point of damage.

Refreshes
By spending ten minutes outside of combat, you gain the “Heal Full’ effect, and regain any spent uses of “per
Refresh” skills.
Resets (Energy)
Energy resets every 6 hours or at:
Saturday at 2am,
Saturday at 8am
Saturday at 2 pm,
Saturday at 8 pm,
Sunday at 2am, and
Sunday at 8am
Restraints
Restraints are represented either by a rope or by a chain with a carabineer clip for manacles. You must have these
items in game if you wish to use them. Both can be escaped via the Escape Bonds skill. To use the escape bonds
skill, you have to be unobserved escaping for 10 seconds. In order to release someone from manacles, you must
have a key or the lock picking skill. It requires 1 minute and 1 Energy to free someone by using lock picking if the
manacles do not have a tag. If restrained by rope and unobserved for 10 minutes you can escape even if you do not
have the escape bonds skill.

Roleplay Hits
You must acknowledge your hits, there are many ways about it, if you are hit we encourage you to role play getting
hurt, grunting and staggering is acceptable. Saying “Got it” to accept a hit is also acceptable.

Safety:
Safety is a number one priority. Therefore, please keep the following in mind:
Mind Your NPCs: NPCs will be wearing masks and other objects that obscure their vision for the sake of being a
monster. If they seem to be adjusting their mask please allow them to do so and pause combat for a moment. Also
please remember that the ‘monsters’ in the world are still just your friends in masks. We understand that tensions
run high and it may lead to unsafe fighting, please be mindful and catch yourself of this.
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Fight In Safe Locations: When fighting make sure you are in a safe location, not around rocks or open flames, any
safety hazards near the area should be avoided when fighting, use Caution if the area is unsafe. If a fight needs to be
moved, that is okay. Staff will reset the scene, including down players, to be as close to the original tactical setup as
when the scene was moved.
Night: When fighting at night please be extra mindful of your fighting and especially your surroundings. Running at
night is permitted but you may allocate through an unsafe area at night the NPCs will peruse you at your speed.
Safety is the number one concern.
Searching/Looting
Searching is done in the following way: when an unconscious players, dead player, bleeding out player ext., is there
you may state “I search you” you may allocate a 30 second count out loud and they must give up the items on them.
You may also state “I search your arm” (or other area) or “I search your pouch”, then after 5 seconds they must give
you the items on them.
You may loot weapons from NPCs. If they do not have a tag to give you, please make note of it in a log (What
weapon you took, from whom, in what mod/attack) and report it in your character folder or PEL. We will get a tag
to you.
Temporary:
Temporary armor points, vitality, and energy does not stack unless the skill granting it says otherwise. If given one
while already on another effect, you may choose the best of the two to keep.
Train Chat, Website, and Facebook Group:
Ebonrock has two primary forms of communication. The first is Ebonrock Live Action Roleplaying.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1487408031356673/
This group is used for a more discussion based nature and will include things like event info, updates, and the ability
to communicate to the entire group. Currently, players register for events from google forms, the links of which are
provided on the facebook page.
The second is our website at www.ebonrocklarp.com
This is the website where character submit their character, PELs, BGAs, update their character, and participate in the
forums.
There are also forums available on our discord site for in game role play and out of game socialization and BGA
planning. Please contact any GM for the discord link.
Traps
Traps are represented in a variety of different ways..
Pull String A party Popper with pull string if tripped and are within 5 feet you will take 5 damage (unless otherwise
clarified)
Party Popper Party poppers, if set off, will cause the Maim effect to whichever foot stepped on it.
Plot card If a plot card is on a door, floor, or wall and marked with a sequence of letters and numbers it may be a
trap. Once you go through it, step on it, ext. turn the plot card over for the effect.
Party popper traps may be disarmed by simply moving them out of the way and pull strings disarmed by
removing the string. Plot card traps can be disarmed by spending the appropriate amount of time and role-playing. If
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the trap is sprung at any time you have failed to disarm it. Disarming traps requires the Disarm Traps or Advanced
Disarm Traps skill.

Weapons
Archery and Bows: Bows in this world are rare but they still exist. Those using one should consider that it may be
difficult finding craftsman who know how to make master versions of them. Bows must be one of three types.
- You may use a NERF brand bow (or crossbow), with foam arrows or darts.
- You may have a Ben Becker’s “Sling” Packet Bow
- (You may NOT simply have a boffer bow and throw packets.)
Either of the above types deals “1 Physical”. Hitting these types of arrows out of the air with a weapon, negates the
attack. It takes one minute of active searching to recover these arrows (you should RP and actually pick up your
packets). You may shoot 1 arrow every 10 seconds.
- Lastly, you may use a real bow. It must have a maximum of 20 pound draw. To fire a bow, you must have
LARP safe arrows. Arrows must be shot from at least fifteen feet away for safety purposes. Any melee
attack skill can be cast throw a bow, unless specifically noted. Hitting this type of arrow out of the air with
a weapon causes you to suffer the damage as though you had been hit. The recovery time for these is
however long it actually takes to recover them. The time between shots is whatever you can do.
Any type of Arrows can be blocked by a shield. Bow props may not be used to block under any circumstances.
Black powder is a component used in the crafting of bullets any other items of technology. Black powder no longer
blows up from fire effects. Individuals which have bullets and/or black powder are required to keep an in-game and
out-of-game log (it can be the same log or a different one) which indicates how much of each they have and where
they got the items from (who sold it). The out-of-game log functions as the player’s tags for the bullets and black
powder. Normally when a merchant sells you bullets/black powder they will sign the log and will mark it in their
own log for the Merchant’s Guild. You may elect not to have an in-game log but may suffer consequences if caught.
Guns: Guns should be NERF brand and painted to make them appear more steam-punk, or at least remove any
bright colors and lettering. Based on the skills you have, guns are limited as to size, magazine capacity, and
improvements. Guns have two standard forms of shot, bullets and slag. The standard call for bullets is “brutal 3
physical.” This means that if a bullet strikes a shield is counts as if it struck the shield-wielder. Specialized bullets
add to that. The standard slag shot is uncalled, which is equivalent to “1 physical.” Anyone with proficiency in guns
can create and use slag for FREE. Each are represented by NERF darts. It takes 20 seconds to load a bullet and 10
seconds to load a slag into your gun. There is no required time to aim a gun before firing unless you are using a
specific skill which requires otherwise. We ask as a courtesy that players recover their spent darts as soon as
reasonably possible to make clean-up easier for everyone.
Latex: Latex weapons are not allowed to be used in combat. They may be used as props. Latex shields are allowed.
Slings: do not require a weapon skill to use. Sling bullets are represented by about fist sized yellow foam balls. They
do base “1 physical,” damage. No initiate or prestige skill can be used with slings (though specialized skills might).
You must twirl the ball over your shoulder/head for 5 seconds before throwing the ball to simulate you using the
sling. (Bonus points are given for having a physical representation of the sling but it is not required). Sling bullets
are free but you must recover your thrown bullets after each combat.
Two Handed Weapons: While you may defend yourself with a two handed weapon held in one hand, you may only
attack if you are holding it in two hands. If one of your arms is maimed, you cannot use the weapon.
Weapon Use: You may only attack or block with weapons which you are proficient with. All weapons will be
inspected at check-in to make sure they are safe. Flails, or any weapon with chain style links, are not allowed. The
game allows latex weapons but players are encouraged to bring a backup weapon in case it does not pass weapon
inspection. Players are encouraged to consult with our official sponsor, Finnbogi Armory and Mercantile for the
purchasing of weapons or for guidelines in how to construct a safe weapon. Staff reserves the right to re-inspect a
weapon at any time or change our mind about allowing any particular weapon. Safety is our number one priority.
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CHAPTER 4: CHARACTERS
When creating a character, a player must select the character’s race. Some races have quality point costs to play
them.
Characters start game with 32 character points of skills to build their character with as well as 6 quality points. For
every game that has passed players will start with one extra character point (see below). Some qualities cost
character points, while others give character points. All qualities however cost quality points. Characters also have
up to 3 flaw points they can spend to purchase flaws to begin game with extra character points. Each flaw point used
gives the character 1 extra character point.
After selecting your quality points, you may spend your remaining character points to purchase general skills,
classes, and/or professions.
Next, a player can choose one background to gain the benefits of.
After that, a character may select one location to be his homeland and gain the benefit of that location.
A character begins game with 3 silver pieces and 5 copper pieces with which to buy all of their starting equipment
gargoyle on the train. All players begin game with a free melee weapon or suit of armor for which they have a
suitable prop. All money not spent is brought in by the character at the start of game.
Submit a character history, at least one paragraph but no longer than five pages (single spaced, 12 font, Times New
Roman)(This does not mean that staff thinks 5 pages are needed.) Staff will contact you to either approve your
character history, or state what needs to be changed and resubmitted to be approved.

Character Point Progression
Characters gain additional character point in the following ways:
1) Set-up/Clean-up: If a player assists in set-up for an event they gain ½ a character point. If a player assist
in clean-up for an event they gain ½ a character point.
2) Attendance: If a character plays an event they gain 1 character point.
3) Post Event Letter: If a character submits a Post Event Letter (a form will be posted on the group page)
for an event that they played within 10 days of the end of the event, they will gain 1 character point.
4) Campaign Progression: All players, whether they played an event or not, including starting in the middle
of the campaign, gain 1 character point per FULL WEEKEND event that has occurred.
5) Donation: A character can donate $25 worth of objects or provide services that are deemed worthy of a
donation point(s). There is a cap of 1 donation character point per FULL WEEKEND event that has occurred. (So
equal to the total of #4 above). If you have exceeded your donation cap you may wait and get the benefit of the
character point once the cap has increased, or you may donate it to another player (please inform staff). Staff will
monitor the donation character point cap and how much character points are earned/gifted on each character sheet.
Ebonrock is exceedingly grateful to all who donate to help us bring you the best adventure we can!
6) Cast-swaps. Players that participate in an official cast swap EITHER earn 1 donation character point or 1
full character point of set-up/clean-up for games that have already past that the player has not earned that character
point. Ebonrock currently has cast swaps with: Aralis; Hellcat Jive; Evensong; Mystwood; After Dark; Ink; Knight
Blades; Empire in Flames; Lione; Stellar Front; Madrigal; Dark Times; Clockwork Seas; and
Thaumatrope. If you are interested in adding a game to our list, please contact a GM.
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Between Game Actions
Every character may perform two actions between games. The first action is called a regular BGA (“Between Game
Action”) action. This can be any activity your character wishes to try and do in about 2/3 of a month of time. You
may leave the Expedition and the Train to do this action. You may attempt whatever you wish to attempt. It is
assumed you catch back up with the train at the stop before game-on (so you still start game on the train). If you
leave the train for your regular BGA action you cannot participate in the in-game Train forum for the time period
between games (because you are not on the train). If your BGA is more than conversation, you will be provided a
written result of your efforts. This is your opportunity to do activities that are often beyond the capability of the
normal LARP session, for example, jousting, searching for a specific NPC to converse with, going on a mission to
recover X, ext. It is limited only by your imagination and capability. Be warned, rewards and/or harm may result
from regular BGA actions. These events take place in game and are just as dangerous. In rare circumstances staff
may elect you to begin game in a module of your regular BGA action.
The second action a character has each BGA is a profession action. Characters with a profession can spend this
time, about 1/3 of a month, performing various actions according to the production points given to their profession.
Each profession BGA is valued at 2 silver pieces worth of earning potential (besides the Merchant). If you have
multiple professions, you can only choose one to spend your profession action on. However, if you choose, instead
of using your regular BGA action, you may instead elect to perform production point actions for two different
professions that you have purchased. If you have not purchased any professions, you cannot use a profession action
and gain no benefit from that time (your regular BGA action instead is considered to have taken a full month
instead).

Character Death
Ebonrock is a dangerous world. Death is an unfortunate reality in the world. A player character may suffer a final
death. This does not mean that player’s time is over in the campaign however! Players are highly encouraged to
make a new character. New characters begin with all of the character points they had upon their original character’s
death. No character points are permanently lost.
Most people in the world (not players) die and never return from death. A select few however, for an unknown
reason, is sent back from death. All players are among the special few that Death attempts to return to the world of
the living.
When a player character dies they go to Death’s Realm. At the start of character creation each character begins with
a deck of 20 cards that appear when they enter Death’s realm. Each time they enter, the card “Death” is on a table in
front of Death. The player must then choose from his or her deck of cards which cards and how many to add to the
table with the Death card. The cards are then shuffled and the player chooses one at random. The card chosen will
grant a magical effect on the player when they re-enter the world of the living, some good, some neutral, some bad.
If the death card is chosen, the player usually suffers a final death. All cards put on the table from the player’s deck
are permanently removed from the deck, even if they were not selected, thus reducing the number of cards in the
player’s deck that can be accessed in future visits.
Unless otherwise stated, a person who returns to life remembers his death.
A player’s deck includes the following cards: Plague, Mercy, Knowledge, Freedom, Order, Time, Strength, Battle,
Torment, Chaos, Ruin, Rebirth, Ambition, Fate, The Wild, Madness, Shadow, Unity, Light, and Fury.
Kazan have the ability to purchase a QP skill, Nine Lives, which gives them the following 9 additional cards in their
deck: Four Leaf Clover, Rabbit’s Foot, Black Cat, Broken Mirror, Paradise, Horseshoe, Ladybug, Coin, and Black
Cloud.
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Locations
Everyone is from somewhere. Each player should select one of the following locations for their character to be from.
You gain the benefits of that location. This selection should be reflected in your character history and will have plot
significance during your character’s adventures in Ebonrock.
Player Starting Benefits
All players begin with Lore of the local area that they are from. If appropriate, they also begin with personally
identifying paperwork indicating that they are a citizen from their local area.
Capital Region (except The Royal Academy): You start each game with 3 temporary energy.
The Royal Academy: Access to the Sovereign Library and Academy resources for as long as you maintain
a good relationship with the Academy including the Hall of True Names. You also gain Lore in your chosen field.
The Circus: Twice per game you may resist a charm or confuse effect and call, “Return charm/confuse (as
appropriate) by mental.” You additionally always know where the Circus is.
Region of Dra Dhahid: Three times per game you may cast, “by gesture, Pacify to elemental, no defense by will”
The Eternal March: Twice per game you can resist an agony effect and/or call “Heal 1 to self by determination.”
The heal one to self can be used the instant you are dropped to restore yourself to 1 vitality.
Fena-exfe: Begin game with a 3 silver piece gem of your choice, can resist any forget/forget me spell (if alive) for
4e “Resist by memory.”
Maryon: You are adept at fighting giant or overwhelming opponents. Three times per game you can “resist by
ruggedness,” an effect delivered by brutal.
The Million Region: You know how to communicate through the trees to others with this knowledge also touching
a tree. This does not allow you to speak with nature. This may be used in your BGA. To use this skill in-game you
must purchase a designated walkie-talkie.
Numanold and Skyfall: Begin with the basic guns skill, identify potions skill, or identify poisons skill. You start
with an additional recipe/schematic from this location.
Region of Phoenixton (Except Drasius): You know how to sail. If you have the navigator background you start with
a fishing boat. You may resist two effects delivered by air each game for free.
Drasius: Gain the ability to do a one minute ritual/meditation to cast “Communicate to Dead by tradition,” or “By
my gesture communicate to undead by tradition,” for one energy.
Village of Red Hollow: Begin with two purchases of the income skill.
The Shadowlands: Gain the trait abomination. Choose one of the following benefits to gain: 1) Facial deformity:
By my gaze repel by horror, twice per game. 2) Limb deformity: Receive claws. If would get claws from other
source, refund the purchase, 3) Torso/Spine deformity: Can reduce a physical effect to agony by mutation, twice per
game. Mutations can evolve over the course of the game.
The Titan’s Jaws: Can transverse mountains safely. Once per game call, “By the Constitution of my people,
regeneration to self, one minute.”
The Underdark: Gain two innate spell resists to use each game (without penalty). Gain Flaw: Distorted by Magic.
It costs you 1e to use all guards cast upon you (by you or another). It costs you 2e to use all resists cast upon you (by
you or another).
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Universities of Ebonrock: Begin with Lore in one of your studied curriculums. You may gain addition Lore in
other studied curriculums at a rate of 2 per character point spent. Access to University(ies) resources for as long as
you maintain a good relationship with the University(ies).
The Valley Region: Twice per game you can resist a possession, dominate, or silver effect.
The Scorched Desert: You start with one additional vitality for free. Your starting vitality cap remains 5. Your final
vitality cap is 11. Your 11th vitality points costs 5 character points.
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Locations
All information in this section is common knowledge to all citizens in Ebonrock.
Capital Region
Costuming: People in the Capital Region, especially in Grand
Haven, wear Victorian-era style clothing, often white or light colors,
possibly with fancy trim, steam-punk technological, magic, or decorative
elements. Costuming should have a sense of clean crispness and
eliteness. Even those of the laboring class wear simple white or dark
blue unadorned, uniform-like clothing in their day to day life.
Grand Haven: The Capital City: A large city built out of
white marble. Buildings are tall and sweeping, many able to
accommodate giants. It is the center of the Sovereign Assembly. The city
is kept pristinely clean, and the touch of technology is present
throughout, such as light posts that light streets at night. The city is
organized in three circles, the inner circle being entirely government
buildings, the middle circle being the market and wealthy citizens, and
the outer circle being the average laborers. Each circle is separated by
gated walls. The middle circle can only be entered on certain market
days or by occupants and the inner circle only by those with the valid
credentials. Flame undead and naga are not allowed past the outer circle
without express paperwork. It hosts the governor of the capital region
who also handles the city’s local affairs. Players can start living in the Outer or Middle circles (unless a restricted
race).
The Royal Academy: (Requires 1 Quality Point) An elite school of arcane magic and ritualism.
Only the most gifted and prestigious earn the right to be admitted into this school. The curriculum takes 6
arduous years to complete, but by the time students do, they are licensed members of their craft. Graduates
often wear a (doctorate) hat in a color symbolizing their field of study. Graduates have access to the
Sovereign Library, located on The Royal Academy’s campus, and other school resources as long as they
stay in good standing with The Academy. Others of the public may access the Royal Academy grounds
only with permission from the appropriate government official. It is also the Headquarters of The Chain
Circle, a group of arcane casters that are paired with military forts or governors to offer counsel and
assistance in the areas of magic. Inner Circle.
Graduate Hat Colors: Dark is black, Druidic is green, Elemental is White with a gray
stripe for Air, orange stripe for Fire and blue for Water, Enchantment is pink, Fate is purple, Mentalism is
light blue, Ritualism is dark blue, Rune Carving is brown, Shadow is gray, Shamanism is red, Summoning
is gold, and Technomancy (graduate study only) is bronze.
The Gardens of Amve: (Not a Starting Location) A large national park named after the monk that
started the Order of Flowers. It is full of flowers and berry bushes native from all over Ebonrock, ornately carved
fountains, and the famous magical menagerie. A traditional spot for rich couples to be married or propose. Outer
Circle.
The Keep of Flames: (Not a Starting Location) The gateway of travel throughout Ebonrock. This
large keep in the center of the city is the center of transportation throughout Ebonrock. All of the flame
gates to and from the Capital City come from here. It is illegal to make a flame gate into the Capital that
arrives anywhere else. It is monitored by the Flame ArchBishop Giant Ferdand. Middle Circle. This is also
the home of the largest Flame Cathedral in the world.
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The Halls of Innovation: (Not a Starting Location) A vast complex of buildings home to the
Guild of Technology that monitors the progress of technology throughout Ebonrock and is a meeting place
for members to meet and exchange ideas. Middle Circle.
Garrick’s Post: (Not a Starting Location) Military Fort: A heavily guarded complex.
Duskwatch: (Not a Starting Location) Military fort that secures the roads between Grand Haven and
Rensbrook.
Ithil “Village of the Moon”: Most elves have mingled and live among society. Ithil is the one village of
Ebonrock that is almost exclusively elven. While officially it is ruled by Grand Haven’s governor, Baron Thyndryel,
a famous Hunter of the Dawn and member of the Golden Rose, known for hunting with his companion albino
panther, is consulted by most when problems arise. The village is known also for hating dragons and drakes. They
host the Sovereign’s Dragon Slayer training program.
City of Rensbridge a.k.a. The Lion’s Den: A busy city built on both sides of a fast flowing river with a
castle-like bridge connecting both halves. The city is known for its inclusive nature of all races (especially so close
to Grand Haven) and its textile trade. It is governed by Baron Korick instead of the region’s governor.
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The Circus:
Costuming: People from the circus wear whatever they want from
the Medieval to Victorian eras. Often their clothing is flamboyant, utilizing
bright colors and eye-catching accessories. Their dress attire is considered by
many as bold, and depending on the company, an offensive eye-sore.
A famous traveling band of performers. The Circus is inclusive of all races
and perform everywhere but in the capital city. Their acts include everything
from acrobatics, animal handling, and feats of magic. They are led by a man
known as The Ringmaster who is the spokesperson for the nomadic group
who considers themselves a close family, even if sometimes their acts play on
the public’s current prejudices.
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Region of Dra Dhahid
Costuming: Unless rich, people from Dra-Dhahid often wear
practical clothing from the medieval era. Brown, gray, and black are the most
common colors. Technological elements can be included in the costuming but
each should have a specific purpose, there are no decorative elements added
just for show. Rich citizens, often from Red Hollow, usually accent their
clothing with gold or silver trim and jewelry or even wear silks and furs.
City of Dra Dhahid: A grand city of green stone built throughout
smaller stone buildings and surrounded by tall walls. In the long distant past it
was the capital city of the Orc race. Now, heavy regulation limits the
occupation of orcs in the city, preventing them from identifying with any clan
while in the City’s walls, or from carrying metallic weapons of any kind,
despite it being a major part of the City’s trade. As a result, only about 20%
of the city’s population are orcs. Dra Dhahid is described by many outsiders
as muted and harsh but orcs that do live there take heavy offense to any
criticism of their homes. It exports a large portion of Ebonrock’s smithed
weapons. Around the city Elementals become a primary source of energy and
power for the city. The people live in harmony with these elementals that are
usually controlled by great elemental controllers. It hosts the governor of the region.
City of Erinth Novan: Viewed as a natural wonder in Ebonrock, the city is sacred among all orc tribes,
shaman, and druids. Unsheathed weapons and violence of any kind in the city, besides in self-defense, is punishable
by banishment or death. The wooden buildings are said to have been sung from the Earth and range from one story
to three stories in height. While under starlight, the entire town glows softly in fluorescent light from the trees to the
buildings themselves. Shaman and earth spells are easier to cast there. Throughout the ages the amount of Sovereign
oversight of Erinth Novan has been high contested due to various disrespectful offenses soldiers have committed
over the ages. Currently, the city is defended by its own city guard with only a small contingent of Sovereign
diplomats present to maintain law when needed. All Sovereign officials have been well educated about the town’s
spiritual customs. The City is not connected to the railroad.
Village of Anvilhold: Anvilhold is inhabited primarily by orcs of the Hellhawk, Windwalker, and
Deepsoul clans, the three largest clans, among a dozen or so, to survive the passing of the centuries. The Hellhawks
are infamously known for their frowned-upon violent tendencies and stubborn refusal to let the old ways die. They
are the least connected to the Shaman faith, though they respect the sanctity of Erinth Novan out of necessity, and
often cause trouble preaching the necessity of the orc people returning to the old ways of violence. The Windwalker
clan are known for including people of other races into their shamanistic customs and ways of life. They are the
most hospitable of the clans and work most often with the Sovereign Assembly seeking better treatment for their
people. The Deepsoul focus much of their efforts into building a deep connection to the spirits in a way that often
brings them out of touch with the current events of the world around them. They are often consulted for their
wisdom but simultaneously viewed as eccentric for their single-minded dedication. Politics in the village change
periodically over the years with the rise and fall of any of the three primary clans.
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The Eternal March:
Costuming: Costuming can be from the player’s original
homeland. However, it should look worn, faded, and unkempt as if it
has not been mended in countless years.
When individuals commit a severe crime that is not worthy of final
death, they are often sentenced to a period with the Eternal March.
This March takes place in the Eternal Road, and can last for all
eternity. Convicts do not age, as they march in penance for a set
period of years. For most, their spirits break long before their sentence
concludes. However, for reasons unknown, time to time, the cloaked
Wardens of the March will pull a convict from the line and order him
to complete a certain task in Ebonrock. They are then released back into the world. Completion of the task earns a
reduction, if not an entire computation of their sentence. Failure, often equals an eternity of endless marching and
suffering. Those released are branded magically, marking them as such a criminal. The other effect of the brand,
such convicts can never communicate the nature of their assigned task. The March is place of eternal torture and all
Marchers want is to be free. (This location cannot be a starting location for Mind Flayers, Flame Undead, or Ashen
Liege)
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Fena-exfe a.k.a. The Flying City:
Costuming: Citizens of Fena-exfe dress in medieval era
clothing. Most prefer robes. Regardless, color schemes often are
primarily bright and accented with white stripes or other patterns.
Red, blue, and gold are common primary colors. Beads and trim
are common to even the poorest of citizens. Also, characters
should wear a lot of jewelry and are encouraged to have a person,
event, or story associated with each piece of jewelry (see below).
Fena-exfe: A city populated primarily by naga though,
currently, also occupied by the other races of Ebonrock. It
appeared in Ebonrock around year 276 but official contact was not
made until around year 329 (after the First Great Dragon War) due
to the fact that the city was (and still is) flying, bringing the first
naga to the land of Ebonrock. Shortly thereafter, Fena-exfe was
integrated into the Sovereign Assembly. Records from that time
reflect that upon meeting the Sovereign Assembly the, naga told
stories of horrible oppressors, stating that they were fleeing from
slavery and persecution in their homeland. By the strange magic of
their sorcerers, they were able to move their city and some of its
surrounding vibrant jungle to Ebonrock for their people’s protection. Rumors of this strange magic still exist, but
most scholars believe it has died out.
Travel between city and land is usually done now by authorized flame gate or by short distance hovercraft.
Army members keep order and security in the streets of the city while the city guard are used to protect the road
from the city to the landing pads on the other side of the jungle. A wall is built around the city as a protective border
from the jungle on the eastern and southern parts of the city (the other borders fall off the island into open space).
The structure and style is based on Mayan architecture that also speaks of secrets from times forgotten. Five
pyramids from ancient times still exist in the city. Technology is present but does not play a large role in the
functioning of the city outside of the hovercrafts to and from it.
The culture of the naga is as tangled and mangled as their past. Most of it seem forgotten by time. The
result with their integration with the Sovereign Assembly is a mix with an odd sort of identity. The city is kept in
relative order by the strict army. Naga elsewhere in Ebonrock are treated with suspicion or dislike but members of
the other races in Fena-exfe, usually keep those biases to a minimum due to 60% of the city being naga. Crime
occurs but usually involves crimes of violence and information instead of theft of property. This is due to the
surviving piece of culture that memories and identity is sacred. People symbolize strong personal memories by the
wearing of colored glass or jewelry for each significant life event. Stories are still told that the naga fled oppressors
and the day of their arrival in Ebonrock is still celebrated as a holiday each year in the city.
The Tombs: Extensive tombs exist in winding maxes of caverns beneath some of the pyramids in
Fena-exfe. Many treasure hunters try their luck in them with (and some without) official sanction of the City’s
Council of Elders.
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The Flaming Sea: (Not a Starting Location)
A sea to the East of The Titan’s Jaws. For the last X years, since the end of the Second Draconic Attack,
the water has boiled and steamed. In addition, waves of fire sprout up and crash down, seemingly at random
throughout the sea. If there is any life still in the sea, it is not common knowledge. Only magically protected vessels
can venture into it and not be destroyed. There are islands in the sea that in the past had contained life.
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Continent of Maryon:
Costuming: Citizens of Maryon dress in clean and bright
medieval era clothing. They have two kinds of dress. Their normal
attire, or daily wear, are almost painfully simple and reflect the
facts that the society has never used clothing as a judge of social
status and that most usually live a carefree and happy life. As such,
clothing is designed after what is comfortable and practical. Their
other kind of attire is reserved for wear in The Heptagon and on
special occasions out of a sign of respect for the occasion. In these
occasions they accessorize their daily wear with various pelts,
teeth, claws, other trophies from creatures hunted across Maryon,
or even flowers.
Maryon is the home of the giants (humanoid individuals
about 9-15 ft tall) as well as people of other races. Giants generally
are a peaceful people and their land is lush and beautiful, though
dangerous to those of normal size. Many gigantic animals, unique
species, and magical mutations exist in the valleys, forests, and
swamp of this continent. After official contact was made many
years ago, an accord was established with Maryon and it became the second territory of the Sovereign Assembly
(though now the only one). The land is established around the giants’ homes. Each giant or giant family builds a
home, and gathers willing people of other races to live with them in it. A giant home could be many miles away
from the next nearest giant home. 16 of these giant homes exist throughout Maryon. Maryon has since become a
bread basket for Ebonrock. A long land bridge connects Maryon with Phoenixton but most people prefer traveling
by ship because it is safer. The Sovereign Assembly’s chief representative in Maryon is an ambassador.
Much of Maryon is unexplored due to the potency of gigantic creatures.
Monster Slayer Home- Monster Slayer Home is the home base of the Monster Slayers, trophy hunters
dedicated to slaying massive beasts to improve the way of life. Many parts of these powerful monsters can be used
for any number of advancements. These Slayers go into dense regions of these creatures and try to take more land
for the races of Maryon. Usually for profit.
The Heptagon: The only city built to hold a gathering of many giants is the Heptagon. It is built to hold
around 800 humanoids and 25 giants at a time. While only a few giants and about hundred humanoids live there
normally, it is the gathering place of Maryon. Every year a representative of each of the 7 original giant families sits
on the Council and passes new laws, hears grievances, and passes any necessary punishments. During the few week
time the council gathers The Heptagon is usually full of people from all over Maryon who observe the proceedings.
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The Million Region
Costuming: Costuming should be nature themed and simple.
For dryads this can include vines, leaves, bark, flowers, ext. Color
themes should vary based on the season the dryad is currently in. For
non-dryads, the clothing should be medieval and simple. For prestige
level druids the color theme and any decorations should be
representative of the season that they represent.
Million Forest: The largest expanse of trees in Ebonrock. It
is home to many mythical creatures as well as small scattered
villages, though most remain unmapped and are nomadic. It is
rumored that the closer to the heart of the forest you go, the more
wild and dangerous inhabitants can be found. The Forest’s namesake
is something of legend, though the stories vary. A common version is
that a man by the name of Gidean was found guilty of treason.
Instead of being sentenced to The March, the Sovereignty cursed him
to count every single tree in the forest. The legend goes he reached
the count of a million trees before reaching the heart of the forest
during his count and not being heard from again.
Inhabitants of the Million region are usually Dryads, Druids, or Shaman who want to connect to nature.
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Region of Numanold
Costuming: Costuming from Nomanold is steam-punk and
chaotic. The more rich or adventurous the individual, the more
extravagant the technology and accessories that is augmented into the
outfit. Colors often clash and are used generously at the wearer’s
fancy. From armor, to dresses, to coats, augmentation and
accessories are the symbols of the region that they take pride in.
City of Numanold: One of the ancient cities of Ebonrock,
Numanold is known for its technological and scientific advancements
over the years. It earned the nickname the Ever Changing City, for
the simple fact the city is always growing, changing and innovating.
It boasts perhaps the greatest innovations and progress in the
Sovereign lands. It is inhabited by all races, though with the usual
racial tensions, and is built both above, below, and in the cliffside of
a brilliant waterfall that joins a river and runs all the way to Skyfall.
The city is home of advances in technology that sometimes result in
dangerous results. Trains were invented here, as was the
understanding of Aether. Winding stone steps are cut into the
cliffside from the surface level, up under the waterfall, and up to the
top of the cliff that offers a view of the entire city.
Skyfall Keep and Village: A keep and village that was built for one purpose, the mining of luxury metals.
It is unsure why such large veins of both gold and silver were found so close together. Some say that in ancient
times a meteor fell from the sky, bringing with it the precious metal as a gift from the Flame. What is known
however, is that the mine is probably the deepest in the Sovereign Assembly, passing straight through the Underdark
and continuing deeper with no sign that Skyfall is running out of either metal. The keep itself is an architectural
marvel boasting 3 towers and two sets of tiered walls, making it a formidable fortress. Skyfall hosts The Alchemist’s
Guild, its members often selling their coveted wares in the Wayfinder’s Market or to the Sovereign Assembly
directly. It also hosts the region’s governor.
The Wayfinder’s Market or The Market: (Not a Starting Location) A buyer’s paradise, a packrat’s
dream, a pickpocket's playground; the Wayfinder’s Market is the largest market in Ebonrock. Five days a week,
every vendor (who pays the fee) sets up his stall in the great bazar. Endless rows of vendors selling wares from
herbs, to books, to weapons, to glass sculptures. One is never sure what you will find and who you will run into
among the many makeshift streets and rows. Then at night, shoppers can sample and partake of the hospitality of the
Watering Hole, a keep turned inn and also occupied by Lord X charged with keeping order to The Market, or make
their way to Skyfall or Numanold.
Creatures: Creatures around Numanold are known to be naturally resistant to magic, thus the steed
innovations in the field of technology, alchemy, and toxicology.
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Region of Phoenixton
Costuming: Costuming should include poor
renaissance clothing blended with bits and pieces from other
civilizations, often clashing, that have been picked up over
time. Citizens of Drasius often look less disheveled and
prefer dark colored clothing.
The Hearth Settlement and Ruins: (Not a Starting
Location) Destroyed by an extremely powerful earthquake
and tremor that only effected the original City of Hearth.
Used to be famous for its hot springs and University
dedicated to sailing, navigation, and hydromamcy. It was a
famous destination for rich people. Now is a monster filled
ruin. 6 years ago a brave group of settlers, funded by the
Sovereign Assembly, has established another settlement,
Hearth, an uncomfortably close distance to the original
Hearth, to take advantage of a lesser hot spring found. While
still a less economically sound village, they are encouraging
artificers and soldiers to settle here with monetary
incentives.
Griffin’s Roost: Large village on the main road.
Connects trade from The Valley to Numanold. The Griffin’s
Roost Inn, for which the village built around it at a later date was later named, is famous for their technological bar
(can brew an ale uniquely crafted to a person’s tastes), auto-adjusting mattresses, courtesans, and expensive bills of
fare. The village also hosts The Merchant’s Guild which is responsible for merchant licenses and to monitor trade
throughout Ebonrock. Legend has it that the life sized statue of a Griffin in the center of town will come to life and
eat those who do mischief at night, though if there is any validity to this legend, none lived to speak of it.
Sherryton: Port and shipping village. A dirty, loud, and prosperous village. Technology has been
interwoven into many aspects of this town’s foundations from mainframes logging cargo at the harbor master’s to
self-cleaning streets at night (a necessity to keep up with the pollution), this system uses the natural waves of the
ocean to clean the streets. The village has a reputation for attracting a seedy crowd and often has trouble with
violence. The governor of Phoenixton, who resides here, does not seem to mind the disturbances as long as shipping
schedules are not interfered with. Guards share this attitude. The people of Sherryton are known to enjoy a good
story, and a hearty drink at night.
The Jaguar Spots: Around 70 small Islands up and down the coast, some inhabited, around shallow
waters, between Phoenixton and Maryon. Some are home to hermits, some to wealthy families, some to Sovereign
Centers for experimentation, and others to pirates. While ships bearing the Sovereign flag occasionally patrol the
waters (and are usually left alone) most security is done by privateers with letters of marque and sometimes bounty
hunters. But the Jaguar Spots have no unified organization and only loose government oversight, despite officially
being a part of the Phoenixton Region.
Drasius: Among the Jaguar Spots the largest island, and especially the most influential, is
Drasius. The island city is known around Karagath for its peculiar heritage and traditions concerning the undead.
When their family members die, if they were honorable in life, most families reanimate them as undead so that they
can continue to be with their families. The greatest families of Drasius are even rumored to be able to reanimate
deceased family and have them retain some of their personality and memories. The undead are treated with honor
and respect as one would respect any ancestors. The Sovereign Assembly has condoned the practice as long as the
undead never leave Drasius and are registered when animated. Drasius is also known for its production of ships and
for the harvesting of the spice cinnamon from trees native only to Drasius, a delicacy among the elite of Ebonrock.
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Village of Red Hollow: (Iron Mine) (Built after the orcs lost DraDhahid): Red Hollow is the result of a government official's error,
making it the only privately owned land in the Sovereign Assembly.
The story goes that a Sovereign Treasurer, Gidean, once had a
gambling problem and got in debt with a family of Kazan, the
Chinthat. They wrote a contract and struck a deal to absolve his debts
in return for all of his assets. Since Red Hollow was under his
governance at the time, the contract, which he later found to be a
magical witch-made one, included Red Hollow. After lawmakers and
mages examined it, it was honored and the Chinthat family began
their governance of Red Hollow, turning it into a merchant city state.
Sovereign officials and troops are seldom seen in the village. As a
result, Red Hollow has become a sanctuary to those who dislike
Sovereign politics, a luxury place for the wealthy to retire to, an
enticement to adventurers wishing to visit one or many of its unique
casinos (banned elsewhere in Ebonrock), and a place for others to
work in the backbreaking mines. Elementals of the earth are common
here.
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The Shadowlands Region:
Costuming: Ashen-Liege usually dress to match their master’s attire, often at their master’s request. Nonbound Ashen-Liege often wear shabby gray tatters that blends into the swirl of their ashes and embers. Non-Ashen
Liege usually prefer wearing gray colored desert robes and clothes similar to the style of the desert neighbors, the
color being preferred to help them blend in with the environment.
(Not a Starting Location for Dryad) The Shadowlands Region is surrounded by a gigantic wall that is
patrolled by the Sovereign Army. Gates exist in the North and South walls for those that wish to gain admittance
into the Shadowlands Region. Passage inside, and outside, of the wall requires authorized paperwork from an
appropriate government official. This is to keep infernal creatures from sneaking out of the Shadowlands and to
protect the populace from the dangers inside. All people born within the Shadowlands are horribly mutated, and are
usually treated at arm’s length. The wall would have been closed if not for the City of the Dawn residing within the
Shadowlands itself.
Those who make it to the Wall are allowed to cross in, but are usually subject to much disdain by society.
The Great Ruins: The ruins of a Great City near the heart of the Shadowlands. It is unclear when or how
the city was destroyed.
The Waste: A vast expansive of ash, basalt, and obsidian that is desolate in most scholars’ definition of the
word.
The Pits of Dalfuran: A series of craters, caves, and caverns of various sizes, some rumored to be dormant
volcanoes. Despite their shape, they are universally covered in ash and occupied by various infernal creatures. (One
is where the dark golem forged are created, others are swarming with infernal monsters)
The Edges- Home of the majority of communities within the Shadowlands. These hardy people stand to
forge a live for themselves within the Shadowlands, usually avoiding the center where many horrific creatures
reside.
The City of the Dawn- Once called the Shining Light of the Shadowlands has now been reduced to a
walled ruin city. Many creatures of the Shadowlands avoid the City due to the power it gives off. Of the few
inhabitants within the city it is said they hold the secret to cure any ailment, called The Contract. Those who accept
this blessing become Hunters of the Dawn, elite forces dedicated to destroying monsters. When someone wishes to
form The Contract they are guided by a Vigil of hunters to make a trek to the city. (Your character cannot reside
within the City)
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The Scorched Desert:
Costuming: The inhabitants of the desert prefer
light-weight robes or loose renaissance clothing useful for
surviving the heat and face coverings for dealing with the
occasional sandstorms. (Think clothing from The Mummy)
Clothing is usually primarily white, light blue, or another
bright color. Decoration and trim designs of copper, silver,
and gold are common with the more well-off inhabitants.
The region was forever corrupted by being within
close proximity to the Shadowlands taint. The once lush
lands were turned to a barren desert where life is harsh. The
area is home to a few scattered communities that are all
focused around The Wall. The Wall separates the
Shadowlands from Sovereign lands, and it is the duty of
those of the Scorched Desert, called The Scorched, to protect
the wall with honor. They consider it their duty to the world
to keep the lands separated. Creatures of all kinds attempt to
cross the border but the Scorched stand ready at all moments.
The Wall- The pride of the Scorched, serving on the
Wall is considered an honor to defend against the monstrous
hordes of the Shadowlands. Many of the Wall work closely with Hunters of the Dawn who constantly make treks
into the Shadowlands to destroy great threats, or recruit new Hunters. If a member of the Shadowlands goes to the
wall and requests to come in, they are allowed but are subject to the will of those serving on the wall, to make sure
they are not fully taken by the Shadowlands.
The Oasis- The only section of the desert that remains untainted by some magical means. The Oasis is
home to one of the grand Bazaars, and a city specializing in the invention of weapons that can harm monstrous
creatures. They are constantly frequented by Hunters of the Dawn, and Monster Slayers.
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The Titan’s Jaws: Mountain Range, Home of the Dragons:
Clothing: Traditional medieval clothing, some leather
garments, with many fur lined garments for warmth. Styles and colors
vary greatly but are usually the result of the animals hunted for their
furs, than personally preference. (Think clothing from The North from
the Game of Thrones Universe) Citizens from Rantnock also dress for
warmth but often see a blend of clothing from cultures all across
Ebonrock.
Tall, jiggered, often wintery and dangerous. Even without the
mountainous creatures that occupy the region, these mountains would
be treacherous for the inexperienced traveler to transverse. Home of the
Dragons and many of the Dragon priests, followers, and devotees that
choose to live with them. It is also occupied by some nomads and small
groups of people, and some criminals that choose not to brave the
Underdark and do not mind the bitter cold and snow of the region. All
on official business to the region, usually go through the procedure of
securing the services of a flame gate to travel to and from The Titan’s
Jaws. The Titan’s Jaws was once a territory of the Sovereign Assembly
but after the Second Draconic Attack that status was revoked and they were brought fully into the Sovereign
Assembly’s governance. It has been assigned a governor who lives in a small group of buildings outside the Dragon
priests’ sacred area. His guards are members of the Dragon Slayers Order.
Rantnock Hills: A giant metropolis of a city inhabited primarily by draconian and dwarves, stretching
across multiple hills and valleys in the south of Ebonrock, this city is a wonder to behold rivaled only by
the grandeur of Grand Haven, and boosting the largest population of any city in Ebonrock. Each hill above
ground, and sector below ground is divided into districts. Each district is usually run by a specific clan or
family and travel between them is free, though monitored by district officials that man the checkpoints
between the districts. Each district sends a representative that sits on a counsel that handles the Hills’
affairs. Technology has been thoroughly interwoven through the society and while tensions between the
dwarves and draconians sometimes break out, it is usually handled swiftly by the counsel or courts. The
people are known for their blacksmithing, mining, tinkering and a stubborn dislike of outsiders staying
long. It rarely produces any of arcane talent worth noting. It has been assigned a governor.
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The Underdark:
Costuming: The Underdark does not have a style of its own. Criminals often wear the style that is most
convenient at the time to assume. Mind flayers usually prefer wearing decorative robes (traditional wizard robe
feel).
Throughout the underground of the main continent is a vast network of tunnels known as the Underdark. In
ancient times they were rumored to be the home of dark elves that were a menace to the people of the surface. Near
the dawn of the Sovereign Assembly, the Overlord Elakshi Starlight , entered into the Underdark and cast The Edict
of the Purge. As spell so powerful that it scorched the halls of the Underdark black and destroyed a large number of
the dark elves. The Sovereign Army killed the rest. To this day, dark elves are believed extinct. Instead, the
Underdark is used by hidden mind flayer communities, and the infamous Underground, a network of rogues and
criminals with their own society and order. Still, only the desperate or greedy stay in the Underdark for long as, even
after such a long time, the residual effects of Edict of the Purge are said to adversely affect the health of those with
long exposure.
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The Universities of Ebonrock
Costuming: Students usually dress to match the
region’s that they are currently studying in. Afterwards, they
can wear a graduate’s robe or reassume their homeland’s
clothing with the appropriate decorative pin, patch, or
insignia (the same as the region(s) of the University(ies) the
student graduated from) to indicate their achievements.
The Universities of Ebonrock is one joined system
of education. There is a university in the City of Grand
Haven, City of Dra Dhahid, City of Numanold, Griffin’s
Roost, Heartland City, Fena-exfe, and in the Region of
Maryon. Each offer programs that last at least 2 years. Many
choose to study at multiple universities depending on their
interests before graduating with a degree. Each is funded by
the government and any who pass the entrance exam may
attend one university for free. Additional universities can be
attended either for a monetary fee (student loans) or by
promise of repayment via service to the Sovereignty upon
graduation. Graduates often wear robes or a decoration with
a pin, patch or insignia for each university they graduated
from. Graduates have access to their alumnus libraries and other school resources, others of the public have access
for a moderate fee. A Dean of Schools is the figurehead of the Universities. The following list indicates the
curriculum(s) of study offered at each University location.
The University of Dra Dhahid: Military Tactical Sciences or Combative Skill or Blacksmithing
The University of Grand Haven: Architectural or Technological Sciences
The University of Griffin’s Roost: Economic Sciences
The University of Fena-exfe: Studies of Magic and Gems or Theology
The University of The Heartlands: Liberal Arts (Bardic Arts, Historical Studies, or Library Sciences)
The University of Maryon: Agricultural, Environmental, Monstrological, or Zoological Sciences
The University of Numanold: Medical and Herbology Sciences
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The Valley Region
Costuming: Renaissance style clothing without
technology. Clothing is often simply colored (greens, browns,
grays, ext.) but obviously made with much attention and care.
Intricate detail and designs in clothing are far from uncommon
and people take pride in their appearance. Outfits should have
the “homemade” feel and touch to them.
The Heartlands: A sprawling metropolis of wood and
stone single story buildings with thatched roofs. This city is
home to some of the best artisans and bards in Ebonrock. It is
famous for the bardic festival and celebration held there every
new-years day. The city utilizes little technology compared to
the other modern cities, the only signs of it being what guests
bring in and the train tracks that run through the heart of the
city. The folk of Heartland are generally considered some of the
more peaceful in Ebonrock (besides the giants of Maryon), most
of militant nature rarely aspiring to be more than in the town
guard, though these are often strong warriors, favoring the
barbarian path. It hosts the governor of the region. It hosts the
Exemplar Headquarters.
The Grand Arena: Due to their centric nature in Ebonrock and their capacity to host large visiting
crowds, The Heartlands agreed to build and host The Grand Arena after the Wars. It, and its associated Sirin Inn (a
complex in itself), are without a doubt the most modern buildings in The Valley, being the only ones (even including
The Heartlands University) with integrated technological amenities and modern stone build. The Arena hosts the
Skull Tournament at the Spring Solstice, Gladiatorial Games at the Autumn Solstice, and jousting throughout the
rest of the year.
The Sovereign Zoo: (Not a Starting Location) A famous tourist attraction for commoners boasting
animals from the Jungles of Fena-exfe to the Wild Lands of Maryon.
Raven’s Hill Military Fort: (Not a Starting Location) A garrison of Sovereign army troops tasked with
protecting the Northern roads in the Valley region near the Heartlands. The fort is built on the spiritual site sacred to
the spirit of Ravens. As a result, there is always a resident shaman that lives in the fort to pay homage and tend to
the flock of ravens that roost there. It is a crime to harm any raven while it is at Raven’s Hill.
The Burrows: (Not a Starting Location) An area of rolling highland hills and stone burrow homes.
Superstition hangs heavy in the air here, as thick as the fog that settles among the hills. In the distant past it is said
The Burrows was once a sprawling farming community, similar to Elindale. Now, the only people that live there are
the Sovereign Army in the military outpost. All local travelers, even the non-religious ones, make the sign against
evil over their heart every time they pass one of the ancient stone burrows. What this is to ward off is unclear, just as
is the stories every year or so of another traveler or soldier who camps in The Burrows and is never heard from
again.
Burrows Military Outpost: (Not a Starting Location) A contingent of Sovereign soldiers that is
responsible for patrolling the roads of The Valley.
Village of Hythe: A small village, it is built above mines, and has government workshops. It is said that
more activity is done under the town than in it. Despite this, the town is also well known for its breeding and
training of horses for the Sovereign army, local guards, and for sale to the public.
Elindale Village: A large farming community spread out over many miles but with a central meeting hall
for trade, company, and news. Most born here are simple folk who live their whole lives in the village. This rural
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terrain borders the Twisting Forest, a forest of spiral-shaped tree trunks with an unnatural darkness and gloom in its
depths.
Elindale Palisade: (Not a Starting Location) Guard outpost on the border of the Valley at Elindale
and the Twisting Forest to protect the people of Elindale from the aberrations and dangers of the forest. It is manned
by Valley guards.
Valley’s End Castle and Village: A village and castle close to a cliff’s edge overlooking The Valley’s
only contact point with the sea to the west. Despite the Castle being unoccupied and haunted, the village still does
decent trade as a port village with The Jaguar Spots and Maryon. The town is also known for their wine vineyards.
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The White: (Not a Starting Location):
A snowy region to the Southeast of the Titan’s Jaws. In this corner of Ebonrock it is perpetually winter,
cast by the Edict of Ice . The tall peaks of the Titan’s Jaws block the snow storms from crossing the mountains,
though they never seem to dissipate. While the few brave explorers that have gone into The White and returned
alive, a minority, reported preserved ruins and caves from ancient times, few deem the risk worth taking as what
was recovered from early expeditions rarely had monetary value. With little profit to it, and terrible conditions that
are both life threatening and make navigation nearly impossible, this area of Ebonrock is mostly left alone.
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Races
Many races inhabit the world of Ebonrock. Some races require a great deal of makeup or roleplay considerations.
These requirements are not open to negotiation, generally, but you should feel free to put your own “spin” on the
requirements within the given parameters. Poor makeup can lead to being barred from playing that race.
Some races have additional, hidden innate abilities. It will require in game learning in order to unlock these hidden
powers.
Subject to the notes above, feel free to play a character “outside the norm” for your race. If you want to play a cowardly,
medic Orc, please feel free to do so. You may be looked upon oddly by others of your race, but conversely, you will
be a memorable character. As always, if you have any questions, please contact the staff.
Half-Breeds: Draconians, dwarves, elves, humans, kazan, naga, and orcs can be half breeds (a half X-half Y) with
halves from this list only. Half-breeds randomly (a player may choose) takes after one parent, the primary parent.
They gain all of the racial features, advantages, disadvantages, and classifications as the primary parent and none of
those of the secondary parent (as if they were a full blood of the primary parent’s species). They may have minor
appearance features of the secondary parent but it does not impact their stats in any way. Many communities view
half-breeds and mixed unions disfavorably.
Typical Lifespans
Being a fantasy setting, there are several different races present within the land of Ebonrock that are very different
from Humans. Humans do still exist and are by and large biologically the same as present day humans. However
some other more mystical races exist. As such there exist other races which survive for different amounts of time
before dying of old age. NOTE: These are full lifespans. All of these creature are still capable of dying prematurely
from things like violence and disease.

Race

Lifespan

Ashen Liege

∞

Draconian

180 years

Dryad

400 years

Dwarf

150 years

Elf

200 years

Flame Undead

∞

Golem Forged

∞

Human

100 years

Kazan

90 years

Mind Flayer

80 years

Naga

120 years

Orc

70 years
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Ashen Liege
2 Vitality 10 Energy
COST: 2 Quality Points
Lore
Those born of Ash and Dust, the creatures lurk in the Scorched Desert. The Ashen Lieges, sometimes called
the Dust Lords, walk the world in search of their own power and domination. Sometimes these creatures
crave power and are bound by their own power, some take on this bondage willingly through a contract,
some do not. Whatever the Ashen Liege’s reason or the binder’s machination, these vile creatures
sometimes are bound to a mortal. A bound Ashen Liege and its master are always sight to behold. Still it is
by no means a helpless slave. It is not uncommon to hear stories of an Ashen Liege who determined that
their master was incapable of holding them and make their own arrangements to rid themselves of the
relationship.
Ashen Lieges players are required to be bound to another player character, as their servant.
Bestow Power: An Ashen Liege has the ability to give great assistance to the individual they are
bound to. All beneficial non-healing spells cast on their partner can be cast for one less energy (with a
minimum cost of 1 energy). Furthermore, the partner can siphon energy from the Ashen Liege at a
rate of 2 energy for every 1 he receives.
Obedient Servant: An Ashen Liege is above all a servant, when someone is designated your master
you must obey their commands to the letter. This is not to say they have to obey the spirit of the law,
but rather, they must only obey the exact words. Some Ashen Liege are very cunning.
Contractual Obligations: At the start of your first game, you must designate a master. You will
receive a plot card to give to your master explaining what they are able to do. They receive the trait
Master.
Bindings: You are bound by a form of arm bindings (bracers) and a neck binding of some kind.
While wearing your arm bindings you cannot use your ash powers. It takes 5 minutes of chanting by
your master to remove your arm bindings. When your neck binding is removed by your master, it
takes two minutes of role-play) the full extent of your power is released as your master chooses to end
your contract. The master gives you one last order that can be accomplished in the next five minutes
or less than removes the neck bindings. You gain +25 vitality, +10 energy, all damage from your ash
spells and claws are increased by one, you may cast “10 ash,” for 5e by packet or claw, and you can
choose to “Reduce to 5 damage,” any effect you take. In addition you are immune to all mental and
sleep effects and can reduce all maim calls to 3 damage. During this state you take another additional
point of damage from acid and shadow damage or effects. After the five minutes are up, you
complete your last order, or you are dropped, you are free and return to the Shadowlands knowing
that upon his death the soul of your past master will be yours. Attempt to get to NPC camp (if still
conscious). You can attack any that attempt to stop you. (As this likely finals your character, both
Ashen Liege and Master players are encouraged to communicate before removing the neck binding).
Disadvantages
Receive the trait: Aberration
Ashen Liege cannot purchase a Faith based class. (Flame Priest, Disciple of Truth, Shaman, Druid,
Way of the 14, or Exemplar)
Ashen Liege suffer one additional damage from any acid or shadow damage/effect.
It is illegal to have your arm bindings or neck binding off inside any major city.
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Costuming: The costuming for an Ashen Liege varies based on the individual. Each one should
appear to made of Ash, Fire, Dirt and/or Dust .Their consuming usually wear desert like clothing
unless the Master wears and orders otherwise. Many wear a mask in public to shield themselves, and
it is considered impolite for a master to allow an Ashen Liege to not have their face covered.
Pictures that may help:

Racial Abilities
Symbiotic Relationship

3 Char. Points

0 QP

Ashen Liege

The Ashen Liege has an even stronger bond with his partner. He was bestow the ability for the
partner to cast any spell the Ashen Liege knows once per reset for the energy cost of the spell +1
energy. This spell must be used by the end of the next rest/event or is lost. The same spell may not
be granted again until used.

Boiling Hatred

+1 Char. Point

1 Flaw Point

Ashen Liege

Some Ashen Liege have a deep boiling hatred for their masters, and while usually under
self-control, some lose that when in a rage. When you are struck by a Frenzy effect you
suffer it for double duration, and will seek out your Master first! If you drop your Master
you will stop at nothing until they are Dead. If you can make them suffer a Final Death,
you should try to the best of your ability.
Ashen Liege Class:
All Ashen Liege, have abilities innate to them. Upon playing an Ashen Liege you will get access to a Ashen Liege
Class.
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Draconian
2 Vitality 10 Energy
Lore
Descendant from the great dragons, the dragon bloodline has become common enough in Ebonrock where it
has resulted in its own species, Draconians. They are greatly respected in the Church of Creation and
accepted generally by society with all the rights and protections of normal citizens.
Advantages:
Breath Weapon: All draconians have a breath weapon. Once per reset for 2 energy you may call,
“Area of Effect 3 X” where X is the type of energy as listed in the chart below. This call may be
repeated within 5 seconds a second time for 4 additional energy.
Claws: You have the option of utilizing boffer claws as a weapon of no longer than 36’’.
DisadvantageYou must RP your chosen element. In a simple nutshell: White is Arrogant, Blue is Cold, Green is
secretive, Red is passionate, Black is determined, and Grey is chaotic.
Color of your Scales

Type of Breath Weapon

White (Hyperion)

Air

Blue (Glafia)

Water

Green (Sarassus)

Poison

Red (Ignatius)

Fire

Black (Valkus)

Dark

Grey (Malfeas)

Shadow

Costuming: A majority of exposed skin should be covered with scales of the appropriate color (either
painted on or with a suitable looking prop). You may have a tail if you wish but may not start with
wings.

Racial Abilities
Improved Breath Weapon

3 Char.
Points

0 QP

Draconian

Your breath weapon may be augmented with the force of your dragon. Instead of doing damage with a breath
weapon attack you may instead call one of the following effects as per your color:
White- Smash
Green- Nausea 30 seconds.
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Red- Agony
Grey- Confuse
Black- 4 Damage and 1 damage to self
Blue- Root

Dragon Hide

2 Char. Points

2 QP

Draconian

In have inherited some of the natural toughness of your dragon ancestors. Once per refresh you may
reduce a physical attack to one damage as if you were wearing light armor. You may not utilize this
ability again this combat and until you are healed to full, or if already full, healed for one vitality. This
ability stacks with any armor you do wear, granting you one additional resist that is used LAST after
your physical armor has been expended.
You may use this point of armor to resist a melee attack or spell with the carrier of the type of dragon
you are. No more than once per refresh.

Dragon Nature

+1 Char. Point

1 Flaw Point

Draconian

Your connection with your Dragon Kind has made you more influenced in the following ways: (These
require a good amount of RP to keep up)
White - You do not abide by others questioning your authority, unless they are, in your point of view, a
true higher authority. Such as Dragon Church leaders.
Red- When you are called out for a challenge you must accept them. You may spend 3 energy to resist
this. Being called out boils your blood.
Blue- Your emotions seem to be devoid from you, you should strive to not show emotion of any kind. To
excuse the pun, you are cold.
Black- When you set your mind to something, you will narrow mindedly pursue that goal despite
personal risk.
Green- It is difficult for you to trust others, and do not make friends easily. You rarely take people at
their first word.
Grey- You are a creature of chaos and trickery. You do not willingly submit to a lawful meeting or trial.

Dryad
2 Vitality 10 Energy
Lore
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Dryads are beings of nature that thrive off of the energy nature provides to those who protect it. Most are
very gentle people but can become fierce and find courage against those who would harm their homes.
Many if not most pursue magical arts, even if not the druidic, and seeing any wielding a weapon more than
just a staff would be an odd sight indeed. Dryads are accepted as relatively harmless by the societies in
Ebonrock. They do not have rights of citizens, but do not usually care, preferring to live their lives in forests
or jungles.
As a Dryad ages (so costuming section below) their personality changes some to reflect their maturity.
Advantages
All dryads may cast “By my gesture, Communicate to Nature,” with any natural animal and may talk to any
type of plant for free, including in their BGAs. Most creatures of nature, even hostile ones, will never attack
a dryad. You may also read “Speak with Nature” tags. They are not guaranteed to respond though.
Disadvantages
To restore her energy each rest, a dryad must meditate in contact with a living tree for five minutes. All fire
spells/attacks do 1 extra point of damage even if they would normally do no damage, and cannot be reduced
(though they can be resisted). Any harmful effects delivered by fire last twice as. You can never cast a spell
by fire.
Costuming
A dryad has extensive costuming requirements. All of their exposed skin must be painted and their
costuming designed to look earth-like, flower like, or plant-like. They are fashioned from the forest. In their
youth they should have a Spring (youth) time colors. As they age, every 100 years or so, or suffer tragedies
that progress their aging (such as heavy trauma, torture, or visiting death a number of times), their coloring
and costuming changes to reflect the next season: Summer (young adult), then Autumn (adult), then finally
Winter (elder) before they die their final death.

Racial Abilities
Green Thumb

2 Char. Points

0 QP

Dryad

You may purchase this skill to gain two more production points to utilize each BGA in the herbalist class. In
addition, there is a 50% chance every time you plant a specialized herb in a garden that you are able to foster it so
that two grow instead of one. (You must remove a second herb of your choice from the garden if this occurs)

Photosynthesis

0 Char. Points

2 QP

Dryad

You are more attuned to plants than other Dryads and have the ability to draw energy from it. During
daylight, your total energy score is increased by 5. This energy is used first and is lost/unable to be used
indoors, underground, or at night.

Don’t Deal in Cities

+1 Char. Point

1 Flaw Point

Dryad

Cities and areas outside of woods (or another predominately natural area) make you very uncomfortable.
All of your abilities cost +1 energy to use while in these areas.
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Dwarf
2 Vitality 10 Energy
Lore
Dwarves are an accepted part of Ebonrock society and have full privileges as citizens. Many are miners,
brewers, engineers, smiths, and warriors; tending to stay away from the magical arts. While sharing cities
with other races they usually prefer to stick to their own in their day to day lives and business. They still
hold valuable their clan name and identity. Though the days of the dwarven kings and paragons are long
past, many of the ancient dwarven families from that era still exist. Some clans even still claim, when they
have the courage to speak of it, that they should be the one to reinstate the dwarven king and unite all the
clans. To this day dwarven families greatly value their ancestors and in return their ancestors provide them
some measure of protection and guidance. A few select dwarves have learned how to strengthen this bond
to do extraordinary things with their ancestors.
Advantages
Once per game a dwarf may channel the protection of their ancestors and use one of the following abilities: 1)
“Through my ancestors I grant myself unlimited resists to poison one minute.” You may use this when struck by a
poison to resist it. 2) “Through my ancestors I grant myself regeneration one minute.” Or 3) Through my ancestors,
by magic area of effect double repel 15 seconds.”
Costuming
Long fake beard, or a real beard if long enough.
Racial Abilities
Mining Family

2 Char. Points

0 QP

Dwarf

You may purchase this skill to gain two more production points to utilize each BGA in the miner class. In
addition, you have an extra 5% positive modifier to your roll each time you try to discover a new vein of ore in
your BGA.

Stubborn

0 Char. Points

2 QP

Dwarf

You are a Dwarf of great stubbornness, and a powerful determination. As such, when someone tries to
take your mind you are prepared, once per Rest, while under the effect of a mental attack, you may call
“Purge (effect) by Stubbornness” after 5 seconds of role play, for 2 energy.

Greedy

+1 Char. Point

1 Flaw Point

Dwarf

It is not uncommon for the dwarves to long for their gold, a Dwarf will rarely part with their gold unless they can
see the benefit in it. When dividing up coin, you will usually request more, and sometimes its finders keepers
inside of those dungeons.
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Elf
1 Vitality 12 Energy

Lore: Elves are an accepted part of Ebonrock society and have full privileges as citizens. Elves are often slightly
distant from everyday affairs. While they pursue all works and areas of life, from craftsmanship to weapon-training,
to magic, it is in an elf’s nature to try and master what they do. As such, many elves narrowly pursue one talent, area
of study, or goal, to the absence of most else in their lives. While this can benefit themselves to some degree, it
inhibits them in others.
Advantages
Once per event you may resist a Charm, Dominate, or Sleep effect.
You do not have to pay character points to enter your first prestige class for free.
Costuming
All elves must have pointed ears in addition to any other variety costuming.
Racial Abilities

Magical Potential

2 Char. Points

0 QP

Elf

You may spend 1 energy to call “1 magic” with a magic packet. You are counted as an arcane spell caster
and may purchase classes and professions that require arcane ability even if you have no other spell
casting class.

Unwavering Mind

2 Char. Points

2 QP

Elf

2 Flaw Points

Elf

You gain unlimited resists to either Charm, Dominate, or Sleep.

Weaker Constitution

+2 Char. Points

Poison is most certainly not your friend, and sometimes your internals do not respond well to it. You may never
resist a Poison effect or become immune to poison.
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Flame Undead
2 Vitality 10 Energy
Lore
Sometimes when an individual dies their final death they are reborn as a Flame Undead, undead
sustained by a flame of life within them. They are sentient; with the ability to learn and interact like any
other race. Though the memories of their old life fade within months of their birth, it does not inhibit them
living a new productive life; whether it be through talent of weapons, magic, or technology, their potential
is unlimited.
Flame Undead are hated by most in society. They do not have any rights as citizens if their nature
is known. As a result, most tend to wear a mask in public. When complaints are brought to the government,
after a murder for example, the general excuse given is something along the lines of, “You cannot kill what
is already dead now can you?” No Flame Undead has even been permitted to hold a position of rank in the
government, including on the Counsel of Racial Representatives.
Traits: Undead
Advantages
Immune to poison and blood.
You gain unlimited resists to Disintegrate.
Disadvantage
Affected by spells that state “To undead”.
Double damage and double duration from harmful Light and Water effects.
Cannot receive Light healing effects or be First Aided (including by a medic).

Costuming
In addition to any normal clothing you wish, and a mask if your character desires, you should have an
undead mask you can put on or undead makeup for your face and hands. You are made of fire, and your costume
should represent this.

Racial Abilities
Heat Level

REQUIRED

Flame Undead

You must select a “Heat Level” when you choose the race Flame Undead. Each “Heat” gives you a different
ability set and a RP requirement.
Low Heat- Low Heat Flame Undead are less focused on their true healing nature, they have retreated to a lower
heat level. They gain 1 use of “2 fire” per refresh. However, the first Heal spell they cast each refresh costs 1
additional energy.
Medium Heat- The Medium Heat Flame Undead are the most common in the area. They have not embraced
either the ways of healing or the ways of combat. They are the middle of the road. As such they gain 1 use of
“Heal 1 Fire” each refresh.
High Heat- Rumored to be the way Flame Undead were “Meant to be”. They have an inner compassion in them
to help and not hurt. To cast an offensive ability it costs them 1 additional energy to use. However, they learn the
spell “Heal 1 Fire” for 1 energy. This should be roleplayed, as a hesitance to harm creatures.
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Necromantic: You may elect to purchase the Necromantic racial ability instead for its cost of 2 quality points. If
you do, you do not select a heat level. You are a flame undead without the flame. See the Necromantic racial
ability for more details.
There may be other benefits or detriments to your Heat Level to be discovered in game.

Flaming Touch

2 Char. Points

0 QP

Flame Undead

If you are Low Heat you may cast the spell “1 Fire” by packet for 1 energy.
If you are Medium Heat you may learn either "1 fire," by packet or "heal 1 fire," by touch packet, for 1
energy.
If you are High Heat, you may cast “Fire Purge Bleed” for 2 energy and the first Fire heal spell you cast
per refresh heals one additional vitality.

Necromantic

0 Char. Points

2 QP

Flame Undead

Something about you was different. The flame never manifested inside of you, and you have always felt
off. You may not take “Heat Level” and your costume should reflect an undead without the flame.
During the daytime you have minus 2 vitality to a minimum of 1, if you are in darkness you gain 1
maximum vitality. Wearing a hood will not remove this determent.
Fire and Water no longer affect you differently, instead, you may resist the first dark effect you are hit
by per refresh, and Light affects you as fire used to.
You may spend 1 energy to make an attack for “2 dark”, and you may purchase Raise Zombie, Raise
Skeleton, and Raise Ghoul from Necromancer as general skills for the same character point cost.
All Fire effects gained from a Flame Undead racial ability have the Dark carrier instead.
This will have huge plot relevance to your character, and your character may end sooner than you might
have liked.

My Little Phoenix

3 Char. Points

0 QP

Flame Undead

A Phoenix appears on your shoulder one day, made of your fire and able to assist you. Once per Rest,
your Phoenix can cast “By my gesture, Heal 1 fire,” to an ally, OR instantly, “Heal 1 fire,” to you when
you hit zero vitality. Your Phoenix will grow and change as time goes on.
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Golem Forged
2 Vitality 10 Energy
Lore
Created from the Spark in pits of creation in the Titan's Jaws or Hythe these constructs are sentient,
free-willed beings. Each is taught about the world by the Sovereign Assembly upon creation. They were
fully given citizen rights by the Government during the Unification and most have worked with them since.
Almost all important government buildings are protected by elite-trained golem forged, and many have
climbed into the upper ranks of the government. Besides the humans, they are among the most loyal and
patriotic.
Advantages
Immune to blood magic, flesh magic, psionics and poison. Immune to the bleed effect. Immune to
necromantic spells while in the dead state.
Slaughter is reduced to 5 damage.
All vitality points suffered may be repaired by a smith or mechanist as if he were repairing armor. It takes
one minute to repair two points of vitality. It takes one common ore or one common mechanical part to
repair up to 5 vitality (2.5 minutes). (Therefore it still costs 1 common ore even if you only repair 3
vitality.) (When healed, please turn the components in to staff).
Benefit from all effects that affect constructs. Benefit from all effects (besides as indicated below) that
affect living.
Disadvantages
Upon reaching 0 vitality, a golem forged enters a broken state. They do not retain consciousness when
dropped exactly to 0 vitality. They are unaware of everything around them while in the broken state.
They can be repaired by any blacksmith, mechanist, or artificer anytime within two minutes of becoming
broken. This will restore the Golem Forged from the broken state, at two vitality, without any harm
suffered. The repair process takes twenty seconds of uninterrupted work and one uncommon ore or one
uncommon mechanical part. Alternatively, the golem forged can receive three points of (non blood or flesh)
magical healing (not from potions, see below). If after two minutes they are not repaired or magically
healed, they enter the dead state. After in the dead state for five minutes, like all others, they go to death if
not resurrected. They cannot be repaired while in the dead state.
“Shatter” inflicts 4 damage.
Acid inflicts +1 damage (or 1 damage if a non-damaging effect).
A golem forged does not benefit from first aid or healing by medics, bandages, or potions (though nonhealing potions function normally). They do not heal naturally during a refresh. They do still benefit from
healing spells that are not by blood or flesh.
A golem forged cannot be a Hunter of the Dawn.
Costuming
Mechanical looking. If bought the quality point skill Special Origin, all costuming must be black.

Racial Abilities
Backup Systems

0 Char. Points
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2 QP

Golem Forged

Once per game, any time after entering the dead state but before going to Death, you may “Purge death, restore 2
vitality to self.” You will be given a card at check-in each game that reads “Backup System,” and your character
name. Please turn the card in to cast after its use.

Thick Plates

3 Char. Points

0 QP

Golem Forged

You may graft a thick plate to one of your limbs. Once per refresh when a physical attack strikes that limb you
may spend 2 energy to resist it.

Helpful Bot

+3 Char. Points

Three Flaw
Points

Golem Forged

You were born with the need to help others, no matter how much you want to or not. When asked to do
something you will always obey. You will do your best to carry out orders of anyone that has asked you.

Unknown Origin

0 Char. Points

2 QP

Golem Forged

Some Golem Forged are all black in color. People do not know why they are or what is different about
them. Taking this skill will grant you certain abilities and significantly affect your character.
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Human
2 Vitality 10 Energy
Lore: Comprising the majority of the citizens of Ebonrock humans are unique in that they are equally capable of
pursuing any profession and becoming anything. Their determination and spirit are the envy of many races. Even
though their life span is among the shortest, their deeds are boosted among the best in history, but that might only be
because there are statistically more of them.
Advantages
You get your first profession for free.
Costuming
Any
Racial Abilities
Human Ingenuity

2 Char. Points

0 QP

Human

Once per refresh you may substitute the carrier of one spell you know with a different carrier that you can cast
from a different spell. For example, if you knew the spells “2 fire,” and “water confuse.” Once per refresh you
could cast, “2 water,” since you know that carrier from another spell, for the same energy cost that it would
normally take to cast “2 fire.” Alternatively, you could case “fire confuse.”

Human Spirit

0 Char. Points

3 QP

Human

Once per Rest, Humans can call “By Human Spirit, purge all!” to purge ailments to them, purging all nonpermanent negative effects on them. This will not restore vitality nor will it fix bleed out or restore from Death.
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Kazan
2 Vitality 10 Energy
Lore: The kazan are a folk of cat-like people. They are known for their shrewd, often business-orientated,
intelligence and nimble dexterity. Kazan are accepted wherever they wish to go even though many view them with
minor distaste and distrust, possibly born from jealousy at some of their successes or distaste at their aptitude for
thievery, and simply choose not to interact with them. As a result, many Kazan have formed small groups of their
own to conduct their daily activities and business with. However, there are no laws encouraging such treatment by
the other races and no, official, rules restricting their potential advancement in any aspect of the government. This
said, Kazan often fall into two social groups, either merchants or the poor living on the fringes of a city; yet
exceptions to these stereotypes have occurred.
Advantages
One free dodge and two free resist trips per event.
Claws: You have the option of utilizing boffer claws as a weapon of no longer than 36’’.
Costuming
A half mask, mask, or cat makeup. Cat ears and a tail are optional.
Racial Abilities
Feline Grace

2 Char. Points

0 QP

Kazan

You may resist the trip effect for one energy and smash for two energy. Anytime you step on a trap that is
triggered by a pressure plate you may state “resist trap,” for one energy and immediately jump back to the last
safe spot you were standing.

Nine Lives

0 Char. Points

3 QP

Kazan

Whether it is just fate or good luck, Kazan have a knack for seemingly cheating Death and surviving situations
where others would not. You begin game with nine extra, unique to Kazan, cards in your Death Deck to utilize
when sent to Death. This possibly gives you extra chances to escape Death.

Impulsive Gambler

+1 Char. Point

1 Flaw Point

Kazan

Part of you being Kazan is the need to try your luck. When there is gambling nearby you have an urge to play at
least 1 hand or round, and you always will try to. The only thing that can stop you is being physically pulled
away.
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Mind Flayer
1 Vitality 12 Energy
3 Quality Points to play
Lore
Mind flayers are organized in small colonies that are subservient to a Master Brain, a, aberrant psionic
creature to which they are mentally linked. They are born from eggs as tadpoles in the Master Brain pool where they
feed on brains and the Master Brain’s fluids and grow into childhood, before leaving the pool as a mind flayer. They
are often a reclusive species that spends most of their time underground. Mind Flayers are the only known society to
still take and utilize slaves, seemingly, and unpopularly, with the permission of the government as long as they are
kept out of sight, and have served their connection to the Master Brain.
In general, while no laws prohibit mind flayers from being citizens of any society most don’t seem to have
an interest. They are generally disliked and almost universally mistrusted. The fact that they can consume the brains
of a helpless target for nourishment (and some elders boast the ability to gather memories from it) is, most likely, at
least partially responsible for that revulsion. Occasionally they can be seen working with the government but rarely
on a long-term or permanent basis.
In Modern times, the Master Brain has been disconnected from all Mind Flayers, and if it is found that they
are connected still, it becomes a problem for all those around,
Advantages: Once per event you may resist any mental effect (including double/triple). Once per event you may
double the duration of a mental effect you swing or cast.
A mind flayer has the power to enter minds, and send telepathic messages. They may use the “Language” symbol
and state “Psionics” to simulate them sending a silent message that only one can hear to any humanoid within ten
feet of you. Note: If the target naturally does not understand the language you are speaking, they still will not
understand you.
Unlock the Mind Flayer Class. (If you purchase this class, it still counts as an initiate class so you must spend
character points if you wish to purchase an additional other class)
Disadvantage: Takes one extra damage from all acid and light attacks.
If your brain is eaten by another mind flayer you suffer a final death.
Receive the trait: Aberration
Costuming: Purple or bluish skin and 4-6 tentacles from the chin/jawline area that are matching in color.
Racial Abilities
Strong Link

0 Char. Points

2 QP

Mind Flayer

You are still connected to a Master Brain and receive orders from it. Once per game or BGA you may ask the
Master Brain a question and it will do its best to answer. If you use this skill during a game you may not utilize it
in your next BGA.

Hunger

2 Char. Points

0 QP

Mind Flayer

You hunger for brains of a particular race (not Golem Forged). Every time you one of this race is bleeding out or
subdued you will have the urge it consume it. Doing so restores 3 additional energy (for the first 4 times each
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Rest) but then the victim cannot be resurrected. Three times per game, you may request a memory from a target
consumed if it is of your chosen race.
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Naga
2 Vitality 10 Energy
Lore
Naga are humanoid creatures that, rumor has it, share ancestry with that of snakes. For the majority
of them, there are only subtle signs that they are not human, slight discoloration or scales around the eyes,
an accent to the voice (rolling s), ext. Many naga that chooses to live in society attempt to hide these
features and pass as human for they are almost universally hated and reviled, worse even than the mind
flayers or flame undead. Outcasts when found out, those exposed often live in the wild, in the slums of
society, or seek protection from powerful people. It is unknown why the government does little to suppress
this hatred or even why the hatred exists. If there was a reason, it is buried in the past, but every human
child knows, never trust a naga with your back. While officially they have citizen rights in the cities, abuses
they suffer are rarely addressed by government officials. While rarely seen cooperating, there is technically
no ban from a naga working as a government official.
Some naga appear more snake-like than others of their race. While rare, some grow scales over
their body, and the rarest even lose their legs to be replaced by a full tail. It is unknown why these few are
more snake-like than the majority of their naga counterparts but are sometimes even attacked on sight.
You must have a marking on your forehead, neck, or one of the hands, one of a crescent moon up,
one down, one left, or right. STAFF will tell you which marking you have when you send in your character
history or begin game.
Advantages: Poison Drinker: Potions have no effect on you, however, if you drink a poison or hit by
a poison effect, you heal that amount. If no amount is specified take a heal 2. If it is Death Poison or
Toxin, take a Heal 10.
Disadvantage: Toxic Blood- when someone diagnoses you or first aids you should call at a whisper
“By my voice, 1 Poison”.
When speaking, all “S” sounds should be slurred like a snake.
Costuming
Begin game with slight green scale markings around the eyes with the option of colored lenses.. Costume
requirements may change throughout the course of the game based on role play.
Racial Abilities
Spit Poison

2 Char. Points

0 QP

Naga

Once per refresh you may spit poison, throwing a “3 poison,” by packet for 2 energy; or “Poison Agony” for 3
energy.

Toxic Blood

0 Char. Points

2 QP

Naga

You have learned how to invoke the toxic abilities within your blood. Once per refresh when struck by a
melee attack you may call “Return 2 Poison” In addition, once per game, your blood may harvested as a
Toxic Blood component by a Toxicologist.

Snake Charmed.

+2 C Char. Points

2 Flaw Points

Naga

Your nature makes you easier to be calmed and put to sleep; you cannot resist any Sleep effect.
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Orc
3 Vitality 7 Energy

Lore: Orcs once were renowned for their prowess in combat. Their war bands and clans were respected and feared
and they built for themselves the capital city of Dra Dhahid that was the center point of their race. During the
Unification the government conquered Dra Dhahid first and broke the back of the orcish people. To this day, no orc
is allowed in the city without a government passport.
Since then, the great clans scattered. Most orcs have integrated fully with society or live in some orcish villages.
Most villages no longer preach violence and have long since accepted that those days are long behind them. While
some still preach the “old ways,” it is a minority. Orcs have all the rights and protections as other citizens.
When an Orc is born, the family asks the Spirits, or the Elements for assistance in blessing the child. Orcs usually
are tattooed by the particular Spirit or Elemental that came to them.
Advantages
Once each per rest, you may call “Resist” to a “Knockout” and a “Maim” effect.
They gain the ability to commune with the Spirit world, and Orcs are usually chosen as guides by the Spirits and the
Elements.
Costuming
All exposed skin must be green. The orc must also wear/paint small tusks, fangs, or both. Tattoos are appropriate
based on what Spirit or the Elemental that came to you as a child.
Racial Abilities

The Elements are my Guide

2 Char. Points

0 QP

Orc

As a modern Orc you have built up a connection with the Elements and with the Spirits that dwell around them.
You may call at will “By my gesture, Communicate to Spirit/Elemental”. You may also cast “By my gesture,
Charm to Elemental” for 2 energy once per refresh.

Ferocity

0 Char. Points

2 QP

Orc

Some Orcs can use their will to survive to an unbelievable point. Once per Rest, the Orc can state “Ferocity”
within 5 seconds of entering bleed out. The Orc is restored to full vitality and is met with a ferocious compulsion
to continue whatever task they were doing when they dropped. For example, if dropped in combat, the orc will
continue to fight; if they were doing a ritual they will continue to do the ritual. This state lasts for 3 minutes or
until the orc drops to zero vitality or completes their task. When the state ends, the orc instantly suffers a
knockout no defense for 3 minutes. If they enter bleed out they continue to bleed out as normal and are under the
knockout effect simultaneously.

Shunned

+1 Char. Points

1 Flaw Point

Orc

Orc children are blessed by the spirits or the elements at birth. However, some of these Orc children as passed
over or worse, actively shunned from the spirits or elements. These Orcs are usually tattooed with a black triangle
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tattoo on the Forehead. They may not gain the Orc benefit "The Elements are my Guide," and are treated as an
outcast of the orcish lands.
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Character Backgrounds
Each character may choose one character background to gain the benefits of. These should reflect skills your
character would have picked up before the start of his adventuring career. It is highly encouraged that your
selections relate in some way to your character’s backstory. If none of the backgrounds fit your character, you may
purchase “Custom Background,” as a 1 QP skill to have staff read your backstory and create a custom background
for you.
Anthropologist- You may request information about a local culture once per game, with a question. You receive
additional information if your BGA is studying a culture.
Criminal- Gain access to known criminals in the area. You know the location of criminal safe-houses. Start game
with an item you stole or start the game with forged papers.
Clergy- Pick a faith that you start with. You have grown up among your church, once per Reset you may call
“Resist by Faith” to a fear or terror effect.
Dungeoneer- You may read “Dungeoneering” tags. You may call “Detect Traps” once per Rest.
Folk Hero- Gain 1 point of fame quality and a voucher to get one free drink a gathering. This fame point can get
you up to a 4th if Fame 3 is purchased.
Gladiator- You may demand an additional part of the purse in a gladiator ring run by an NPC. In a competition
fight watched by at least 4 people, you may call “Grant 3 temporary energy to self by inspiration” this goes away at
the end of the match.
Hermit- Your refresh time when alone is reduced to 5 minutes.
Laborer- Gain income 1, and reduce physical action tags by 1 minute or half, whichever is less. This can only be
done once per tag and cannot be stacked to reduce a tag to less than 30 seconds.
Man at Arms- Once per combat add +1 damage to a swing.
Navigator- You are well versed in sailing, you will never get lost on the seas. You may read the stars to know
directions. This may add special circumstances in game.
Noble Bearing- Recognize Noble heraldry and history (Gain Lore Heraldry) and gain additional starting money.
Rancher- Start with a riding horse you raised, allows you to gain benefits while riding.
Storyteller- Once per game in your BGA, you may submit a story to staff, it will be told far and wide. You may
receive stories to tell during game.
Tinkerer- When fiddling with an object for 10 minutes you may identify what the item’s function is. Put your
request for information in your creation folder.
Urchin- You cannot have your pockets picked (still report to staff each time someone tries).
Wayfinder- May spend 3e to ask an NPC guide what you will encounter. You will also never get lost on foot.
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Qualities
Qualities represent something unique about the character. Generally, Qualities can only be purchased at character
creation, however, there may be other ways to gain them in game.
Racial Abilities: These are essentially special abilities that different races are capable of developing. They are
purchased just like any other Quality, but you may only purchase them if you are playing the appropriate race.
Gifts: Overwhelmingly helpful abilities that are generally limited in use but can make certain elements of the game
more forgiving
Complications: Complications are not inherently bad, however they can have an effect on how other characters see
you from a roleplay perspective among other hidden consequences
Flaws: Flaws are essentially things that are working against your character (Health, Society, Mental State, etc).
Taking a flaw will give you some mechanical disadvantage (such as bleeding to death faster). However in exchange
you will be awarded additional character point to spend on the game's main skills for each Flaw that you take.
Each Quality has a quality point (“QP”) cost. These are spent just like character points. Every character starts with 6
QP and unlike character points, any QP unspent at character creation is lost. A character MUST spend all of their
quality points before purchasing anything with character points.
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Racial Abilities
Listed under each race.

Gifts
Attuned to the Weave

3 Char. Points

1 QP

You have the potential within you to study, perceive, and manipulate The Weave. This quality is required to
learn the Weaver class.

Blessed Luck

3 Char. Points

3 QP

For a reason unknown to you, you have always been lucky. Even in dark times, things have always found a way
of going your way. If you learn this ability, some situations on mods and your BGAs have a greater chance of
going in your favor.

Brave

1 Char. Point

2 QP

Once per refresh, you may “Resist by bravery” the “Fear” effect. If you learn ability to resist fear effects for
energy cost when you spend the energy spend one less energy, with a minimum of zero.

Custom Background

0 Char. Points

1 QP

You may select a background other than those already in the rulebook. One will then be made by staff and
offered to you. You have the option then of purchasing from it.

Fated Purpose

3 Char. Points

2 QP

For some reason, you are fated for some strong purpose in the world. You receive a special card in your Death
Deck called “Fated Purpose.” This card is not selected when deciding what cards to play. If you are in Death’s
Realm and select the Death card during a play, Fated Purpose is destroyed instead. Destroy all cards you had
played from your deck, select new cards to play, and pick again. This card is unique to you and cannot be given
away by normal means.

Hearty

1 Char. Point

1 QP

This Gift may be purchased up to three times. Each purchase increases the character’s vitality by 1 (to a
maximum starting total of 5 vitality).

Loremaster

1 Char. Point
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1 QP

Each purchase of lore allows an additional purchase.

Lucky Break

2 Char. Points

2 QP

Maybe they forgot to slice to jugular vein, maybe they tripped and fell. You got lucky, for some reason luck
shined on you. You may resist any ability once per event. However, the only thing it cannot be used on a NoDefense ability. (You may also use this to silently resist a killing blow)

Pain Tolerance

1 Char. Point

1 QP

You have trained yourself to be less hurt by painful strikes. You may call “Resist by Will” to the first
“Agony” effect that hits you each Refresh. If you learn ability to resist agony effects for energy cost
when you spend the energy spend one less energy, with a minimum of zero.

Rapid Healing

2 Char. Points

2 QP

You have the ability to get a surge of healing from… somewhere. Once per Rest, you may call “Heal 3 to self by
endurance.” You must be conscious to use this.

Resistant

4 Char. Points

2 QP

You are naturally resistant or have trained yourself to be resistant to something (a specific carrier), be
that Magic, Fire, Water, Earth, Air, Light, Dark, Blood, or Shadow. You may call resist 3 times a game
to the chosen carrier for free.

Self-Remedy

2 Char. Points

1 QP

Sometimes, you just… get better. You may call, “Heal one to self” once per event if you would have
bled out. If you have the skill self remedy, it stacks with this quality.

Title/Nobility/Rank (NonGovernment)

0 Char. Points

1/2/3 QP

You are somewhat important in this world, you have a title or a rank or a noble house backing you, or
any number of other things that make you important. Each rank of this skill increases that character's
position in society. (Any questions about your concept please ask staff.)
Rank 1: You are a member of an organization. You are a war chief’s bodyguard, a soldier in an army
of a country, a noble’s bastard, or some other person of minor importance.
Rank 2: You are a non-inheriting child of a noble, a sergeant, a good standing member of an
organization w. Such as a thieves guild or monster Slayers guild.
Rank 3: You are a member in great standing with an organization, or from your past.
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Sovereign Assembly Rank

0 Char. Points

1/2/3 QP

You are somewhat important in the government that is ruling Ebonrock. This position can be from any
sector of the government. Each rank of this skill increases that character's importance. This quality
comes with great weight in the campaign. You will be expected to wear your government sash
noticeably and follow strict rules. If you do not, your rank in the government may be in jeopardy. (Any
questions about your concept please ask staff.)
Rank 1: You are a soldier in the army, a clerk in a department, a low level researcher, or other entry
level position.
Rank 2: You are a junior officer in the army, a person with authority in a department, someone that sets
minor agendas or other mid-level position.
Rank 3: You are a well-known officer or hero, a law keeper/enforcer, a senior researcher with
significant connections, a steward over a small conquered area, or other significant position in the
government.
Those with Sovereign Assembly Rank that spend their BGA doing government work will be paid 5
copper at check-in next game.

True Ally

1 Char. Point

1 QP

This MUST be taken by another person and both of you specify each other in your backstories. You and
another have a bond of friendship, of control, perhaps a ritual that makes you unable to harm each other,
this bond is so strong you will not unwillingly attack the other person through any means other than true
free will (but you should know that this means you two have a bond that makes it very hard to harm the
other, it may be tweaked if you so wish), you will not attack the person while under a compel effect,
frenzy effect. If you are dominated or animated you still will, and if you are dominated you will be able
to not throw skills above 4 energy against the person.

Will to Live

2 Char. Points

3 QP

You have a strong constitution. The bleeding-out state lasts five minutes for you, instead of two.
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Complications
Note: You can only select one bloodline complication.

Celestial Bloodline

0 Char. Points

2 QP

To the best of your memory, one day you simply appeared in your homeland. How old you were is up to
you, but you had no memory of life before, nor has anyone seemed to remember you from before.
However, while much remains a mystery to you there is one thing that you are certain of, you have a
calling to help the people of this world. Whether you follow this calling or not is up to you. You have
the ability to swing by weapon or cast by packet, “2 holy light,” for 1e. Once per refresh you may cast
the spell “Heal 1 by Holy light” You may also cast, “Through holy light I create a magical light,” for 0e;
it should be white or yellow. You may spend one character point each game towards your celestial
bloodline to represent your focus in furthering that inner-part of you. Progress may require additional in
game actions or behaviors. Additional information will be provided to you in your BGA each time you
invest one character point into your bloodline. You may start game with a few white and/or yellow
markings on your face. There may be required costume/makeup changes throughout the course of the
game. You may only take this quality if you are Draconian, Dwarven, Elven, Human, Orc or Kazan.

Contact/Patron

0 Char. Points

1/2/3 QP

You are in contact with a person of influence, depending on the reach of the contact and power is rank
of the skill needed. Depending on the power of the contact you may have to act in his/her/its best interest
to get benefits from the contact. Ex. Powerful spirit, guild master, ext. Please run by staff who your
contact is and what rank you propose it is. Staff will confirm which rank you should purchase.

Dark Contact

3 Char. Points

3 QP

You are in contact with a dark entity of power. Send in your character personality and contact concept
and details about your contact will be provided to you. This skill will have a drastic effect on your
character throughout the game.

Fame/Infamy

0 Char. Points

1/2/3 QP

You are famous/infamous for having committed a certain deed. The more ranks you invest in the quality
the more renowned and well known the deed(s) you did and the more others will treat you differently.
This skill will result in different role play reactions from different people in the world. Just remember,
not everyone may like what you did.

Haunted

0 Char. Points

2 QP

For some reason, whether your fault or not, you have gained the attention of ghosts and are haunted.
You gain the ability to cast, “By my voice, communicate with ghost,” for 0e. However, you also are
more vulnerable than most to being possessed. If you wish to resist possession, you must spend 2e more
than others to do so.
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Infernal Bloodline

0 Char. Points

2 QP

Your parent, be it your mother or father, succumbed to the temptations of a devil in their lifetime, be it
from a deal or otherwise, and you were born. You have the infernal bloodline. You did not learn it from
your infernal parent, but instead from the colored markings on your skin, and the always present desire
in your blood to foster the whispered promise of power within you. Whether you follow this calling or
not is up to you. You have the ability to swing by weapon or cast by packet, “2 hellfire,” for 1e. You
may do so for free once per refresh. You may also cast, “Through hellfire I create a magical light,” for
0e; it should be red. You may spend one character point each game towards your infernal bloodline to
represent your focus in furthering that inner-part of you. Progress may require additional in game actions
or behaviors based on the bloodline. Additional information will be provided to you in your BGA each
time you invest one character point into your bloodline. There may be required costume/makeup
changes throughout the course of the game. You may only take this quality if you are Draconian,
Dwarven, Elven, Orc, Human, or Kazan.

Item of Power

0 Char. Points

1-3 QP

In your travels you have found an item of some power. You may know all of what this item does and
you think it will most likely take some time to unlock its full potential.
You may propose a design of an item or alternatively not know what it does and let it flourish with
power as the game goes on. Staff has the ultimate say on the item. We encourage you to tell us what the
item is and not tell us what it does. For example, something cryptic like “To keep Demons away” would
be perfect.
The way you got this item is also up to you. For example you could have come into an inheritance or
maybe you found it in a tomb. With each rank of this quality the item is more powerful and more
dangerous; keep that in mind when choosing your item. Item of Power may not be taken in conjunction
with Strange History.

Mysterious Bloodline

0 Char. Points

3 QP

You possess an extremely rare bloodline. The bloodline has no additional costume requirements. This
bloodline will have an effect on your character’s story. Having this bloodline has a high chance in
resulting in your character’s permanent death or similarly significant inconvenience. You will be
provided a special sheet with further information should you choose to take this bloodline. You may
only take this quality if you are Dwarven, Elven, Human, Orc or Kazan.

Slayer

0 Char. Points

1/2/3 QP

You have slain a creature or group of creatures in the past. The more ranks you invest in the skill the
more impressive your deed was. This skill will result in different role play reactions from different
people in the world. Just remember, not everyone may like what you did. You may begin game with a
trophy from the creature/creatures you killed. The trophy will have a, usually one use, ability associated
with it.

Strange History

0 Char. Points
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1-3 QP

Sometimes things happen in life that are just too bizarre to explain. These events may have given you an odd
feeling. Perhaps the stars were perfectly aligned at your birth. Perhaps an event happened in your life which
really was the result of pure dumb luck. No matter the explanation why, this quality is intended for those that
want obscure backstory moments which would otherwise be far-fetched or unbelievable.
Please ask if you wish to take this quality and the request you are making with it. Staff will tell you how many
ranks you will need to purchase or turn down your request. This is a complication and will be met with role play
and/or skills related to it. Strange History not be taken with Item of Power.

Vampyr Bloodline

0 Char. Points

2 QP

Recently in your life you encountered an adult or master vampyr and was turned; becoming a living
creature of your race that feeds off the life-force of others. You have the vampyr bloodline and should
appear slightly pale. The feeling of potential within you and your blood calls to you daily. Whether you
follow this calling or not is up to you. You have the ability to cast by packet, “2 blood,” for 1e. You may
do so for free once per refresh. You may also feed from a helpless, but living, humanoid target. Touch
the victim with a touch packet and call, “I feed on you 1; I feed on you 2; I feed on you three.” You then
have the option of draining the target dry by saying, “By blood I drain you dry, blood death.” For free.
You should include who you feed off, and whether you killed them, in your BGA. You may spend one
character point each game towards your vampyr bloodline to represent your focus in furthering that
inner-part of you. Progress may require additional in game actions or behaviors based on the bloodline.
Additional information will be provided to you in your BGA each time you invest one character point
into your bloodline. There may be required costume/makeup changes throughout the course of the game.
You may only take this quality if you are Draconian, Dwarven, Elven, Orc, Human, or Kazan.
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Flaws
Each player may elect to spend up to 3 flaw points at character generation to gain 1 character
point per flaw point spent. You may not spend QP to buy additional flaws.
Anathema

+3 Char. Points

3 Flaw Points

Something about one of the carriers does not sit right with your body. If the attributes makes contact
with you, your body will react… poorly. When purchasing this flaw select a carrier. If you are hit by an
ability with that carrier, (even beneficial) you will immediately drop to zero vitality and enter an
unconscious Bleed Out. For instance, if you are hit by a “Fire Knockout” attack and your Anathema was
Fire you will enter an unconscious bleed out. You may NEVER resist your anathema.

Aversion

+1-3 Char. Points

1-3 Flaw Points

You have a fear or an aversion. You dislike something out of disgust or pure fear. You are under a
permanent Repel effect from your aversion. You cannot approach it at all. You are not allowed to pick a
player race as you aversion or things like water. Please tell staff what you want your aversion too. Staff
will then inform you how many ranks to purchase.

Blood Rush

+2 Char. Points

2 Flaw Points

When you see combat you start to twitch and you want to fight. When you see combat close to you will
try to get involved unless you have been specifically told otherwise and you choose to listen. Seeing a
combat that you are not in makes you feel off. When someone calls you out directly, take “Frenzy to
self” and begin fighting.

Code of Chivalry

+2 Char. Points

2 Flaw Points

You follow the tenets of Honor and Chivalry. It is a code only embraced only by those of the noblest of
hearts. You cannot break this code:
1.

Protect and serve the weak and defenseless.

2.

Be in service of both good leaders and citizens alike.

3.

Live by honor and glory.

4.

Avoid lying.

5.

Never refuse a lawful challenge from an equal.

6.

Never strike a disrespected or defeated challenger.

7.

Avoid deceitful tactics in combat.

8.

Protect the honor of others of noble heart.
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Coward

+1 Char. Point

1 Flaw Point

Coward cannot be taken if you have “Brave” You are a coward. You are the first to run away and scare
easily. You should act cowardly when in combat and when things go wrong you have an instinct to run.
You must also expend an additional 3 energy to resist a Fear effect in addition to a resist.

Cursed

1-3 Char. Points

1-3 Flaw Points

You have been cursed by someone or something. The nature of this curse is up to you but the higher the
rank the more deadly the curse is.
Rank 1 example:When hit by a fire spell take an agony effect
Rank 2 example:Permanent charm to people who are kind to you
Rank 3 example:You are turning into a beast of some kind, you are dominated to all people
Feel free to suggest a curse or have one assigned to you. If you suggest a curse Staff will tell you how
many ranks to purchase. If you want staff to assign a curse, buy how many ranks you wish and staff will
devise an appropriate curse.

Honest

+1 Char. Point

1 Flaw Point

You are incapable of lying. This does not mean you have to tell the truth- only that you may not tell an
outright lie.

Hunted

+1-3 Char. Points

1-3 Flaw Points

Someone or something wants you dead…. or worse. Each rank of this flaw represents an increase in the
power of your hunter. A hunted must be approved by staff in your backstory, so please submit what you
would like this hunted to be and how many ranks you wish to purchase.
Rank 1: Hunted can be taken with some deal of effort they are not excessively powerful but they will
cause problems from you.
Rank 2: This creature has incredible influence or power and they really hate you, you may be able to
evade it for some time but sooner or later it will catch up with you and if you are not ready for it…. Well
it could end badly.
Rank 3: You are doomed if this thing finds you, it has nothing but spite for you and is immensely
powerful and/or influential, be warned.
Note: Enemies can hunt you during your BGA as well and may influence outcomes.

Illiterate

+1 Char. Point
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1 Flaw Point

You cannot read or write. This flaw can be “learned away”. If someone spends significant time teaching
you during game, or during a BGA, and you spend 1 character point, you will be literate the following
game.
Note: Please inform staff if you wish to learn away the flaw and they will provide you with instructions
on how to spend the character point.

Impulsive

+1 Char. Point

1 Flaw Point

You hate talking and love action. If given two choices you will always take the more reckless and,
probably the worst of the decisions for your character. Act on your impulses as your character.

Lame

+2 Char. Points

2 Flaw Points

You have some lasting injury. You can decide how the injury came about. For example, you could have
a trick knee, be the victim of backfired magic, or are simply old. Regardless, you cannot run or jump.
This cannot be fixed by surgery or normal magical methods.

Quick to Die

+3 Char. Points

3 Flaw Points

The amount of time you spend in the bleeding-out state is reduced to one minute, instead of two. Quick
to Die may not be purchased with Will to Live.

Thief’s Code

+1 Char. Point

1 Flaw Point

You have taken to the Thief’s Code live your life by. Simply, it states:
1. Never sell out a fellow criminal.
2. Do no more harm than needed to get a job done.
3. When you are paid to do a job and accept, you will carry it out without any further questioning.
You will not willingly go against the code, and will stand by it till the end.

Wanted

+1-3 Char. Points

1-3 Flaw Points

You are a wanted criminal; whether or not you did what you are wanted for is up to you. Either way, the
law is looking for you. Currently you are going under a different name and alias (you have forged
papers), but if the Government ever found out who you really were…
Rank 1: You are a criminal (at least you’re wanted for a crime). The law is trying to catch up with you
in one part of the world but you’re not the highest priority target.
Rank 2: A lot of people will be looking for you. They will know your name and face, and will send
some rather strong people after you.
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Rank 3: You are high up on the wanted list. Nearly every law man knows your name and your legacy,
probably every bounty hunter is looking for you as well. If they catch you... let’s just say it won’t be slap
on the wrist.
Note: You may look in the Appendix if you wish to consult laws and punishments for inspiration.
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Skills
Universal Skills
(Everybody can have these… for Free)

Check Pulse

0 Char. Points

You may spend 5 seconds of role play to call “Check Pulse.” The person will then confirm for you whether they
are alive or dead. Certain skills may cause this to be false, as well as some beings such as Golem and Flame
Undead do not have a pulse.

Single Weapon

0 Char. Points

You may use a single weapon up to 46” in length.

Wear Armor

0 Char. Points

Any character may wear any armor (though it may interfere with class abilities). Armor is divided into five
locations- Head, Chest, Back, Arms, and Legs. There are three levels of armor- Light, Medium, and Heavy. Light
armor consists of soft leather, fur, and hide. Medium armor consists of light chain, plastic plate, or layers of
leather. Heavy armor consists of real, metal plate or real riveted chain. One must be wearing at least armor that
covers the chest and back and one other location to get the benefit of that armor category.
If someone is wearing light armor they gain 1 armor point, medium armor gives 3 armor points, and heavy armor
gives 5 armor points. (see Combat section for armor point use).
Repairing light armor takes one common hide per 2 armor points being repaired. Repairing medium armor and
heavy armor takes one common ore per 2 points of armor being repaired. “Shatter” expends all armor points from
an armor, requiring it to be repaired before being able to be used again. You must have a skill to repair armor. A
blacksmith is the most common person with this skill.

General Skills
(Anyone can buy these, but they aren’t free)

General Energy

Varies

You may purchase 1 additional Energy.
May purchase until you have 15 energy at 1 character point each.
After 15, may purchase until you have 20 energy, at 2 character points each.
After 20, may purchase until you have 30 at 3 character points each.
Players may not increase their energy over 30 without a special means of doing so.

General Vitality

Varies
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You may purchase 1 additional vitality.
May purchase until you have 5 vitality at 2 character points each. (To a maximum starting vitality of 5)
After 5, may purchase until you have 8 vitality at 3 character points each.
After 8, may purchase until you have 10 vitality at 4 character points each.
Players may not increase their vitality over 10 without a special means of doing so.

Additional Druidic Shift I

2 Char. Points

You may purchase this skill after you have purchased the ability to transform into an animal in any druidic
prestige class. Gain the ability to turn into one additional animal from each of your druidic prestige classes.
Please let staff know which animal(s) you have chosen.

Additional Druidic Shift II

2 Char. Points

You may purchase this skill after you have purchased the ability to transform into an animal in any druidic
prestige class. Gain the ability to turn into the remaining animal from each of your druidic prestige classes. This
skill requires Additional Druidic Shift I.

Basic Gun

2 Char. Points

Allows the character to use a basic gun. If you buy this skill from character creation you may begin game with a
gun that meets the basic gun statistics sheet below. Please request a tag from staff. Otherwise, you must purchase
the gun in game (please still bring your own gun) and an item tag will be provided. Basic guns skill allows for the
use of: 1 handed, portable, non-battery powered, non-automatic guns with up to a 4 magazine capacity, with no
scope, and up to only 1 non-restricted modification to the core. More advanced guns than this requires the
artificer class and, sometimes, other skills. You may utilize basic black powder items.
Guns have two standard forms of shot, bullets and slag. It is free to use slag.
Bullets do base “brutal 3.” Slag does base “1 damage.” People may always load and fire slag for free. Each are
represented by NERF darts. All darts do physical damage. It takes 20 seconds to load a bullet and 10 seconds to
load a slag into your gun. There is no required time to aim a gun before firing unless you are using a specific skill
which requires otherwise.
Basic Gun Statistics Sheet
Item Name: Basic Gun
Automatic: No
Scope: None
Attunement Cost: None

Hands to Use: 1
Mag. Capacity: 2
Core: None
Miscellaneous: N/A

Mobility: Portable
Magic Ammo Capable: No
Traits/Skills Required: Basic Guns
Miscellaneous: N/A

Bow

1 Char. Point

Allows the use of a bow. Arrows are treated as Melee strikes for damage and resistance.
Arrows may be represented either by Boffer safe arrows fired from an approved bow (as described in the general
rules section) or from a Nerf dart or packet bow. Nerf/packet arrows deal base, “1 physical” damage. You may
fire 1 every 10 seconds. Boffer safe arrows fired from a real bow (no greater than 20 pound weight) deal base “2
physical damage.” There is no firing speed for a real bow. You may not block with your bow but it counts as a
wielded item for use of the Parry skill.
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Brawler

1 Char. Point

1e

You may throw “Physical Trip” by packet for 1e. If you purchase this skill. You must be at melee range to throw
this and have nothing in that hand.

Claws

1 Char. Point

You may wield two red boffer weapons up to 35” long, representing claws. Claws are immune to “Disarm”. If
“Shatter” or “Maim” hit your claws you will suffer the “Maim” effect. Only Ashen Liege, Draconians, Infernal
Bloodline, Kazan, and Draconic classes can purchase this skill.

Diagnose

1 Char. Point

You may diagnose the status of others by stating “Diagnose.” They will respond with any effects they are under,
and if they are bleeding-out or dead.

First Aid

1 Char. Point

You may state “First Aid” to pause a bleeding-out count. After 1 minute of role play, you may call “Heal 1” You
may also go up to someone and call “detected Bleed” you may then state “Forsooth I prevent you from bleeding
while I’m holding you.” Then spend 30 seconds role playing and call “Purge Bleed.”

Income

Varies

This skill may be purchased multiple times. Each purchase provides 1 silver at check in each event. The first three
purchases cost 1 character point. After your first three purchases, the cost increases to 2 character points for the
next two where you are making five silver a game. This skill can only be bought up to five times.

Information Gathering

2 Char. Points

Between events, you may gather information on a topic by submitting a question. You may question in game
contacts using this skill.

Light

1 Char. Point

Creates a magical light (you must provide a glow stick). Used in combat with shadows and in certain role play
situations.

Lore

1 Char. Point

You may purchase a lore topic. (See the Lore list). Information sheets will be sent to you concerning the topic
selected.

Off Hand Short

1 Char. Point

You may wield a weapon of up to 35” length in your off hand. All weapons must be inspected by Staff before
used.
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Off Hand One

1 Char. Point

Requires Off Hand Short. You may wield a weapon of up to 46” length in your off hand. All weapons must be
inspected by Staff before used.

Poison Identification

2 Char. Points

You may safely identify poisons by reading any poison tags that are in the vial, which is represented by a film
canister. Once you have read the tag, you must immediately return it to the vial, or the potion is considered used
on yourself.

Potion Identification

2 Char. Points

You may safely identify potions by reading any tags that are in the vial, which is represented by a film canister.
Once you have read the tag, you must immediately return it to the vial, or the potion is considered used on
yourself.

Premium Rumors

1 Char. Point

Requires Rumors skill. You may trade in 3 rumors you would receive at the start of game for a ‘premium rumor’.
This rumor will always be true, and will always contain valuable information. Each purchase of this skill allows
you to trade in 3 more rumors for a premium rumor, to a max of 3 purchases .

Professions

Varies

You are capable of working at a profession. See the Professions section for more information and detailed
descriptions of the professions. Professions available to new characters are: Alchemist, Herbalist, Hunter,
Jeweler, Medic, Merchant, Mining, Scavenger, Scholar, Smith, Spy, and Toxicologist. The first profession costs 3
character points to unlock. Each additional profession cost 2 additional character points. So, the second
profession costs 5 character points to unlock, the third 7 character points, the fourth 9 character points, ext.

Read Scrolls

2 Char. Points

You can read and cast spells from scrolls. Requires Magical Potential trait to use.
Note: You already gain the benefit of this skill if you purchase the “Write Scrolls” skill from your class.

Rumors

1 Char. Point

At the beginning of each event, you will get four rumors, which may or may not be true. This skill may be
purchased up to five times.

Shield

1 Char. Point

You may use a shield of up to 36” in diameter (if circular) or 28”x36” (if rectangular). Other shapes must fall
within one of these two requirements.
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Self-Remedy

2 Char. Points

Once per event, when you have completed a Bleeding Out count, you may call “Heal one to self.”

Thrown Weapon

1 Char. Point

You may carry and use any amount of thrown weapons. This covers coreless thrown weapons and LARP safe
javelins up to 26 inches.

Trap Setter

1 Char. Point

You may set traps with the proper materials, and may arm (but not disarm) traps you encounter.

Two-Handed Weapon

2 Char. Points

You may use a single weapon of 47” to 72” in length. You must have both hands on the weapon to use. If one of
your hands is not on the weapon, you cannot use it.

Weapon Master

4 Char. Points

You have learned how to use every type of weapon (including Claws for races which can purchase that skill).
This skill includes all of the following: Bow, Off Hand Short, Off Hand One, One Handed Weapon, Shield,
Thrown Weapon, Two-Handed Weapon. Previous purchased skills are NOT refunded.
Weapon Master does not give you proficiency with guns.

Wand Use

1 Char. Point

You may attune and use wands. A wand can be used for free as often as you wish. Wands have a set number of
charges before they cease to become magical. Please keep track of the wand’s charges after you use them (within
reason) by marking them on the back of the item tag.

Wand Mastery

2 Char. Points

Wands no longer count towards you limit of 3 attuned magic items.
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Lore Skill
Each time a character purchases the lore skill he may select one of the following lore categories to purchase. Lore
beyond this purchase on the topic is hidden and must be discovered in game. Each time you purchase a category of
lore you will be given an in game book (usually between 1-5 pages) with the knowledge (unless the knowledge is
shared orally). Players are encouraged, but not required, to have a lore journal for the storage of these pages either
on you or stored somewhere in game as a representation of the physical books you possess. These books may be
shared, bought, sold, or stolen as they are in-game items. For some lore skills, they may be multiple versions of the
same rank of lore written from different perspectives and/or by different people. Lore books are usually valued
between 5 copper and one silver.
Lore skill can be purchased many times on the website. Each time, please let staff know which category you have
purchased and we will email you the lore you learned. Later we may be able to have the website send you the lore,
but that feature, if ever, will be added later.
Note: For those who bought history Lore Skills, they will be allowed to conduct an “in-game study,” on one area per
history purchased. This will allow them to ask one question pertaining to that era and gain all available information
pertaining to that question.
Categories
Abominations

First Great Dragon Attack

Aberrations

Golden Age of Technology

Aquatic

Second Great Dragon Attack

Beast

The Time of the Burning Sea

Cartography

Reign of Istil Starlight to Modern Times

Constructs

Magic

Devils

Magic: Dark

Draconic

Mountainous

Fae

Nature

Ghosts

Hunters of the Dawn

Heraldry and Houses

The Witch Coven

History- For each purchase choose one of the
following time periods to submit a thesis question
about.

Planes
Shadows and the Plane of Shadows

Time of Darkness

Spirits

The Schism

Technology and the Guild of Technology

The Great Wars

Undead

The Birth of the Assembly

Undercurrent (Criminal Activity)
Weavers and the Weave
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Class Progression

Initiate Classes
The first initiate class you purchase is free. Each additional initiate class you purchase costs 3 character
points and requires training (either in-game or through a BGA). You may start game with as many initiate classes
unlocked as you wish to pay character points for. Initiate classes usually have skill tree paths that lead to three
prestige classes. A character can purchase multiple prestige classes from the same initiate class if they wish.

Prestige Classes
Each prestige class you purchase costs 3 character points. Unless you begin game with the prestige class,
you must receive training to unlock a prestige class (either in-game or through a BGA). Players may spend fifteen
minutes of role-play in game to teach a prestige class that they know and have purchased a 4 character point skill
from. Each prestige class leads to a point where it is possible to purchase a specialty class. This is an additional
requirement to the role-play requirement for specialty classes based off of Prestige classes.

Specialty Classes
Along with Classes, Prestige Classes, Backgrounds, and Professions there are specialty classes. These
classes are hidden and improve on Prestige Classes, Backgrounds, Professions, Races and some are separate from
everything else altogether. One thing that is consistent with them however is that they must be unlocked through
dedicated in-game roleplay, likely over multiple events. These classes should be representative of a cornerstone of
your character’s personality, beliefs, or skills. Each specialty class contains a passive ability or always active aura
that is unlocked upon purchase of the class, and at least two high end abilities which must be individually purchased.
(While they may individually cost different amounts, the skills will always total a cost of 16 character points).
A character is limited to having only two specialty classes. The first specialty class costs 4 character points
to unlock. The second costs 5 character points. With very few exceptions, of which a character would be informed
after purchasing his first specialty class, each class, profession, background, or race can only spawn one Specialty
Class.
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Classes
Artificer

Monk

Gunslinger
Innovator
Ignition Specialist
Ashen Liege
Ashen Liege
Bard
Balladeer
Performer
Skald
Dark Artist
Necromancer
Life Drainer
Witch
Disciple of Truth (Prestige Only)
Dragon Priest (Prestige Only)
Druid
Druid of Spring
Druid of Summer
Druid of Autumn
Druid of Winter
Exemplar
Champion
Guardian
Vindicator
Flame Priest
Purifier
Keeper
Bishop
Hunter of the Dawn
Stalker
Attuned
Blooded
Mind Flayer
Mind Flayer

Master of Iron
Master of Flowers
Master of Waves
Occultist
Exorcist
Curio
Binder
Rogue
Assassin
Acrobat
Thief
Shaman
Urbanist
Spirit Channeler
Totemist
Thaumaturge
Airmancer
Hydromancer
Pyromancer
Mage
Enchanter
Mentalist
Rune Carver
Vivimancer
Fleshmancer
Bonemancer
Bloodmancer
Warrior
Titan
Berserker
Duelist
Apprentice Weaver
Weaver
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Class Structure
Most classes are structured uniformly. To buy a skill you must have bought at least one skill that points to it in the
tree. To buy a prestige class, you must have bought the 3 character point skill that points to it in the initiate tree. To
buy a specialty class, you must have bought the second 5 character point skill in the prestige tree. If there is any
confusion as to this system, please ask and a staff member will happily explain. The small number in the corner of
each box is the standard price to purchase that skill. The price is confirmed in the last column in each class’s chart.

STANDARD INITIATE TREE
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STANDARD PRESTIGE TREE
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Artificer
Class Position
Free

Name of Skill
Artificer

Effect

Char. Point
Cost

May use non-battery powered basic guns. If have
purchased the basic gun skill, it is not refunded.

0

It takes 20 seconds to load a bullet. Unless a skill
says otherwise, there is no required aim time.
Bullets do base “3 brutal.” All darts count as
physical damage.
You must have an ammo box and log (see the
guns section under Combat).
You may use tech tags.
You gain lore in technology. If already purchased
it is not refunded.
Back 1

Improved Firearms

You may use guns with up to tier 2 core,
magazine and scope improvements. You may use
two-handed guns and turrets.

1

Left 1

Construct Surgeon

You may “Diagnose construct,” for free. This
may be used on mainframes as well.

1

You may spend time repairing a construct or
golem forged (including yourself if applicable
and conscious) to call, “Tech heal X to construct."
It takes one minute to repair two points of vitality.
It takes one common ore to repair up to 5 vitality
(2.5 minutes). (Therefore it still costs 1 common
ore even if you only repair 3 vitality.) (When
healed, please turn the components in to staff).
An uncommon ore must be spent to repair a
golem forged from the Broken state to prevent it
from entering the Dead state.
Right 1

Hacker

You may spend 3e and jumpstart a vehicle. You
can drive vehicles that require “Hacker.”

1

When hacking a mainframe (spend the energy
indicated on the mainframe’s tag) you may access
the Tier 1 functions.
This ability also gives you certain abilities in The
Network. Those abilities may vary over-time.
Inform Staff when you enter The Network and
you will be told what you can do during that trip.
Forward 1

Slug

May call “Brutal trip,” with slag for 2e.
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1

Left 2

Bullet Press

You may recover up to 6 expended bullets (nerf
darts from the ground) per reset (expended slag
does not qualify). You may spend 30 seconds per
casing and expend 1 black powder and 1 energy
to turn the casing into a basic bullet. The black
powder (like any other crafting component)
should be turned into staff, and your log updated
with “Bullet Press” as the listed merchant. These
bullets expire at the start of the next Rest)

2

Left 3

Piercing Round

You may spend 2e to add “pierce,” to any bullet.

3

You may spend 1e to call, “brutal,” with a slag
shot. (This makes the shot a called shot so it goes
through shields).
Left Prestige

Gunslinger

PRESTIGE CLASS

3

Center 1

Golem Repairman

You may salvage common mechanical parts from
helpless golems, mainframes, and other advanced
pieces of technology by spending 30 seconds
dismantling it.

2

You may spend 1 minute of time (30 seconds if a
blacksmith or mechanist) improving a construct at
full vitality to call, “Grant one temporary
vitality,” to construct for 3e.
You may spend 1 minute of time (30 seconds if a
blacksmith or mechanist) improving a construct at
full vitality to call, “Grant one resist maim,” to
construct for 3e.
Center 2

Wondrous Creation

When you purchase this skill, learn one of the
following (Please inform staff who will update
your character sheet):
Can pick locks for the time/energy indicated on
the lock’s tag. A default lock takes 30 seconds
and 2e to pick.
Can spend 1 minute and 1e of tinkering to create
a one-time use gadget that does either, “2 fire,” “2
water,” or “2 air,” damage and is thrown by
packet. The items will only function until the end
of the reset before expiring and breaking down.
Please keep track of these items in your log. No
tag is necessary. They may only be used by you.
You may grant this item to other players, by
spending 2 minutes to call “I grant you 1 use of 2
fire/water/air by technology” this cannot stack on
the same person. This costs 1 energy and you
must clarify it expires at the start of the next Rest.
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3

Center Prestige

Innovator

PRESTIGE CLASS

3

Right 2

Shock Grenade

“Burst physical air agony,” for 3e.

2

Right 3

Pressure Plate

You may spend 4e, 1 black powder, and 1 minute
to set a trap on a square piece of floor or cavern,
no bigger than 3 feet by 3 feet. This space must
be defined on the ground in same way. If you are
watching the trap, no plot card is necessary. If
someone steps on the trap call, “By my gesture,
ambient 1 physical fire and fire maim both limbs
by explosion.” This trap may be disabled by
someone with the disable trap skill.

3

You will be given 3 trap plot cards at check in to
leave on a pressure plate trap if you wish instead
of watching the trap yourself.
If “no effect by acrobatics,” is called the trap is
not expended.
Right Prestige

Ignition Specialist

PRESTIGE CLASS
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Gunslinger
Class Position
Free

Name of Skill
Highly Improved
Firearms

Effect
May use Tier 3 gun parts.

Char. Point
Cost
0

May duel wield guns with magazine capacity of 6
each or one two-handed gun with a magazine
capacity of 12. Magazine capacity is the maximum
number of bullets/slag which can be loaded into
your gun at one time.
Left 1

Careful Aim

Plant your feet, aim for 3 seconds, and spend 2e to
add 3 damage to any bullet attack. (not slag). You
cannot move until you fire the shot.

3

Plant your feet, aim for 3 seconds, and spend 2e to
add 2 damage to any slag attack. You cannot move
until you fire the shot.
You may use “Pierce” when using this skill by
paying the 2e for it.
Left 2

Back Up!

“By my held gesture, repel by terror,” (held) for 3e
for as long as you point your gun at the target. If
someone uses this skill on you, you may call
“Resist” for 3 energy.

4

You may not shoot at them or attack them in
anyway during this time.
Right 1

Showdown

“Dodge by grit,” for 5e. This dodge costs 4 energy
if you dodge a bullet. “Velocity dodge by grit,” for
6e.

3

Right 2

Practiced Stance

You may expend two energy at check-in each
game if you wish to use this skill. That energy
cannot be restored for the duration of the event.

4

You are immune to the trip effect, call “No effect
by grit.”
Bottom 1

Sniper

If you are shooting a bullet and have a Scope
attached to your gun you may spend 20 seconds
targeting a foe. The foe must stay in sights for the
entire duration. Then you may fire your next shot,
“By my gesture X,” for 4e. This still expends one
bullet.
This skill cannot be used in conjunction with “Fan
the Hammer,” but may be used with other one
bullet abilities unless specified otherwise.
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5

Bottom 2

Fan the Hammer

You may expend 2 bullets to call “double,” and 2
energy to call on any bullet attack. You must spend
the energy cost twice (if any) for the attack you
made plus two additional energy. For example, if
you were to do a “Double 3 pierce,” bullet, you
would spend 2e on the pierce and 2 on the double
for 4e.

5

Bottom Right

High Noon

Once per game, you may expend ALL of your
remaining energy and temporary energy to call,
“Imbue to self by grit.” You gain double the
amount of energy you just expended to utilize in
the next five minutes. During this five minutes you
may spend 2e to call “3 damage,” when firing slag
without having to spend time aiming. The energy
expended in using this skill cannot be restored in
any way for the remainder of the rest.

6
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Ignition Specialist
Class Position
Free

Name of Skill
Office Supplies

Effect

Char. Point
Cost

You may use black powder to plant a bomb. It
takes two minutes to set up and can blow up a door
and lock (and maybe other plot relevant items). It
takes one black powder per energy necessary to
pick a lock to blow a lock. You cannot destroy an
advanced lock with this skill. Certain materials will
require certain amounts of black powder to bypass.

0

You may use tags that require the “Office
Supplies” skill.
Left 1

Advanced Shock
Grenade

“Burst physical air paralyze 10 seconds,” for 3e.

3

Left 2

Gas Bomb

You may make a poison into an area of effect gas
grenade by spending 3e. Expend the poison and
call, “Are of effect poison X gas,” by packet.

4

Right 1

Mad Bomber

You must carry your black powder in a keg on
you. You may roleplay pouring black powder into
a vial, lighting it, and throwing it (a packet or
coreless foam vial) to call, “Alchemical Burst X
fire,” for 1e. X is equal to the number of black
powder components you expend, up to 10.

3

A keg can hold up to 20 black powder. It takes 1
minute to load a piece of black powder.
If your black powder keg is ever struck by a fire
effect (weapon or spell) that you do not resist, or
you are in an area of effect fire effect, that you do
not resist, all of your black powder in the keg is
destroyed. Call, “Area of effect physical X fire,”
where X is equal to the number of black powder in
the keg up to 10.
Right 2

Nitroglycerin

“3 fire and smash by alchemical fire,” by packet
for 5e.

4

Bottom 1

Improved Pressure
Plates

You may add black powder to pressure plate traps
(same cost of 4e), up to 20 to increase the damage
of the trap by 1 per powder (up to 20 damage at 20
powder). This takes an extra minute per 5 black
powder used, up to 5 minutes with 20 black
powder. You may also spend 1 additional energy
per 5 black powder to add “pierce” to the call. This
trap may be disabled by someone with the disable
advanced trap skill.

5
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You will be given 3 trap plot cards at check in to
leave on a pressure plate trap if you wish instead of
watching the trap yourself.
If “no effect by acrobatics,” is called the trap is not
expended.
Example, at 8 black powder with extra energy for
the pierce, “By my gesture, ambient 8 physical fire
pierce and fire maim both limbs by explosion.”
You may disable pressure plates, including your
own, for 4e if they are detected before detonation.
Bottom 2

Experience

You may expend two energy and one vitality at
check-in each game if you wish to use this skill.
That energy and vitality cannot be restored for the
duration of the event.

5

You take half damage and duration (rounded up to
the nearest point) from fire effects (normal and
magical) that you did not cause. This skill cannot
be used when your own powder keg explodes.
Bottom Right

Oil!

You may “Grant trait ‘Oiled,’ five minutes” by
packet for 5e.
At will, even while unconscious, you may call,
“Voice to Oiled, ambient, forsooth suffer double
damage and duration from fire effects for the next
30 seconds. Purge trait oiled.”
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Innovator
Class Position
Free

Name of Skill
Innovate and
Design

Effect

Char. Point
Cost

May spend 1 minute of role playing with a
construct or golem forged to call, “By tech heal 1,”
for 0 e.

0

If have the Hacker skill, gains access to tier 2
functions when hacking a mainframe.
Learn the skill, “Heal 3 to construct/golem
forged,” for 2e.
Left 1

Civil Engineering

If you have been hired in-game, you may spend a
profession BGA action doing civil engineering
jobs in a city to earn 2 silver. You will be given a
written result of what you were working on, and
anything else that happened.

3

You may spend a normal BGA action to build
something or to improve the train with mechanist
schematics. If the train is under attack, you may
use any installed defense protocols.
Allows for the creation of items from schematics
that are powered by magi. We strongly encourage
you to BE a mechanist.
Left 2

Security System

Spend 10 minutes, 1 uncommon mechanical part,
and 3e to create a security system on a door. If the
door is opened without the three digit passcode, the
set effect occurs to the target and the door remains
locked. When building the security system, select
one of the following effects, “Compel to yell ‘Alert
Intruder Alert,’ three times no defense;” “Physical
air agony;” or “Physical 3 air.” The security
system can be disarmed with the code, with the
advanced lock picking skill, or with the hacking
skill.

4

You may be able to use this skill to create other
security systems and in locations besides
doorways, with study.
Right 1

Create Clockwork

You may create a clockwork to do work for you.
Anytime you are where your clockwork is, you
may go elsewhere, do a costume change, and play
as your clockwork. You will be given your
clockwork’s stats when you buy this skill. It may
have a minor personality. It costs 2 uncommon
mechanical parts, 2 common mechanical parts, and
1 magi to create a clockwork (price waived if you
start game with the skill).
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3

Right 2

Improve Clockwork

You may apply a mechanist’s developed
schematics to your clockwork to grant it permanent
improvements.

4

Allows you to create a disabling device to throw
and call, “Pacify to construct/golem forged by
tech,” by packet for 3e.
Allows you to oil and sharpen a construct/golem
forged to “Grant 3 damage by weapon to
construct/golem forged,” for 2e.
Bottom 1

Filtering Device

You may spend energy to build and install a
filtering device on an ally to assist in the time of
need. Only one filtering device can be installed on
a person at a time. “Forsooth, I install a filtering
device. I grant you one purge X to self.” X can be
paralyze for 6e (electric jolt), weakness for 4e
(vitamins), nausea for 4e (ginger), heat metal for
4e (cooling).

5

Bottom 2

Salvage Mechanical
Parts

You may salvage advanced and rare mechanical
parts from helpless golems, mainframes, and other
advanced pieces of technology by spending 60
seconds dismantling it.

5

Bottom Right

A.I.

You may use a creation pit to forge golem forged
for 15e.

6

You may go up to a helpless construct/golem
forged, spend 15 seconds role-playing, and spend 1
common mechanical part to call, “Heal to full, and
dominate 5 minutes,” for 5e.
You may build an A.I. for one rare mechanical part
and then spend 5 minutes and install it into a
mainframe or your clockwork. The mainframe or
clockwork can now learn freely. Some AI may
require Aether to function.
This skill also gives you additional abilities in The
Network. The abilities may vary on each occasion.
Ask Staff when you enter the Network.
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Ashen Liege

Class Position
Free

Name of Skill
Of Ash and Sand

Effect

Char. Point
Cost

You may purchase long claws and use one or
two in melee.

0

Learn the spell “2 ash,” for 1e by packet or
learn “2 ash,” by claw/weapon. You may use
these once free per refresh.
Gain the trait “Magical Potential”
Back 1

Healing Ash

“Heal 1 by Ash,” by touch packet for 1e.
“Heal 2 by Ash to master,” by touch packet
for 1e.You may use either once for free per
refresh.

1

Left 1

Find Kin

“Detect Ashen Liege,” for 1e.

1

“Detect (Name of your Master),” for 1e.
“By my gesture communicate by Ash to
(devil, aberration, ashen, or outsider)” for 1
energy (or to Ashen for free)
You may send off a message to kin in the
area, they may be able to respond for 2e.
You may deliver a letter to NPC camp and
attempt to contact your kin in the area, they
may or may not respond. This is a general
message that can be heard by all Ashen in
the area.
Right 1

Forward 1

Pool of Ash

A character can elect to pay 3 energy at the
start of each reset to activate this ability for
the rest. The energy cannot be refreshed for
the duration of the rest. An Ashen Liege
with this skill active can throw 5 uses of “1
ash,” by packet for free. After 2 minutes of
not being struck by a weapon or spell, the 5
uses refresh and can be used again.

1

Salt of the World

“Grant 1 temporary vitality,” to master or
ashen Liege by touch packet for 1e. This
requires 5 seconds of role play.

1
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Forward 2

Envelop

“Root by ash,” by claw, weapon, or packet
for 2e.

2

Forward 3

Fortify the Sand

“Purge X to master,” by touch packet for 4e
where X is either: weakness, knockout, all
bleed, drain 1 vitality.

3

Ashen Liege

PRESTIGE CLASS
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Prestige
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Ashen Liege

Class Position
Free

Name of Skill
Scrying Sands

Effect

Char. Point
Cost

You learn one of the most potent abilities of
the Ashen, the ability to scry, the ancient and
powerful rite closely guarded by the Ashen
Lieges, and one of the primary reasons they
are kept around. An Ashen Liege can spend
10 energy, to create a cloud of smoke and ash
around them, with this, they can scry the
location of an object that has three
descriptors or a person whose full name they
know if they also have an object of the
individual. This sometimes does not give
perfect results, especially on powerful
targets. The Ashen creates a map of all of
Ebonrock in ash and sand, and the target is
located through that. This can only be done 2
times per game maximum, regardless of
energy spent.

0

Please let staff know before using this power,
so we can set up an appropriate scene.

Left 1

Empathic Healing

“Empathic heal X to master,” by touch
packet, claw, or weapon where X is any
called attack or spell for free. Must be used
within 5 seconds of the effect landing.

3

Left 2

Ashen Wall

“I summon the winds to surround you. I grant
you a “resist by tornado,” to the next physical
or magical ranged attack,” for 4e. (Arrows,
bullets, ranged traps, thrown weapon, ext.)

4

Right 1

Ash Strike

When you purchase this skill choose to learn
either: “3 Ash,” by packet for 2e or, “5 Ash,”
by claw/weapon for 3e.

3

Right 2

Stifle

“Gesture killing blow by ash, 1, gesture
killing blow by ash 2, gesture killing blow by
ash 3. Gesture killing blow,” for free against
a helpless target.

4
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Bottom 1

Entomb

“Ash paralyze,” by packet for 5e.

5

Bottom 2

Body of Ash

You may cast “Area of effect, 2 ash” for 3e.

5

For every 2 energy you give to a ritual it
counts as if you gave 3 energy.

Bottom Right

Ash Walk With Me

You can summon a sandstorm around a
target area, or at a target. You may spend 7
energy to cast “Area of Effect, Grant Trait
Sandstorm 1 minute” or “Burst Grant Trait
Sandstorm 1 minute,” by packet.
You may reduce the cost of any effect you
throw “to sandstorm” by 1 energy to a
minimum of zero energy, this does NOT
work on beneficial effects. (Ex. You can cast,
“2 ash to sandstorm” for free.)
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6

Bard
Class Position
Free

Name of Skill
Aid/Ghost Sound

Effect
By inspiring for five seconds you may cast,
“Reduce the cost of your next skill by 1e by
inspiration,” by touch packet. May use once free
per refresh. Otherwise costs 1e.

Char. Point
Cost
0

You also may use a disguised electronic device to
play soft instrumental music at will.
Back 1

Inspire

By inspiring for five seconds you may cast,
“Grant one temporary vitality by inspiration,” by
touch packet for 2e.

1

Left 1

Heal

Be soothing for five seconds you may cast, “Heal
1 by sound,” for 1 energy by touch packet. The
target must heard your song. You may cast this as
a gesture for 1 additional energy. The target of
this spell may be yourself.

1

Right 1

Biting Remark

Make a quip then you may cast, “2 sound,” by
packet for 1e.

1

Forward 1

Charmer

Be charming for ten seconds then you may cast,
“By my gesture, Charm by sound,” for 2e. You
may also cast, “by my gesture, Communicate by
sound” by gesture for 1e.

1

Left 2

Confusion

Be confusing for 10 seconds then cast, “by my
gesture, Confuse by sound,” for 2e.

2

Left 3

Rousing Speech

Make a one minute rousing speech, then you may
give up to 5 people who listen to your speech,
“Grant one temporary hit point by inspiration,”
for 3e. You can give up to ten people in the same
speech for 6e instead if you wish.

3

Left Prestige

Balladeer

PRESTIGE CLASS

3

Center 2

Vicious Mockery

You may insult someone for ten seconds to call,
“By my held gesture, foresooth, as long as I mock
you, your skills cost one extra energy by despair,”
for 3e. You may then continue to gesture and
mock the individual for as long as you wish, you
take damage or a harmful effect, or you can no
longer see your target.

2

Center 3

Bardic Knowledge

Once per BGA you may submit a question about
an item or location that you have seen. This will
give additional information about the item’s
history and past use if it is famous.

3
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You also gain the ability to pick basic locks for
time and energy on the tag. Default lock is 30
seconds and 2e.
Center Prestige

Performer

PRESTIGE CLASS

3

Right 2

Taunting

Taunt someone for ten seconds to call, “By my
gesture, frenzy by sound,” for 4e.

2

Right 3

Disarmer

You may swing, “Disarm,” with a melee weapon
for 3e.

3

Right Prestige

Skald

PRESTIGE CLASS

3
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Balladeer
Class Position

Name of Skill

Effect

Char. Point
Cost

Free

Protection Aura

Talk inspiring for at least 5 seconds. Then you may
cast, “Area of effect, resist all bleed, maim, and
pause bleed outs, by sound” for 3e. It lasts as long
as you keep inspiring and cast no other spells. You
may repeat the call as often as necessary when
someone enters your area of effect.

0

Left 1

Repulsion

You may cast, “Repel by sound,” by packet for 2e.

3

Left 2

Invigorate

After being inspiring for 10 seconds you may cast,
“Grant three temporary vitality by inspiration,” by
touch packet for 6e.

4

Right 1

Greater Healing

Be soothing for five seconds, then you may cast,
“Heal 3 by sound,” for 2e by touch packet or by
gesture for 1 additional energy.

3

You may now cast your heal 1s as gesture effects.
Right 2

Do Not Fear
Because I am Here

Say brave things for ten seconds then you may cast
at the volume you spoke, “By my voice, purge
fear, terror, and despair effects to allies by
inspiration,” for 5e.

4

Bottom 1

Song Guardian

Say inspirational things for 15 seconds then you
may cast, “I grant you a spell guard,” by touch
packet for 4e.

5

Bottom 2

Magical
Performance

Three times per game you may perform for 3
minutes to cast, “By my voice, I grant you a spell
guard by sound,” for 2e per person affected. At the
end of the performance, you gain the benefits of a
spell guard for free.

5

Bottom Right

Greater Aid

You may be inspirational for 15 seconds to cast, “I
reduce the cost of your/my next skill by 3e by
inspiration. This may not be used to reduce the cost
of a skill that affects energy,” for 2e.

6
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Performer
Class Position
Free

Name of Skill
Lend Me Your
Copper

Effect
Gain 5 free copper at check-in each game.

Char. Point
Cost
0

You may perform for 2 minutes then call, “Voice
to those listening/watching, I compel you to give
me a coin of your choice, by sound,” for 3e. This
skill may only be used on a non-hostile audience.
Left 1

Lullaby

Say soothing things for 10 seconds then you may
cast, “By my gesture, sleep by sound,” for 3e.

3

Left 2

Traveler

When you purchase this skill you may choose a
second location to gain the benefits from. You are
accepted as a citizen of that location.

4

Right 1

Pick Pockets

You gain the ability to pick the pockets, pouches,
or bags of an individual. Each game, cast will
assign you, and provide, clothes pins of a certain
color. If you can attach the pin to a pocket, pouch,
bag, without being observed then you successfully
picked that pocket. Upon noticing the pin, the
target is required to go to cast and provide the
contents of the bag to cast, which will be delivered
discreetly to you. Alternatively, you can
successfully place a pin and then give cast an item
that you have placed in the specified location.
When the target comes to cast, they will receive
the item. Using this skill costs 0e.

3

Right 2

Forgetful

You may perform for at least thirty seconds and
then cast, “By my gesture, I cause you to
forget/forget me from the last 5 minutes, by
sound,” for 4e.

4

Bottom 1

Compelling Song

You can perform for at least fifteen seconds and
then cast, “By my gesture, I compel you to do X by
sound,” for 4e. X cannot be to kill or deliberately
harm yourself. X must be able to be accomplished
in one minute.

5

Your gesture heal 1 by sound no longer costs an
additional energy.
Bottom 2

A Rousing
Performance

Three times per game, you may perform for 3
minutes to cast, “By my voice, restore 4e to
listeners by inspiration,” for 2e per person.
Alternatively you may cast, “By my voice, sleep
for 3 minutes, by sound,” for 2e per person. For the
sleep version you must be able to pay for all
listeners that you know are present.
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5

Bottom Right

Dispelling Melody

You can perform for 20 seconds to cast, “By my
gesture, Dispel by sound,” for 6e.
You may also expend 2 of your uses of “A
Rousing Performance,” and perform for 30
seconds to cast Counter-Charm on a cursed
individual for 10e. The longer the individual has
been cursed, and the stronger the curse, the lower
the chance of success. Please report to staff either
before or after attempting a Counter-Charm.
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Skald
Class Position

Name of Skill

Effect

Char. Point
Cost

Free

Get up!

You may cast your heal calls by gesture to targets.

0

Left 1

Weakening Sound

Tell dooming things to a target for ten seconds,
then you may cast, “By my gesture, weakness by
despair,” for 3e.

3

Left 2

Silence

Tell dooming things to a target for ten seconds,
then you may cast, “By my held gesture, as long as
I keep talking to you, silence by despair and
sound,” for 3e. If you are struck by a melee attack
or spell, this spell ends.

4

Right 1

Bone-Breaker

By inspiring for ten seconds then you may cast, “I
grant you one use of maim by weapon by
inspiration,” by touch packet for 2e.

3

You may throw maim by weapon for 2e.
Right 2

Battle-Hardened

By inspiring for ten seconds you may cast, “I grant
you one reduce by inspiration,” by touch packet for
4e.

4

Bottom 1

Swordsman

By inspiring for ten seconds you may cast, “I grant
you one swing of 3 damage by weapon by
inspiration,” for 2e.

5

You may throw a “5 damage” attack by weapon
for 3e.
Bottom 2

Tell Epic

Three times per game you may perform for three
minutes. At the start of the performance cast, “I
grant you trait ‘hero’ for the duration of this
performance.” Those made ‘hero’ should be the
focus of the epic told. At the end of the
performance you may cast, “By my voice I grant
one “Reduce to 1,” to heroes by inspiration. Purge
trait hero. By my voice I grant one “Reduce by 3”
to listeners by inspiration.” The performance costs
2e per person affected.

5

Bottom Right

Booming Voice

You may cast, “5 damage and repel ten seconds by
sound,” by packet for 5e.

6
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Dark Artist
Class Position

Name of Skill

Effect

Char. Point
Cost

Free

Focus Item

All dark artists have an item through which they
focus and then manifest their power. The item is
unique to each but always holds great emotional
significance to the caster. Without this item, the
dark artist cannot cast spells and it must be
touched each time a spell is cast. Once per rest, a
dark artist may channel their focus item to repeat
any one initiate level spell they just cast for free.
A dark artist may not cast spells while wearing
armor.

0

Back 1

Pool of Magic

A character can elect to pay 3 energy at the start
of each reset to activate this ability for the rest.
The energy cannot be refreshed for the duration
of the rest. A dark artist with this skill active can
throw 5 uses of “1 dark,” for free.

1

After 2 minutes of not being struck by a weapon
or spell, the 5 uses refresh and can be used again.
Left 1

Write Scrolls

A character with this skill has the ability to write
arcane scrolls that can be used by himself or
others with Magical Potential at a later time. To
write a scroll the dark artist needs to utilize magic
ink. A scroll takes a certain amount of ink based
on the level of the spell. For an initiate level spell,
every 3e it takes for the spell to be cast, rounded
up, requires one ink. For a prestige level spell,
every 2e it takes for the spell to be cast, rounded
up, requires one ink. For a specialized level spell,
every energy it takes for the spell to be cast,
rounded up, requires one ink. (Magic ink
normally costs 2.5 copper per part.) In addition,
when writing a scroll, the dark artist must expend
2 energy per 1 energy the spell takes to cast. This
represents the energy of the spell, and the energy
needed to lock the spell to the parchment. Note:
Casting a spell from a scroll uses 0 energy.

1

Players should submit scrolls they write to staff
for official tags.
Right 1

Wand Mastery/Read
Tomes

A dark artist with this skill has mastered the use
of wands. If you have purchased wand use or
wand mastery they are refunded. Wands do not
count towards the items you have attuned. A
wand can be used for free as often as you wish.
Wands have a set number of charges before they
cease to become magical. Please keep track of the
wand’s charges after you use them (within
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1

reason) by marking them on the back of the item
tag.
A dark artist with this skill has mastered the
discipline needed to read and gain the effect from
magical tomes. You may read tags that require the
“Read Tomes,” skill.
Forward 1

Dark Bolt

“2 dark,” by packet for 1e.

1

Left 2

Speak with Dead

May cast “Speak with dead by dark,” by touch
packet to dead target. The target does not have to
be truthful but few dead have the motivation to
lie.

2

Left 3

Dark Mending

May chant over a target for one minute to cast,
“Heal one by dark,” for free.

3

Left Prestige

Necromancer

PRESTIGE CLASS

3

Center 1

Blight

“Dark weakness fifteen seconds,” by packet for
1e.

2

Center 2

Drain Vitality

“Dark drain one vitality,” by packet for 3e. If the
spell is taken, grant yourself one temporary hit
point. May not have more temporary hit points
than maximum vitality. This skill stacks only with
temporary hit points granted by “Drain Vitality,”
or “Death’s Leech,” not those granted by any
other skill.

3

Center Prestige

Life Drainer

PRESTIGE CLASS

3

Right 2

Distort Reality

“Dark slow,” by packet for 2e.

2

Right 3

Terror

“Dark fear,” by packet for 3e.

3

Right Prestige

Witch

PRESTIGE CLASS

3
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Necromancer
Class Position

Name of Skill

Effect

Char. Point
Cost

Free

Raise Zombie

You may chant for ten seconds over a dead body to
cast, “Raise zombie. You are a zombie under my
command. You have four vitality, two melee
attacks of ‘2 dark,’ and two melee attacks of
“maim.” You are under a permanent slow effect.
When you die, stay on the ground for one minute
before going to Death. You cannot be resurrected,”
for 2e.

0

Left 1

Raise Skeleton

You may chant for ten seconds over a dead body to
cast, “Raise skeleton. You are a skeleton under my
command. You have four vitality and when hit by
a melee attack from a one-handed weapon or claw
you may call, “Reduce to one damage.” When you
die, stay on the ground for one minute before going
to Death. You cannot be resurrected,” for 4e.

3

Left 2

Raise Ghoul

You may chant for twenty seconds over a dead
body to cast, “Raise ghoul. You are a ghoul under
my command. You have six vitality, two melee
attacks of “dark bleed,” and one melee attack of
“dark agony.” Regenerate one vitality every fifteen
seconds that wasn’t damaged by light. When you
die, stay on the ground for one minute before going
to Death. You cannot be resurrected,” for 6e.

4

Right 1

Mend the Broken

You may cast, “Dark heal 1,” by touch packet for
1e.

3

You may cast “Dark heal 4 to undead,” by touch
packet for 2e.
Right 2

Grasp of the Grave

You may cast, “Dark root,” for 2e.

4

You may cast, “Dark bind,” for 2e.
If your target is already bound or rooted, the other
spell only costs 1e to cast.
Bottom 1

Smell of the Grave

You may cast, “Dark disease, 5 minutes,” for 2e.

5

You must have a permanent minor costume
change. Normally this is paler skin but you may
suggest one to staff which reflects your soul’s
proximity with death magic. You are immune to
disease.
Bottom 2

Walk Back

You may silently resist one killing blow per rest.
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5

You may cast upon yourself, “By darkness, I grant
myself a state of undying,” for Xe. Upon dying
you may call, “Purge death to self,” and you gain
the trait “undead.”
If you spent 2e casting the spell, come back as a
zombie. If you spent 4, come back as a skeleton. If
you spent 5 come back as an undead version of
yourself. If you spent 6, come back as a ghoul. If
you come back as a zombie, skeleton, or ghoul you
get their listed attacks each refresh. You do not
otherwise have any energy while in that form.
Upon reaching 0 hit points, or at game off, crumble
to the ground dead and visit Death. If you come
back as a zombie, skeleton, or ghoul you should
have a mask to wear.
Bottom Right

Necronomicon

You may cast the following spells:
“Dark dominate to undead,” by packet for 5e.
“Dark Repel to undead,” by packet for 3e.
“5 damage to undead by dark,” by packet for 3e.
“3 damage by dark,” by packet for 2e.
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6

Life Drainer
Class Position

Name of Skill

Effect

Char. Point
Cost

Free

Dark Bolt

“3 damage by dark,” by packet for 2e.

0

Left 1

Advanced Drain
Vitality

“Dark drain 3 vitality,” by packet for 4e. If the
spell is taken, grant yourself one temporary hit
point. You may not have more temporary hit points
than your maximum vitality. This skill stacks only
with temporary hit points granted by “Drain
Vitality,” or “Death’s Leech,” not those granted by
any other skill.

3

Left 2

Slow Death

“Dark bleed,” by packet for 2e.

4

Right 1

Drain Stamina

“Dark Drain 5 energy,” by packet for 3e.

3

Right 2

Death’s Embrace

“By my gesture, dark summon,” for 4e.

4

Bottom 1

Harvester

“Through darkness, voice to helpless, killing blow
1, killing blow 2, killing blow 3,” for 5e.

5

Bottom 2

Death

“Dark death,” for 8e by packet.

5

Bottom Right

Death’s Leech

Whenever you kill someone, or multiple people at
once, you may call, “Imbue to self by death,” gain
one use of “3 damage by dark,” by packet or 1
temporary hit point for free. You may not have
more temporary hit points than your maximum
vitality.

6
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Witch
Class Position
Free

Name of Skill
Dark Charisma

Effect
May cast “Charm by despair and dark,” by packet
for 2e.

Char. Point
Cost
0

May cast “3 damage by dark,” by packet for 2e.
Left 1

Bane

“Forsooth all skills cost 1 additional energy for 1
minute by dark,” by packet for 4e.

3

Left 2

Maniacal Cackle

You may make a maniacal cackle then cast, “By
my voice, forsooth extend all harmful effects by
one minute by dark,” for 6e.

4

Right 1

Curse Doll

You may spend 1 silver piece and make a generic
curse doll. It is illegal to do so. You will get a
magic item tag “Curse Doll.” It costs 1e to attune.
While holding the doll you may cast the following
spells:

3

“By my gesture, dark agony 5 seconds,” for 4e.
“By my held gesture, dark slow,” for 3e.
“By my held gesture, dark silence,” for 5e.
Right 2

Personal Curse Doll

You may spend 1 silver piece and make a curse
doll that can be specific to a person. It is illegal to
do so. To specify the person you must have a
possession of theirs or a specimen of them while
making the doll. You will get a magic item tag,
“Personal Curse Doll of X.” It costs 1e to attune.

4

After that, in addition to the normal curse doll
effects, while holding the personal curse doll, all
spells you cast against that target cost 1 less
energy, to a minimum of 1e, and “to X,” may be
added to the spell where X is the person’s name. In
addition, you may cast a curse upon the individual.
When you take this skill, you will receive the rules
of curses.
Bottom 1

Dark Contract

You may make a dark contract with an individual
for 5e. You can negotiate any physical terms or
action requirements on either side. You also can
transfer permanent energy or vitality to an
individual for the duration of a game by reducing
yours (or vice-versa) by the same amount. You
cannot increase someone’s maximum vitality or
energy by more than 50% of their maximum
amount. For example, someone with a base energy
of 20, can receive a maximum boost of 10 energy.
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5

This would increase their cap to 30 for the
remainder of the game, and decrease your
maximum energy by 10. You are physically unable
to break a deal you make and will not actively
attempt to make the other person break the deal
(though you do not have to aid them in keeping it).
You may make provisions in the contract, as
severe as instantly dying, for what happens if the
other person breaks the deal. No matter what, you
should include “grant trait deal breaker.” Witches’
Shadows pursue and hunt deal-breakers.
Bottom 2

Envenom

“By darkness I grant this blade a toxin on its next
swing,” by touch packet for 5e.

5

Bottom Right

Contact the Outside

Once per game (or the BGA for that game if not
used in game, does not use up BGA) you may
spend five minutes and commune with the Witch’s
Coven to ask a question. Alternatively, if there is
another entity you wish to contact, you may
attempt to ask your question to that entity instead.
Be careful when using this ability.

6

When you purchase this ability you gain
knowledge to cast Advanced Curses and will get
additional information on doing so.
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Disciple (of Truth)
Requires: A 3 Character Point skill from an initiate level class (not Flame Priest) and Lore Disciples of Truth. There
is no initiate level class for the Church of Truth.
Class Position

Free

Name of Skill

Student of Truth

Effect

May read and write the Language of Truth.

Char.
Point
Cost
0

May call “No effect” to certain negative item effects.
You will be given more information about this skill
when you buy it.
Every 1 character point of lore you buy gets you a
second point for free. Does not stack with any other
skill or quality ability.
Left 1

True Mind

You are immune to the Confuse effect.

3

Left 2

Mind Shield

“I grant you/myself a mental resist by truth,” by
touch packet for 4e.

4

Right 1

Calm Gaze

“By my gaze, pacify by truth,” for 3e.

3

Right 2

Sleepy Gaze

“By my gaze, sleep by truth,” for 5e.

4

Bottom 1

Power of Truth 1

Unlocking this skill requires in-game role-play.
When this skill is unlocked you will be provided the
effects of the Power of Truth skills. Your character
sheet will be updated appropriately after you
purchase this skill.

5

Bottom 2

Power of Truth 2

Unlocking this skill requires in-game role-play.
When this skill is unlocked you will be provided the
effects of the Power of Truth skills. Your character
sheet will be updated appropriately after you
purchase this skill.

5

Bottom Right

Power of Truth 3

Unlocking this skill requires in-game role-play.
When this skill is unlocked you will be provided the
effects of the Power of Truth skills. Your character
sheet will be updated appropriately after you
purchase this skill.

6
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Dragon Priest
Requires: A 3 character point skill from an initiate level class (not Flame Priest) and Lore in Dragons. There is no
initiate level class for Dragon Priests.
You must buy both 4 character point skills in a set before buying the 6 character point skill from that set. You can
buy 4 character point skills from the Dragon Priest Class in any order.
Once you buy a 6 character point skill you may enter a specialized class that focuses on one of the dragons’ skills
that contributed to that six character point skill. All skills from the specialty class will be related to that one dragon.
Class Position

Free

Name of Skill

Draconic Devotion

Effect

You may grow Dragon claws. You may use one or
two long claws in combat. Previous purchases of
claws will NOT be refunded.

Char.
Point
Cost
0

You may cast, “By dragon breath, 3 physical damage
by X,” by packet, for 2e where X is the equivalent
carrier for your draconian sub-type. If you are not a
draconian, you may select one type of breath carrier
when you purchase this skill. This skill may only be
used on targets within 10 feet.
Set One
Glafia

Empower Scales

“I grant you 1 “Reduce to 1 damage” by pride,” for
3e.

4

Hyperion

Imperial Presence

You are immune to the Fear and terror effect.

4

Combined

Sovereign Yell

Once per refresh you may call, “Voice to allies, grant
1 use of ‘3 damage by pride.’ Voice to foes,
intimidate by terror and pride,” for 7e.

6

Set Two
Sarassus

Coated Claws

You may coat your claws in poison without harm to
yourself, as if they were blades.

4

You may call, “I coat my claw in weakness poison,”
for 3e. The next swing with the claw should include,
“weakness poison.”
This skill cannot be combined with Burning Claws.
Valkas

Unrestrainable

“Purge all movement impairing effects to self by
dark,” for 5e.

4

Combined

Indomitable

You may “Purge X from self by pride,” where X is
any harmful effect with a set duration, after only half
of its duration has expired, for 2e.

6

Set Three
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Malphaeus

Cloud Judgment

“By shadow, I compel you to frenzy against me,” by
packet for 4e.

4

Ignatious

Burning Claws

May swing, “5 fire,” for 3e with your claws. This
skill cannot be combined with Coated Claws.

4

Combined

The Fire is Never
Quenched

“Heal 1 to self by pride,” for 1e.

6

You may cast this ability the instant you hit zero
vitality for 3e.
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Druid
Class Position
Free

Name of Skill
Communicate with
Nature

Effect
You may cast “By gesture, communicate with
beast/nature,” for 0e.

Char. Point
Cost
0

You may read “Communicate with Nature,” tags.
You may not wear any Medium, Heavy, or
metallic armor any utilize any druid skill.
Back 1

Heal

“Heal 1 by earth,” by touch packet for 1e.

1

Left 1

Earth Bolt

“2 earth,” by packet for 1e.

1

Right 1

Entangle

“Root by earth,” by packet for 2e.

1

Forward 1

Animal Handler

“Charm to beast,” for 1e by packet. Can be used
on non-magical animals.

1

“By my held gesture, Summon to beast/plant,” by
gesture, for 2e. Note: Only effects beasts and
plants that can normally move.
Purify
(Requires Animal
Handler)

“Purge Disease by earth,” by touch packet for 3e.

Right 2

Muddy Ground
(Requires Animal
Handler)

“Slow by earth,” by packet for 2e.

2

Spring 1

Awaken
(Requires Purify)

“Awaken by earth,” by touch packet for 3e.

3

Spring Prestige

Druid of Spring

PRESTIGE CLASS

3

Summer 1

Harden Hide
(Requires Purify)

“I harden this armor/clothes/robe, grant one
temporary armor point,” for 2e. This skill may
only be used on robes/cloth or light armor.

3

Left 2

2

“Purify by earth,” by touch packet for 3e.

“I invigorate this beast, grant two temporary
vitality,” by packet for 3e.
Summer
Prestige

Druid of Summer

PRESTIGE CLASS

3

Autumn 1

Rot Grub
(Requires Muddy
Ground)

“Physical disease by swarm,” by packet for 3e.

3

Autumn
Prestige

Druid of Autumn

PRESTIGE CLASS

3
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Winter 1

Hibernate
(Requires Muddy
Ground)

“Sleep by water,” by packet for 4e.

3

Winter Prestige

Druid of Winter

PRESTIGE CLASS

3
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Druid of Spring
Class Position
Free

Name of Skill
Greater
Heal/Improve Herb

Effect
“Heal 3 by earth,” for 2e.

Char. Point
Cost
0

Once per game you may improve one harvested
common herb and turn it into an uncommon herb
for 2e.
Left 1

Form of Spring

You gain the ability to shape change into a group
of forms. The stats for these forms will be provided
to you. You should have a costume change, at least
a mask, to represent the form you take. It costs 3e
to change form into the animal. If you are in the
form when it becomes the next reset you must pay
the energy cost again.

3

Left 2

Greater Form of
Spring

You gain access to an animal’s third ability while
shifted into that animal form. It now costs 5e to
change form into the animal instead of 3e.

4

Right 1

Purifying Touch

“Purge X by earth,” by touch packet. X can be
paralyze for 6e, weakness for 4e, and bleed for 2e.

3

Right 2

Meditate with
Nature

Spend 1 minute touching a tree and meditating
with nature. This can be verbal or silent. Gain one
temporary energy to use on healing and purging
spells. This temporary energy does not stack and
lasts only while touching the tree.

4

Bottom 1

Healing Roots

While touching a tree you may augment any
healing spell you have to be by gesture for no
additional cost (still pay the base cost of the
healing spell).

5

When struck by a melee attack while touching a
tree you may call, “Return earth root,” for 5e.
While touching a tree you may call, “By my
gesture earth root,” for 4e.
Bottom 2

Gift of Nature

You may spend 15 seconds to draw energy from a
tree you are touching. While touching the tree you
may spend 7e. Gain a pool of 15 healing you can
use while still in contact with the tree. The healing
may be cast in any increment.

5

Bottom Right

Garden of Spring

You may spend ten seconds roleplaying to bless an
uncommon herb and have a person consume it to
call, “Forsooth, heal 1 extra vitality each time you
are healed vitality in the next five minutes,” by
touch packet for 5e.

6
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Druid of Summer
Class Position
Free

Name of Skill
Feral Call

Effect
You may call “By my voice, imbue to beasts,” for
2e, to make beasts aware of your status as a druid.
Such beasts, even if hostile, will not attack you
(but may attack others). In addition, this
knowledge may have plot significance in certain
circumstances.

Char. Point
Cost
0

You may use up to 2 long claws. Previous
purchases of claws will not be refunded.
Left 1

Form of Summer

You gain the ability to shape change into a group
of forms. The stats for these forms will be provided
to you. You should have a costume change, at least
a mask, to represent the form you take. It costs 3e
to change form into the animal. If you are in the
form when it becomes the next reset you must pay
the energy cost again.

3

Left 2

Greater Form of
Summer

You gain access to an animal’s third ability while
shifted into that animal form. It now costs 5e to
change form into the animal instead of 3e.

4

Right 1

Greater Earth Bolt

“3 earth,” by packet or by claw for 2e.

3

Right 2

Fury of the Wild

“Frenzy by earth,” by packet for 3e.

4

“By my held Gesture frenzy to beast by earth,” for
3e.
“By my held Gesture frenzy by earth,” for 5e.
Bottom 1

Nature’s Armor/
Tame Wild

Light armor you wear gives 2 armor points instead
of just one.

5

“Dominate to beast, for 6e,” by packet.
Bottom 2

Feral Leap

Roleplay a feral howl/growl then call, “Gesture
root by terror, 15 seconds,” for 3e to a target within
10 feet of you. Feral Leap may only be used no
more than once per minute, per target.

5

Bottom Right

Feral Instincts

Roleplay a feral howl/growl then call, “By my
voice, fear 15 seconds,” for 6e. Max 1 per refresh.

6

You may spend 4e at check-in to unlock the
following skill for the game. (The energy spent at
check-in does not refresh for the game.) May
swing “2 damage to feared,” for free as often as
you wish.
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Druid of Autumn
Class Position
Free

Name of Skill
Call Swarm

Effect

Char. Point
Cost

Two times per game you may feed a common or
uncommon herb to an insect to transform it into the
equivalent common or uncommon insect. Please
turn in the herb in your folder and we will provide
you with the equivalent insect.

0

You may call vermin and bugs to yourself, “By my
voice, summon vermin and insects,” for 3e. This
may have plot significance.
Left 1

Form of Autumn

You gain the ability to shape change into a group
of forms. The stats for these forms will be provided
to you. You should have a costume change, at least
a mask, to represent the form you take. It costs 3e
to change form into the animal. If you are in the
form when it becomes the next reset you must pay
the energy cost again.

3

Left 2

Greater Form of
Autumn

You gain access to an animal’s third ability while
shifted into that animal form. It now costs 5e to
change form into the animal instead of 3e.

4

Right 1

Painful Bite

“Physical agony by swarm,” by packet for 3e.

3

Right 2

Target Swarm

“By my held gesture, physical weakness by
swarm,” for 3e.

4

Bottom 1

Living Hive

You are immune to the disease effect.

5

“By my gesture physical disease by swarm,” by
packet for 4e.
Bottom 2

Create Fungi

You may spend one minute of roleplaying to turn 3
common herb into a fungus for 1e. Please turn in
the herbs in your folder and we will provide you
with a fungus tag.

5

You may eat a fungus and call, “Return 3 poison,”
to the next melee attack that strike you for 2e.
You may eat a fungus/have another eat a fungus to
grant, “I grant you a poison resist,” for 1e.
Bottom Right

Greater Fungi

You may have another person eat a fungus to call
“I grant you a disease resist,” by touch packet for
1e.
You may distil a fungus and spread it over a
weapon to cast, “I grant this weapon a toxin on its
next swing,” for 2e. It must be used that rest.
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6

You may eat a fungus and say, “By fungus, I ready
myself against poison,” for 1e. The next time you
are struck with a poison effect that rest, gain two
uses of that poison by weapon that you must use by
the end of the rest. (You still must resist or take
that poison effect).
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Druid of Winter
Class Position
Free

Name of Skill
Greater Earth Bolt/
One with Winter

Effect
“3 Earth,” by packet for 2e.

Char. Point
Cost
0

You may exchange any Earth carrier you have for
Water for 0e.
Left 1

Form of Winter

You gain the ability to shape change into a group
of forms. The stats for these forms will be provided
to you. You should have a costume change, at least
a mask, to represent the form you take. It costs 3e
to change form into the animal. If you are in the
form when it becomes the next reset you must pay
the energy cost again.

3

Left 2

Greater Form of
Winter

You gain access to an animal’s third ability while
shifted into that animal form. It now costs 5e to
change form into the animal instead of 3e.

4

Right 1

Winter’s Resistance

“I grant you a resist to X,” by touch packet, where
X is either knockout, sleep, maim, or paralyze for
4e (2e if maim).

3

Right 2

Rust

“By water, I age your X, shatter,” by packet where
X is either weapon, armor, or shield, for 5e.

4

Bottom 1

Frostbite

“3 water and slow,” by packet for 3e.

5

Bottom 2

Shards of Ice

“By water, paralyze and bleed,” by packet for 8e.

5

Bottom Right

Winter Winds

You may summon a great winter wind about you
to call loudly, “By winter, I summon a storm
around me,” for 8e. In the next minute you may
call “Area of effect two water,” ten times. There
must be at least three seconds from the end of one
call to the beginning of the next. Can be used in
any animal form.

6
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Druid Shifting
For a druid to shift into their form from the 3 character point ability it costs 3e. To shift into their form from the 4
character point ability it costs 5e. They may stay in that form for as long as they wish. If the form is maintained into
the next reset period, the energy for it must be paid again if maintained. It takes one minute to transform (into and
from animal form). During that minute they are helpless. Players are encouraged to use that time to change
costuming. At a minimum, players should have a mask/makeup that clearly defines the animal transformed into.
While in animal form a druid cannot speak unless someone casts communicate with them (or they cast it if they
possess the ability). They may grow one or two short claws and may swing “2 earth,” for 1e. While in animal form
they may not use any non-druid abilities. They also may not use any abilities that requires a packet.
When a druid first purchases their 3 character point ability they must choose one of three animals from their season
to be able to transform into. They may purchase the other two forms from their season for 2 character points each if
they wish. (Is listed under the general skills as Additional Druidic Shift I and Additional Druidic Shift II). Each form
comes with two abilities. Once the druid has purchased the 4 character point advanced shifting skill, they may
choose to turn into the advanced form of their animal, for 5e instead of 3e, and gain access to that animal’s third
ability.
Animals are categorized in three categories: Stealthy, Intelligent and Combative:
Stealthy forms give the druid one additional vitality while in that form. That vitality can increase over the 10 vitality
limit. In addition, the druid may utilize dodge for 5e while in that form.
Intelligent forms give the druid one additional vitality while in that form. That vitality can increase over the 10
vitality limit. In addition, intelligent forms may also cast all druidic abilities they know that utilize packets, even
while shifted.
Combative forms give the druid two additional vitality while in that form. That vitality can increase over the 10
vitality limit. In addition, the druid in that form may utilize long claws.
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Spring
Form

Fox

Bird

Badger

Category

Stealthy

Intelligent

Combative

Ability 1

“Trip,” by claw for 1e.

“Air disengage,” for 1e.

“Intimidate,” for 1e.

Ability 2

“Backstab Disarm All,”
by claw for 3e. Must be
delivered to the torso
from behind.

“Air dodge,” for 5e.

“Bleed,” by claw for 2e.

Ability 3

You may approach a tree
that is at least 10 feet tall.
Touching it, you may
spend 3e and 10 seconds
to role-play climbing,
then call “phase by
climbing.” You can walk
around the tree as long as
one hand remains on it,
and remain phased. It
takes five seconds of
role-playing to climb
down and purge phase.
Alternatively, you may
make 1 stealth attack
against someone in
reach, then instantly
purge phase. The attack
costs 1e more than
normal. Climbing may
be used for plot/BGA
reasons as well

“Slow and 3 damage by
air,” by packet for 4e.

“Frenzy to self,” for 2e.
While frenzied you have
a guard to the first melee
or magical effect that
strikes you. (You may
choose to use it if hit by
a 1 damage effect).

Summer
Form

Panther

Wolf

Ape

Category

Stealthy

Intelligent

Combative
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Ability 1

“Backstab 2,” by claw for
1e. May be used twice
free per transformation.

“Grant one temporary
vitality by earth,” by
touch packet for 2e.

“Maim,” by claw for 2e.

Ability 2

“Backstab 5,” by claw for
2e.

“Purge mental effect by
terror,” by claw for 3e.

“Shatter,” by claw for
5e.

Ability 3

“Backstab Silence
Agony,” by claw for 6e.

Store Scent: You may
smell a target for three
seconds calling,
“Forsooth I smell you.”
You may memorize the
scent of that person’s
race or as an individual.
You may remember up
to 5 scents at a time
(record them in your
PEL). While in wolf
form you may cast,
“Detect scent X,” for
any scents you
remember for 1e. This
can be used in a BGA to
track long distances.

If you successfully land
a maim attack you may
immediately throw a
second maim for 1e. If
you miss a maim
entirely you can throw
one for free against the
same foe within 5
seconds. This does not
stack with itself.

Autumn
Form

Scorpion

Spori (Mushroom
Person)

Snake

Category

Stealthy

Intelligent

Combative

Ability 1

“Poison disease 1
minute,” by claw for 2e.

“Sleep poison gas,” by
packet for 4e.

“By gaze fear 30
seconds,” for 2e.

Ability 2

“Pierce 2 poison,” by
claw for 1e.

“Grant one use of return
poison nausea 10
seconds,” by touch
packet for 2e.

“Physical root and bind
as long as I touch you,”
by claw for 4e.
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Ability 3

“Double poison bleed,”
by claw for 3e.

“Area of effect sleep
poison gas,” for 9e.

You may cast, “I grant
myself immunity to
root,” for 1e. You may
cast, “I grant myself
immunity to bind,” for
1e. You may cast, “I
grant myself immunity
to poison,” for 2e.
Immunities last for as
long as you are shifted in
snake form.

Winter
Form

White Coyote

Owl

Bear

Category

Stealthy

Intelligent

Combative

Ability 1

“Backstab Knockout,” by
claw for 4e.

“2 water,” by packet for
1e.

You may use a “Reduce
by 3 damage” for 3e.

Ability 2

“Reveal by water,” by
touch packet for 2e.

“By my gaze, slow by
water,” for 3e.

“5 damage,” by claw for
3e.

Ability 3

To a helpless target you
may call, “I eat you 1. I
eat you 2. I eat you 3.
Disintegrate and heal one
to self,” for 0e.

“By my gaze, by magic,
forsooth you must tell
me all active magical
effects upon you,” for
3e.

You may now use a
“reduce to 1 damage”
instead for 3e.”.
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Exemplar
All Exemplars must swear a sacred vow to uphold the values of goodness and righteousness and are a part of the
Exemplar order. Only when their vow has been accepted do they rise to become a member of this class. Exemplars
are viewed as heroes by the general population. When you take Exemplar, choose Undead, Devils, Spirits, or
Vampyrs as your chosen foe.
Class Position

Name of Skill

Effect

Char. Point
Cost

Free

Righteous Strike

“2 light” for 1e by weapon. Or “2 light to X,”
where X is your chosen foe for 1e.

0

Back 1

Lay on Hands

Dedicate up to 5 energy at check-in. That energy
is used up and never refreshes that game. For
every point of energy dedicated, gain 3 points of
healing in a pool. You may touch someone with a
packet to heal them any number of points in your
pool for 0e. Your pool of healing refreshes each
rest.

1

Left 1

Healing Touch

“Heal 1 by light,” for 1e by touch packet.

1

Right 1

Iron Grip

“Resist Disarm,” for 3e.

1

Forward 1

Purify

“Purify by light,” for 2e by touch packet.

1

Left 2

Healing Channel

You may attend a bleeding person and say, “By
light I suspend your bleed-out as long as I attend
you,” for 0e. You may attend someone for one
minute of prayer to cast, “Heal 1 by light,” for 0e.

2

Left 3

Lesser Turn Evil

You may cast by held gesture, “By the Light X
Take Flight, by my held gesture, light repel to X,”
where X is your chosen foe for 2e per target. You
should continuously chant the incantation as long
as you hold your gesture at the creature.

3

Left Prestige

Champion

PRESTIGE CLASS

3

Center 1

Lesser Shield from Evil

“By the Light I grant you/myself a
Dark/Hellfire/Spirit/or Blood guard,” by touch
packet for 2e.

2

Center 2

Lesser Armor of Glory

“By the Light I grant you/myself a Reduce by 3
damage,” by touch packet for 3e.

3

Center Prestige

Guardian

PRESTIGE CLASS

3

Right 2

Weaken Evil

“By the Light, weakness to X for 15sec,” by
packet. If X is your chosen foe, it costs 1e. If it is
not, it costs 2e. The skill can only be used on
Undead, Devils, Spirits, and Vampyrs. Other
categories may be added to this skill at a later
time.

2
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Right 3

Denounce Evil

“By the Light, agony to X,” by packet for 3e
where X is your chosen foe.

3

Right Prestige

Vindicator

PRESTIGE CLASS

3

“I vow and swear to protect those weaker than I, to keep my word and my honor; to serve the Land loyally and true;
to treat the simplest with the respect I would show the greatest; to put others before personal gain; and to never
ignore an honest cry for help; by it from rich or poor, young or old, male or female, they shall never be denied my
protection. This I swear, now and forever, until the end of my days.” Vow of the Exemplar
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Champion
Righteous warrior that focuses on the use of his Light magic to banish his chosen foes. Skills that indicate a chosen
foe are the type chosen for the Turn Evil Exemplar skill.
Class Position
Free

Name of Skill
Vow of Light

Effect
You may cast, “By the Light heal 3,” for 2e.

Char. Point
Cost
0

You may spend 3 points of your lay on hands pool
to cast, “By the Light, purge disease.” This will
also cure all but the most powerful of magic
diseases.
Left 1

Vow of Vigilance:
Diminish Evil

You may cast, “By the Light, drain vitality 3 to X,”
for 3e where X is your chosen foe.

3

You may also cast, “By the light 3 damage,” for
2e.
Left 2

Vow of Vigilance
Chosen Foe

You may cast “By my Voice, Detect X” where X
is your chosen foe, for 1e. If a target detects as
your chosen foe, you may throw one “By the light
3 damage,” by packet or weapon against the target
for free.

4

Right 1

Vow of Knowledge
Turn Evil

You may cast by held gesture, “By the Light X
Take Flight, light repel,” where X is your chosen
type of creature for 3e. Every three times you say
so you may then add, “2 light damage to X,” for
0e. You should continuously chant the incantation
as long as you hold your gesture at the creature.

3

Right 2

Vow of Knowledge
Spell Breach

Whenever you cast a spell, besides Turn Evil, at a
creature type of your Chosen Foe and that spell is
resisted, you may immediately throw the spell
again at the same target for half of the energy cost
(unmodified) of the original spell, rounded up.
This skill does not stack with itself.

4

You may cast, “By the Light, root,” by packet for
2e.
Bottom 1

Vow of Shielding
Light: Stand
Together

Your heroics and chivalry are known throughout
civilized lands. Your word will carry a greater
weight when speaking to people of good repute.
In addition, you may request 2 of the following per
game at check-in for use on an Exemplar mission
that you are participating in: Holy Water, Healing
5 potion, Restore 2 energy potion, Scroll of Detect
Undead, Scroll of Detect Devil, Scroll of Detect
Spirit, Potion of Dispel to self
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5

Bottom 2

Vow of Honor:
Paralyzing Awe

Learn the spell, “By awe, light paralyze,” by
packet for 6e.

5

Bottom Right

Vow of Eternity:
Enduring Defense

Your knowledge of light magic to be used against
the darkness has reached a masterful level. All
spell effects with the dark, hellfire, spirit, or blood
carrier effect you for half duration only. In addition
you may resist 1 spell with the carrier type from
your chosen foe for free per rest.

6

“I vow and swear to be the light in the darkness; to be ever vigilant in my quest against the evils in the world; to
always seek the knowledge needed to vanquish my foes and to shield with honor those who trust in me. This I swear,
now and forever, until the end of my days.” Vow of the Champion
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Guardian
Righteous warrior that focuses on the protection of others.
Class Position
Free

Name of Skill
Vow of Virtue: Pure
Touch

Effect
“By the Light heal 3,” for 2e.

Char. Point
Cost
0

You may spend 3 points of your lay on hands pool
to cast, “By the Light, purify.” This will also cure
all but the most powerful of magical poisons.
Left 1

Vow of Strength: :
Shield from Evil

“By the Light I grant you/myself a X resist,” for
3e, where X is the carrier used by your chosen foe.

3

Left 2

Vow of Strength:
Armor of Glory

“By the Light, I grant you/myself a reduce by 5
damage,” for 4e.

4

Right 1

Vow of Will: Know
No Fear

“By the Light, I strengthen your resolve, Area of
Effect, I grant you unlimited resists to terror, fear,
and despair effects, for 1e each for the next 5
minutes,” for 3e per person.

3

Right 2

Vow of Will: Harm
No Other

“By the Light you shall harm no other, by my
Voice, purge phase to X,” where X is your chosen
foe, for 7e. You must have seen the target phase or
have detected them in some other way before
casting the spell.

4

Bottom 1

Vow of Protection:
Righteous Ward

“By the Light I grant myself holy armor,” for 3e.
You may call, “Return light paralyze 10 seconds,”
when struck by a melee attack by a person you
know is undead, devil, spirit, or a vampyr. The
spell must then by recast before it can be used
again. The spell lasts until used or until the end of
the rest.

5

Bottom 2

Vow of
Preservation: Aura
of Light

“Area of effect light repel, 30 seconds,” for 4e.

5

Bottom Right

Vow of the People:
Helping Hand

You may now cast your healing, purify, shield, and
armor spells by gesture or by blade to any ally for
no additional energy.

6

You may also cast one “By the light heal 3” for
free per refresh.

“I vow and swear to be the guiding light of the people; to give all my strength even when too weary; to never submit
to the temptations or despair of darkness; but to protect and preserve the one people of the Land. This I swear, now
and forever, until the end of my days.” Vow of the Guardian
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Vindicator
Righteous warrior that focuses on the destruction of evil.
Class Position
Free

Name of Skill
Vow of Bravery:
Courage

Effect
You may cast, “By the Light heal 3,” for 2e.

Char. Point
Cost
0

You may call resist when hit by a fear or terror
effect for 2e.
Left 1

Vow of
Denouncement:
Greater Denounce
Evil

“By the light, drain 5 energy to X,” where X is
your chosen foe for 2e by packet.

3

Left 2

Vow of
Denouncement:
Greater Weaken
Evil

“By the Light, weakness to X,” by packet. If X is
your chosen foe, it costs 2e. If it is not, it costs 3e.
The skill can only be used on undead, devils,
spirits, vampyrs and obviously evil people. Other
categories may be added to this skill at a later time.

4

Right 1

Vow of Smiting:
Smite Evil

You may spend 3 points of your lay on hands pool
to swing, “By the light, 5 damage to X,” by a
melee weapon, where X is your chosen foe, for 0e.

3

Right 2

Vow of Smiting:
Improved Smite
Evil

You may now swing “By the light 5 damage,” for
3e, by weapon to any foe. You may also cast it as
“5 Light to X,” where X is undead, devil, spirit, or
vampyr, also for 3e.

4

Bottom 1

Vow of
Determination:
Valiant Sacrifice

If you are fighting an evil foe and are struck to 0
hit points, you may spend 5e to state, “By the Light
and my determination I continue this fight,” keep
fighting. All damage you suffer is taken as a drain
to your energy of an equal amount. If you enter
this state, you must keep fighting until all evil foes
are defeated or one minute passes; at which point
the state of determination ends. Healing spells do
not affect you during this time. If your energy hits
zero while in this state you die instantly. If the
state ends and you are still alive, drop into the
bleed-out state. If you are hit by a dispel while in
this state, it ends and you drop into bleed-out.

5

Bottom 2

Vow of
Vindication: Slayer

Every time you slay one of your chosen foe, you
may throw a free, “By the light 5 damage,” melee
attack within 5 seconds. This skill stacks with
itself.

5

Bottom Right

Vow of
Avengement:
Avenge Ally

If you witness an undead, devil, or spirit kill an
ally you may state, “By the light, they shall be
avenged,” for 8e. You gain 4 temporary hit points,
8 temporary energy, and 2 free
dark/hellfire/spirit/or blood resists to use when

6
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fighting that foe. You cannot run away from that
foe and will fight until it is defeated or you are
dead. This skill does not stack with itself and can
only be used once per refresh.

“I vow and swear to bravely denounce and smite the forces of evil from the land wherever I shall travel; to face all
trials with the determination expected by those who rely upon me; and to vindicate and avenge the harms inflicted
upon the people of the Land. This I swear, now and forever, until the end of my days.” Vow of the Vindicator
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Faithful
There are many beings of power that are worshiped in the world that do not actively bestow abilities upon
their faithful. Those that follow these powers are few and far between, especially in a land where other entities exists
that do bestow powers. Probably most common among these few people are the Followers of the Pantheon of the
Fourteen also known as The Way of the Fourteen. (See lore section of the rule book for information about each of
these entities.) Still, while most of these people never benefit from their minority faith, a select few are so devout in
their belief that their faith is able to give them courage in their darkest hours. Those few dedicated may purchase this
initiate level class (for 3 character points) and gain the following skill at no additional cost.
"Resist fear by faith," for 2e. This skill is not cast, but simply used when hit by a fear effect if the character
has the energy to do so and chooses to.

Class Position

Only Skill

Name of Skill

Faithful

Effect

“Resist fear by faith.”
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Char.
Point
Cost
0

Flame Priest
Class Position

Name of Skill

Effect

Char.
Point
Cost

Free

Heal

“Heal 1 by fire,” by touch packet, for 1e. You may
cast this once free per refresh.
Get the train “Flame Conduit”

0

Back 1

Fire Bolt

“2 fire,” by packet for 1e.

1

Left 1

Fire Pool

A character can elect to pay 3 energy at the start of
each reset to activate this ability for the rest. The
energy cannot be refreshed for the duration of the
rest. A flame priest with this skill active can throw 3
uses of “heal 1 by fire,” by packet for free. After 2
minutes of not being struck by a weapon or spell, the
3 uses refresh and can be used again.

1

If you have this skill active you cannot wear medium
or heavy armor.
Right 1

Soothing Flames

“Pacify by fire,” by packet for 2e.

1

Forward 1

Combine the Flame

May grant the trait “Flame Conduit” until the end of
the game to someone, by touch packet, for 1e. If you
have this skill, gain the trait, “Flame Conduit.”
You may combine efforts with other Flame Conduits
to case more powerful spells. If a flame conduit is
touching you, each of you can spend one energy for
you to cast, “X fire,” or “heal Y by fire,” by packet.
X is equal to 2 +twice the number of Flame Conduits
touching you. Y is equal to the number of Flame
Conduits touching you. If a Flame Conduit cannot
provide the one energy required for the spell he must
let go.

1

Left 2

Raise Flames

“Area of Effect Disengage by fire,” for 1e.

2

Left 3

Scorched Limb

May swing, “Fire maim,” for 3e.

3

Left Prestige

Purifier

PRESTIGE CLASS

3

Center 1

Foresight

“By fire, I grant you one use of ‘Heal 1 by fire,’” by
touch packet for 2e.

2

Center 2

Lesser Creation

Once per reset you may spend 2e to create a common
herb, insect, ore, or pelt. Please put the request in
your folder.

3

Center Prestige

Keeper

PRESTIGE CLASS

3

Right 2

Rousing Flame

“Awaken by fire,” by touch packet for 3e.

2
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Right 3

Healing Flame Channel

You may go up to a bleeding out person and state,
“Pause bleed out while I tend to you,” for 0e.

3

You may pray uninterrupted over a person, whether
or not they are in bleed-out, for one minute to cast,
“Heal 1 by fire,” by touch packet for free.
Right Prestige

Bishop

PRESTIGE CLASS
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Purifier
Class Position

Free

Name of Skill

Greater Heal

Effect

“Heal 3 by fire,” by touch packet for 2e.

Char.
Point
Cost
0

Your fire pool increases from 3 uses to 5 uses.
Left 1

Fire Weapon

“I enchant this weapon to swing fire, 5 minutes,” for
3e by touch packet. For five minutes, all swings with
that weapon are made with the “fire” carrier. If
another carrier enchantment is placed upon the blade,
this one ends.”

3

Left 2

Chosen Foe:
Abominations

You may cast “Detect Abomination,” by gesture at
will.

4

You get 1 free energy to use against each abomination
foe you fight.
Right 1

Greater Critical/Greater
Fire Bolt

When you buy this skill, choose one of the following
to purchase:

3

May swing, “5 damage by fire,” for 3e.
OR
“3 damage by fire,” by packet for 2e.
Right 2

Blessed Weapons

You may use any flame priest spell that is normally
cast by packet, and use it on a weapon swing. It may
be parried or reduced by armor.

4

Bottom 1

Horrific Burn

“Fire bleed and slow,” by packet for 4e.

5

Bottom 2

Valorous Blaze

You may call, “I enter a Valorous Blaze,” for 0e. This
state cannot be dispelled. When you enter this state
gain 10 temporary vitality, repair all physical armor
worn, restore all permanent energy, all skills cost 1
less energy to use (minimum of 1 energy), and gain 3
resists by fire to any melee attack or spell. For the
first minute, gain threshold 1. The state lasts until you
are reduced to 0 vitality or ten minutes pass. At the
end of your Valorous Blaze call, “Death to self, no
defense. Disintegrate to self, no defense.”

5

Bottom Right

Burn Impurity

Two times per game you may spend 10e to attempt to
purge a harmful effect or trait from a target, “Purge
(harmful effect.)” by touch packet. Please report to
staff if you are trying to purge a trait.

6

This skill can work on traits, afflictions, curses,
magical diseases, ext. The longer the target has
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suffered from the trait, the lower the likelihood of
success. The stronger the source of the malign effect
is, the lower the likelihood of success. This will never
purge a class or death.
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Keeper
Class Position

Free

Name of Skill

Greater Heal

Effect

“Heal 3 by fire,” by touch packet for 2e.

Char.
Point
Cost
0

Your fire pool increases from 3 uses to 5 uses.
Left 1

Unbearable Heat

“By held gesture, fire repel,” for 3e.

3

Left 2

Creation

Once per Reset you may create an uncommon herb,
insect, ore, or pelt. OR you may create a common
mechanical part. Please submit your request in your
folder. This costs 4e. The item must be used by the
end of the event.

4

Right 1

Campfire

Two times per reset you may spend one minute of
role-play to set up a magical campfire (not a real one,
though a prop is encouraged). This costs 0e.
While at a campfire you may spend one minute per
occupant of the campfire talking to them, at least 3
minutes. If uninterrupted, you may call, “By my
voice, forsooth heal full and return refresh skills by
fire.” This costs 1e. (This does not refresh energy or
per RESET skills)

3

Right 2

Flame of Invigoration

While at a campfire you may call, “By the flame, by
my voice, forsooth restore all per refresh spells and
pools,” for 3e.

4

Bottom 1

Mending Flame

“By the flame, purge shatter,” by touch packet for 5e.
You may pray over a suit of armor for one minute to
cast, “By the flame, repair 1 point of armor,” by touch
packet for 4e.

5

Bottom 2

Bless Feast

At the start of a meal (Saturday Lunch, Saturday
Dinner, or Sunday Breakfast) you may lead a one
minute prayer. At the end of the prayer you may cast,
“By my voice to those listening about to eat, grant 2
temporary vitality, one resist poison, and one use of
Heal 1 by fire,” for 7e.

5

Bottom Right

Fire Keeper

While at a campfire you may cast, “Area of effect
heal 1,” for 2e (once free per campfire).

6

While at a campfire you may cast, “By my gesture, 2
fire,” to targets within 20 feet for 3e.
While at a campfire you may cast, “Area of effect,
fire purify,” for 4e.
While at a campfire, any gesture spell you have with a
duration, such as Fire Repel, can be cast with adding
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one additional minute to the duration for 1 extra
energy. Ex. “By my gesture, fire repel 1 minute.”
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Bishop
Class Position

Free

Name of Skill

Greater Heal

Effect

“Heal 3 by fire,” by touch packet for 2e.

Char.
Point
Cost
0

Your fire pool increases from 3 uses to 5 uses.
Left 1

Restore Strength

“By the flame, purge weakness,” by touch packet for
3e.

3

Left 2

Battlefield Shield

“By the flame I protect you, grant spell guard,” by
touch packet for 4e.

4

Right 1

Congregation

When you buy this skill choose a custom trait name.

3

You may grant a willing person that custom trait for
0e by touch packet for the duration of the event. Only
5 people may be granted the custom trait at one time.
You may cast, “Voice to (custom trait), grant trait
Flame Conduit for the remainder of the rest,” for free.
You may cast “Detect (custom trait),” for 2e.
You may call “Voice to (custom trait), heal 1 by fire,”
for 3e, max of 3 times per refresh.
Right 2

Greater Congregation

You may cast any flame priest spell you know,
“Voice to (custom trait) X,” where X is the spell
effect for 3X the base energy cost of the spell. Ex.
“Voice to Congregation, purge weakness,” for 9e.

4

Bottom 1

Wall of Fire

You can create a wall of fire. By spending 30
seconds, silent in prayer and unharmed, and 7 energy
you can create a wall of fire, by stating “Through the
Eternal Flame, I create a wall of fire.” During this
time you should set up a red rope of, at most, 10 feet
long in a straight line. You may increase the length of
the wall by up to 10 feet for each flame priest that
spends 3 energy and joins in the entire casting of the
spell. (You must have the red rope to represent the
entire length.) The flame priest does not need to have
purchased this skill to assist.

5

For the next 10 minutes you, or an assisting flame
priest, must call, “by my gesture, ambient fire repel
and one fire,” to anyone who approaches within five
feet of the wall on the opposite side of the wall from
where you stood while you cast it. (The heat only
goes one direction. So while it is possible to pass
through the wall from your side without being
repelled, the instant the individual does they would
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take an ambient fire repel and one fire and be pushed
further away from you.)
This spell lasts until the duration expires, you fall
unconscious, none of the casting flame priests remain
within 5 feet of any portion of the wall, the wall is hit
by a dispel magic, or no flame priest remains paying
attention to the wall and calling out its effects. When
this happens you, or the last flame priest paying
attention to the wall, must call, “Forsooth the wall of
fire vanishes,” and then pick up the rope at your/their
earliest out of game convenience.
Bottom 2

Create Flame Gate

You may spend 5e and 5 minutes praying to burn a
flame gate rune into the ground where you are. The
rune is attuned to you (does not count as a magic
item) and has an attunement cost of 1/2e. It does not
cost any energy to attune a rune at the Keep of the
Eternal Flame in Grand Haven. Please report to staff
that you have done this at your earliest convenience.
At check-in you may unattune any flame gate rune
you wish, causing the rune to permanently fade away.
You may spend 7e and 5 minutes praying to open a
flame gate to any flame gate rune attuned to you. This
energy cost cannot be reduced. For each additional
flame priest assisting you in casting this spell, reduce
the casting time by 30 seconds, to a minimum of three
minutes. If you are disrupted during the five minutes
of casting, the spell fails and the energy is wasted. A
staff member must be present for the entire casting of
this spell (and so we can have you destination ready).

5

Once cast any number of people can pass through
either side of the flame gate. You cannot see through
the other side of the flame gate before walking
through. It costs 1e per 3 minutes to keep the flame
gate active. You should call, “Drain 1e to self by
flame gate,” each 3 minutes to mark the time. You
can do other things during this time if you wish. If
you are knocked unconscious when energy needs to
be sent, die, are struck by a dispel, or enter an antimagic zone, the flame gate instantly closes.
Bottom Right

Anoint

At check-in each game you will be given three Ashes
of the Eternal Flame tags. You may spend 8 energy
and two minutes of role-playing to anoint someone
with an Ashes of the Eternal Flame (you are
encouraged to bring ashes for this purpose but it is not
required. Give the person the tag (should turn in to
staff at convenience).
An anointed person may: 1) Resist one
single/double/triple death or slaughter, 2) OR if you
suffer a killing blow, call “Resist. By my voice, triple
repel by fire, heal 1 to self by fire.” 3) OR If you
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bleed out you may call, “Heal 1 by fire.” Does not
work on a final death call.
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Hunter of the Dawn
Note: To use any acid ability in this class you must roleplay cutting yourself and call, “Inflict 1 damage to self.”
This only must be done once per refresh before any acid abilities can be used.
Class Position
Free

Name of Skill

Effect

Char. Point
Cost

For Whom The Bell Tolls

Upon hearing the Call of the Bell you are required
to respond. Hunters of the Dawn should take 5-10
minutes to change consume into a more “feral”
and “aggressive” type of costuming (Think Van
Helsing or Bloodbane). This costuming must
include a mask of some kind.

0

While inside The City of Dawn you do not gain
the benefit of armor. Instead, you gain +10
maximum energy, +5 maximum vitality, (you
may go above the 30 and 10 caps respectively)
and 3 dodges to use for free. All called damage
calls you make, weapon or magic, is increased by
1 in The City.
It takes you no time to reload bullets or slag in
The City.
Back 1

Target the Scourge

You may roleplaying cutting yourself to throw for
the remainder of the refresh, “2 Acid to X,” for 1e
by weapon. X can be aberration, abomination,
fae, lycan, nightmare (in The City of the Dawn
only), outsider, or shadow.

1

Left 1

Acidic Blood

You may roleplay cutting yourself to throw for
the remainder of the refresh, “2 acid,” by packet
for 1e.

1

You may roleplay cutting yourself and call,
“Inflict 1 damage to self,” to then throw, “3 acid
to X,” by packet or weapon where X is either:
aberration, abomination, fae, lycan, nightmare (in
The City of the Dawn only), outsider, or shadow.
Inside The City of the Dawn you may cast, “Heal
2 by will,” by touch packet for 1e.
Right 1

Call of the Hunter

In the City of the Dawn, you may throw any Acid
call by Will instead. If you do so, you cannot use
the option of the skill to inflict damage to
yourself.
You may call, “By my gesture, detect X,” for free
where X is either: aberration, abomination, fae,
lycan, nightmare (in The City of the Dawn only),
outsider, or shadow.
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Forward 1

Chosen Prey

When you buy this skill chose either aberration,
abomination, fae, lycan, nightmare, outsider, or
shadow. Tell Staff who will update your character
sheet.

1

You may call, “By my gesture, detect (your
chosen prey),” for free.
Outside the city, gain one free energy to use
against each of your chosen prey.
Inside the city, all uncalled weapon attacks
against your chosen prey can be made into “2
damage to (chosen prey),” for free. This does not
stack with the For Whom the Bell Tolls damage
modifier.
Left 2

Acidic Maim

“Acid maim to X,” by weapon for 2e where X is
either: aberration, abomination, fae, lycan,
nightmare (in The City of the Dawn only),
outsider, or shadow.

2

“Acid maim,” by weapon for 3e.
While in The City of the Dawn, you may throw
“Maim to Nightmare by will,” by weapon for 1e.
Left 3

City Defender

When you purchase this skill, select to learn
either dodge or parry. You may use the chosen
defensive skill outside the city for 6e.

3

While in the City, you may use both parry and
dodge for 4e each (in addition to the 3 free
dodges granted by For Whom the Bell Tolls).
Left Prestige

Stalker

PRESTIGE CLASS

3

Center 1

Blunderbuss
(Requires Basic Gun skill
ONLY to use a gun
outside the City of the
Dawn)

You learn how to use more advanced guns. You
may utilize a gun with a magazine improvement
of up to 6 rounds. You may roleplay cutting
yourself over your gun and call, “Inflict 1 damage
to self,” to add the “acid,” quality to 3 bullets for
the remainder of the reset (or until used). To use
this part of the skill outside the City you must
have bought Basic Guns.

2

In the City of the Dawn you may role play cutting
yourself and call “Inflict 1 damage to self,” and
expend 3 energy to create 6 acid bullets. These
bullets cannot leave the city.
Center 2

Dreams of the Hunt

At check-in you will be given an envelope with a
dream. Before you go to sleep, open the envelope.
It will contain a dream that you have that night.
You may read the contents to yourself as many
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times as you want. Then, before doing anything
else, destroy the dream document. If you wish in
the morning, you may write down or share
anything that you remember.
Center Prestige

Attuned

PRESTIGE CLASS

3

Right 2

Acid Pool

You may expend one vitality at check-in each
game if you wish to use this skill. That vitality
cannot be restored for the duration of the event.
A hunter of the dawn with this skill active can
throw 5 uses of “1 acid,” for free. After 2 minutes
of not being struck by a weapon or spell, the 5
uses refresh and can be used again.

2

In the City of the Dawn you recover you regain
use of your expended vitality point for as long as
you are in the City. You may also make any
melee attack you wish “by will.”
Right 3

Burning Acid

“Acid agony,” by packet for 3e.

3

“Acid agony to X,” by packet for 2e where X is
either: aberration, abomination, fae, lycan,
nightmare (in The City of the Dawn only),
outsider, or shadow.
Right Prestige

Blooded

PRESTIGE CLASS
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Attuned
Note: To use any acid ability in this class you must roleplay cutting yourself and call, “Inflict 1 damage to self.”
This only must be done once per refresh before any acid abilities can be used.
Class Position
Free

Name of Skill

Effect

Char. Point
Cost

Strengthen the Hunt

“Grant X guard by acid,” by touch packet where X
is either psionic, shadow, silver, or spirit, for 2e.

0

Inside the City you may call, “I grant you a spell
resist by will,” for 6e.
Left 1

Flexible Sleep
Schedule

You are Immune to the Sleep effect.

3

You may choose whether to sleep at night or not
(may affect BGAs). Note if you chose to have not
actually slept in game, you do not open your dream
card.
Inside the City you may call “Purge Connection,”
to another willing person for 1e. They may choose
to leave the mod.
Left 2

Long Nails

You may grow a set of long claws in one or both
hands.

4

Each of your claws has a base swing of “Acid.”
You may throw, “Bleed,” by claw for 2e.
While in the City, you may throw, “3 acid,” by
claw once per opponent for free.
Right 1

Improved Guns

You may use guns with one core improvement,
one scope improvement, and magical bullets.

3

If in the City you may spend 5e to manifest a
cannon. Call, “By my will, I create a cannon.”
Next, spend 5 uninterrupted seconds
loading/aiming your cannon. Then you may throw,
“10 physical and trip,” by packet one time. If you
wish, you may spend 6e and call, “I create more
ammo by will.” Then spend 5 seconds to reload
and you may fire again. Once you move away from
your canon or are hit by a spell or attack or make
any other spell or attack, your created cannon
vanishes.
Right 2

Acidic Skin

You may call, “Return 2 acid to X,” when struck
by a melee attack for 2e, where X is either:
aberration, abomination, fae, lycan, nightmare (in
The City of the Dawn only), outsider, or shadow.
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If you are in the City, gain 3 additional temporary
vitality and you may purge weakness to self for 3e.
Bottom 1

Hardened Hide

Your skin has become tougher and you have
gained one natural armor point. It counts as an
armor point but may only be refreshed by a medic
using a bandage on you or first-aid for one minute.
This healing process cannot be done in combat.

5

In the City you gain a free “Reduce by 3 damage,”
per opponent.
Bottom 2

Quick Clotting

You may purge bleed to self for 3e per bleed.

5

In the City you may call, “6 damage and bleed to
X,” by claw for 5e, where X is either: aberration,
abomination, fae, lycan, nightmare, outsider, or
shadow.
Bottom Right

Regeneration

You may call, “I enter a state of regeneration,” to
heal 1 vitality every 10 seconds for one minute for
8e.
In the City you constantly regenerate 1 vitality
every 2 minutes. (This likely, unless you have
another modifier, will prevent you from ever
bleeding out).
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Blooded
Note: To use any acid ability in this class you must roleplay cutting yourself and call, “Inflict 1 damage to self.”
This only must be done once per refresh before any acid abilities can be used.
Class Position
Free

Name of Skill
Acidic Bolt

Effect
“4 damage to X,” by packet for 2e where X is
either: aberration, abomination, fae, lycan,
nightmare (in The City of the Dawn only),
outsider, or shadow.

Char. Point
Cost
0

Blooded cannot use their prestige skills while
wearing armor.
Left 1

Left 2

Destroy
Body/Destroy
Nightmares

“Acid disintegrate,” by packet for 2e.

Burn Throat

“Acid silence,” by packet for 4e.

3

In the City you may call, “By my voice, Death to
bleeding nightmares,” for 3e.
4

In the City you may call, “By my gesture, silence
by will,” for 4e.
Right 1

Internal Bleeding

“Acid bleed,” by packet for 2e.

3

Right 2

Coat Blade

“I coat this weapon to swing acid, 5 minutes,” for
3e by touch packet. For five minutes, all swings
with that weapon are made with the “acid” carrier.

4

If any carrier enchantment is placed upon the
blade, this one ends. This is not a spell, and thus
cannot be made permanent with the “Permanency”
skill.
Bottom 1

Blister Attackers

“Area of Effect acid agony,” around yourself for
8e.

5

In the City of the Dawn you may call “Area of
Effect acid agony and 2 damage,” for 6e.
Bottom 2

Consume Item

“Acid Shatter X,” by packet for 6e where X is
either armor, weapon, shield, or other held or worn
item.

5

In the City you may call, “Acid Shatter X to magic
item,” for 12e.
Bottom Right

Acidic Strike

You may call “Acid strike.” Then, while remaining
stationary, you may throw, “1 acid,” by packet for
1e. Then, within 3 seconds, if the first attack hits
and is not resisted or reduced you may throw, “2
acid,” by packet for 1e against the same target.
Then, within 3 seconds, if the second attack hits
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and is not resisted you may throw, “3 acid,” by
packet for 1e against the same target. You may
keep increasing the damage until you run out of
energy, miss, the attack is resisted, the attack is
dodged, the attack is reduced, you take too long to
throw your next packet or your foe is dropped.
Inside the City you may throw, “Death to Prey,” by
packet for 7e.
Inside the City you may call, “Voice to prey,
weakness by will 15 seconds,” for 4e.
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Stalker
Note: To use any acid ability in this class you must roleplay cutting yourself and call, “Inflict 1 damage to self.”
This only must be done once per refresh before any acid abilities can be used.
Class Position
Free

Name of Skill
Seasoned Stalker

Effect
You may chose a second chosen prey to gain the
benefits of the “Chosen Prey” skill with. Inform
Staff who will update your character sheet.

Char. Point
Cost
0

“3 acid damage,” by weapon for 1e against your
chosen foes.
Inside the City of the Dawn you may throw “4 acid
damage,” by weapon (that is including your called
shot modifier) for free against your chosen foes.
Left 1

Acidic Critical

“6 acid to X,” by weapon for 3e where X is either:
aberration, abomination, fae, lycan, nightmare (in
The City of the Dawn only), outsider, or shadow.

3

Left 2

Resist the Prey

You may elect to spend 3e at check-in to use this
skill. That energy does not refresh for the
remainder of the game. Inside the City of the Dawn
you recover you expended energy for as long as
you are in the City.

4

For the duration of the game you are immune to
Fear and Intimidate effects.
Inside the City of the Dawn if you have detected a
foe as one of your Chosen Prey, you may spend 3e
to resist by will any call made by your chosen
preys. If the call is a double or triple, you must
spend the 3e two or three times to resist the effect.
Right 1

Hindering Acid

“Acid weakness to X,” by packet or weapon for 3e.

3

Inside the City of the Dawn you may call “By
gesture, forsooth take double damage for the next
15 seconds by will,” for 4e.
Right 2

Press the Advantage

You may elect to spend 4e at check-in to use this
skill. That energy does not refresh for the
remainder of the game.
You may add one damage to any melee attack
along with “to weakened,” for free. Example, if
you were swinging a “3 acid damage,” for 1e
attack from Seasoned Stalker, you could instead
swing, “4 acid damage to weakened,” for 1e.
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Inside the City of the Dawn you recover your 4
expended energy for as long as you are in the City.
Bottom 1

Mark Prey

“By gesture, grant trait ‘Prey’ to X for 5 minutes,”
for 3e, where X is either: aberration, abomination,
fae, lycan, nightmare (in The City of the Dawn
only), outsider, or shadow.

5

You may call, “By my gesture, detect prey,” for
free.
Inside the City you it only costs 2e to grant the trait
Prey. In addition while in the City you may call,
“Grant attack, 5 damage to prey,” by touch packet
for 3e.
Bottom 2

Bleed the Prey

“Acid bleed,” by weapon for 2e.

5

If the target has the trait Prey, and the bleed attack
hits and is not resisted, within 5 seconds you may
throw another bleed against the same target for 1e.
This skill stacks with itself.
In The City of the Dawn you may call, “Voice to
bleeding, agony by will,” for 3e.
Bottom Right

Kill Prey

May call, “Voice to Prey, slow by acid” for 3e.
“Acid slaughter to Prey,” by weapon for 4e. The
attack must hit the torso.
In the City you may call “Slaughter,” by weapon
for 6e. The attack must hit the torso.
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Mind Flayer
Class Position

Free

Name of Skill

Psionic

Effect

You may cast, “Communicate,” by gesture for 1e.

Char.
Point
Cost
0

You may use short (the color of your skin tone)
boffers (no longer than 34 inches) in one or both
hands to represent your tentacles. Any of your spells
by packet may be cast through your tentacles as a
melee attack.
A mind flayer cannot use psionic abilities while
wearing armor.
Back 1

Pool of Magic

A character can elect to pay 3 energy at the start of
each reset to activate this ability for the rest. The
energy cannot be refreshed for the duration of the
rest. A mind flayer with this skill active can cast 5
uses of “1 psionic,” for free by packet.

1

After 2 minutes of not being struck by a weapon or
spell, the 5 uses refresh and can be used again.
Even if pool is not active, may grant self, “I grant
myself a mind guard,” for 1e.

Left 1

Psionic Blast

“2 psionic confuse,” by packet for 3e.

1

“Voice to mind linked, 2 psionic confuse,” for 2e
each.
Right 1

Psionic Sap

“Drain 2 energy by psionics,” by packet for 1e.
“Voice to mind linked, Drain 2 energy by psionics,”
for 1e each.
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Forward 1

Consume Brain

You may consume a brain of a helpless living
target. Doing so takes a five touch count of, “I
consume your brain 1, I consume your brain 2…I
consume your brain 5, death. Cannot be resurrected.
Restore 1 energy to self.” This may be done up to 4
times per rest. If you have the “Hunger” ability and
it is your chosen race, then it stacks and you can
restore 4 energy.

1

This skill cannot be used on constructs or golem
forged. Only on creatures with a brain.
Record whom you eat brains from in your BGA. It
may have plot relevance.
Forward 2

Insinuation

“Compel X by psionics,” by packet for 3e.

2

“Charm by psionics,” by packet for 2e.
“Fear by terror and psionics,” by packet for 3e.
“By my held gesture summon by psionics,” for 3e.

Forward 3

Mind Link

“Grant trait mind linked for 5 minutes,” for 3e by
tentacle. Note: Mind slaves from the prestige class
permanently gain the trait mind linked until they
find a way to remove it.

3

“Voice to mind linked, dispel all mental guards,” for
1e per linked mind.
“Release mind link,” by gesture to targets linked
with YOUR mind, for free.
The mindflayer may spend 2 energy to send a
message to a particular target who has linked with
them within a few miles. They may state “Forsooth,
I communicate with your mind.” They may then ask
a staff member to send a message, or go out of game
and send a message to a target. This can be very
useful for making sure plans go off but cannot not
be used in a combat situation when the mind flayer
is being attacked.
Prestige

Mind Flayer

PRESTIGE CLASS
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Mind Flayer
Class Position

Free

Name of Skill

Shield Mind

Effect

“I grant you/myself a mental resist,” for 3e by
touch packet.

Char.
Point
Cost
0

You can cast, “Purge mental effect,” on yourself
for 5e after being under the mental effect for 10
seconds.
“Voice to mind linked, dispel all mental resists for
4e.
Left 1

Erase Mind

“Voice to mind linked, forget/forget me the last 5
minutes,” by psionics for 3e each.

3

Left 2

Domination
(Psionic)

“Dominate one minute by mental,” by packet for
6e.

4

“Voice to mind linked, dominate one minute by
psionics,” for 8e.
“Dominate five minutes by mental,” by packet for
10e.
“Voice to mind linked, dominate five minutes by
psionics,” for 12e.
Right 1

Mind Skewer

“3 psionic,” for 2e by packet.

3

“Voice to mind linked, 3 psionic,” for 5e.

Right 2

Mind Whip

“Bleed agony 30 seconds by psionic,” for 8e by
packet.
“Voice to mind linked, Bleed agony 30 seconds by
psionic,” for 15e.
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Bottom 1

Telekinetic Travel

Once per reset you may psionically shift to a
different point you can see. Point at a destination
and call “Phase out by psionics,” and then walk
straight to that destination while out of game. Once
at that destination call, “Phase in by psionics.”
Using this skill costs 5e. You may bring additional
people with you that are touching you at the cost of
3e extra per person.

5

If a target phases in your sight, you may use your
ability (same energy cost) within 10 seconds to
follow. “I follow you through psionics.” If the
phase is invisibility, you (and anyone you spent the
energy on) can see the target.
In certain places where the planes are weak or
exceptionally close together you can attempt to
shift to a different plane. (You will know when this
situation is possible).
Certain magical barriers and spells may prevent
access by telekinetic travel. If that is the case, you
will be informed by staff upon the attempt and told
your new destination.
Bottom 2

Shatter Mind

“Voice to mind linked, I reduce you to 1 vitality
and agony by psionics,” for 10e. (Not each)

5

Bottom Right

Feeding and Create
Slave

“I feed on you 1, I feed on you 2...I feed on you 5.
Drain 5 energy by psionics, this energy cannot be
restored during this rest. (Clarify did you have 5
energy?).” If the target had 5 energy then, “Restore
1 energy to self,” by tentacle for 0e. This skill can
only be used on a helpless living target. If the
target does not have 5 energy to give, the restore
ability does not work.

6

Even after draining a victim, you can still consume
the victim’s brain for energy if you wish.
You may create a mind Slave by capturing a target,
mind linking with them, and spending a between
game action (in a controlled environment) with
them to turn them into a mind slave to your will.
Mind slaves are under a permanent dominate effect
and gain the trait “Mind Slave.” If the mind flayer
suffers a death, all of its slaves are released.
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Monk
There is no rule against monks buying the skills for and utilizing melee weapons.
Class Position
Free

Name of Skill
Open Hand Attack

Effect
Can make open hand attacks by packet. Can
throw “1 physical,” by packet for 0e.

Char. Point
Cost
0

Can throw, “2 physical,” by packet for 1e.
A monk cannot make open hand attacks while
wearing armor of any kind. A monk cannot make
an open hand attack with a hand that is holding a
weapon.
Open hand attacks can only be made from melee
range.
If a weapon hits your arm below the elbow,
whether or not you hold a weapon with that hand,
it is as if the blow missed, unless the weapon
attack is a “maim.”
Back 1

Disengage

“Disengage,” 1e. You may use it once free per
refresh.

1

Left 1

Disarm

“Physical disarm,” by packet for 3e. The packet
must hit the torso or arms.

1

Right 1

Trip

“Physical trip,” by packet for 2e. The packet must
hit the torso or legs.

1

Forward 1

Ki Pool

A monk can elect to pay 3 energy at the start of
each reset to activate this ability for the rest. The
energy cannot be refreshed for the duration of the
rest. A monk with this skill active can throw 5
uses of “brutal,” with any open hand attack for
free. To refresh, a monk must sit and meditate for
2 minutes. After the two minutes he can state,
“Refresh Ki pool.”

1

Left 2

Body Equilibrium

“Heal 1 to self by ki,” for 1e. May be used while
silenced.

2

Left 3

Maim

“Physical maim,” by packet for 2e. Must strike
limb.

3

Left Prestige

Master of Iron

PRESTIGE CLASS
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Center 1

Open Mind

“Area of effect communicate,” for 0e.

2

When you purchase this skill gain one lore point.
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Center 2

Iron Will

“By my iron will I grant myself a mental guard,”
for 2e.

3

Center Prestige

Master of Flowers

PRESTIGE CLASS
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Right 2

Lesser Deflect

You may use “Reduce by 3 damage,” when hit by
a melee attack, for 2e. The reduce does not need
to be cast in advance.

2

Right 3

Knockout Punch

“Physical knockout,” by packet for 5e. The packet
must strike torso.

3

Right Prestige

Master of Waves

PRESTIGE CLASS

3
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Master of Iron
This monk order usually wears grays or blacks.
Class Position

Name of Skill

Effect

Char. Point
Cost

Free

Brutality

Your ki pool increases to 7 uses of “brutal” instead
of 5. You must still elect to pay the 3 energy at the
start of the reset to activate this ability for the rest.
The energy cannot be refreshed for the duration of
the rest.

0

Left 1

Unarmed Parry

You can use “parry” without a weapon in your
hand as long as both your arms are not maimed or
bound for 4e.

3

You may attempt to catch an unarmed attack
packet and call “parry,” for 1e. If you bobble or
drop the packet, the attack counts as if it hit you (it
is not parried).
Left 2

Advanced Unarmed
Parry

You can use “parry,” on ranged weapon attacks.

4

You can attempt to catch a weapon thrown at you
and call “parry,” for 1e. If you bobble it or drop it,
it counts as if it hit you (it is not parried).
Right 1

Sprinter

“By my gesture, physical slow,” for 2e to a target
that you are running to or away from.

3

Right 2

Forceful Strike

“Physical 3 damage,” by packet for 2e.

4

You may cast, “I grant you one melee swing of ‘3
damage,’ by ki,” for 2e.
Bottom 1

Pace Body

You may resist poison or disease for 3e. This resist
is not cast in advance.

5

Bottom 2

Rib Cracker

“Physical 5 damage agony,” by packet for 7e. The
packet must hit torso.

5

Bottom Right

Regeneration

May call, “By ki I enter a state of regeneration,”
for 6e. For the next minute, heal 1 vitality every 10
seconds.

6
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Master of Flowers
This monk usually wears browns and greens.
Class Position

Name of Skill

Effect

Char. Point
Cost

Free

Ki Strike

“I empower myself with ki,” for 3e. For the next
minute add “ki” to your fist attacks. They count as
magical attacks.

0

Left 1

Disciplined Mind

You may resist mental attacks without preparation
for 3e.

3

Left 2

Closed Mind

You have unlimited free resists to psionics.

4

Right 1

Aura of Ki

“Area of effect 1 ki,” 3e.

3

“Area of effect heal 1 by ki,” for 4e.
Right 2

Clean Body

“Purge weakness/nausea/or knockout, by ki,” to
others for 2e.

4

Bottom 1

Weak Spot

“Physical shatter,” by packet for 5e.

5

Bottom 2

Hand of Ki

You may attempt to catch spell packets to resist a
spell. If you successfully catch a packet, you can
spend 2e and call “resist.” If you bobble or drop
the packet, the spell is not resisted. A burst spell
still will affect the rest of the people in the area.

5

Bottom Right

Greater Meditation

You may state, “By Ki, I enter a state of greater
meditation.” Three times in the next minute, you
may purge any 1 non-damage, non-trait, nonpermanent effect from yourself by saying, “Purge
X by Ki.” Entering the state costs 9 energy.

6
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Master of Waves
This monk usually wears blues and grays.
Class Position

Name of Skill

Effect

Char. Point
Cost

Free

Flurry of Blows

You may throw 2 identical open hand attack
packets at an enemy in one throw. Say the attack
twice and spend energy for each attack.

0

Left 1

Nimble

You may use “dodge,” for 4e.

3

You may use “avoid traps,” for 4e.
Left 2

Stunning Blow

“Physical weakness slow 10 seconds,” by packet
for 2e.

4

Right 1

Foolish Drunk

You may mix and drink special alcohol, costing no
less than 2 copper, to enter a drunk state for 1
refresh.

3

While drunk, you are immune to Confuse.
While drunk if you are struck by a melee attack
that you take, you may call, “Return disarm,” for
1e.
Right 2

Stumbling Drunk

While drunk, you are immune to Trip.

4

While drunk, you may resist Smash and Slow for
2e each.
Bottom 1

Battle Pose

You may make a battle pose when entering melee
with a single opponent (you must not have been
engaged with that target for at least ten seconds).
You must wait for them to make the first melee
attack against you. If the first move they make is a
melee attack that hits you, not a spell, then you
may state, “Physical reflect,” for 5 energy. If it is a
spell or you choose to take the melee hit you do
not expend the energy.

5

Bottom 2

Whirlwind Kick

“Area of effect 3 physical,” for 5e.

5

“Area of effect trip,” for 3e.
Bottom Right

Palm Strikes

If you successfully strike an opponent with 2
consecutive “2 physical,” attacks. The next attack
made within 5 seconds can be, “2 physical damage
and weakness,” for 2e. The last attack must hit the
torso.
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6

Occultist
Occultists draw power from significant items in history. Unless otherwise specified, a character that buys a skill
requiring an item may acquire the item for free in game, with a few sentence history if you so desire, but must
provide the specified prop and keep it on his person to be able to utilize the skill. Staff will provide you a tag for
your item. If you lose the item in game you must find a suitable replacement in game. Occultist items must be
attuned.
Class Position

Free

Name of Skill

Object Aura

Effect

Char.
Point
Cost

You may focus on an item for five minutes to
determine the object’s age for 0e. Submit a request to
staff through your folder for the information.

0

You may use Occultist items.
“Detect aberration,” “Detect shadow,” and “Detect
Extraplanar,” for 1e each.
You may not use occultist abilities while wearing
armor.
Back 1

Pool of Shadow

An occultist can elect to pay 3 energy at the start of
each reset to activate this ability for the rest. The
energy cannot be refreshed for the duration of the
rest. An occultist with this skill active can throw 5
uses of “1 shadow,” by packet for free. After 2
minutes of not being struck by a weapon or spell, the
5 uses refresh and can be used again.

1

Left 1

Shadow Tendrils

“Shadow root,” by packet for 3e.

1

Right 1

Pendant of Healing

“Heal 1 by shadow,” by touch packet for 1e. Requires
a pendant.

1

Forward 1

Necklace of Warding

May cast “I grant you/myself a X ward,” by touch
packet for 2e, where X is sand, psionic, light, or dark.
Requires a necklace.

1

Left 2

Repel the Outsiders

“Repel X,” by packet for 2e where X is outsider,
aberration, ghost, or shadow.

2

Left 3

Commune with the
Beyond

May chant for ten seconds and then cast
“Communicate with dead,” for 3e. The dead do not
have to tell the truth but few dead have motivation to
lie.

3

Left Prestige

Exorcist

PRESTIGE CLASS

3

Center 1

Skull of Allure

“Shadow summon,” by packet for 2e.
Requires a skull.

2

Center 2

Collector

You may attune 7 magic items instead of 3.

3
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For each occultist item you attune you get one
temporary energy at the start of each rest, with a
maximum of 5 temporary energy.
Center Prestige

Curio

PRESTIGE CLASS

3

Right 2

Circle of Confinement

You can spend one minute drawing a visible circle
for 4e. If someone enters the unbroken circle you
may call, “By my gesture, confine to circle by
shadow.” Only one being can be in a circle at a time.
If the circle is broken by any spell, weapon, or person
from outside the circle the creature inside is released.
The spell will last up to 5 minutes.

2

Right 3

Lesser Summons

Draw a circle of confinement, (costs 3e) then spend
one minute and summon a Shelf 1 monster to
possess. For every five minutes you possess the
monster spend 1e. Place a plot card on the ground
that says, “Body of (Name). You may killing blow
(Name). If you do call, “By my voice, death to
(Name) no defense.”

3

Right Prestige

Binder

PRESTIGE CLASS

3
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Exorcist
Class Position

Name of Skill

Effect

Char.
Point
Cost

Free

Repulse

3 times per reset you may cast, “By my held gesture,
shadow repel,” for 3e.

0

Left 1

Shadow Weapon

“I enchant this weapon to swing shadow, 5 minutes,”
for 3e by touch packet. For five minutes, all swings
with that weapon are made with the “shadow” carrier.
If another carrier enchantment is placed upon the
blade, this one ends.

3

Left 2

Spectral Destroyer

When you spend the energy for your pool, instead of
base “1 shadow,” you can instead make your base, “2
to X by will,” by packet where X is ghost or shadow.

4

Your pool now refreshes in 1 minute.
Right 1

Banish

“Banish to summoned,” by packet for 5e.

3

Right 2

Ward Darkness

“I grant you/myself one X resist,” by touch packet for
3e where X is dark, shadow or hellfire.

4

Bottom 1

Purge Possession

If you draw a Circle of Confinement and trap
someone in the Circle, you may spend 2 minutes role
playing then call, “By my will purge possession and
purge dominate,” for 2e. (In addition to the cost for
the Circle of Confinement).

5

Bottom 2

Trap Jar

To a ghost or shadow that is helpless or trapped in a
Circle of Confinement you may cast, “By my gesture,
confine to ghost/shadow by trap jar,” for 5e. The
ghost/shadow will be trapped in the jar. You may use
Commune With The Beyond on the entity in the jar.
You may release the trapped entity at will.
Alternatively, you may kill the ghost/shadow in the
jar and get a component that can be used for crafting.
You may only trap one ghost/shadow in a jar at a
time.
Some greater ghosts and spirits may require a stronger
trap jar and spell to imprison.

5

Trap Jar: Occultist item. Requires 30 minutes of
work, 5 silver pieces of silver dust, and 10e to make a
trap jar. Trap jars can be reused.
Bottom Right

Personal Séance

You may perform a 5 minute séance to gain unlimited
resists to dominate and possession for the game, for
4e at check-in, this energy does not refresh at rests for
the game.
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Curio
Class Position

Name of Skill

Effect

Char.
Point
Cost

Free

Draw Out Power

At the start of each reset you may expend one energy.
It cannot be used until the next rest. For each occultist
item skill you have (and the item on you) you gain
one free point of healing you can cast this rest. “By
shadow, heal X,” by touch packet.

0

Left 1

Bracelet of
Enfeeblement

“Weakness by shadow,” by packet for 3e.
Requires Bracelet.

3

Left 2

Mind Melting History

“Area of effect confuse by shadow,” for 4e.

4

Right 1

Shrunken Head of Rage

“By my gesture, shadow frenzy,” for 4e.
Requires Shrunken head.

3

Right 2

Sphere of Dread

“Shadow fear,” by packet for 3e.
Requires Sphere.

4

Bottom 1

Read the Past

You may commune with items. Spend 2e to ask a
question of an object. There is additional plot
relevance to this skill.

5

Bottom 2

Censer

“Area of effect shadow dispel.” You may choose to
cast dispel on yourself. Each use requires an
uncommon herb to be burned in the censer. Please
turn the component in to staff through your folder.
Requires Censer.

5

Bottom Right

Knucklebones of Spell
Shatter

You may cast, “By the shadow, purge and trap X
effect,” by packet on a non-dead target for 8e. If the
spell is effective, you gain one use of, “By shadow
X,” by packet for free. Knucklebones cannot be used
again to purge another effect until the Curio has cast
the spell stored in them.
Requires Knucklebones.

6
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Binder
Class Position

Free

Name of Skill

True Name

Effect

Char.
Point
Cost

When casting a spell at a person, if you state their true
name immediately before the spell incantation you
can add, “to (True Name)” to the spell for 2 additional
energy. There is a difference between a name and a
true name. This ability makes your effect far more
potent.

0

You may cast “By my gesture, I Detect your shelf
level” for 3 energy.
Left 1

Summons

Draw a circle of confinement, (costs 3e) then spend
one minute and summon a Shelf 2 monster to possess.
For every five minutes you possess the monster spend
2e. Place a plot card on the ground that says, “Body of
(Name). You may killing blow (Name). If you do call,
“By my voice, death to (Name) no defense.”

3

When summoning you learn how to summon 2
creatures in Shelf 1. Any additional creatures must be
bound in game!
Left 2

Longevity

You now only have to spend energy every 10 minutes
to maintain a summons.

3

You may make a Circle of Confinement, “to X,”
where X is devil, outsider, aberration, or fae. This will
have a better effect.
Right 1

Shadow Blast

“4 shadow,” by packet for 3e.

4

Right 2

Blasting Seal

Draw a visible sigil on the ground, spend 2e and 1
minute of role play to cast. If someone steps on it, you
may call, “By my gesture, ambient 6 shadow by trap.”

4

Bottom 1

Greater Summons

Draw a circle of confinement, (costs 3e) then spend
one minute and summon a Shelf 3 monster to possess.
For every five minutes you possess the monster spend
3e. Place a plot card on the ground that says, “Body of
(Name). You may killing blow (Name). If you do call,
“By my voice, death to (Name) no defense.” This skill
becomes a Shelf 2 unless Summons has been
purchased.

5

When summoning you learn how to summon 2
creatures. Any additional creatures must be bound in
game!
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Bottom 2

Unseen Servant

You may elect at check-in to spend 4 energy to use
this skill for the event. If purchased that three energy
does not refresh for the duration of the event.
You have bound a personal invisible Shelf 1 entity to
yourself. It whispers to you but only you can hear it.
In certain plot situations and BGAs the Unseen
Servant can act. At other times the Unseen Servant
helps you invisibly in combat. Each game choose one
of the following abilities, you may cast it for free
three times per rest, “Hellfire agony,” “Hellfire fear
30 seconds,” “Hellfire Nausea 30 seconds,” or
“Hellfire Compel X.”

5

You may choose to replace Hellfire with Psionic
when you purchase this skill (it cannot be changed).
You will detect as “Devil” or “Outsider” depending
on which you chose.
Bottom Right

Learn True Name

From immense study you have learned your own true
name, gaining the trait “Traveler.” You are immune to
the ambient effects on other planes. Two times per
game, but no more than once per rest, you may resist
any magical effect for 0e. Anytime you cast a spell
with a carrier, you can elect for the carrier to be dark
instead. You may manipulate the undefined energy
for the Fourth Shelf to personalize and summon a
creature. The master summons requires 4e per 5
minutes. Please work with staff to design it. Note:
your true name may be used against you. You must
then go Bind this creature (on a mod)! Also, any
effects cast to your true name is taken “no
defense”
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Binder Summoning Charts and Rules
To complete a summons a binder must draw a circle of confinement with chalk or be at an inlaid circle. It costs 2
energy per shelf/tier of the monster at the time of the initial summons. It takes one minute per shelf/tier of the
creature to summon it. Once summoned, it takes 1 energy per shelf/tier of the monster to maintain the summons
every 5 minutes (or 10 minutes with the longevity skill). The time does not begin to run until you use an ability,
attack, or are attacked. If you wish to unsummon yourself safely during the middle of a time period, you must spend
30 seconds per shelf/tier and 1 energy per shelf/tier to do so. You must be stationary during this time. If you move or
are damaged you must start over (but energy is not expended). If your creature is killed while summoned, you are
drained 1 vitality per shelf/tier of the summons. If drained to 1 (and thus a remainder just becomes damage) and are
dropped to 0 vitality from excess drain you enter unconscious bleed-out. At any time when a time period is reached,
you may end a summons simply by not paying the energy to maintain it at no penalty. No matter how a summons
ends, the binder enters the weakness state for two minutes.

Note: Tier 1 and 2 summons can be done in chalk circles by paying 50% additional energy (rounded down) to
complete the summons. (For example a tier/shelf 2 summons, normally costing 4e would cost 6.) Tier three and
above summons requires an inlaid circle. An inlaid circle requires dust from 2 ground up aether mixed with the dust
of 5 ground up silver pieces. Next, one of each type of gem must be equally distributed in the circle. The circle and
gems of an inlaid circle cannot be touched unless a dispel magic is cast first. Modifications to this circle may affect a
summons but must be experimentally learned in game. A standard inlaid circle is provided in the summoning
compartment of the expedition train.

When a binder gains the ability to do a shelf/tier of summons, they may select 2 of the creatures from the below
table to know a true name of one of those creatures to be able to summon it. A stat sheet will then be provided to
you. For elementals, please also specify which type of elemental. Each creature has a certain amount of free skills,
vitality, and defensive statistics.
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Types of Summons
Shelf/Tier
Level

Devil

Fey

Outsider

Aberration

Elemental

1

Imp

Red Cap

Oculeth

Whispering
Snake

Lesser
Elemental

1

Fire Spitter

Sprite

Tripedol

Amphibiod

NA

2

Selinth

Sprigoon

Pumpkinoid

Hook Horror

Elemental

2

Bone
Devil/
Nurick

Will O
Wisp

Mawd Horror

Devourer

NA

3

Barbed
Devil

Unknown

Soulless (takes
memories)

Jackal-knight

Greater
Elemental

3

Mind
Breaker

Unknown

The Many
(Combination
of many
creatures)

Displacer

NA

4

Unique

Unknown

Unique

Unique

Noble
Elemental
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Shelf/Tier 1 Creature Stats
Category: Devils
1 extra damage from Holylight or Light
Trait: Devil
Costume: (Impish devil mask)
-Imp
3 vitality
2 uses of Hellfire Agony by boffer attack
1 use of “3 hellfire to agonied” by boffer attack
-Fire Spitter
2 vitality
3 uses of “2 hellfire” by packet
1 use of “hellfire Bleed” by packet
Category: Fae
1 extra damage from “Spirit” or “Cold Iron” effects
Trait: Fae
-Red Cap
Costume: Red hat, silver markings on face, blood on costume
3 vitality
2 uses of “Silver Maim” by boffer attack
1 use of “3 silver” by packet
-Sprite
Costume: Sprite looking mask
2 vitality
You may read “Speak with Nature” and “Communicate with Beast” at will.
You gain 1 use of “Silver Charm”
Category: Outsiders
Trait: Outsider
-Oculeth
An Oculeth is a small creature with a giant eyeball.
Costume: You need to paint your face or get a mask of a giant eyeball, cannot speak
2 vitality
1 use of “By my held gesture, sleep”
1 use of by my gesture “Heal 1 by Truth”
Once you may “Forsooth, Enhance the Truth” on someone (this effect is unknown what it does)
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-Tripedol
This creature is known for collecting odd items, and using them for their odd extraplanar
hoarding
Costume: Gems over face and makeup extension at corners of mouth
1 vitality
2 uses of “Identify Magic” (Submit request in character folder)
2 uses of “Detect Magic” or “Detect Focus”
3 times they may cast “Forsooth, reveal and I loot you instantly” representing your ability to loot
easily
Category: Aberrations
1 extra damage from Acid
Trait: Aberration
-Whispering Snake
Costume: You may walk around with a Snake prop (small), and wear a blackout hood to
symbolize you are the snake and the snake alone.
Trait: Beast
2 vitality
Twice you may call “By my gesture, psionic communicate”
Once you may call “Phase, 10 seconds.” The snake goes to the Plane of Earth during that time.
The snake has 1 vitality, and cannot be healed. If someone steps on the snake it takes a point of
damage.
-Amphibiod
Costume: a frog like mask or other features
Trait: Beast
This strange creature can breathe underwater and swim at fast speeds
2 vitality
While in water they gain 4 additional vitality and gain 5 uses of “2 damage”
2 uses of “Physical Summon by tongue,” by packet to target within 15ft.
1 use of “Poison Paralyze” by boffer attack, to someone you just summoned with your tongue.
Category: Elemental
Trait: Elemental
-Lesser Fire Elemental
2 vitality
1 use of fire agony by packet
2 uses of 2 fire by boffer attack
1 extra damage from all Water attacks and effects
Immune to fire
Base swing is “fire.”
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-Lesser Water Elemental
2 vitality
3 uses of Water Heal 1 by touch packet
1 use of 2 water by pacet
1 extra damage from all fire attacks and effects
Base swing is “water,”
Immune to water
-Lesser Earth Elemental
4 vitality
2 uses of “2 earth” by boffer attack
1 extra damage from all air attacks and effects
Base swing is “earth.”
Immune to earth
-Lesser Air Elemental
2 vitality
1 use of “Air Silence” by packet
1 use of 2 air by packet
1 extra damage from all earth attacks and effects
Base swing is “air.”
Immune to air
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Rogue
Class Position

Free

Name of Skill

Backstab

Effect

Char.
Point
Cost

“Backstab 3 damage,” for 1e. May use twice for free
per refresh. The attack must be to a humanoid from
behind when they aren’t expecting to be attacked.
The attack must strike the back torso area.

0

You may combine any “backstab” abilities into one
attack by paying the energy cost for each.
Right 1

Poison Tolerance

May “Resist poison,” for 3e.

1

Left 1

Thieves’ Cant

You have learned the underground language,
Thieves’ Cant. It is a mix of words with double
meanings, symbols and hand gestures. If having a
conversation with someone/people you can call
“Detect thieves’ cant,” for 0e, to the person you are
speaking with. This indicates you offering such a
sign. This is a non-magical detect. The target(s) you
are talking to do not have to respond “here” even if
they know Thieves’ Cant.

1

You will be able to read tags in game that require
Thieves’ Cant.
Back 1

Pick Locks

You can pick non-advanced locks for the time/energy
indicated on the lock’s tag. A default lock takes 30
seconds and 2e to pick.

1

Forward 1

Hamstring

“Slow,” by melee weapon for 2e. The attack must
strike the target in the legs. The target must have legs.

1

Left 2

Painful strike

“Backstab agony,” by melee weapon for 2e. The
attack must be to a humanoid from behind when they
aren’t expecting to be attacked. The attack must
strike the back torso area.

2

Left 3

Chinks in the Armor

You may add pierce to any backstab attack or attack
from behind for 1e.

3

Left Prestige

Assassin

PRESTIGE CLASS

3

Center 1

Trap Knowledge

You may “Avoid trap,” for 3e when you would
otherwise trigger a non-advanced trap.

2

You may disarm certain non-triggered traps for the
energy and time indicated on the plot card.
You gain the power to “Detect Traps”(you receive a
code key to the Trap Code).
Center 2

Dodge

“Dodge,” for 5e.
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3

Center Prestige

Acrobat

PRESTIGE CLASS

3

Right 2

Ambush

“Backstab Knockout,” by boffer (doesn’t have to be a
weapon) for 3e. The attack must be to a humanoid
from behind. You cannot add pierce to this skill.

2

Right 3

Pick Pockets

You gain the ability to pick the pockets, pouches, or
bags of an individual. Each game, cast will assign
you, and provide, clothes pins of a certain color. If
you can attach the pin to a pocket, pouch, bag,
without being observed then you successfully picked
that pocket. Upon noticing the pin, the target is
required to go to cast and provide the contents of the
bag to cast, which will be delivered discreetly to you.
Alternatively, you can successfully place a pin and
then give cast an item that you have placed in the
specified location. When the target comes to cast,
they will receive the item. Using this skill costs 0e.

3

Right Prestige

Thief

PRESTIGE CLASS

3
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Assassin
Class Position

Name of Skill

Effect

Char.
Point
Cost

Free

Quick Kill

You may administer “Quick death,” by weapon for 1e
to a helpless target.

0

Left 1

Shrouded Mind

Do not respond to “Detect,” calls except Thieves’
Cant, if you choose.

3

Left 2

Choking Gas

“Area of effect, poison silence,” or “Burst poison
silence,” by packet. Requires 2 common herbs per
use.

4

Right 1

Critical Hit

“Backstab 5 damage,” by melee weapon for 2e. The
attack must be to a humanoid from behind when they
aren’t expecting to be attacked. The attack must strike
the back torso area.

3

Right 2

Quick Strike

Anytime you backstab someone, you can immediately
make the same call again against the same target for
only 1e. This skill does not stack with itself.

4

Bottom 1

Assassinate

“Assassinate,” by melee weapon to humanoid target
for 8e. The target cannot have seen the weapon before
it hits him. The attack must strike the target’s torso
(front or back). This cannot be reduced by normal
armor.

5

Bottom 2

Death Knell

You can inspire fear in someone you are about to kill.
Tell them they are about to die then call, “Drain 5e by
terror,” for 3e. Limit to once per target per rest.

5

Bottom Right

Lobotomy

You can spend one minute working over a dead target
with a dagger to carve out a piece of his brain and
cast, “Physical forget me, last 5 minutes and
disintegrate,” for 2e.

6
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Acrobat
Class Position

Name of Skill

Effect

Char.
Point
Cost

Free

Light on Your Feet

The negative consequences of anything concerning
balance (like a balance beam or narrow path) or
weight (pressure plate) does not trigger or affect you.

0

Left 1

Death by a Thousand
Cuts

“Bleed,” by melee attack, for 2e.

3

Left 2

Juggler

You are proficient in thrown weapons. You can
deliver any melee non-backstab skill with a thrown
weapon.

4

You may spend 3 energy at check-in to this skill. If
you do you gain a pool of 3 “2 damage” attacks with
thrown weapons. It takes 1 minutes of uninterrupted
RP to refresh this pool. The energy does not refresh
this event.
Right 1

Nimble

Dodge now costs 4e. You may use dodge for free
once per rest.

3

Right 2

Uncanny Dodge

When struck by a melee attack or damaging effect
you may use “Reduce by 3 damage,” for 2e.

4

Bottom 1

Reflexes

You may use dodge to dodge a melee attack for 1
additional energy.

5

Bottom 2

Climb

You may approach a tree or building that is at least 10
feet tall. Touching it, you may spend 3e and 10
seconds to role-play climbing, then call “phase by
climbing.” You can walk around the tree or building
as long as one hand remains on it, and remain phased.
It takes five seconds of role-playing to climb down
and purge phase. Alternatively, you may make 1
stealth attack against someone in reach, then instantly
purge phase. The attack costs 1e more than normal.
Climbing may be used for plot/BGA reasons as well
(ex. Climb over a castle wall to avoid going through
the main gate).

5

Bottom Right

Elemental Dodge

You can use dodge to dodge area of effect, nonmental, non-sound spells for one additional energy.

6

You can dodge “Velocity,” calls for one additional
energy by calling “Velocity dodge.
You may dodge Burst effects at normal cost.
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Thief
Class Position

Free

Name of Skill

Fence

Effect

You have established a contact as a fence. You can
fence stolen items for 50% of its value between
games. If the item is hot then you can sell it for 25%
of its value.

Char.
Point
Cost
0

Sometimes your contact may provide you with job
information. When you buy this skill write a 3-4
sentence description of your fence.
Left 1

Slippery Mind

If you have role played at least 10 seconds with a
target, you can “resist by will,” the next mental effect
from that target for 2e. This is not cast in advance.

3

Left 2

Silver Tongue

After a minute of conversation you may spend 2e to
call, “Gesture charm by charisma.” This is a nonmagical charm. The target does not know you “cast”
it. In some situations a bribe might further help the
situation/result.

4

Right 1

Escape Artist

After 10 seconds of uninterrupted, but subtle roleplay
you may call “Escape bonds,” for 1e. If it is locked
you may pick the lock.

3

You may spend 2e to call “Purge root,” “Purge bind,”
or “Purge slow.”
Right 2

Thieves’ Tools

Allows you to use thieves’ tools.

4

If you use thieves’ tools you may pick normal locks in
half the time and for 2 less energy at a minimum of
0e.
If you use thieves’ tools you may pick advanced locks
for the energy and time indicated on the lock’s tag.
If you use thieves’ tools you may disable advanced
traps if you have the skill “Trap Knowledge,” for the
energy and time indicated on the trap’s tag.
Requires a prop pick set, costing 3sp in-game.
Bottom 1

Improved Waylay

Reduce Knockout cost by 1e. You may increase the
duration of your Knockout to “Knockout 5 minutes,”
for 5e.
If a Knockout is resisted you may throw a second
Knockout immediately after, against the same target,
for 1e.
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5

Bottom 2

Hidden Cache

You may spend 30 seconds hiding an item to call
“conceal.” You will be provided a bag for concealed
items. This bag may not be searched unless by a
“reveal” call.

5

You may spend 1 minute searching a helpless target
or an opened chest (searching for hidden
compartments) to call “reveal” for 1e.
Bottom Right

Feign Death

If struck by a melee attack or damaging spell or are
unobserved you may spend 4e and silently enter the
“Feign Death,” state. During this state you are
immune to killing blow and look dead. If someone
checks you for a pulse, you may state “No.” You still
take voice and area of effect spells and must respond
to detect spells. If a spell targeting a dead person is
cast on you, the feign death state instantly ends. You
must spend 1e per minute after the 1st to maintain the
state. You are aware of everything around you during
that time.
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Shaman
Class Position

Free

Name of Skill

Hear the Call

Effect

“By my gesture communicate with Spirit,” for 0e.

Char.
Point
Cost
0

“Detect Spirit,” for 2 energy.
You gain Lore spirits
Back 1

Spirit Power

“2 Spirit” for 1 energy by packet.

1

“2 damage to Spirit” by packet.
You gain 1 free use of either per refresh.
Left 1

Whispers on the Wind

You can hear the chatter of the Spirits of the Area.
You may read “Spirit Speech” tags.

1

Each game you will receive chatter from the Spirit
world.
You may spend a BGA to attempt to contact a
specific spirit. Be warned, sometimes Spirits who you
did not invite hear the call.
Right 1

Spirit Healing

“Heal 1 by Spirit” for 1 energy.

1

Forward 1

Use Fetish

You may use items marked as a Fetish. These are
powerful items fused by Spirit energy. Fetishes must
be attuned and count towards your limit of 3 attuned
items.

1

Left 1

Clockwork Lady’s Gift

This is an Urbanist Ability. The Clockwork Lady has
given you apart of her power. You must offer a
promise to the Clockwork Lady to use her gifts. You
may cast “Through the Spirits, I grant you a Resist
Maim,” by touch packet for 2e.

2

You may also spend 1 minute of meditation to call
“Heal 1 to construct by Spirit,” by touch packet for
1e.

Left 2

Sister Steam’s Favor

This is an Urbanist ability. You may make an
offering to Sister Steam each game in the form of one
common component, or a vow to do something for
her. If she accepts you gain the ability to “Dodge by
Steam” for 5e for the duration of the event.

3

Left Prestige

Urbanist

PRESTIGE

3
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Center 1

Repulsion Instinct

You have made an offering to a Spirit that can
repulse others, such as Skunk, Rabbit, Mole, Fire, or
another Spirit or Elemental. You may spend 3eto call
“Spirit Repel” and “Repel to Spirit” by packet.

2

Center 2

Tenacious Power

You have made an offering to a Spirit of Tenacious
Power. You may spend 2e to call “Spirit Maim,” by
packet or weapon.

3

You also gain the ability to use the skill Spirit Power
via melee weapon.
Center Prestige

Spirit Channeler

PRESTIGE

3

Right 1

Totem of Healing

(see how Totems Work). Heal 1 By Spirit, 1e per use.

2

Right 2

Totem of Stamina

(see how Totems Work) Purge Poison or Weakness
by Spirit, 3e per use. (Each totem can only do one or
the other).

3

Right Prestige

Totemist

PRESTIGE

3
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Urbanist
Class Position

Free

Name of Skill

Master Locomotion’s
Whistle

Effect

Gain Lore: Modern Spirits.

Char.
Point
Cost
0

You have acquired the aid of Master Locomotion.
Who on this train is going to help quite a bit! You
may ask for Master Locomotion’s Whistle, by
sounding a whistle of some kind and calling “By my
gesture, Slow by Spirit,” for 3e.
You may, once per game, ask a favor of Master
Locomotion (usually that involves tribute of some
sort) to put a Blessing upon your Train or a moving
vehicle of some kind. These blessings may include
upgrades, safe travel, faster travel, etc.
You are encouraged to cooperate with other Urbanists
who have this skill to figure out which blessing to put
upon your train. This can be done at check-in for free,
but during game it costs 5 energy per Urbanist. So we
encourage you to coordinate in-between games.
Left 1

Improved Firearms.

You may use guns with up to tier 2 core, magazine
and scope improvements. You may use two-handed
guns and turrets. (up to 6 shots)

3

Left 2

Father Hand Cannon’s
Blessing

Father Hand Cannon blesses your shots. You may
spend 1e and 10 seconds to make all bullets in your
gun shoot the “Spirit” carrier (making them magical
attacks).

4

You may spend 2e to add 3 damage to a bullet shot,
and add the Spirit carrier. Ex. “6 spirit.”
Right 1

Modern Spirit Pact

You have prepared yourself to form a Greater Pact
with a “Modern” Spirit or Elemental. You begin to
manifest some kind of power from that Spirit. This
skill requires you to meet and make a Pact with a
Spirit in game, but this skill may be taken without
making that Pact to show you have prepared for your
bonding with them. Only Urbanists can make pacts
with the modern spirits.

3

Right 2

Greater Modern Pact

Your Pact has manifested further, and when you have
reached a further partnership with your spirit or
elemental. You will receive an additional power
related to your spirit.

4

Bottom 1

Modern Shaman

You are a truly a Shaman of the Modern times.

5
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You learn how to Hack level 1 terminals by calling
down the spirit of the terminal and asking them for
permission. When in the Network you will gain extra
abilities. The abilities may vary each time you are in
the Network. Ask Staff upon entering.
You may now detect “Modern Spirit” for 1e.
You may attempt to hotwire vehicles (assuming you
do not upset Master Locomotion).
Once per game, you may gather a piece of technology
and ask the Spirit within it a question.
Bottom 2

Ask and you Shall
Receive

You may petition the Spirits of the area. Once per
Rest, you may create 1 common mechanical part, or 3
black powder. This costs 3 energy. This must be used
by the end of the event. Please make the request in
your folder. The tags you receive will be marked
temporary.

5

Bottom Right

Spiritually Imbued
Technology

Your Patron Spirit or Elemental and you work
together to create a piece of technology that is
important to you both, and you have the power to use
this item, or you may augment yourself with it. This
requires you to make a Pact with your Spirit or
Elemental.

6
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Spirit Channeler
Class Position

Free

Name of Skill

Channel the Spirits

Effect

Char.
Point
Cost

A Spirit Channeler is the voice of the Spirits and
Elementals of the area. Occasionally Spirits will ask
to use you as a conduit to speak, or become them for a
short time.

0

You may state to a Spirit “Forsooth, I attempt to
Channel you”. This might result in you getting
information from them, but keep in mind, Spirit
Channeling can be very dangerous.
Left 1

Channel the Power

When you purchase this skill you may choose and
learn one of the following:

3

“Heal 3 by Spirit,” by touch packet for 2e
OR
“3 Spirit,” and“3 damage to Spirit,” by packet for 2e.
Left 2

Resist the Harmful Ones

You may spend 4 energy to call “I grant you a resist
X,” by touch packet, where x is, Earth, Spirit, Fire,
Water, or Air.

4

Right 1

Spirit Pact

You have prepared yourself to form a Greater Pact
with a Spirit or Elemental. You begin to manifest
some kind of power from that Spirit. This skill
requires you to meet and make a Pact with a Spirit in
game, but this skill may be taken without making that
Pact to show you have prepared for your bonding
with them.

3

Right 2

Greater Spirit Pact

You have prepared yourself to form a Greater Pact
with a Spirit or Elemental. You begin to manifest
some kind of power from that Spirit. This skill
requires you to meet and make a Pact with a Spirit in
game, but this skill may be taken without making that
Pact to show you have prepared for your bonding
with them. Spirit Channelers manifest strong traits of
their Spirit, and this can be taken instead to bond with
a second Spirit.

4

Bottom 1

The Tradition’s Pact

When you purchase this skill you may select a pact
related to one of the three major Shamanistic
traditions. Learn one of the following:

5

God Emperor’s Might- “By my gesture, Spirit Fear”
5e
OR
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The Inner workings- Learn the following two spells:
“I enchant this weapon with Spirit 5 minutes. If
another carrier enchantment is placed upon the blade,
this one ends,” by touch packet for 3e and “I grant
you 1 Silver Guard,” by touch packet for 3e.
OR
The Legend’s Valor- You may tell a short story of a
person dear, and after 30 seconds , you may spend 5e
to call “I grant you two temporary hit points,” by
touch packet.
Bottom 2

The True Bond

This is the third ability your patron grants you. This is
related to them and requires a strong bond be forged
between you before purchasing this ability. You will
know when you are ready.

5

Bottom Right

OverSoul

You and your Spirit are now symbiotic. You can
become them, and manifest them into your own form.
You receive a separate set of stats, and RP
instructions when in this state, but you and your spirit
become one.

6
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Totemist
Class Position

Free

Name of Skill

Effect

Char.
Point
Cost

Shamanistic Channeling

Pool of Spirit: A character can elect to pay 3 energy at
the start of each reset to activate this ability for the
rest. The energy cannot be refreshed for the duration
of the rest. A Totemist with this skill active can throw
5 uses of “1 Spirit,” for free.

0

After 2 minutes of not being struck by a weapon or
spell, the 5 uses refresh and can be used again.
Totem Creation: You also may dedicate up to 5
energy at the start of each rest, to gain double that
energy each Rest, to be used only on charging
Totems. Energy dedicated cannot be restored for the
duration of the rest.
Left 1

Protection Totem

(See how totems work) 2e per use. Grant 1 Spell
Guard to: Spirit, Fire, Air, Water, Earth or Sound.
This effect may be activated while within arm’s
length of this Totem, and the user must instantly cross
out one use.

3

Left 2

Totem of War

(See how totems work) 2e per use: Grant 1 use of 3
damage (by melee or spell carrier the caster knows) or
1 use of Maim by weapon. (The totem can do both).

4

Right 1

Spirit Pact

You have prepared yourself to form a Greater Pact
with a Spirit or Elemental. You begin to manifest
some kind of power from that Spirit. This skill
requires you to meet and make a Pact with a Spirit in
game, but this skill may be taken without making that
Pact to show you have prepared for your bonding
with them.

3

Right 2

Spirit Totem

Your pacted Spirit or Elemental has given you the
knowledge to create a totem specific to them. They
teach you how to make this Totem.

4

Bottom 1

Totem of the Circle

(See how totems work). When you purchase this skill
you may choose ONE of the following Totems to
learn. Only one of that kind of totem, made by you,
can exist at a time.

5

Totem of the Legend- This totem is imbued with the
stories of Legend. This Totem can be placed down
and activated for 4 energy. It does not require uses. It
has the tag: You may spend up to 2 minutes
meditating by this totem, while meditating by this
active totem, you do not suffer damage, benefit from
healing, or can be affected by any effect except dispel
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or no defense. If in bleed-out this pauses your count.
Max 4 people at a time can use this at a time.
OR
Totem of the Inner Work- This Totem imbues itself
with raw protection. 5e per use. “Grant 1 Spell
Guard.”
OR
Totem of the Emperor- “By gesture, Purge Fear,
Terror and Awe,” 3e per use.
Bottom 2

Master Work Totem

Your Spirit or Elemental, teaches you a master work
creation of their abilities. This Totem requires your
Spirit Pact to reach a level where they can teach you.

5

Bottom Right

Arc Totem

You learn the spell “3 spirit,” for 2e.

6

(See how totems work). This Totem creates a special
effect of arcing spells. You may stand over your
totem with another spell caster, this totem takes 2
energy to place down and activate. It does not require
uses. When the spellcaster throws a packet spell, and
you are in touch contact with one another, and the cast
spell hits a target (it can be resisted) you may then call
“Arcing Path” then for 2 energy, call “By my gesture,
(Spell that was cast)” on a different target within 15
feet. This cannot be used on spells that affect energy.
This cannot be used on healing spells that heal more
than 3 vitality. If an area of effect packet spell is cast,
the Shaman may cast a straight use of the spell by
gesture instead of the area of effect version. The same
spell cannot be arched from two different Arc Totems.
Example: A pyromancer and the Totemist each come
together. The Pyromancer lobs a Fire Agony. It hits a
Skeleton, and there is one next to him. You, the
totemist, then call “Arcing Path!” and call “By my
gesture, Fire Agony” to the second skeleton.
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How Totems Work
A totem is a reusable item created by a shaman. A physical prop is required and it should be safe to be struck by a
boffer weapon. A totem can never be used as a weapon or parrying device. Each totem can only ever produce one
spell effect. The shaman must have purchased the skill of which he makes a totem, ex. Healing Totem. The totem
can be stuck into the ground and then activated. A totem can only be activated by the shaman who created it. To
active a totem, the shaman must channel the spirits loudly for 15 seconds, or for 1 minute at a whisper, and expend
energy. It is up to the shaman how much energy he wishes to expend in activating a totem.
An initiate level totem takes 2 uncommon pelts and 2 common herbs (paint) to create. A prestige level totem
requires 1 rare pelt, 1 common pelt, and 2 common herbs (paint) to create. Once created, a plot card will be provided
to the shaman. The plot card will have the shaman’s name, the spell effect the totem creates, and a place to add and
mark off uses. When a shaman activates a totem, he pays energy for each use of the spell he wants the totem to be
able to bestow. For example, 5 uses of “Heal 1,” for a healing totem would cost the shaman 5e because it is a 1e
spell. A totem can only ever have up to 10 uses activated. While chanting to activate the totem, the shaman should
mark a dot on the laminated totem plot card with a black marker for each use he is activating.
A totem can be used by any individual that touches the totem that can receive the effect of the totem. The same
person can use a totem multiple times as long as he can receive the benefit each time. (Ex. A warrior down 2 vitality
could touch a healing totem twice, using two uses, but he could not do so a third time since he would not be down
any vitality and thus could not benefit from the spell). Once a person uses a use of the totem, he should rub a dot
away from the laminated plot card for each use used.
A totem remains active until all uses are used or two hour passes. Even when all uses are used, the magic of the
totem does not allow anyone to remove a “planted” totem. If someone wishes to steal a non-planted totem he should
take the totem’s plot card. A totem without a plot card is considered stolen.
A totem can be activated multiple times as long as the shaman pays the energy each time. The totem does not need
to be rebuilt each time. However, if the totem is ever struck by a shatter effect, or takes 5 silver in damage, then the
totem is destroyed and must be rebuilt from scratch, expending the components again. If no one is around the totem
when you destroy a totem, you are asked to inform staff or leave an out-of-game note by the totem stating it
destroyed.
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Thaumaturge
Class Position

Name of Skill

Effect

Char. Point
Cost

Free

Focus Item

All thalmaturges have an item through which they
focus and then manifest their power. The item is
unique to each but always holds great emotional
significance to the caster. Without this item the
Thaumaturges cannot cast spells and it must be
touched each time a spell is cast. Once per rest, a
Thaumaturge may channel their focus item to
repeat any one initiate level spell they just cast for
free.
A Thaumaturge may not cast spells while wearing
armor.

0

Back 1

Pool of Magic

A character can elect to pay 3e at the start of each
reset to activate this ability for the rest. The
energy cannot be refreshed for the duration of the
rest. A Thaumaturge with this skill active can
throw 5 uses of “1 X,” for free. X is either “fire,
air, or water,” and must be selected when the spell
is cast each rest. A Thaumaturge can only select a
type if he knows at least a 2 character point spell
of that school.

1

After 2 minutes of not being struck by a weapon
or spell, the 5 uses refresh and can be used again.
Left 1

Write Scrolls

A character with this skill has the ability to write
arcane scrolls that can be used by himself or
others with Magical Potential at a later time. To
write a scroll the Thaumaturge needs to utilize
magic ink. A scroll takes a certain amount of ink
based on the level of the spell. For an initiate
level spell, every 3e it takes for the spell to be
cast, rounded up, requires one ink. For a prestige
level spell, every 2e it takes for the spell to be
cast, rounded up, requires one ink. For a
specialized level spell, every energy it takes for
the spell to be cast, rounded up, requires one ink.
(Magic ink normally costs 2.5 copper per part.) In
addition, when writing a scroll, the Thaumaturge
must expend 2 energy per 1 energy the spell takes
to cast. This represents the energy of the spell,
and the energy needed to lock the spell to the
parchment. Note: Casting a spell from a scroll
uses 0 energy. Players should submit scrolls they
write to staff for official tags through their folders
(please include components spent).

1

Right 1

Wand Mastery/ Use
Tomes

A Thaumaturge with this skill has mastered the
use of wands. Wands do not count towards the
items you have attuned. A wand can be used for

1
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free as often as you wish. Wands have a set
number of charges before they cease to become
magical. Please keep track of the wand’s charges
after you use them (within reason) by marking
them on the back of the item tag.
A Thaumaturge with this skill has mastered the
discipline needed to read and gain the effect from
magical tomes. You may read tags that require the
“Read Tomes,” skill.
Forward 1

Elemental Bolt

“2 X,” by packet for 1e where X is either fire, air,
or water. A Thaumaturge can only select a type if
he knows at least a 2 character point spell of that
school.

1

Left 2

Solid Air

“Air slow,” by packet for 2e.

2

Left 3

Quiet Air

“Air silence,” by packet for 4e.

3

Left Prestige

Airomancer

PRESTIGE CLASS

3

Center 2

Ward Magic

“I grant you a X guard,” for 2e where X is either
fire, air, or water. A Thaumaturge can only select
a type if he knows at least a 2 character point
spell of that school. This ability allows for water
guard to be cast.

2

Center 3

Frozen in Place

“Water root,” by packet for 2e.

3

Center Prestige

Hydromancer

PRESTIGE CLASS

3

Right 2

Cauterize

“Fire agony purge bleed,” or “Fire agony purify”
for 2e by touch packet.

2

Right 3

Flame Whip

“Fire agony,” by packet for 3e.

3

Right Prestige

Pyromancer

PRESTIGE CLASS

3
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Airomancer
Class Position

Name of Skill

Effect

Char. Point
Cost

Free

Burst of Wind

“Area of effect air repel ten seconds,” for 3e.

0

Left 1

Lightning Weapon

“I enchant this weapon to swing air, 5 minutes,”
for 3e by touch packet. For five minutes, all swings
with that weapon are made with the “air” carrier. If
another carrier enchantment is placed upon the
blade, this one ends.

3

Left 2

Fist of Wind

“Air smash, 3 damage,” by packet for 5e.

4

Right 1

Suffocate

“Air knockout,” by packet for 5e.

3

Right 2

Light Lungs

You no longer need to breathe to survive (though
you do to talk and cast spells). You may call “no
effect” any “air knockout,” or poison gas effect.
This may have plot relevance (like surviving
underwater).

4

Bottom 1

Lightning Bolt

“I create a lightning bolt,” 8e. When gesturing for
this spell use both hands. Target two points (people
or objects) within 20 feet of each other, one with
each hand. Then, close your hands together,
indicating a straight line between the two targets.
As your hand passes each in the line of target call,
“By gesture three air.”

5

Bottom 2

Lightning Rod

“I grant you trait lightning rod, 1 minute,” by
packet for 4e.

5

You may throw any air spell as, “By gesture to
lightning rod,” instead of by packet.
Bottom Right

Invisibility

“I fold air around you/me to shield you/me from
sight. Phase by invisibility for fifteen minutes or
until you/I cast a spell or make an attack. Then
state purge phase by invisibility,” for 10e by touch
packet. While invisible you are still affected by
area of effect, detect, voice, and trap calls, but they
do not purge your invisibility (even if you are
bleeding out). This takes 30 seconds of stationary
RP. You cannot interact with anything during this
time.
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6

Hydromancer
Class Position

Name of Skill

Effect

Char. Point
Cost

Free

Soothing Touch

“By water, heal 3,” for 2e by touch packet.

0

Left 1

Ice Weapon

“I enchant this weapon to swing water, 5 minutes,”
for 3e by touch packet. For five minutes, all swings
with that weapon are made with the “water”
carrier. If another carrier enchantment is placed
upon the blade, this one ends.

3

Left 2

Freeze Metal

“By water, shatter X” where X is “armor,”
“weapon(s),” “shield,” or “body,” for 5e by packet.
“Shatter body,” is only effects select creatures that
are vulnerable to shatters.

4

Right 1

Touch of Frost

“By water, freeze X, two minutes” by packet for
3e, where X is the item the target is holding. For
the duration of the spell the target cannot move his
hand(s) from the item.

3

“By water, cool armor/weapon, purge heat metal,”
by packet for 3e.
Right 2

Icy Blood

You may call “no effect,” any bleed effect. You
now bleed out in 4 minutes instead of 2 minute.

4

Bottom 1

Ice Storm

“By my voice, I create an ice storm. Water trip.
Water 2 damage.” for 6e. As long as you focus,
cast no other spells, remain stationary, and are not
hit by spell or weapon, (you should act out
continuously casting) you may call out every 5
seconds “By my voice, ice storm. Water trip.
Water 2 damage,” for 4 additional energy. Note:
You are not affected by the effects of your own ice
storm, but your allies are. You may call this spell
as loudly or softly as you want.

5

Bottom 2

Entomb in Ice

“Water paralyze,” by packet for 7e.

5

Bottom Right

Ice Block

Spend five seconds chanting to cast, “Forsooth I
encase myself in a block of ice.” The spell lasts
until you wish to end it, five minutes expire, you
are hit by a shatter, or are hit by two (non-onedamage) fire spells. For the duration of the spell,
you may call no effect to all other physical and
magical effects that strike you. You cannot move
or speak during this time but are fully aware of
your surroundings.

6
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Pyromancer
Class Position

Name of Skill

Effect

Char. Point
Cost

Free

Fire Bolt

“3 fire,” by packet for 2e.

0

Left 1

Heat Armor

“By fire, I heat your armor/shield (pick one) for 1
minute,” by packet for 4e. After ten seconds, and
for each additional 10 seconds where the person is
still wearing his armor/shield you may call, “By
gesture, ambient fire agony.”

3

Left 2

Heat Weapon

“Heat Weapon,” by packet for 5e. If the person
attempts to pick up the weapon during the next
minute, call, “By gesture, ambient fire agony.”

4

Right 1

Flame Weapon

“I enchant this weapon to swing fire, 5 minutes,”
for 3e by touch packet. For five minutes, all swings
with that weapon are made with the “fire” carrier.
If another carrier enchantment is placed upon the
blade, this one ends.

3

Right 2

Fire Blooded

You become immune to non-magical fire of an
intensity less than lava. This may have plot
relevance. You may call “Reduce to 1 damage,” to
any agony effect.

4

Bottom 1

Fireball

“I create a fireball, burst 3 fire agony,” by packet
for 10e. The area of effect center is at the first
point the packet strikes.

5

You may cast this spell as Area of Effect 3 Fire
Agony for 10 energy.
Bottom 2

Conflagrate

“By my held gesture, I cause you to combust, fire
agony,” for 5e. The spell may be held for up to 30
seconds.

5

Bottom Right

Fire Shield

“I grant you/myself a fire shield. You/I may call,
‘Return 1 fire,’ to all melee strikes that strike you,
your weapon, or your shield in the next minute,”
for 10e. This is a defensive skill and cannot be
used on weapon swings YOU make that strike an
opponent’s weapon.

6
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Mage
Class Position
Free

Name of Skill
Focus Item

Effect

Char. Point
Cost

All mages have an item through which they focus
and then manifest their power. The item is unique
to each but always holds great emotional
significance to the caster. Without this item the
mage cannot cast spells and it must be touched
each time a spell is cast. Once per rest, a mage
may channel their focus item to repeat any one,
non-rune, initiate level spell they just cast for
free.

0

A mage does not need a focus to draw runes.
A mage may not cast spells while wearing armor.
Back 1

Pool of Magic

A character can elect to pay 3 energy at the start
of each reset to activate this ability for the rest.
The energy cannot be refreshed for the duration
of the rest. A mage with this skill active can
throw 5 uses of “1 magic,” for free. If a mage
knows “Calm Mind,” he may throw “1 mental”
instead.
After 2 minutes of not being struck by a weapon
or spell, the 5 uses refresh and can be used again.

1

Left 1

Write Scrolls

A character with this skill has the ability to write
arcane scrolls that can be used by himself or
others with Magical Potential at a later time. To
write a scroll the mage needs to utilize magic ink.
A scroll takes a certain amount of ink based on
the level of the spell. For an initiate level spell,
every 3e it takes for the spell to be cast, rounded
up, requires one ink. For a prestige level spell,
every 2e it takes for the spell to be cast, rounded
up, requires one ink. For a specialized level spell,
every energy it takes for the spell to be cast,
rounded up, requires one ink. (Magic ink
normally costs 2.5 copper per part.) In addition,
when writing a scroll, the mage must expend 2
energy per 1 energy the spell takes to cast. This
represents the energy of the spell, and the energy
needed to lock the spell to the parchment. Note:
Casting a spell from a scroll uses 0 energy.
Players should submit scrolls they write to staff
for official tags.

1

Rune skills cannot be written as scrolls.
Right 1

Wand Mastery/ Use
Tomes

A mage with this skill has mastered the use of
wands. Wands do not count towards the items you
have attuned. A wand can be used for free as
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1

often as you wish. Wands have a set number of
charges before they cease to become magical.
Please keep track of the wand’s charges after you
use them (within reason) by marking them on the
back of the item tag.
A mage with this skill has mastered the discipline
needed to read and gain the effect from magical
tomes. You may read tags that require the “Read
Tomes,” skill.
Forward 1

Mage Bolt

“2 magic,” by packet for 1e. If a mage knows
“Calm Mind,” he may throw “2 mental” instead.

1

Left 2

Detect Magic/Identify

May cast, “Detect magic,” for 2e. Everyone with
an active spell or possessing a magic item must
respond “here.” This can be used in areas to
detect for active spells that might be traps. A cast
member will respond if you detect any
environmental magic.

2

A mage may spend 2e and meditate with a magic
item for 5 undisturbed minutes. After that time he
may state, “Identify magic item.” He may then
report to cast and receive the magic item’s full
description. This ability may be used for free
during a BGA.
Left 3

Mage Armor

“I grant your armor/clothing one temporary armor
point,” for 3e.

3

Left Prestige

Enchanter

PRESTIGE CLASS

3

Center 1

Calm Mind

“Pacify by magic,” by packet for 2e.

2

“Charm by magic,” by packet for 2e.
Center 2

Fear

“Fear by terror,” by packet for 3e.

3

Center Prestige

Mentalist

PRESTIGE CLASS

3

Right 2

Lesser Pool of Energy
Rune

You may draw a rune on a target to bestow one
use of “Restore X energy to self,” where X is
equal to no more than 3. The energy cost of the
rune is equal to X times 2. The copper cost of the
rune is equal to X +1. The rune should be a circle
with the roman numeral equal to X in the center.
Only one “Pool of Energy,” rune may be active
on the target at a time. This rune is not affected
by the “dispel” effect. The rune lasts until used or
until the end of the event.

2

Right 3

Lesser Casting Rune

You may draw a rune on a target to bestow one
use of a 3 character point or less spell that you
know how to cast for X energy and Y copper. X
is equal to 1.5 X the energy cost of the bestowed

3
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spell, rounded up. Y is equal to the normal energy
cost of the spell. Draw a rune on the target that
symbolizes the effect of the spell you are
bestowing. Only one Casting rune may be active
on the target at a time. Note, this rune does not
mean the spell effect is active on the target. They
must still cast the spell, and thus expend the rune,
before the spell’s effect is active. This rune is not
affected by the “dispel” effect. The rune lasts
until used or until the end of the event.
Right Prestige

Rune Carver

PRESTIGE CLASS
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Enchanter
Class Position

Name of Skill

Effect

Char. Point
Cost

Free

Mage Strike

“Magic 3 damage,” for 2e by packet or by weapon.

0

Left 1

Magic Weapon

“I enchant this weapon to swing magic, 5
minutes,” for by touch packet for 3e. For five
minutes, all swings with that weapon are made
with the “magic” carrier. If an elemental
enchantment is placed upon the blade, this one
ends.

3

Left 2

Pull

“Disarm All by magic,” by packet for 4e.

4

Right 1

Spell Ward

“I grant you/myself a spell guard by magic,” for
3e.

3

Right 2

Dispel

“Magic dispel,” by packet for 5e. This will not
dispel traits.

4

Bottom 1

Basic Purify Item/
Purge Shatter

This spell is used to purify an item in preparation
to make a permanent magic item. First, the item
must be of sufficient quality, and prepared by an
expert of the craft, sometimes with rare
components. Specific blueprints or recipes state
when an item is suitable for enchantment. Then,
before any of the enchantment spells are cast, the
enchanter must meditate with the item for 10
minutes, while having no magic items on his
person besides his spell focus (this will not unattune items). During this time he is not aware of
his surroundings, as he is learning every aspect of
the item in his possession. If he is struck by a
melee attack or any spell during this time the spell
fails and 5e is expended. Once complete, the item
is ready to receive a single spell (does not need to
be cast by the enchanter). The Purify Item spell
only lasts for 10 minutes. Armor, Weapons,
Shields, Jewelry, Cloaks, Wands, and Instruments
may be purified. Other items may be purified with
staff permission. The successful casting of this
spell costs 10e.

5

You may cast, “Purge shatter,” on a non-magic
item for 5e.
You may work with a master crafter of the
appropriate type to mend broken magic items.
During events you may spend any amount of nontemporary energy to put energy into a gem. Energy
can be put into a gem multiple times as long as it
has not been used for an enchantment. Each gem
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can only hold up to set amount of energy. Please
report in your PEL what energy you have placed
into what gems in your possession. (You should
keep an out of game log and relay the information
out of game if the gem leaves your possession).
Bottom 2

Basic Permanency

This spell is used to make one enchantment on a
purified item permanent, creating a tagged magic
item. The permanent effect may or may not be
identical to the spell cast upon the item, but it will
always be related to the spell’s purpose and the
target item’s functionality. This spell is a draining
process even though it only takes 2 minutes to cast.
It must be completed before the Purify Item spell
expires. If the caster is struck by a melee attack or
spell during the casting of this spell, he dies.
Successfully casting this spell costs 15 energy that
cannot be restored for the remainder of the reset
and permanently reduces the caster’s energy by 1.
(It may be repurchased for normal character point
cost between events for 1 character point (thus
taking the bottom costing energy. Note, please let
staff know you are doing this and we will award
you one less Char. Point for the event. This makes
the website programming easier.)). Rumors exist of
a complex ritual or a potion that avoids the vitality
cost but they are not common knowledge.

5

Magic items created by the Permanency spell are
immune to shatters and dispels that do not
specifically target magic items.
A staff member must be present for the casting of
this spell. This spell may only be cast in-game but
players are encouraged to give staff heads-up
notice as to the spell and item intended to be made
permanent. This spell can only be cast on an item
that has been purified.
Bottom Right

Heroic
Enchantments

You learn two enchantments:
Chant for 15 seconds then cast, “I grant this
weapon +1 additional damage to all attacks for one
minute,” by touch packet for 10e.
Chant for 15 seconds then cast, “I grant this
armor/clothing two temporary armor points,” by
touch packet for 8e. The armor must be in nondamaged condition to receive the enchantment.
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Mentalist
Class Position

Name of Skill

Effect

Char. Point
Cost

Free

Shield Mind
(Mentalist)

“I grant you/myself a mental resist by magic,” for
3e by touch packet.

0

Left 1

Chaotic Mind

“Confuse by magic,” by packet for 2e.

3

“Frenzy by magic,” by packet for 3e.
Left 2

Erase Mind
(Mentalist)

“Forget the last 5 minutes, by magic,” by packet
for 4e.

4

Right 1

Trapped Mind

You may cast, “I protect my mind,” for 5e. This
counts as a mental resist. The next time you are
struck by a mental spell you may state, “Resist,
return mental agony 3 damage by magic.” You
may cast this on another person for 8e. Having this
spell active may have additional plot benefits.

3

Right 2

Unbreakable Will

You may cast, “Purge mental effect,” on yourself
for 5e or another for 6e.

4

Bottom 1

Slumber

“Sleep by magic,” by packet for 3e.

5

“Burst Sleep by magic,” for 7e.
Bottom 2

Domination
(Mentalist)

“Dominate one minute by magic,” by packet for
6e.

5

“Dominate five minutes by magic,” by packet for
10e.
Bottom Right

ESP

“Through ESP, psionic gaze,” for 6e. Hand the
target a plot card that states, “Forsooth, by mental
gaze, I compel you to tell me what you are
thinking and remembering for the next minute.”
You may then say things, like a person’s name, or
a sentence, to help shift the target’s thoughts. The
target must simply speak everything that is on his
mind.
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Rune Carver
Class Position

Name of Skill

Effect

Char. Point
Cost

Free

Lesser Rune of
Health

You may draw a rune on a target to bestow two
temporary hit points on the target for 4e. The cost
of the rune is 2 copper. The rune should be a
square with two dots in the center. Only one “Rune
of Health,” rune may be active on the target at a
time. This rune is not affected by the “dispel”
effect. The rune lasts until used or until the end of
the event.

0

Left 1

Rune of Power

The rune carver creates light in his hand and then
draws a symbol in the air which he then throws at
his opponent. It costs no money. “Magic 3
damage,” by packet for 2e.

3

You may carve a rune on a weapon and bestow, “I
grant you one swing of magic 3 damage,” for 2e
for 1 copper.
Left 2

Magic Glyph

The spell has two functions. The first can be placed
on a door or container. Creates a tag on the object
that reads, “Advanced Trap: When opened, suffer
magic X damage. This damage cannot be dodged.
If you can disable advanced traps you may spend
the time and energy immediately to do so and
avoid damage,” where X is equal to the amount of
the energy expended for the spell divided by 2 at a
maximum of 6 damage for 12 energy. Please
request a tag from staff.

4

The second use of the spell requires the caster to
draw a circle in the dirt or on the ground or floor
with chalk. The circle can be no bigger than 5 feet
diameter. A rune is then placed in the center (with
a tag if you are not staying to observe the circle).
The first individual to enter the circle suffers magic
damage equal to X where X is the amount of the
energy expended for the spell divided by 2 at a
maximum of 6 damage for 12 energy. If you are
observing you may call, “Forsooth by gesture, X
magic damage.” The damage can be dodged with
the avoid trap skill.
Both uses of the spell cost 5 copper.
Right 1

Casting Rune

You may draw a rune on a target to bestow one use
of a 4 character point or less spell that you, or
another, knows how to cast for X energy and Y
copper. X is equal to 2X the energy cost of the
bestowed spell if you are providing the spell, or
just the energy cost if another is providing and
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casting it for the rune. Y is equal to the normal
energy cost of the spell. Draw a rune on the target
that symbolizes the effect of the spell you are
bestowing. Only one Casting rune may be active
on the target at a time. Note, this rune does not
mean the spell effect is active on the target. They
must still cast the spell, and thus expend the rune,
before the spell’s effect is active. This rune is not
affected by the “dispel” effect. The rune lasts until
used or until the end of the event.
Right 2

Spell Ward

You may draw a rune on a target to bestow up to 3
carrier guards for 2e each. The guards can be for
any carrier that you have personally seen used
before in game besides poison and acid. The cost
of the rune is 2 copper per guard. The rune should
be an oval with a small rune in it with the
appropriate first letter for each carrier guard given.
Ex. ‘F’ for fire guard. Only one “Spell Ward,” rune
may be active on the target at a time. This rune is
affected by the “dispel” effect if it is active. If it is
not active when the target is struck, then the guards
are not, and cannot, be used. The rune lasts until
used, dispelled, or until the end of the event.

4

Bottom 1

Greater Pool of
Energy

You may draw a rune on a target to bestow one use
of “Restore X energy to self,” where X is equal to
no more than 7. The energy cost of the rune is
equal to X times 2. The copper cost of the rune is
equal to X +5. The rune should be a circle with the
roman numeral equal to X in the center. Only one
“Pool of Energy,” rune may be active on the target
at a time. This rune is not affected by the “dispel”
effect. The rune lasts until used or until the end of
the event.

5

Bottom 2

Rune of Unity

You have learned a rune to bind the fates of those
willing to be bound. You place identical runes on
the back of the hands of each person willing to be
connected. Until the end of the current rest, these
people are empathically linked. Anytime any of
them takes a called melee attack or spell within
sight of another of the group, that person may call,
“Forsooth by my voice, empathic heal/purge X to
target, inflict X to self.” The call may be resisted if
there is a way to do so. The same effect may not be
empathically taken by a second person. A person
may not empathically take from another if they are
under a weakness, paralyze, or dominate effect or
are unconscious. The energy cost of this spell is
equal to 3 + the number of people in the group X2.
The copper piece cost is equal to the number of
people in the group X4. If a person in the group is
struck by a dispel or dies that person is broken
from the group but the rune continues to function

5
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normally for the other members. A person may
only be part of one Unity group at a time. Only 4
people can be part of a Unity group at a time.
Bottom Right

Rune of Desolation

The rune carver has learned a rune of power that
strips the very life force from his target. He may
raise his hand then draw a symbol in the air and
throw it at his opponent. It costs no money. “Magic
drain 3 vitality,” by packet for 6 energy. Each
successful, non-dodged, non-resisted, non-reduced
spell heals the caster 3 vitality. This ability cannot
heal you above maximum hit points.
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Vivimancer
Class Position
Free

Name of Skill
Focus Item

Effect

Char. Point
Cost

All vivimancers have an item through which they
focus and then manifest their power. The item is
unique to each but always holds great emotional
significance to the caster. It also must have once
been alive. Without this item the vivimancer
cannot cast spells and it must be touched each
time a spell is cast. Once per rest, a vivimancer
may channel their focus item to repeat any one
initiate level spell they just cast for free. The
focus item must have the symbol on it for each of
the elemental schools the vivimancer can cast
from.

0

A vivimancer may not cast spells while wearing
armor.
Back 1

Pool of Blood

A character can elect to pay 3 energy at the start
of each reset to activate this ability for the rest.
The energy cannot be refreshed for the duration
of the rest. A vivimancer with this skill active can
throw 5 uses of “1 blood,” for free. After 2
minutes of not being struck by a weapon or spell,
the 5 uses refresh and can be used again.

1

Left 1

Write Scrolls

A character with this skill has the ability to write
arcane scrolls that can be used by himself or
others with Magical Potential at a later time. To
write a scroll the vivimancer needs to utilize
magic ink. A scroll takes a certain amount of ink
based on the level of the spell. For an initiate
level spell, every 3e it takes for the spell to be
cast, rounded up, requires one ink. For a prestige
level spell, every 2e it takes for the spell to be
cast, rounded up, requires one ink. For a
specialized level spell, every energy it takes for
the spell to be cast, rounded up, requires one ink.
(Magic ink normally costs 2.5 copper per part.) In
addition, when writing a scroll, the vivimancer
must expend 2 energy per 1 energy the spell takes
to cast. This represents the energy of the spell,
and the energy needed to lock the spell to the
parchment. Note: Casting a spell from a scroll
uses 0 energy.

1

Players should submit scrolls they write to staff
for official tags through their folder along with
any components expended.
Right 1

Wand Mastery/ Use
Tomes

A vivimancer with this skill has mastered the use
of wands. Wands do not count towards the items
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you have attuned. A wand can be used for free as
often as you wish. Wands have a set number of
charges before they cease to become magical.
Please keep track of the wand’s charges after you
use them (within reason) by marking them on the
back of the item tag.
A vivimancer with this skill has mastered the
discipline needed to read and gain the effect from
magical tomes. You may read tags that require the
“Read Tomes,” skill.
Forward 1

Living Bolt

May cast “2 damage to living by X,” by packet
where X is flesh or blood for 1e. You may use
this ability two times for free per refresh.

1

You may roleplay cutting yourself with a dagger
and call, “Inflict one damage to self.”
Immediately after you may cast a spell and add
one damage to that spell. For example, a living
bolt would become, “3 damage to living by X.”
Left 2

Stitch Up

You may spend ten seconds of role-playing with
someone then cast, “Heal 1 by flesh,” by touch
packet for 1e. You may do this two times for free
per refresh.

2

You may roleplay cutting yourself with a dagger
and call, “Inflict one damage to self.”
Immediately after you may cast a healing spell
and add one healing to that spell. For example, a
Stitch Up would become, “Heal 2 by flesh.”
Left 3

Rune of Flesh

You may roleplay carving a rune on a helpless or
recently dead target for ten seconds. While still
touching the body, you may cast one use of, “3
damage by flesh,” by packet, for 1e.

3

Left Prestige

Fleshmancer

PRESTIGE CLASS

3

Center 1

Strong Bones

“Grant one temporary vitality to living by bone,”
by touch packet for 2e.

2

Center 2

Fortify Bones

“Grant one “Reduce by 3 damage” to living by
bone,” by touch packet for 2e.

3

Center Prestige

Bonemancer

PRESTIGE CLASS

3

Right 2

Drain Vitality

“Drain 1 by blood,” by packet for 3e. If the spell
is taken, grant yourself one temporary hit point.
May not have more temporary hit points than
maximum vitality. This skill stacks only with
temporary hit points granted by “Drain Vitality,”
not those granted by any other skill.

2

Right 3

Boil Blood

“Agony by blood,” by packet for 3e.

3
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Right Prestige

Sanguimancer

PRESTIGE CLASS

VIVIMANCER PRESTIGE CLASSES
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Fleshmancer
Class Position
Free

Name of Skill
Graft Face

Effect

Char. Point
Cost

You may cast on a dead body, “Delay fading while
I work on you,” for 0e. You may then spend five
minutes of roleplaying to carve off the person’s
face. Spend 3e and report to cast for an item tag.
You may then put on any face that you made to
assume the form of that individual. Doing so costs
3e that cannot be restored until the beginning of
the next reset that you are no longer wearing the
face. It takes fifteen seconds to attach a face.

0

You may also graft the flesh of your own face to
something terrifying for moments to cast, “By my
gaze, fear 5 seconds,” for 1e. This call should be
whispered, thus only affecting a target close to
you.
Left 1

Empathic Healer

Within five seconds of someone taking a damage
call you may touch the person with a touch packet
and state, “Empathic heal X damage, inflict X
damage to self,” where X is the amount of damage
inflicted by the original effect. This costs 0e.
Within five seconds of someone taking a bleed,
paralyze, maim, slow, nausea, or disease you may
touch the person with a touch packet and state,
“Empathic heal X, inflict X damage to self,” where
X is the effect inflicted. This skill costs 1e. You
may resist the effect at normal cost if you have the
ability to do so.

3

Left 2

Weaken

“Weakness by flesh,” by packet for 3e.

4

“Double weakness by flesh,” by packet for 5e.
Right 1

Mend Flesh

“Heal 2 by flesh,” by touch packet for 1e. This
skill will also restore natural armor that normally
can only be restored by medics.

3

Right 2

Razors of Health

You may spend fifteen seconds roleplaying cutting
a piece of flesh off someone to call, “Drain 3
vitality,” by touch packet for 5e. Then within
fifteen seconds you can spend fifteen seconds
roleplaying stitching that flesh into someone else
to call, “I grant you one permanent health for the
remainder of the game.” This skill cannot stack
with itself. You can only use it on the same victim
once per game.

4

Bottom 1

Rotting

“By flesh, grant trait Rotting,” by packet for 3e.

5
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“By my voice to Rotting, 3 damage and weakness.
Voice to Rotting, purge Rotting.” for 4e.
Bottom 2

Flesh Golem

May spend 5 silver of materials and a BGA action
to craft a flesh golem. You may enter a meditative
state and take control of your flesh golem.
(Costume Change Required). Leave a tag where
your body is stating that you are there, and can be
killing blowed. It costs 4e to possess your golem,
and 1e per fifteen minutes you maintain
possession. You may use the same golem as often
as you want as long as it is not destroyed. A
statistics sheet will be provided to you of a flesh
golem when you enter the class. Special materials
may improve these stats if used during the
creation.

5

Bottom Right

Restore Life

May cast, “Delay fading while I work on you,” on
a dead body for 0e. May work over a dead body for
one minute then cast “Purge death by flesh,” by
touch packet for 10e. The energy expended cannot
be restored for the duration of the current rest. This
spell may only be cast once per game.

6
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Bonemancer
Class Position

Name of Skill

Effect

Char. Point
Cost

Free

Bone-Breaker

“By bone, I maim your left/right leg/arm,” by
packet for 2e.

0

Left 1

Bones of Iron

“By bone, I grant you a resist to the next maim or
agony effect,” by touch packet for 3e.

3

Left 2

Shatter Body

“By bone, I shatter the bones in your body, maim
all limbs,” by packet for 5e.

4

Right 1

Greater Fortify
Bones

“I grant you one use of “Reduce by 5 damage”, by
bone,” by touch packet for 4e.

3

Right 2

Bone Armor

You are able to permanently modify your own
bones to make them count as medium armor. You
may still cast spells. Instead of a smith, a medic
must spend one bandage (of any kind that can do a
heal damage) to restore your armor points. One
armor point is restored per healing the bandage can
do (up to 2).

4

Bottom 1

Long Claws

You may grow a long claw (same length as a
sword) in one or both hands for 1e. You may cast
spells in a hand with claws.

5

While you have claws out, you may swing, “5
damage,” for 3e.
Bottom 2

Monstrous Form

You may mutilate your bones to transform into a
monster for 7e. It costs 1e per 15 minutes you
choose to maintain this form. You will be provided
a statistics sheet of your abilities.

5

Bottom Right

Bone Mastery

“I grant you unlimited resists to maim for 5
minutes,” for 4e.

6
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Sanguimancer
Class Position
Free

Name of Skill
Blood Flow

Effect
“Purge Bleed,” for 2e.

Char. Point
Cost
0

You may roleplay cutting yourself with a dagger
and call, “Inflict one damage to self.” Immediately
after you may cast “4 blood,” for 2e.
Left 1

Open Vein

“Bleed by blood,” by packet for 2e.

3

Left 2

Vertigo

“Blood nausea to bleeding,” by packet for 5e.

4

“Blood trip to bleeding,” by packet for 1e.
Right 1

Improved Drain
Vitality

“Drain 3 vitality by blood,” by packet for 5e.

3

Right 2

Leeches

You may create a blood leech and put it on a
helpless target to call, “By blood and leech drain 1
vitality,” for 4e. Then state, “Remove blood
leech.” Request an item tag from cast that states,
“Blood leech X. May be squeezed and drunk to
call, “Heal 1 to self by blood.” where X is the
name of the person leeched. May use leeches in
your BGA.

4

Bottom 1

Blood Malediction

“Grant trait blood malediction 5 minutes by
blood,” by packet for 5e.

5

“Voice to Blood Malediction, Forsooth I cause you
to take 1 extra damage from all damaging attacks
and spells for the next minute. Purge trait Blood
Malediction.” for 2e.
Bottom 2

Blood Puppet

“Blood Dominate five minutes,” by packet for 10e.

5

Bottom Right

Blood Synergy

To benefit from this ability you must spend 5e at
check-in. This energy is not refreshed at the start of
each reset this game. “When you cast a damage or
bleed spell that costs 2e or more to cast, after any
modifications to the energy cost, that is not taken
and not resisted, you may then call “heal 1 to self,”
for free.

6
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Warrior
Class Position

Name of Skill

Effect

Char.
Point
Cost

Free

Critical

“2 damage,” by melee weapon for 1e. Once free per
refresh.

0

Back 1

Maim

“Maim,” by melee weapon for 2e.

1

Left 1

Combatant

“Disengage,” for 1e.

1

Right 1

Recuperation

When receive first air while at zero vitality, stand
back up with one additional vitality restored.

1

Forward 1

Stamina

Gain one temporary vitality every five minutes of rest
outside of combat for 0e. Temporary vitality does not
stack.

1

Left 2

Bash

When an attack strikes your shield or two-handed
weapon may call, “Return trip,” for 1e. The target
must have legs. You may only use this skill once per
target per refresh.

2

Left 3

Heartiness

When struck by a damaging effect you may call,
“Reduce by 3 damage,” for 2e. Does not need to be
used in advance.

3

Left Prestige

Titan

PRESTIGE CLASS

3

Center 1

Intimidator

“By my gesture weakness 10 seconds by terror,” for
1e. Cannot be used against the same target twice in
the same refresh.

2

Center 2

Flurry

If you throw two criticals, maims, or disarms within
five seconds of each other, you may throw a third
within five seconds for free. You may only use this
skill twice per refresh.

3

Center Prestige

Berserker

PRESTIGE CLASS

3

Right 2

Disarmer

“Disarm,” by melee weapon for 3e.

2

Right 3

Defensive Fighting

If you are holding a melee weapon and are struck by
a melee attack, you may “Parry,” the attack for 5e.

3

Right Prestige

Duelist

PRESTIGE CLASS

3
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Titan
Class Position

Name of Skill

Effect

Char.
Point
Cost

Free

Feel No Pain

Can “Resist agony,” for 3e.

0

Left 1

Grounded

“Smash,” by melee weapon for 4e. This attack must
strike the torso.

3

Left 2

Empathic Block

If adjacent to an ally and you see a melee attack hit
them you may interpose your body and take the hit.
Call, “Empathic block, purge X, inflict X to self no
defense,” where X is the melee strike. If non-called,
X is “1 damage.”

4

Right 1

Battle Hardened

“Reduce by 5 damage,” for 4e. This does not need to
be used in advance.

3

Right 2

Well Armored

Armor you wear gives you one additional armor
point. This armor point must be repaired when used
like the normal ones.

4

Bullets no longer pierce your shield. To each bullet
attack that strikes your shield you may call "No
effect."
You may resist one disarm to your shield for free per
refresh.
Bottom 1

Second Wind

Twice per game, but no more than once per rest, you
may call, “Second Wind, heal full to self.” You may
use this skill the instant you drop to zero vitality if
you wish.

5

Your shield may resist all Brutal attacks, not just
bullets.
Bottom 2

Endurance

“Reduce to 1,” for 7e. This does not need to be used
in advance.

5

Bottom Right

Stalwart

You may spend 4e and call “Root to self by stalwart
will.” Gain unlimited resists to the spells: repel, bind,
and summon. Gain unlimited resists to the weapon
strikes: disarm, trip, maim, disarm, and smash. The
state lasts until you take a step or drop to zero
vitality.

6
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Berserker
Class Position

Name of Skill

Effect

Char.
Point
Cost

Free

Rage

Spend 4e and scream a battle-cry, and call, “I enter a
rage.” Gain two “Reduce by 5,” and one temporary
vitality. Rage lasts until you reach 0 vitality, all
enemies in sight are dead, or you are pacified. While
raging you cannot cast spells, use potions, or run
away. You must fight.

0

Left 1

Unstoppable

While raging you may purge bind, root, slow, or
paralyze for 1e each.

3

Left 2

Burning Mind

While raging may resist the first mental effect hit with
for 1e. All subsequent mental effects can be resisted
for 2e.

4

You cannot resist pacify while raging. If hit by pacify
call, “Reduce to end rage.”
Right 1

Greater Critical

“5 damage,” by melee weapon for 3e.

3

Right 2

Shatter Opposition

“Shatter,” by melee weapon for 5e.

4

Bottom 1

Vigorous Rage

While raging increase the temporary vitality you gain
to 3. Can spend 4e to resist knockout while raging.

5

Bottom 2

Greater Rage

The two “Reduce by 5,” you get while raging are
instead “Reduce to 1.”

5

Bottom Right

Threshold

While raging you may spend 6 additional energy to
gain Threshold 1 for 1 minute or until the end of the
rage.

6
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Duelist
Class Position

Name of Skill

Effect

Char.
Point
Cost

Free

Light Armor
Specialization

Light armor gives two armor points instead of one.
Cannot use duelist skills while in medium or heavy
armor.

0

Left 1

Pierce Armor

You may add “Pierce,” to any melee attack for 1
additional energy.

3

Left 2

Half-Cloak

Parry now only costs 4e.

4

You may use a Half-Cloak to parry in your off-hand.
Any attack, including brutal attacks and hanad-tohand attacks, which strike your cloak but do not hit
your arm or hand count as a miss. If they strike your
arm or hand they hit you normally. Spell packets that
strike your cloak effect you normally.
Once per refresh when using a half-cloak you may
call “Disengage,” for free.
Right 1

Greater Critical

“5 damage,” by melee weapon for 3e.

3

Right 2

Deep Cut

“Bleed,” by melee weapon for 2e.

4

Bottom 1

Dueler

When you purchase this skill choose one of the
following:

5

You are immune to Disarm.
Or
You gain one free use of intimidate each time you are
in a one-on-one duel with a humanoid wielding a
weapon.
Bottom 2

Riposte

When a melee attack, you may call “Riposte” for 4
energy. Then you must make the same strike thrown
upon you within 3 seconds. If it is a skill you know, it
costs 1 less energy than the skill usually is. To a
minimum of 1. Example: Repose 5 damage costs 2
energy.

5

This may be used with Parry. Cannot be used on Final
Death or Annihilate.
Bottom Right

Art of the Duel

When fighting one on one with an opponent using
melee weapons you get 3 free energy to use against
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that target while fighting it by itself and yourself. If in
a formal agreed upon duel, increases to 5 energy.
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Apprentice Weaver
A player must have purchased the 1 QP skill, “Attuned to the Weave,” and spend 3 additional character points to
enter this class. (Plus any additional applicable character points if it is not your first “free” initiate class)
An apprentice weaver must buy at least one of a level’s skills (ex. Left 1 or Right 1) before progressing to the next
level (Left 2 or Right 2). Must buy a level 4 skill before buying the prestige class, Weaver.
Weavers are attuned to The Weave. They have the ability to see the substance that is interwoven among the world
and connected to all living things and understand it in a variety of ways. Sometimes they see what is, other times
what might possibly be; but it is undisputed that they have the ability to gather information otherwise masked from
all others. In addition, with the great care and practice born from arduous training they have the ability to pluck at
and manipulate the weave to change the course of the lives of others, sometimes in a small way, and sometimes in a
life altering way. Some weavers do this with various tools including bones, cards and dice. Yet others, are powerful
enough to be able to manipulate the weave directly with nothing but their fingers. However, changing fate, or what
others may call destiny, is an immensely dangerous art. If you reach too far or make too big of a change, you may
cause damage to the fabric of The Weave itself; something that The Weave and other weavers will fix at all costs,
often to the detriment of the unfortunate weaver who caused the damage.

Class Position

Name of Skill

Effect

Char. Point
Cost

Free

HIDDEN

Revealing this skill requires purchasing
Apprentice Weaver

0

Left 1

HIDDEN

Revealing this skill requires purchasing
Apprentice Weaver

1

Right 1

HIDDEN

Revealing this skill requires purchasing
Apprentice Weaver

1

Left 2

HIDDEN

Revealing this skill requires purchasing
Apprentice Weaver

1

Right 2

HIDDEN

Revealing this skill requires purchasing
Apprentice Weaver

1

Left 3

HIDDEN

Revealing this skill requires purchasing
Apprentice Weaver

2

Right 3

HIDDEN

Revealing this skill requires purchasing
Apprentice Weaver

2

Left 4

HIDDEN

Revealing this skill requires purchasing
Apprentice Weaver

3

Right 4

HIDDEN

Revealing this skill requires purchasing
Apprentice Weaver

3

Prestige

Weaver

PRESTIGE CLASS

3
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APPRENTICE WEAVER PRESTIGE CLASS
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Weaver
Class Position

Name of Skill

Effect

Char. Point
Cost

Free

HIDDEN

Revealing this skill requires purchasing Apprentice
Weaver

0

Left 1

HIDDEN

Revealing this skill requires purchasing Apprentice
Weaver

3

Right 1

HIDDEN

Revealing this skill requires purchasing Apprentice
Weaver

3

Left 2

HIDDEN

Revealing this skill requires purchasing Apprentice
Weaver

4

Right 2

HIDDEN

Revealing this skill requires purchasing Apprentice
Weaver

4

Left 3

HIDDEN

Revealing this skill requires purchasing Apprentice
Weaver

5

Right 3

HIDDEN

Revealing this skill requires purchasing Apprentice
Weaver

5

Bottom Center

HIDDEN

Revealing this skill requires purchasing Apprentice
Weaver

6
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Professions
Professions are skills your character has picked up in their life, either to make money or to simply learn a trade that
will benefit them in life. Your first profession can be purchased for 3 character points. Each profession after that cost
2 character points more. (5 character points for your second, 7 character points for your third, ext.) Each profession
contains at least two talents that a character can do. At least one of the talents you can utilize in game, and at least
one talent that you can utilize in your BGA. In addition each profession has optional character point improvements
you can purchase that will improve your skills. Like class or other skills, profession skills once purchase, are never
expended. You may endeavor to get a specialty class from a profession through in-game role play.
While there is no limit to the number of professions your character may have. However, the normal character may
only utilize production points from one profession in their BGA for free. If they wish to utilize a second profession’s
production points, it takes up their BGA action. A character cannot utilize three professions in the same BGA.
Some resources like ore and herbs may have a color to them as well as a rarity: common, uncommon, rare. These
resources have special properties to them that can be discovered in-game.
All professions with recipes/blueprints can use PP to try and learn/invent a new one.
Characters with crafting professions are encouraged to have an out-of-game pocket/pouch/ext. for expended
resources. Please return them to cast at your convenience.
List of Professions
Alchemist
Blacksmith
Bounty Hunter
Geneticist
Herbalist
Jeweler
Mechanist
Medic
Miner
Philanthropist
Ritualist
Scavenger
Scholar
Spy
Toxicologist
Tracker
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Starting a Profession
When you initially purchase a profession you may select the following to know (please inform staff via email so
your character sheet can be updated and/or the items ready for you at check-in):

Alchemist: Select any two recipes from the chart.
Blacksmith Select any two blueprints, improvements, or repairs from the chart.
Bounty Hunter: You may describe one contact and begin with them (you still have to pay to maintain them)
Geneticist: You may request information on any two creatures and be told what sample is needed from them and the
attributes when used in a GMP.
Herbalist: You can receive 3 uncommon insects or herbs or 1 rare insect or herb at check-in the first event with the
profession.
Jeweler: Select any two items from the chart (if it has a prerequisite you must select the prerequisite first)
Mechanist: Select one of the following blueprints as well as Basic Bullet.
Medic: You receive 5 basic bandages at check-in the first game with this profession
Merchant: The choice of a free catalog (not magic)
Miner: You receive 5 common ore at check-in the first game with this profession
Philanthropist: Please send in a write-up of the charity you wish to start or support.
Ritualist: Select 5 words of power from the chart.
Scavenger: You receive 3 random items at check-in the first game with this profession.
Scholar: Choose a topic area of interest that you wish to study. You will be provided a random (but likely useful)
fact about that topic that you have learned from your early researches.
Spy: You may receive a forged document or item helpful to maintaining a persona valued at a silver or less.
Toxicologist: Select any two recipes from the chart
Tracker: You receive 5 common pelts at check-in.
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Blueprints/Recipes and Mastery Without Blueprints/Recipes
(Applies to Alchemists, Toxicologists, Blacksmiths, Jewelers, and Mechanists)
Blueprints/Recipes
Blueprints generally cost ½ the standard (non-merchant) cost of whatever the item it describes how to
make. Each blueprint includes the production points required to learn the recipe, the components required to make
the recipe, and, if necessary, what the item does.
Possessing a blueprint allows a professional to spend production points and mastery the recipe of the
blueprint during their BGA without having to discover the procedure from scratch (see below). The blueprint is
NOT expended after mastery though if a merchant does not have confidence he can resell it, he probably won’t buy
it from a player.
Experimenting to Create a Blueprint/Recipe
Alchemists, Toxicologists, Blacksmiths, Jewelers, and Mechanists (the professions who use blueprints) can
also experiment to discover a blueprint on their own. This is a complex process and the exact time (production
points needed to expend) needed is not known from the start. Players receive a bonus to their progress
Depending on the class, players can receive bonuses to their experimentation efforts to discover a
blueprint/recipe by: 1) Destroying a potion/item identical to what is trying to be discovered (max of twice per
recipe), 2) Expending components that are in the final recipe (max of the number of times that particular component
is in the recipe), 3) An automatic bonus if you already have mastered a lesser version of the item you are trying to
discover a recipe for (Ex. Already mastered Heal 2 and trying to learn the recipe for a Heal 5).
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Alchemist
Whether they work at a well-maintained bench in a university laboratory, or whether they mix reagents at a dusty,
rickety table overcrowded with dripping glassware, stained notes, and open flames, all alchemists need to
understand the fundamental building blocks of the world. The earliest alchemists sought such fabled compounds as
the Elixir of Life and the Goldtouch Serum, limited only by their imaginations and the weight of their purses. Since
that time, alchemy has been carefully codified and classified, and trained alchemists can make all manner of
medicines, potent potables, deadly black powder, and other magical miscibles.
Alchemy is the art of using In-Game components (Herbs, Gems, Creature Remains, Other Potions, etc) to concoct
magical consumables with a wide variety of effects. Different ingredients will make different potions, and some
potions may have multiple recipes. Alchemists require a physical representation for elixir mixing tools (Mortar and
Pestle, Cauldron, Beaker, etc). Alchemy falls into two basic processes.
Alchemists may identify potions for free
Initial Purchase of Profession: Select any two recipes from the chart.
Craft: If you have access to a workbench, you may spend ten minutes, to expend components and craft an item
whose recipe you have mastered. If necessary, please submit a tag request to staff.
BGA Production Point Actions:
You have 2 production points you can utilize each BGA.
Craft: Expend components to create up to 4 items you have mastered the recipe of. This takes one production point.
Experiment: Experiment allows you to combine components to try and make new potions/items. Some
potions/items may require a base potion/item as a component. A production point can be used to do the following:
1) Destroy 2 of a unique component found in game to learn some of its properties and what kinds of
potions it is generally used to make.
2) Combine any herbs, gems, creature remains, and spells to attempt to discover and master a magical
potion/item. Random experimentation is random. However, you may start from a mastered recipe if
you wish. Even if unsuccessful you are likely to get information about how the various components
reacted together which may be useful in later experimentation. Each recipe requires a certain amount
of production points to master. Finding/learning/buying a recipe reduces the amount of production
points needed to master a recipe in half (rounded down but to a minimum of ½ a production point if a 1
production point recipe). You may also try and invent a specific kind of potion.
3) Destroy up to 2 of a potion or item to try and identify its recipe.
Once you have successfully created a new potion or item you may create it again any time with the same
ingredients through production. You have mastered the recipe.
Alchemy Recipes That You May Choose to Start With

Creation

Components

Effect

Value

Alchemical Fire

1 Herb

“2 Fire Alchemy” by Packet

2 copper
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Black Powder

1 Ore

Creates 2 Black Powder

2 copper

Bottled Lightning

1 Herb

“2 Lightning Alchemy” by Packet

2 copper

Communication Stone

1 Ore
1 Herb

“Area Communicate 5 minutes” 3 uses

3 copper

Healing Potion

1 Herb

“Alchemy Heal 1” when consumed

3 copper

Mighty Healing
(Requires mastery of
healing potion)

1 Uncommon
Herb

“Alchemy Heal 3” when consumed

5 copper

Identify Potion

1 Potion

Identity the properties of a potion

1 copper

Ink X2

1 Herb

Creates two uses of non-magical ink for writing
2 copper
scrolls. An enchanter needs to cast purify on the ink,
to make it magical. No permanency spell is necessary.
(Can purify 25 uses of ink in one spell)

Lesser Power Elixir

2 Herb

Grants “2 Damage” by Weapon 3 times when
consumed

3 copper

Medic Salve

1 Herb

Needed by the Medic Profession

3 copper

Advanced Medic Salve
(Requires mastery of
medic salve)

1 Uncommon
Herb

Needed by the Medic Profession

5 copper

Purification Potion

1 Herb

“Alchemy Purify” when consumed

2 copper

Remedy Potion

2 Herb

“Purge Disease” when consumed

3 copper

Smelling Salt

1 Herb

“Alchemy Awaken” when poured on an unconscious
person

2 copper

Improvements
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Name of Improvement

Effect

Char.
Point Cost

Production Point I

An alchemist has one extra production point to utilize each BGA.

2

Production Point II

An alchemist has one extra production point to utilize each BGA.

2

Resourceful I

Sometimes an alchemist is able to get more out of a component
than others can. Once per game, he may make one herb (up to
uncommon), gem, or creature remain count as two during the
crafting of a new potion/item.

1

Resourceful II
(Requires Resourceful I)

Sometimes an alchemist is able to get more out of a component
than others can. Twice per game, he may make one herb (up to
uncommon), gem, or creature remain count as two during the
crafting of a new potion/item. Requires and replaces Resourceful
II.

1

Resourceful III
(Requires Resourceful II)

Sometimes an alchemist is able to get more out of a component
than others can. Three per game, he may make one herb (up to
uncommon), gem, or creature remain count as two during the
crafting of a new potion/item. This skill also brings the in game
role-play required to make a potion down to 90 seconds.
Requires and replaces Resourceful II.

1

Improved Resourcefulness
(Requires Resourceful III)

An alchemist may purchase this improvement for 2 character
points. Once per game you may have a rare component count as
two when making a potion/item. Once per game you may have a
potion component count as two when making an item OR may
make two identical potions/items for the components of one with
an unmodified recipe. Requires Resourceful III.

2
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Blacksmith
It is often said, and quite rightly, that the humble blacksmith has made modern civilization possible. In earliest
times, they separated metal from stone, using the hard-won techniques of smelting, forging, and tempering, to create
sturdy tools that allowed the disparate peoples of Ebonrock to transform and conquer the world. Blacksmiths arm
and equip the armies and explorers of the many regions, repair infrastructure with deft hand and mighty hammers,
and work with other professions to create alloys that improve society in myriad ways.
Blacksmithing is the profession for creating and maintaining weapons, armor, and other metal workings of both a
mundane and magical nature. Blacksmiths require a physical representation for a forge to use their skills effectively,
otherwise all time requirements are increased by 3 minutes. Blacksmiths use blueprints to improve items and create
new ones. These blueprints are rare and are heavily guarded by those who know them. Blacksmiths may also
attempt to create new blueprints for items or improvements. You may only work on 1 blueprint at a time.
Initial Purchase of Profession: Blacksmith Select any two blueprints, improvements, or repairs from the chart.
Blueprints

Creation

Components

Effect

Value

Create Item

Light Armor

3 Pelts

Creates Light Armor sufficient to be
used as a component in further
augmentation

4 copper

Medium Armor

4 Ore and 1 Pelt

Creates Medium Armor sufficient to
be used as a component in further
augmentation

7 copper

Heavy Armor
(Requires Medium
Armor blueprint)

1 Uncommon Ore, 3 Ore,
1 Pelt

Creates Heavy Armor sufficient to be
used as a component in further
augmentation

1 silver

One Handed Weapon

2 Ore

Creates a 1 Handed Weapon sufficient 3 copper
to be used as a component in further
augmentation

Two Handed Weapon
(Requires One Handed
Weapon)

1 Uncommon Ore and 1
Ore

Creates 2 Handed Weapon sufficient
to be used as a component in further
augmentation
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6 copper

Helmet

1 Uncommon Ore

Creates a helmet with the tag, “Gives
one resist to knockout, for 0e. After
used must be repaired before can be
used again.” Considered Medium
Armor or Heavy Armor. Requires
physical prop.

4 copper

Shield

2 Ore

Creates a Shield sufficient to be used
as a component in further
augmentation

3 copper

Skull Cap

1 Uncommon Pelt

Creates a skull cap with the tag,
“Gives one resist to knockout, for 0e.
After used must be repaired before can
be used again.” Considered Light
Armor. Requires physical prop.

4 copper

Temporary Improvements

Disarming Hook

2 Ore

Grant “Disarm” by Weapon

3 copper

Hand Guard

2 Ore

Grant “Resist Disarm”

3 copper

Minor Reinforced Armor 2 Ore or if light armor 2
Pelt

Grant “1 Temp Armor Point”

3 copper

Sharpen

Grant “2 Damage” by Weapon next 2
swings.

2 copper

1 Ore

Repairs

Repair
Shattered/Damaged NonMagic Armor
(Master for free when
learn how to make any
kind of armor..)

1 Ore (Pelt for light
armor) per 2 points of
armor being repaired,
rounding up. If shattered,
add one extra common
component.

“Purge Shatter/Damage,” on nonmagic armor. Takes 5 minutes if
shattered or one minute per armor
point being restored.
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2 copper for 12 points. 3
copper for 3-4
points. +1
copper if
shattered

Repair
Shattered/Damaged
Helmet
(Mastered for free when
learn how to make
helmet)

1 Ore. If shattered add one “Purge Shatter/Damage,” on nonextra common ore.
magic helmet. Takes two minutes if
shattered or one minute if restoring
the protection point.”

Repair Shattered NonMagical Shield
(Mastered for free when
learn how to make
shields)

1 Ore

2 copper, 3
copper if
shattered.

“Purge Shatter,” on non-magic shield. 1 copper
Takes two minutes.

Repair
1 Pelt. If shattered add one
Shattered/Damaged
extra common pelt.
Skull Cap
(Mastered for free when
learn how to make Skull
Cap)

“Purge Shatter/Damage,” on non2 copper, 3
magic skull cap. Takes two minutes if copper if
shattered or one minute if restoring
shattered.
the protection point.”

Repair Shattered NonMagical Weapon
(Mastered for free when
learn how to make any
weapon)

“Purge Shatter,” on non-magic
shattered weapon. Takes 5 minutes.

No Components

1 copper

Repairs: A blacksmith can re-forge and fix and shattered (non-magical) weapon or armor. This takes five minutes
of role-play or one, if only an armor’s Armor Points were used, one minute per reduce. In addition to the time, each
full repair on a piece of armor utilizes one pelt or ore (as appropriate) per two Armor Points being repaired. A
special potion or specialized skill is required to repair or work with magical weapons and armor. Repairs may be
done an unlimited number of times during game as long as the smith as the materials and time to expend.
Repair Construct: A blacksmith may spend time repairing a construct or golem forged to call, “Tech heal
X to construct." It takes one minute to repair two points of vitality. It takes one common ore or one common
mechanical part to repair up to 5 vitality (2.5 minutes). (Therefore it still costs 1 common ore even if you only repair
3 vitality.) (When healed, please turn the components in to staff). An uncommon ore or mechanical part must be
spent to repair a golem forged from the Broken state to prevent it from entering the Dead state.
Craft: If you have access to a forge, you may spend ten minutes, to expend components and craft an item whose
blueprint you have mastered. If necessary, please submit a tag request to staff.
BGA Production Point Actions:
A blacksmith has 3 production points that they can utilize every BGA.
Production: A production point may be utilized to do one of the following:
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1) Experiment to master the current blueprint you are working on or attempt to create a new one to meet
your ends. Please state what components you are willing to spend while doing so and, if applicable,
anything unusual you are trying. You will be told how many are expended. Each blueprint, depending
on complexity, may require different amounts of production points to master. Some blueprints can be
used as a starting point for other blueprints once mastered. Having detailed notes of a blueprint from
another will reduce the amount of production points needed to master it. You may also try and
invent/learn a new blueprint.
2) Produce up to four items that you know the blueprint for and have the components for. These items
may not be suited for enchantment (requires a specialized class).
3) Destroy 1 or 2 copies of an item or augmentation to attempt to master its blueprint (will give a certain
number of production points to the process).
Improvements
Name of Improvement

Effect

Char.
Point Cost

Production Point I

A blacksmith has one extra production point to utilize each BGA.

2

Production Point II

A blacksmith has one extra production point to utilize each BGA.

2

Improved Repairs I

A blacksmith may reduce he repair time required to repair nonmagical weapons or armor by 1 minute down to 4 minute of time.

1

Improved Repairs II
(Requires Improved Repairs I)

A blacksmith may reduce he repair time required to repair nonmagical weapons or armor by 1 minute down to 3 minute of time.
Requires and replaces Improved Repairs I.

1

Improved Repairs III
(Requires Improved Repairs
II)

A blacksmith may reduce he repair time required to repair nonmagical weapons or armor by 1 minute down to 2 minute of time.
Requires and replaces Improved Repairs II.

1

Focused Production

A blacksmith who is focused solely on experimenting to develop
a new blueprint and spends all of his production points in a BGA
to do so may get another 50% worth. In addition a blacksmith
can collaborate with other smiths. A blacksmith with this skill is
the lead smith, each smith joining his work (in researching or
crafting) can spend 1 production point to add 1 production point
(limit of 1 each) to the overall project.

3
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Bounty Hunter
There are always those people running from the misdeeds of their past. With a little luck and forethought, they can
seemingly disappear forever, leaving their creditors, family members, and surviving victims behind. When such
people vanish, it is up to the bounty hunter to bring them back. These individuals, whether driven by a sense of
justice or a deep love for coin, use all the wits, skills, and technology at their disposal to venture into benighted
slums or across trackless wastelands and bring back their targets.

Bounty Hunters specialize in the tracking of people, specifically criminals and turning them in for a reward. They
are almost universally a member of the government recognized Bounty Hunting Guild and hold a license indicating
them as members of such. When in pursuit of a target the license gives them access to areas they would otherwise
not go. While a few abuse these privileges or utilize the guild’s contacts to hunt innocent people for nefarious
purposes, they rarely do so for long. The guild members, though usually independent, frown heavily on any that
would tarnish their reputation, and the government doesn’t suffer those who abuse their trust.
Initial Purchase of Profession: Bounty Hunter: You may describe one contact and begin with them (you still have
to pay to maintain them).
Member in Good Standing: Bounty hunters will have access to a private folder that lists the guild’s currently
posted bounties. Each event, the bounty hunter may select one of those people to be their Focused Target. All guild
members have the right to post a bounty of their Focused Target in any government-controlled land. If another
captures said person and brings them to the bounty hunter it is the hunter’s responsibility to arrest the individual and
turn him over to the appropriate officials for the reward. The bounty hunter’s traditional cut for a person others
assisted in capturing is 33%. It is considered in extremely poor taste by the guild to not pay those who help in the
capture.
In addition, if the bounty hunter encounters their Focused Target they have 5 free energy to use when
utilizing skills while attempting to arrest that individual. They also have studied the individual and is better able to
see through most mundane disguises that person may utilize. For 1 energy a bounty hunter may call, “Detect (Name
of Focused Target)” by gesture to a person within 10 feet of him. Individuals who are shape-changed or
implementing some form of advanced magical disguise may be able to silently resist this call.
Any bounty hunter has the right to arrest a person with a bounty recognized by the guild whether or not it is
the bounty hunter’s focused target.
BGA Production Point Actions:
Each BGA a Bounty Hunter has 5 production points which he can utilize in any of the following ways.
Establish Contact: You may establish a contact in a specific location in Ebonrock that you have access to.
That person can be called upon in the future to gain information about a Focused Target. You are encouraged to
write one paragraph (3-5 sentences) about the personality, basic skills, social class, profession, and race of the
contact you made. Based on the social class of the person, a contact should be paid between 1 copper piece and 1
gold piece per event (during BGA). Failure to do so may result in the loss of the contact. You will be notified if your
contact is approved or if any changes need to be made. Contacts are NPCs which can appear in game and are subject
to plot events. In extremely rare circumstances, contacts can also be established in-game for no production points.
This costs 2 production points.
Utilize Contact: You may spend 1 production point to contact an established contact and ask about a
Focused Target. He/She will provide any information they know as well as contact you about any news they hear in
the future (possibly in-game) until you give them a new focused target to look out for.
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Hunt In Location: You may spend 3 production points to lead a hunt for a Focused Target in a specific
location that you designate. The more precise you are in indicating which location you are hunting in, the higher
your likelihood of success. You may bring other players with you that may improve your chance of success. All
non-bounty hunters or hunters (and those that don’t spend production points to do so) must utilize their standard
BGA action to join the hunt. If you are unsuccessful, a written result describing the mission will be provided. If you
find the target you will either be able to arrest him/her automatically (a written result will be provided), or it is
possible that staff will determine that you (and your group) begin game in that location with an encounter.
Study Focused Target: You may spend 2 production points to study the reports and official records about
a Focused Target at guild headquarters. Utilizing this skill once will provide all up-to-date documentation that the
government is willing to disclose about the individual. This will include information pertaining to their past crimes,
known associates, combat abilities, and last seen information that may be useful in finding and fighting the
individual.
Assist Another Hunter: You may spend any amount of production points to assist other bounty hunters in
the guild. You may be provided a brief written result of who you helped to capture whom. You are paid 4 copper
pieces per production point spent doing this.

Name of Improvement

Effect

Char.
Point Cost

Production Point I

A bounty hunter has one extra production point to utilize each
BGA.

2

Production Point II

A bounty hunter has one extra production point to utilize each
BGA.

2

Government Contact

You may now use your Establish a Contact skill to establish a
government contact. State what government rank tier you wish to
try and make the contact at (1-5). The higher the rank selected,
the lower the chance of success. Be warned, government officials
expect higher pay for their services with a minimum cost of 1
silver piece per event. But they can be very useful contacts to
have.

3

Subduer

You have learned different skills to better capture your targets
alive. You learn the ability to throw a “Waylay” for 2 energy and
“Maim” for 2 energy to targets you know are wanted. You must
have purchased Veteran Hunter once before purchasing this skill.

2
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Geneticist
This cutting-edge scientific discipline is practiced only by Medics and Scholars of prominence, who have been
licensed and monitored by numerous agencies. Those that survive this rigorous vetting process are able to make
their mark in this bizarre new field of study. Geneticists, it is said, can identify people from but a thumbnail scraping
of dried blood, or create bizarre concoctions that can fundamentally alter the core makeup of a being or creature.
Geneticist requires the purchase of the Medic or Scholar profession or GM approval. The practice is heavily
monitored by the government. All geneticists are required to apply for a license and submit proposals for each
experiment and their results with the designated government agent. Failure to do so is punishable by up to final
death.
Initial Purchase of Profession: You may request information on any two creatures and be told what sample is
needed from them and the attributes when used in a GMP.
Extract/Analyze: A geneticist has learned how to extract DNA and blood samples from living and recently dead
specimens for further utilization in their research. Up to five times per game, for two energy, a geneticist can extract
a specimen from a species. Report to cast at you’re your earliest convenience for tags. After two specimens of a
species have been extracted from different creatures/individuals then that particular species’ DNA can be mastered
for later improvement and synthesis (see under synthesis below).
However, one specimen, pre-analysis, can be injected and expended to give any recipient 1 resist to the
next natural attack from that creature (breath, gaze, poison, ext.). This does not stack. That person should report the
injection in their BGA.
BGA Production Point Actions:
Each BGA a Geneticist has 2 production points which he may utilize.
Synthesis: Each of the following takes 1 production point:
1) Compare: To compare one specimen with another specimen to see if they match from the same
individual, gender, and/or species. Does not expend the specimen and the specimen does not have to be
from a mastered species.
2) Compare: To compare one specimen with information about all mastered species’ (you do not need
specimens of those you mastered on hand) to determine the specimen’s gender, species, and any active
GMPs. If you know the GMP you will be told specifically what it is. If you do not, then you may get
incomplete information about it. Does not expend the specimen tested.
3) Master: To study and expend two specimens to be able to master that species. You will always be able
to compare future specimens to it (see number 2) as well as to create genetic modification packages,
GMPs, (see number 4) with future specimens from that species. If you have purchased the field test
improvement and have a third specimen to spend, you may use the improvement to submit three
questions to staff about the attributes of the creature as part of your BGA and the utilization of this
production point.
4) Create GMP: Attempt to create a GMP by mixing two or three specimens (from species you have
mastered and possess) and/or GMPs together. Keep in mind that traditional humanoid blood counts as
a specimen (it is always free, and does not count towards your limit of 5 specimens a game, to collect
specimens of YOUR own blood) so a GMP could be created hypothetically from one monster
specimen and a humanoid specimen. Some results you will know have failed after attempted creation,
others you will not know the result of until you test it on a subject. Some specimens or GMPs just
cannot combine. Creating a GMP or attempting and failing expends the used specimens and GMPs.
GMPs may not be made during game.
5) Test GMP: Inject a GMP into a subject (possibly yourself) AND fully document all its effects. The
GMP is expended. This may also be done in game but you will not know the effects in advance.
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Name of Improvement

Effect

Char.
Point Cost

Production Point I

A geneticist has one extra production point to utilize each BGA.

2

Production Point II

A geneticist has one extra production point to utilize each BGA.

2

Improved Extraction

You have learned how to take specimens from creatures that not
only capture its physical DNA but also has an increased chance
of capturing its innately magical abilities as well. Geneticists
with this ability have an increased chance of creating GMPs with
magical and physical attributes from samples instead of just
physical ones.

3

Experimenter

When you gather a sample you may spend 5 minutes in a
controlled environment. You may then write down your three
questions on a sheet of paper. And then give it to staff. This
sample is used up. This can be done a maximum of 3 times a
game.

2
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Herbalist
Before there was alchemy, the village herbalist prepared herbs to heal the sick, bring restful sleep, and take away
pain. Though the alchemist has slightly eclipsed them in the current age, herbalists are still important for their deep
knowledge of plant lore, and for their ability to cultivate sufficient amounts of high-quality herbs to meet with
alchemical demand.
Initial Purchase of Profession: You can receive 3 uncommon insects or herbs or 1 rare insect or herb at check-in
the first event with the profession.
Harvest and Cure: An herbalist can harvest from a garden 5 times per rest, up to 10 times total per game, if there
are still herbs or insects left in it. It takes two minutes to carefully harvest an herb or insect so it can be regrown or
hatched properly. Once per reset you may spend 10 minutes or role-play to cure herbs or nurture insects (doing one
of the below processes) to improve them as follows:
3 Common → 1 Uncommon
4 Uncommon → Rare
X → Y (There may be additional processes learned in game to make special kinds of herbs. These
processes are not learned through the profession but requires it to create.) This can be used on insects and bugs.
Grow/Cultivate Garden: Each BGA an herbalist may either establish a garden and/or tend to a specific garden to
replenish it. They have 10 production points to use while doing so.
Grow Garden: Establishing a new garden that is portable enough to travel with the Company takes time and
effort. 10 production points. The first season that a garden exists, and until it is cultivated, it only contains common
herbs. After that, it may be cultivated between seasons, during a BGA, to change/improve on the ratio of herbs that
can be harvested from it.
Cultivate Garden: A garden naturally begins with 18 herbs in it. Production points may be used as follows:
1 Production Point: Remove 1 common herb from the garden and add 1 common insect. This can be done
up to 3 times for one production point.
1 Production Point: Remove 1 common insect from the garden and add 1 common herb. This can be done
up to 3 times for one production point.
2 Production Points: Remove 1 or 2 common herbs from the garden and add 1 uncommon.
2 Production Points: Remove 1 or 2 common insects from the garden and add 1 uncommon.
3 Production Points: Regrow/replenish all herbs and insects in the garden (keep common, uncommon, rare,
other levels as modified previously even if already harvested)
4 Production Points: Remove 1 rare herb and expend/plant 1 (for special herb) or insect (for special insect)
in garden to add that herb/insect to the garden.
5 Production Points: Remove 2 uncommon herbs from the garden and add 1 rare herb
5 Production Points: Remove 2 uncommon insects from the garden and add 1 rare insect.
Please note that it is an in-game mechanic to destroy a garden. Sometimes the garden must only be
regrown/replenished. In extremely rare cases, an entire garden may be lost. Multiple herbalists may cultivate a
garden (but not in the same BGA it was created) at the same time. If so, please coordinate your production point
usage together.
Name of Improvement

Effect

Char.
Point Cost

Production Point I

A herbalist has one extra production point to utilize each BGA.

2

Production Point II

A herbalist has one extra production point to utilize each BGA.

2

Green Thumb

When entering areas where magical herbs grow, you have an
increased chance of finding special herbs and insects. You may
harvest components that require the Green Thumb improvement.

3
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Pruning the Weeds

Once per BGA one herb or insect may be removed from any
garden OR 1 common herb or insect added for free.
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2

Jeweler
Ever since the first person polished the first semi-precious stone into a cabochon, jewelers have been a muchrespected and widely sought-after profession. Combining the eye of an artist with the deft hand of a clockmaker,
jewelers create beautiful works out of gemstones and precious metals, which go on to adorn the bodies of highborn
and lowborn alike. As the world became more modernized and mechanized, jewelers found that their precision tools
and personal dexterity were desired for other tasks. They have since become the premier manufacturers and
repairers of locks and simple devices. Some also manufacture cunning alarm systems, which are widely sought after
by those wealthy patrons who wear the jewelers’ more traditional crafts.
Jewelers work with metals and gems in order to create fine jewelry and locks. They work closely with miners and
can prospect ore into gems of varying values. You may read and learn schematics labelled equal to or less than your
Jeweler level.
Initial Purchase of Profession: Select any two items from the chart (if it has a prerequisite you must select the
prerequisite first)
Gem Setting: A jeweler may spend ten minutes in-game roleplaying to set a gem into a piece of jewelry. Up to 3
gems may be set into a single piece. Once you have completed the task, please turn in the gems to cast and request
the appropriate tag. You should supply an in-game prop for the item if possible.
Craft: If you have access to a workstation, you may spend ten minutes, to expend components and craft an item
whose blueprint you have mastered. You may not cut a gem in game. If necessary, please request a game tag from
staff.
BGA Production Point Actions
Jewelers have 2 production points to use each BGA to do the following:
Tinkering: Jewelers also know the complex mechanics behind the crafting of locks and other basic mechanical
devices. They start with the mastery of the Basic Lock schematic and may spend one production point to do one of
the following:
1) Research a new schematic (experiment). Different schematics may require different amounts of
production points to develop.
2) Master a schematic that you have either researched, discovered, or purchased. Each recipe requires a
certain amount of production points to master.
3) Make up to four items you have the components for and have mastered or create up to 9 Common
Mechanical Parts.
4) Cut a gem. Cutting a gem increases its value by 33% and is often necessary if the gem is to be utilized
in the creation of a magic item.
Schematics

Item

Components

Effect

Value

Locks

Basic Lock

2 Ore

1e and 1 minute to pick. Reusable.
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3 copper

Tumbler Lock
2 Ore
2e and 2 minutes to pick. Reusable.
(Requires Basic Lock) 1 Mechanical Part

7 copper

Multi-Tumbler Lock
(Requires Tumbler
Lock)

2 Uncommon Ore 4e and 5 minutes to pick. Reusable.
1 Mechanical
Parts

12 copper

Advanced Lock
(Requires MultiTumbler-Lock)

2 Uncommon Ore 5e and 5 minutes, requires Advanced Lockpicking.
2 Uncommon
Reusable.
Mechanical Parts

4 silver

Trapped Lock

+1 Mechanical
Part

+3
copper

Same as base lock but contains a basic trap. When get
schematic staff will send you traps to pick from.
Thief’s Tools

Lockpick

1 Rare Ore

An individual without the lockpicking skill may use a 15 copper
lockpick to replicate the lockpicking skill on a nonadvanced lock once, allowing them to pick the lock by
spending the appropriate amount of time and energy.
After the lock is opened, the lockpick breaks.
If you have the lockpicking skill a lockpick reduces the
energy cost to pick a lock by 3. The lockpick does not
break from a successful use.
A lockpick and a Trap Breaker creates a Thief’s Kit
needed for certain skills (valued at 3 sp).
A lockpick will break for an individual with the
lockpicking skill or without the lockpicking skill if the
user is physically damaged or disrupted during its use.

Trap Breaker

1 Rare Ore

Allows an individual without the skill to disarm traps 1 15 copper
use of “Disarm Trap,” on a non-triggered nonadvanced trap. If you are attempting to open a
container or door that you do not know if it is trapped
or not you may expend a trap breaker. The trap breaker
is expended in such circumstances even if the object
was not trapped.
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A trap breaker and a Lockpick creates a Thief’s Kit
needed for certain skills (valued at 3sp).

Mechanical Parts

Common Mechanical
Part

2 Ore

Component Used in the Crafting of Machines

3 copper

Uncommon
Mechanical Part
(Requires Basic
Mechanical Part)

3 Common
Component Used in the Crafting of Machines
Mechanical Parts

12 copper

Rare Mechanical Part 4 Uncommon
Component Used in the Crafting of Machines
(Requires Uncommon Mechanical Parts
Mechanical Part)

64 copper

Gems and Magic Items

Cut a Gem (All
1 Gem
Jewelers Start with this
Recipe mastered)

Cut a gem to increase its value by 33%.

1 silver

Set a Gem
(All Jewelers Start
with this Recipe
mastered)

1 Gem

Set a gem into an item so the item can be enchanted.

2 copper

Wand

1 Rare Ore

Wand suitable for enchantment.

18 copper

Name of Improvement

Effect

Char.
Point Cost

Production Point I

A jeweler has one extra production point to utilize each BGA.

2

Production Point II

A jeweler has one extra production point to utilize each BGA.

2
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Expert Cutter

A jeweler may improve his ability to cut gems. Now cutting
gems increases their value by 50% and can hold an extra 33% of
energy when used to craft magical items.

3

Knowledgeable Lock picker

A jeweler that is able to pick locks can utilize his knowledge of
how locks are made to do so faster. A jeweler who has the pick
locks skill always can pick a lock in half the time listed on the
lock’s tag.

2
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Mechanist
While battles are still fought and won by the axe, the bow, and the sword, Ebonrock’s modern militaries are much
more focused on harnessing the deadly miracle of black powder to win battles decisively at minimal loss of life.
Aiding them in this task are teams of machinists, who specialize in the maintenance and manufacture of cannon and
musket. Thanks to them, a well-armed squad of irregulars can outmaneuver, outfight, and outshoot even the best
trained archers or the most heavily armored cavalry of antiquity.
Mechanist is the profession for creating bullets, guns, and other mechanical devices. Mechanists use blueprints to
improve items and create new non-magical items (magical items requires a specialized class). These blueprints are
rare and are heavily guarded by those who know them. Mechanists may also attempt to create new blueprints for
items or improvements. You may only work on 1 blueprint at a time.
Initial Purchase of Profession: Each mechanist may start with one of the following blueprints as well as Basic
Bullet. (Mechanical Parts are created by Jewelers).
Black powder usually costs a copper piece.

Blueprints

Basic

Components

Effect

Value

Guns

Common Gun

3 Common
Mechanical Parts

Creates a Common Gun (See Statistics Sheet Below)

Larger Gun

1 Uncommon
Creates a Common Gun with the Exception of the
Mechanical Part; 3
Hands attribute which is “2”
Common Mechanical
Part

12 copper

28 copper

Bullets

Basic Bullet X20 20 Black Powder and
(All start with
1 Basic Mechanical
this blueprint
Part
mastered)

Creates a Basic Bullet for use in any gun. Once used it
is expended. (Can make fewer bullets than 20 when
utilizing a mechanical part as long as you have 1 black
powder per bullet you are trying to make but any
unused bits of the mechanical part are wasted.)
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3 silver (or
1silver for
5; 17
copper for
10; 24
copper for
15)

Grapeshot X5

5 Black Powder
1 Uncommon
Mechanical Part

Creates a Bullet that allows you to call “Area of Effect 22 copper
3” when shot. Must target someone within 15 feet.
(Can make fewer bullets than 5 when utilizing a
mechanical part as long as you have 1 black powder
per bullet you are trying to make but any unused bits of
the uncommon mechanical part are wasted.)

Silver Bullets
X10

10 Black Powder, 1
Common Mechanical
Part and 2
Uncommon Ore

Creates a Silver Bullet. You may call “Silver” with
your shot.(Can make fewer bullets than 10 when
utilizing a mechanical part as long as you have 1 black
powder per bullet you are trying to make, and 1
uncommon ore per 5 bullets you are trying to make,
but any unused bits of the mechanical part or
uncommon ore are wasted.)

25 copper
(or 14
copper for
5)

Tier 2 Magazine Improvements

Improved
Magazine

2 Common
Mechanical Parts

Creates a Magazine that can be applied to a gun to
increase its Ammo Capacity to 4 shots. Wielder
requires the class: Artificer.

8 copper

Advanced
Magazine
(Requires
Improved
Magazine)

2 Uncommon
Mechanical Parts

Creates a Magazine that can be applied to a gun to
increase its Ammo Capacity to 6 shots. Wielder
requires the class: Artificer.

32 copper

Tier 2 Core Improvements

Forceful Core

1 Uncommon
Mechanical Part, 1
Uncommon Ore

Creates a Core to apply to a gun that allows you to call 2 silver
“Smash,” with a bullet shot once per reset for 1 energy.
The Core is not expended.

Resilient

1 Uncommon
Mechanical Part

Creates a Core than can be applied to a gun to allow
the wielder to resist the call “Shatter” 3 times. At that
point the Core piece is destroyed and is no longer of
any use.
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16 copper

Silencer

1 Common
Mechanical Parts

Creates A Core that can be applied to a gun to allow
the wielder to add the call “Silent” to any shot for 1
energy. The gunshot is silent. The Core is not
expended.

4 copper

Tier 2 Scope Improvements

Light Scope

1 Uncommon
Mechanical Part

Creates a Scope that can be applied to a gun that can
utilize a light for aiming purposes.

16 copper

Repairs: A mechanist can fix any shattered (non-magical) gun. This takes five minutes of role-play. A special
potion or specialized skill is required to repair or work with magical guns. A mechanist may also spend 2 minutes to
make up to 10 of any kind of bullet he knows how to make and has the resources for. Bullets created should be
logged (or the buyer’s log signed) and the materials turned into staff center. Repairs and creating bullets may be
done an unlimited number of times during game as long as the mechanist has the materials and time to expend.
Repair Construct: A mechanist may spend time repairing a construct or golem forged to call, “Tech heal
X to construct." It takes one minute to repair two points of vitality. It takes one common ore or one common
mechanical part to repair up to 5 vitality (2.5 minutes). (Therefore it still costs 1 common ore even if you only repair
3 vitality.) (When healed, please turn the components in to staff). An uncommon ore must be spent to repair a golem
forged from the Broken state to prevent it from entering the Dead state.
Craft: If you have access to a workstation, you may spend ten minutes, to expend components and craft an item
whose blueprint you have mastered. If necessary, please request a tag from staff.
BGA Production Point Actions:
A mechanist has 3 production points that he can utilize each BGA to do the following:
Production: A production point may be utilized to do one of the following:
1) Combine any components to attempt to discover and master a blueprint. However, you may start
from a mastered blueprint if you wish. Even if unsuccessful you are likely to get information about
your experimentation. Each blueprint requires a certain amount of production points to discover
and master. Finding/learning/buying makes it so you do not need to discover the blueprint yourself
and you can move directly to spending the production points needed to master a recipe. You may
also attempt to discover a new one from scratch.
2) Produce up to 4 items (or an unlimited amount of bullets) that you know the blueprint for and
have the components for. These items may not be suited/eligible for enchantment (requires a
specialized class).
3) Destroy 1 or 2 copies of an item or augmentation to attempt to discover or master its blueprint
(will give a certain number of production points toward the process). If the mechanist has the
salvage improvement he may gain components as well.

Name of Improvement
Production Point I

Effect

Char.
Point Cost

A mechanist has one extra production point to utilize each BGA.

2
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Production Point II

A mechanist has one extra production point to utilize each BGA.

2

Black Powder Reserve

Once per game, a mechanist may create as many bullets as he can
with 1 basic mechanical parts without paying the copper piece.

3

Salvage

A mechanist who recovers a gun (and its gun sheet) may attempt
to break it down for parts Mechanical Parts. Bring the gun to
staff. The rate of return for a gun will vary by chance but will
(unless shattered) always yield at least 1 Basic Mechanical Part.

3

Basic Gun Statistics Sheet
Item Name: Common Gun
Automatic: No

_ Hands to Use: 1

_

Mobility: Portable

_

Core: None

Mag. Capacity: 2

Magic Ammo Capable: No

_ Scope: None

Attunement Cost: None

_ Traits/Skills Required: Basic Guns

Miscellaneous: N/A
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Medic
One may wonder why, in a world filled with magic and alchemy, there would be cause to study medicine at all.
Those knowledgeable in such things will tell you that, in pitched battles, practitioners of the arcane arts can exhaust
their magical power, and that, in dangerous lands, steady supplies of beneficial elixirs cannot be guaranteed. It is
for this reason medics are in such demand. As the din of battle rages around them, as the screams of the dying fill
their ears, medics wade in with saw, needle, thread, and bandage to set bone, stem the flow of blood, and ensure
that any wounded Fate places in their charge will live to see another sunrise.
Initial Purchase of Profession: You receive 5 basic bandages at check-in the first game with this profession.
Administer: A medic can expend pre-prepared bandages with the appropriate ointments on them to cure various
conditions that they have been trained to handle. Note, even though you have a certain type of bandage, you can
only treat the conditions with it that you have mastered. It takes 20 seconds to apply a bandage though you may
delay the effect you are curing, if applicable, as soon as you start administering. After administering a bandage you
may treat any and all conditions that the particular type of bandage can treat (see the chart below) AND that you
have mastered. At check-in each game a medic can turn in components for any 5 bandages they know how to
produce and receive them free of charge. Additional ones must be purchased or made during the character’s BGA.
You begin with the Condition “Heal 1” mastered plus one other condition of your choice.
If you have first aid skill you automatically start with the purge bleed condition mastered and you may
purge bleed with any bandage of your choice after five seconds of role-play per bleed. All bleed counts are
suspended while administering aid.
Craft: If you have access to a workstation, you may spend ten minutes, to expend components and create two
bandages which treats a condition that you have mastered. If necessary, please request a game tag from staff.
BGA Production Point Actions
A medic has 2 production points to utilize each BGA.
Experiment: A production point can be utilized to:
1) Make 5 of any type of bandages that you have the components for and have mastered any treatment
which utilizes that type of bandage.
2) Master a new type of condition you can treat with a bandage and learn how to prepare that type of
bandage if you did not already know how. Once you know how to treat a condition, you know how to
treat that condition with any type of bandage that can do so.
3) Experiment: describe in your BGA the medical procedure/surgery you wish to try and create, the
components you want to utilize, and how you are going to go about it. Indicate any reasons why you
think you procedure should be successful. No results are guaranteed.

Item

Components

Conditions It Treats

Value

Antidote
Bandage

1 Common Pelt
1 Medic Salve

Purge Nausea
“Purify”

6 copper
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Basic Bandage

1 Common Pelt
1 Medic Salve

Purge Bleed (If know Purge All Bleed do not need to learn 6 copper
separately)
Heal 1 (Medics begin with this condition mastered)
Heal 2 (Requires Mastery of Heal 1. Replaces Heal 1)

Battlefield
Bandage

2 Common Pelt
1 Medic Salve

Purge All Bleed (If know Purge Bleed do not need to learn 7 copper
separately)
Heal all Maims
Restore to 1 HP if Unconscious

Improved
Bandage

2 Common Pelt
Heal 5 (Requires Mastery of Heal 2)
11 copper
1 Advanced Medic Purge Disease
Salve
Purge Bleed (If know Purge All Bleed do not need to learn
separately)
Used in Experiments

Master Bandage

1 Rare Pelt
1 Advanced
Medical Salve

Satin Bandage

1 Rare Pelt
Heal 5
1 Advanced Medic Cure Mental Effect given in last 5 minutes
Salve
Used in Surgeries.

23 copper

Surgery Tools
(Not Expended
Upon Use)

1 Purification
Potion
1 Common Pelt
2 Rare Ore

Needed for Surgeries learned from experiments. Ex.
Rumor that a surgery exists that can even bring someone
back from the dead.

37 copper

Purge Agony
Purge Confuse
Awaken

6 copper

Trauma Bandage 1 Common Pelt
1 Medic Salve

Purge Weakness
Purge Paralyze
Purge 3 Drained Vitality.
Used in Surgeries.

Name of Improvement

Effect

23 copper

Char.
Point Cost

Production Point I

A medic has one extra production point to utilize each BGA.

2

Production Point II

A medic has one extra production point to utilize each BGA.

2
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Efficient

A medic may become more efficient at making bandages. Now,
when spending a production point to make bandages, if you are
making 5 of the same type of bandage you only need to turn in
components for 3. If you are making different types of bandages,
you receive 2 bandages of the cheapest cost you are trying to
make for free after turning in components for the most expensive
3.

2

Supplier

A medic may make a contact that will provide him with 3
Common Pelts and 3 medic salve during check-in each game for
the cost of 3 copper pieces total.

1
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Merchant
It is the merchants who bring civilization with them wherever they go. In their ships and on their carts, they carry
goods to far off lands, blazing trails where there are none and trading coin for both necessary staples and for items
of luxury. Following in their steps are the builders of roads, the charters of sea lanes, and the pilgrims and
adventurers spurred to wanderlust by the merchants’ tales of far-off lands.
Initial Purchase of Profession: You receive one of the following catalogs to buy from each game for free: Goods,
Components, Armaments, Black Market, Oddities. Black Market may involve additional role play requirements to
take full advantage of.
Buyer: When you buy this profession you may select one of the “unlock catalog” improvements to be able to
purchase for free. Other catalogs may be purchased through the catalogues improvement. Some catalogs are hidden
and must be discovered in-game before they can be purchased.
Catalog

Description

Common Goods

Food, drink, wood, livestock, clothing and other items that the average commoner would
trade in and utilize. While these items will rarely be useful directly to an adventurer, though
feel free to try, they may be useful in certain plot situations.

Mundane
Components

Non-magical components utilized by various professions such as herbs, ore, pelts, and
parchment.

Armaments

Forged weapons, armor, and improvements (non-magical). The selling of items from this
catalog is illegal without proper licensing form the Merchant’s Guild.

Black Market

Any item that is banned by the government for any reason. This catalogue will require roleplay to fully utilize and comes with obvious in-game risks. The selling of items from this
catalog is illegal.

Oddities

Miscellaneous items or animals that do not fit into a specific category, often from the area
the group is currently in.

Magic
Components

Components which are magical in nature and occasionally a minor magic item. The selling
of items from this catalog valued at more than 1 silver is illegal without proper licensing
from the Merchant’s Guild.

Seller: Up to 3 times during an event, you may sell an item that fits in one of the catalogues that you have purchased
for ½ of the item’s value, even if a merchant is not actively present (you know a guy). Turn in the item in your
player folder. Furthermore, if you have purchased the armaments or magic components catalogs you can sell new
and used items from those catalogs which is restricted to others.
Name of Improvement
Income I

Effect
This skill gives you credit to spend to purchase items each BGA
from catalogues in the amount of 5 copper pieces. You may still
use money to buy additional items from catalogues; that money
should be turned in at check-in.
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Char.
Point Cost
1

Income II
(Requires Income I)

This skill gives you credit to spend to purchase items each BGA
from catalogues in the amount of 1 silver. You may still use
money to buy additional items from catalogues; that money
should be turned in at check-in. This skill requires and replaces
Income I.

1

Income III
(Requires Income II)

This skill gives you credit to spend to purchase items each BGA
from catalogues in the amount of 15 copper pieces. You may still
use money to buy additional items from catalogues; that money
should be turned in at check-in. This skill require and replaces
Income II.

1

Bulk Order

When you buy 2 of an item you get a 3rd for half cost. This can
be used up to twice per item, and a max of 3 time per event.

2

Unlock Common Goods
Catalog

Unlocks purchases from the Common Goods Catalog each BGA.
The first event that a merchant purchases this catalogue he has 2
silver pieces of credit from that catalog to utilize between games
as a bonus.

2

Unlock Mundane Components
Catalog

Unlocks purchases from the Mundane Goods Catalog each BGA.
The first event that a merchant purchases this catalogue he has 2
silver pieces of credit from that catalog to utilize between games
as a bonus.

2

Unlock Armaments Catalog

Unlocks purchases from the Armaments Catalog each BGA. The
first event that a merchant purchases this catalogue he has 2
silver pieces of credit from that catalog to utilize between games
as a bonus.

2

Unlock Black Market Catalog

Unlocks purchases from the Common Goods Catalog each BGA.
If it is not started with, requires specific in-game roleplaying
before it can be purchased. The first event that a merchant
purchases this catalogue he has 2 silver pieces of credit from that
catalog to utilize between games as a bonus.

2

Unlock Oddities Catalog

Unlocks purchases from the Oddities Catalog each BGA. The
first event that a merchant purchases this catalogue he has 3
silver pieces of credit from that catalog to utilize between games
as a bonus.

3

Unlock Magic Components
Catalog

Unlocks purchases from the Magic Components Catalog each
BGA. The first event that a merchant purchases this catalogue he
has 3 silver pieces of credit from that catalog to utilize between
games as a bonus.

3

Unlock Luxuries Catalog

Unlocks purchases from the Luxuries Catalog each BGA. The
first event that a merchant purchases this catalogue he has 3
silver pieces of credit from that catalog to utilize between games
as a bonus.

3
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Miner
Few people ever spare a thought for the humble miner, but what would our world be like without them. Every day,
they brave the stygian darkness beneath the earth, battling toxic gasses, cramped quarters, and unsteady tunnels to
liberate the riches of the earth. It is because of them that the blacksmith, the machinist, and the jeweler can
manufacture the goods upon which civilization so heavily relies.
Initial Purchase of Profession: You receive 5 common ore at check-in the first game with this profession.
Mine and Smelt: A miner can mine from a claimed mine up to 2 times per game if there is still ore left in it. You
may only mine 10 ore per game total. It takes two minutes to mine one ore properly so that the mine can still be used
in the future to mine further ore. You have the proficiency to mine any kind or ore. Note, it is likely you will have to
travel to your claimed mine and may encounter people/creatures along the way so you may bring non-miners with
you if you wish for protection or other purposes. You will not be denied access to your mine except for the most
extreme of circumstances, and even then, there will be another equal mine you can reach. In addition, once per reset
you may spend 10 minutes or role-play to smelt ore (doing one of the below processes) to improve it as follows:
3 Common Ore → 1 Uncommon Ore
4 Uncommon Ore → 1 Rare Ore
X → Y (There may be additional processes learned in game to make special kinds of ore. These
processes are not learned through the profession but requires it to create.)
Excavate and Explore: Each BGA a miner may either claim a new mine and/or further excavate an already claimed
mine to replenish it. They have 10 production points to use while doing so.
Claim Mine: Establishing a new mine takes time and effort. 10 production points. The first season that the
mine exists, and until it is excavated, it only contains common ore. After that, it may be excavated between seasons,
during a BGA, to change/improve on the ratio of ore that can be mined from it.
Claim a Mine: A mine naturally begins with 18 common ore in it. Production points may be used as
follows:
2 Production Points: Remove 1 or 2 common ore from the mine and add 1 uncommon ore
3 Production Points: Excavate deeper replenishing all ore in the mine (restore common, uncommon, rare,
and others to normal modified level, even if already mined)
4 Production Points: Remove 1 of any kind of ore. Find a new vein. Random chance of what kind of vein
will be found that is generated by the GM. Small chance of special kind of ore being found and added to the mine.
Will always generate some result even if a common ore.
5 Production Points: Remove 2 uncommon ore from the mine and add 1 rare ore.
Please note that it is an in-game mechanic to destroy a mine or even have it infested by monsters when you arrive.
Sometimes the mine must only be re-excavated and replenished or the monsters slain. In extremely rare cases, an
entire mine may be lost. Multiple minors may excavate and explore a mine (but not in the same BGA it was
claimed) at the same time. If so, please coordinate your production point usage together.
Name of Improvement

Effect

Char.
Point Cost

Production Point I

A miner has one extra production point to utilize each BGA.

2

Production Point II

A miner has one extra production point to utilize each BGA.

2

Reading the Veins

Once per BGA one ore may be removed from any mine OR 1
common ore added for free.

2

Nose for Gold I

When rolling for the chance to find a special vein of ore, the GM
will add 5% to the roll (increasing the chance of a better result).

2
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Nose for Gold II
(Requires Nose for Gold I)

When rolling for the chance to find a special vein of ore, the GM
will add 10% to the roll (increasing the chance of a better result).
Requires and replaces Nose for Gold I.
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2

Philanthropist
Philanthropists make their living donation to others. They run organizations that serve a cause, most of them have
kind hearts and a want to help others, but some use it to further their own agenda creating organizations for
embezzling. Much of a philanthropist’s time is spent putting into their personal charitable organization.
Initial Purchase of Profession: Please send in a write-up of the charity you wish to start or support.
Organization- You run an organization, dedicated to a particular cause, please select what that cause is when you
take this profession. You receive information from your organization when you request it, and your organization
gains a point of fame.
Send Coin- You may send coin and non-magic items safely to your organization, and others may do so as well.
Staff will update you periodically on who is involved with your organization, its assets, and its current status.
Between game actionsHold a Benefit- 2 PP- You hold a benefit and gain 4 Silver for your organization. Max 1 per BGA
Gain/Contact a Contact- 1 PP- You gain a professional contact that is related to your field. Write a few
sentences describing the contact you are looking for. Staff will confirm/deny the request and, if confirmed, provide a
description of the individual. You may also request the assistance of a contact for 1 PP.
Run your organization- X PP- You may put X points into this to increase the productivity of the
organization, for example if it is an orphanage that will increase the quality and care of the orphans, if it is a soup
kitchen this will improve the quality of food. This is usually better than just giving money. The more detailed the
explanation of what you are doing for your organization the better. You may also describe how you wish to spend
any money that your organization has accumulated (from you or others).
Grow your organization- X PP, you may expand your organization to accommodate more than before.
Using this represents you getting bigger space, and more prestige to attract more members.

Improvements:
Name of Improvement

Effect

Char.
Point Cost

Networking

A philanthropist has one extra production point to utilize each
BGA.

2

Improved Networking

A philanthropist has one extra production point to utilize each
BGA.

2

Sister Organization

Your organization now has a sister organization of a different
nature that you also run (or can request that staff runs).

2

Tax Exempt

Your organization is recognized by the Sovereign Assembly.
You no longer have to pay one copper tax out of every 5 copper
you make.

3
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Ritualist
The ritualist seeks to understand and master the building blocks of magic. They spend countless hours poring over
rotting tomes and dusty-dry scrolls of magical theory, so that they can break down spells into their essential
components, and then use those components to build new and more powerful spells. Their studies are often slow and
sometimes dangerous, but this is more than counterbalanced by the fresh insights the ritualist obtains on the secrets
of magic and the universe. The law requires all who conduct such experiments to register and keep the government
apprised of their work.
Required: Mage Class, Dark Artist Class, Occultist, Thalmaturge, Vivimancer Class or Magical Potential Skill
Ritualists are required to register with the government and to get permission for each ritual they attempt to
create. Furthermore, once a ritual is created, they are required to turn a copy over to the government. Failure to do
so, and being caught, could result in harsh punishment. Players attempting to develop a ritual should indicate 1)
Who they are requesting permission from, if anyone and 2) Who they are reporting the results of their work to, if
anyone.
Initial Purchase of Profession: A ritualist begins game with five basic words of power from the starting ritual word
list in the rulebook.
Words of Power
Ritualists have learned how to comprehend the very essence of arcane magic. They conceptualize these
essences into words of power. By stringing these essences, these words of power together, they are able to create
new spells in the form of rituals. Every concept, thing, and element has an essence to it that a ritualist is able to learn
and master. However, doing so requires a great deal of time and concentration. Words of Power come in two
confirmed kinds: basic and advanced. Though there are rumors of Master Words of Power that go to the heart of
reality itself, this is just a rumor and is not confirmed to exist. Ritualists start being able to only conceptualize basic
words of power. When written, a word of power takes the form of a complex rune. Basic words are specific words
such as, “grass,” “iron,” and “fox.” Advanced words of power are more generalized such as, “fire,” “fear,” and
“fortune.”
Each event a ritualist can master 1 basic words of power taught by another ritualist who has already
mastered it. This takes five minutes of role play and can only be done once per event. Additional words can be
provided by the ritualist in writing (already discerned) and mastered between events by the utilization of production
points. Please report which word you mastered and who taught it to you in your PEL.
Some words of power can be found written and then discerned and mastered during a BGA. Other words
can be discerned by experimentation..
For every 2 words of power a Ritualist has mastered, aside from the starting words, he has 1 free energy to
use in the casting of rituals each event.
Develop Ritual
Rituals and the creation of rituals is a science, not an art. The utilization of words of power, components,
actions, and spells must be done precisely and in a certain order. When creating a ritual a player must submit the
following: 1) Which Words of Power are being used (and how the words of power selected are utilized to form the
desired effect on a philosophical level). 2) The actions that are being done, and by how many people. 3) What
components are being expended and when. 4) The amount of energy that is expended (Energy is limited to the
number of words utilized in a ritual X 5). A ritualist starts with the capability of developing a ritual which draws
upon up to 3 Words of Power (3 slots). 6) A ritualist without specific training cannot maintain a ritual that uses more
than 100 energy.
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Where much of what goes into a ritual is clearly defined, players are highly encouraged to be creative in
what the process of casting the ritual should be. The thought put into a ritual may influence its success. Despite how
simple or complex a ritual is however, it is important to note that staff WILL NOT write the ritual for you. It is
unacceptable to simply submit, “I am writing a ritual to do X that uses the words A, B, C.” A player should instead
submit, “I am writing a ritual to do X. The ritual uses the words A, B, C. I am using A in this way that connects to
the quality of B and augmented with the peaceful nature of C. It calls for 4 people that will be providing 2 energy
each except for the ritualist who will be providing 1. Players stand in a circle and as they say X, they point at Y
(which is expended after the ritual) in the center of the circle. Each person begins speaking after the last one ends
until the circle is complete. Then each person says X.” This ritual is a simplistic example but shows the words of
power used, the people involved, what they are doing, what they are saying, and what component is involved.
BGA Actions
A ritualist has 5 production points that they can utilize each BGA. Production points can be used to do the
following:
1) Decipher Writing: 1 Production Point can be spent to discern what a written word of power is. (If told by
another ritualist the definition of the word this step need not be done, it is already discerned.)
2) Decipher Spell: 3 Production Points can be spent to take a spell that you know how to cast and to study the
essence of it. You will discern what word(s) make up that spell. You may then spend production points in
the future to master that word(s).
3) Decipher Object/Being 5 Production Points can be spent to take an item, from a blade of grass, to a piece
of steel ore, to a fox, and attempt to learn the word that defines it. Success is guaranteed for basic Words of
Power. If you are successful, you may master the word in the future. True Names of People cannot be
discerned by this method, but the racial name can be.
4) Master Word: 1 Production Point can be spent to master a word of power that is already discerned, or
shared by another ritualist. Once mastered, it can be used in any ritual that ritualist develops in the future.
5) Develop Ritual: Any number of points may be spent in the attempt to develop a ritual with words of power
already learned
6) Learn Technique: Any number of production points can be spent to learn a technique. The ritual must
have access to instruction in the technique from a mentor or from a written text.
Name of Improvement

Effect

Char.
Point Cost

Production Point I

A ritualist has one extra production point to utilize each BGA.

2

Production Point II

A ritualist has one extra production point to utilize each BGA.

2

Complex Ritual I

You can now create a ritual with one additional Word of Power
in it (up to 4).

2

Complex Ritual II
(Requires Complex Ritual I)

You can now create a ritual with one additional Word of Power
in it (up to 5).

2

Advanced Words of Power
(Requires Complex Ritual II)

You are able to develop a ritual that utilizes 1 advanced Word of
Power. Advanced Words of Power take up 3 Words of Power
slots in a ritual.

3
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Starting Ritualist Word List
Select 5 Words to Start Game With (Categories like Colors or Animal count as one selection per word from
that category)
Ritual Word

Difficulty Level

Aim

Basic

Animal, each individually

Basic

Armor

Basic

Arrow

Basic

Assist

Basic

Bandage

Basic

Bolt

Basic

Break

Basic

Bullet

Basic

Call

Basic

Close

Basic

Colors (Red, blue, black, ext)

Basic

Contact

Basic

Detect

Basic

Directions (ex. Up, down, left, right)

Basic

Erase

Basic

Extend

Basic

Feed

Basic

Gender

Basic

Ground

Basic

Gun

Basic

Harm

Basic

Liquid

Basic

Move

Basic

Music

Basic
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No

Basic

Numbers (One, two, twenty, ext.)

Basic

Open

Basic

Part of Body (Fur, Teeth, Ears, Arm, ext)

Basic

Protect

Basic

Push

Basic

Receive

Basic

Shapes, ex. Circle

Basic

Slide

Basic

Solid

Basic

Sooth

Basic

Sword (or other singular weapon)

Basic

Turn

Basic
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Scavenger
Not everyone in Ebonrock has the fortune to be born with coin or ready access to finished goods. There are those
who, by either necessity or choice, must scrounge for every morsel of food, bit of shelter, or scrap of clothing.
Skillful scavengers possess keen imaginations that allow them to derive new uses for mundane items, a certain
mercenary tenacity that bids them hoard even the most seemingly useless objects, and a decided lack of propriety
that allows them to go foraging in animal dens, graveyards, and garbage bins for supplies.
Initial Purchase of Profession: You receive 3 random items at check-in the first game with this profession.
Scavenge: You are extremely talented at searching and looting quickly. You may loot bags which say scavenger
only and may conduct a search of a person in 10 seconds instead of the usual 30 seconds. Once per game you may
also call, “Purge conceal,” on the person you are searching, and if nothing is found, the skill is not used.

Ear to the Ground: Each BGA a scavenger has 5 production points. A production point can be used for:
1) To receive a random item at check in.
2) To search for a specific item. Up to 5 production points may be spent in the search for a specific item.
The more items that are turned in the higher the chance of success. A scavenger who does so should
describe where he is searching, what he is searching for, and any other factors that should be
considered when determining the success of his venture (for example a contact that is used).
3) You may plan a run to search a specific location that you know about in game. This costs 5
production points to do. This can be incredibly dangerous, but can be used to find more hidden and
priceless treasures…. Or may turn up nothing.

Name of Improvement

Effect

Char.
Point Cost

Production Point I

A scavenger has one extra production point to utilize each BGA.

2

Production Point II

A scavenger has one extra production point to utilize each BGA.

2

Plunderer

A scavenger can become skilled at finding hidden items. You
may increase the number of times he can “purge conceal,” on a
target he is looting to 3 times per game for no energy. You may
also spend 3 energy to call “Avoid Trap” to any in game trap.
This may help you when you are searching ancient temples.

3

Magical Affinity

The scavenger has a 10% chance that each random item he
receives at check in (for production points spent on number 1) is
a magical component or minor magic item. You will see each
roll.

2
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Scholar
Scholars will tell you that writing is as miraculous as any arcane incantation and as precious as any glistering
treasure, for with it, the people of ages past have been able to preserve their thoughts and ideas so that they remain
with us in the present day. Scholars spend much of their time gathering texts on a variety of different subjects,
reading whatever they can find and learning whatever they can. It is their hope that they will be able to collate the
works of past ages into new insights and understandings, or, through them, be inspired to write down their own
words that will enlighten future generations.
Initial Purchase of Profession: Choose a topic area of interest that you wish to study. You will be provided a
random (but likely useful) fact about that topic that you have learned from your early researches.
BGA Production Point Actions:
A scholar has 3 production points to spend each BGA.
Research: A scholar has the ability to read items that require scholar. They are also trained to be able to utilize
libraries. Scholars should indicate what question or questions they are spending point(s) on. The more points that are
spent, the more information that might be gathered. If a scholar has access to multiple libraries or sources of
information he should indicate which he is utilizing. A scholar may spend any amount of production points on
research.
Scholarly Thesis: A scholar may put production points into a single specific topic of learning to become a leader of
the topic in the scholarly community. A maximum of 2 production points may be allocated to your thesis between
each event. This confers the following benefits:
After 3 Production Points: Other scholars acknowledge the person’s commitment. Improved
knowledge can be gained when researching that topic.
After 5 Production Points: May publish a thesis paper once every 3 games that can earn money.
After 9 Production Points: Master of the knowledge of that subject. Can comprehend and work
with the most advanced knowledge of the topic when researching. You must write a one page in-game paper.
Unlocks a specialty class which the character has the option of purchasing. (Other specialty classes may also exist
from scholar that can be unlocked like other profession specialty classes, through in-game role play and after at least
3 character point is spent on improvements).
Name of Improvement

Effect

Char.
Point Cost

Production Point I

A scholar has one extra production point to utilize each BGA.

2

Production Point II

A scholar has one extra production point to utilize each BGA.

2

Ancient Language

A scholar can now gain information from tomes written in
Ancient Languages. (both in-game and in BGA if find a library
that utilizes it). The scholar must find a sample of this text and
spend a production point to fully learn it.

3

Government Library

A scholar has obtained permission to utilize the government
capital’s library. It is expected that those who utilize the library
also contribute to the library’s collection whenever possible.
Also, the benefits of this skill may be lost due to in-game plot
reasons at any time.

2
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Spy
The spy scoffs at those who hoard gold and precious jewels. Money may buy prestige, property, or even power, but
its value is as nothing when compared to the true treasure—information. Cloaked in shadow, masked in propriety,
moving deftly in the circles of the mighty and lowly alike, the spy brokers in information that can save lives or topple
governors. They weave a web of contracts, intrigue, and double-deals, knowing that one slip means a poisoned knife
between the ribs.
Initial Purchase of Profession: You may receive a forged document or item helpful to maintaining a persona
valued at a silver or less.
Secret Agent: Once per game you may spend up to 1 gold piece to fashion a disguise. The more you spend the more
resources you will have for your disguise. This can be utilized either from the start of game and last as long as you
want or just for a specific mod. Just know there may be consequences to getting caught.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

Spy: A spy has 6 production points he can utilize each BGA. Production points can be utilized as follows:
Decode messages that read “SPY” at the top (up to 3 production points, usually only 1 needed)
Encode a message (more points spent = harder to decode)
Use the info gather skill (Up to 3 spy points and one info gather use, more production points yields better
info)
You may spread misinformation to make other individuals have a harder time info gathering and to spread
rumors (up to 3 production points)
Counter spying to find out who other spies in the area are; try to prevent spying on a certain person/small
location (may spend an unlimited amount of production points, the more spent equals the higher chance of
success).
Trailing and spying on a specific location/person (may spend an unlimited amount of production points)
Forgery, may produce a replicas of letters, seals, and signatures that you have seen in game (requires the
improvement) (up to 1 production point per letter/signature and seal).
BGA activities as approved by staff, such as planning a heist.

If you do not have a spy in your network (see below) then you must do the act yourself. Otherwise, indicate
whether you are doing the action or your hired spy. That individual’s talents will be the one accessed to determine
success and is the individual that runs the risk of the consequences of failure.
Name of Improvement

Effect

Char.
Point Cost

Production Point I

A spy has one extra production point to utilize each BGA.

2

Production Point II

A spy has one extra production point to utilize each BGA.

2

Spy

You may hire a spy for your spy ring for 2 production points
(unspecialized). You may train a spy in your spy ring to
specialize in one of the spy functions (1-6 or forgery if purchased
below (for others ask GM approval)) for 2 production points.
Assigning a specialized spy to a task will increase your
effectiveness when utilizing production points in BGAs to
perform that function. A hired spy can still perform a function
that they are not specialized in. Plot circumstances may occur
where a spy is hired in-game (still costs 2 production points to
add them to the network) that is already specialized. A hired spy
may specialize in up to two areas (of the seven available). These
individuals will be in-game NPCs and are subject to being
lost/killed based on plot. When you hire a spy you are
encouraged to make a brief (one paragraph) background about

3
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them and submit it with your BGA. A hired spy must be paid 1
silver at check-in or two silver if specialized. Failure to do so for
more than one event (even if not sequential events) will result in
them leaving your service. You can make money from your hired
spies’ work.
Forgery

A spy can master the art of forgery. The Spy may produce (and
train networked spies to produce) replicas of letters and
signatures, if you have seen them in game. This skill is used
mostly between games and allows you to write your own
forgeries. (NOTE: Each Forgery needs to be given to staff ahead
of time).
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3

Toxicologist
The bastard offspring of the alchemist, the toxicologist is a necessary—if rarely beloved—member of society. As
cities grew larger, louder, dirtier, these were the people called upon to keep the numberless vermin and their
accompanying diseases at bay. It was only when the rats and the fleas were mostly pacified that the toxicologists
had to divert their skills to ridding the world of…other animals. They insist that they are completely aboveboard in
this modern age, devoting their skills to developing surgical anesthetics and non-lethal gasses to pacify insurgents.
Still, they might be willing to part with a vial of the stronger stuff if the price was right…
Toxicology is the art of using In-Game components (Insects, Herbs, Gems, Creature Remains, etc.) to concoct
dangerous poisons with a wide variety of effects. Different ingredients will make different poisons, and some
poisons may have multiple recipes. Toxicologists require a physical rep for poison mixing tools (Mortar and Pestle,
Reduction Tubes, Beaker, etc.). Toxicology is not illegal, only the use of the poisons is illegal. A slight technicality
that does not go unexploited.
Toxicologists can Identify Poisons for free
Initial Purchase of Profession: Select any two recipes from the chart.
Craft: If you have access to a workstation, you may spend ten minutes, to expend components and craft an item
whose blueprint you have mastered.
BGA Production Point Actions:
A toxicologist has 2 production points to utilize each BGA.
Craft: Expend components to create up to 4 items you have mastered the recipe of. This takes one production point.
Experiment: Experiment allows you to combine components to try and make new potions/items. Some
potions/items may require a base potion/item as a component. A production point can be used to do the following:
1) Destroy 2 of a unique component found in game to learn some of its properties and what kinds of
potions it is generally used to make.
2) Combine any insects, herbs, gems, creature remains, and spells to attempt to discover and master a
magical potion/item. Random experimentation is random. However, you may start from a mastered
recipe if you wish. Even if unsuccessful you are likely to get information about how the various
components reacted together which may be useful in later experimentation. Each recipe requires a
certain amount of production points to master. Finding/learning/buying a recipe reduces the amount of
production points needed to master a recipe in half (rounded down but to a minimum of ½ a production
point if a 1 production point recipe). You may also attempt to create a new recipe from scratch.
3) Destroy up to 2 of a potion or item to try and identify its recipe.
Once you have successfully created a new poison or item you may create it again any time with the same
ingredients through production. You have mastered the recipe.

Poisons

Components

Description

Value

Agony Poison

1 Common Insect and
1 Common Herb

“Agony Poison Gas” by Packet

3 copper
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Blade Poison

One Uncommon Insect

Advanced Blade Poison One Rare Insect
(Requires Mastery of
Blade Poison)

“3 Poison,” by Weapon

4 copper

“5 Poison” by Weapon

16
copper

Forget Draught

1 Uncommon and 1 Common “Forget Last 5 Minutes Poison” by
Insects
Ingested Poison

Gas Poison

2 Common Insects and 1
Common Herb

“3 Poison Gas” by Packet

4 copper

Identify Poison

1 Poison

Identify the Properties of a Poison

1 copper

Knockout Poison

Four Common Insects

“Knockout Poison” by Weapon

6 copper

Nausea Gas Poison

Two Common Insects, One
Common Herb

“Nausea 30 seconds Poison Gas” by
Packet

4 copper

Nerve Dust

One Rare, One Uncommon,

“Threshold 1 30 seconds followed by
knockout no defense by poison”

2 silver

Sleeping Gas

One Uncommon Insect, One
Common Herb

“Sleep Poison Gas”

6 copper

Weakened Poison

One Uncommon Insect

“Weakness Poison” by Weapon

4 copper

Name of Improvement

Effect

6 copper

Char.
Point Cost

Production Point I

A toxicologist has one extra production point to utilize each
BGA.

2

Production Point II

A toxicologist has one extra production point to utilize each
BGA.

2

Resourceful I

Sometimes a toxicologist is able to get more out of a component
than others can. Once per game, he may make one herb (up to
uncommon), gem, or creature remain count as two during the
crafting of a new poison/item.

1
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Resourceful II
(Requires Resourceful I)

Sometimes a toxicologist is able to get more out of a component
than others can. Twice per game, he may make one herb (up to
uncommon), gem, or creature remain count as two during the
crafting of a new poison/item. Requires and replaces Resourceful
II.

1

Resourceful III
(Requires Resourceful II)

Sometimes a toxicologist is able to get more out of a component
than others can. Three per game, he may make one herb (up to
uncommon), gem, or creature remain count as two during the
crafting of a new poison/item. This skill also brings the in game
role-play required to make a potion down to 90 seconds.
Requires and replaces Resourceful II.

1

Extraction

A toxicologist can learn how to extract and harness a poison right
from a creature to utilize. When a creature has utilized a natural
poison attack and is dead, a toxicologist within 3 minutes of the
creature’s death may for 4 energy extract one sample of the
creature’s venom to utilize. It has the same poison attack as the
creature it was extracted from. Each creature can only be
extracted from once. A toxicologist may only use this
improvement 3 times per event.

3
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Tracker
Master huntsmen who chase down great prizes
You are skilled in the art of cleaning and butchering kills. You may gather items like pelts, teeth, and other
components.
Initial Purchase of Profession: You receive 5 common pelts at check-in.
Skinner: A tracker can spend 1 energy and 1 minute of role-play to gather pelts, skins, teeth, and other components
from slain animals, people, and monsters. Each being may only be harvested once. If no tag is available, you may
request one from staff center. Certain components from unusual monsters may require specialized tools to be
harvested. Once per reset you may spend 10 minutes of role-play to sew pelts together to improve them as follows:
3 Common Pelts → 1 Uncommon Pelt
4 Uncommon Pelts → 1 Rare Pelt
X → Y (There may be additional processes learned in game to make special kinds of pelts/skins. These
processes are not learned through the profession but requires it to create.)
Tracker/Hunter: Each BGA a tracker can do one of the following:
1) Scout an area to determine what types of creatures have been wandering in the area (usually the next
main site for game)
2) Lead a hunt in a specified location (ex. The Forest of X) to try and find a specific creature or person
(need some logical in-game reasoning about where to start). Other characters may spend their BGA to
join with this even if not a hunter. If your intent is to kill the creature/person you may harvest from it if
you are successful and choose to do so.
3) Go on a hunt of the area. And gather more pelts from the area. Receive 20 common pelts at check-in. 4
of these pelts can be turned in for an uncommon pelt. 14 of these pelts can be turned in for a rare pelt if
the improvement is purchased.
You may create Traps as in game action. Creating a trap takes five minutes. After you are done creating traps please
turn in the components to staff. You will be given tags for your traps to attach to your flags. Players are asked to
provide their own trap flags. Once per trap, you may call be gesture to someone that is within 5 feet of the trap one
of the following: (Only Trackers can use these traps)
1)
2)
3)
4)

Root (1 Common Ore) (Brown Flag)
3 Damage (1 Common Pelt and 1 Common Ore) (White Flag)
Maim (1 Common Ore) (Red Flag)
Slow (1 Common Ore) (Yellow Flag)

Name of Improvement

Effect

Char.
Point Cost

Improved Tracker

A tracker can use his production point to start game with rare
pelts if he chooses to “Go on a Hunt in the Area.”

2

Trapsmith

A tracker can produce up to 5 traps per BGA. The first two (nonrare) traps produced costs no components.

2

Hunting I

A tracker receives 5 common pelts at check-in each game.

1

Hunting II
(Requires Hunting I)

A tracker receives 5 additional common pelts at check-in each
game.

1
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Hunting III
(Requires Hunting II)

A tracker has the option of receiving one rare pelt and one
uncommon pelt, instead of 10 common pelts, at check-in each
game. Requires Poaching I and Poaching II.
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1

Glossary
Aether- A gem-like mineral which is used to power technology throughout the empire. It is known for being
compatible with all forms of magic and is highly valued and regulated throughout the Sovereign Assembly.
Assassin’s Guild: An elite group of assassins. Little is known about them except their mark.

Sigil of the Assassin’s Guild
Blue Banner of Truce- An established military tradition that has sunk into the culture of Ebonrock. When a person
wishes to talk under a flag of truce, they raise a solid blue flag, offering the meeting. If the opposing side responds
by stating, “As the sun rises in the East and sets in the West, I accept your flag of truce,” the truce is accepted. This
means that both sides will be allowed to meet, talk without violence, and leave again in peace. Violation of these
terms is considered a capital crime that the Overlord, supposedly, takes personally.
Bounty Hunter’s Guild: A group of government sanctioned bounty hunters. Most bounties are placed by the
government but privately placed bounties are not illegal, just monitored. They have permission to go in some areas
where normal citizens are not permitted.

Sigil of the Bounty Hunters Guild
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Chain Wizard Order- A group of government-selected elite arcane casters. They are individually assigned to
different governors to advise and protect them and their domain.

Sigil of the Chain Wizards
Church of the Eternal Flame- The largest religion in Ebonrock, they worship The Eternal Flame, followers of
community, creation, and the interconnectedness of all things. The Priests of the Flame seek to create a world where
creation can exist freely. The Flame was responsible for giving light to Ebonrock, and therefore is worshiped
throughout the land. Every town you visit would likely have a Church of the Eternal Flame.

Sigil of the Eternal Flame
Disciples of Truth- A strange religion worshiping knowledge and the concept of Truth itself. Their symbol is an
open eye. Their religion is secretive but is usually left alone by the Sovereign assembly.

Sigil of the Disciples of Truth
Dragon Priests: Worshippers of the Dragons. Their faith has spread across Ebonrock but is primarily focused where
the Dragons reside, in The Titan’s Jaws.
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Sigil of The Dragon Priests
Dragon Slayers: An elite order of adventurers specifically trained to combat and protect people from the drakes and
to keep the Dragons in-check. They were formed after The Great Dragon War. They are trained in Ithil and have
based throughout The Titan’s Jaws.

Sigil of The Dragon Slayers
Edict- An extremely powerful spell which usually affects an entire area or people. Only the Overlords of the
Starlight lineage are known to be able to cast an edict. Edicts only end when a condition has been met, as such, some
edicts are still outstanding in the world including: The Edict of Drakes, Edict of the Burning Sea, Edict of Ice.
Examples- Reserved for the more heinous of criminals, sometimes when a person is to be executed they are
executed in public and a document detailing his crimes is left with him. The dead body is then left in sight for a
period of time as an example to any who may think to commit the same crimes.
Exemplar Order- The exemplars are a military order who are viewed as heroes among the people. Most, but not
all, enter the order at a young age and spend years working as a page, then a squire, before taking the Ordeal of the
Exemplars. If they pass their Ordeal they can take their vows. If their vows are accepted, they become Exemplars in
full; those who fail may come back and reattempt if they can improve upon their convictions. Exemplars view each
other as brothers and sisters and will go to great extents for each other. They specialize in fighting creatures of evil
and darkness but most importantly protecting people, providing charity, and generally safeguarding the peoples’
welfare.
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Flame Gate- A portal created by a Bishop of the Church of the Eternal Flame capable of allowing people to
instantaneously travel from one location to another that has been previously marked by the Bishop. They are used by
the government for important missions. The creation and maintaining of flame gate markings must be reported to a
superior.
Herald- The personal agents of the Overlord. They travel bearing her banner (and a red sash) and act with her
authority. Everyone stays out of their way.
Hunters of the Dawn- A deadly order of hunters loyal to the will of the City. Some join to find a sense of purpose
to kill monsters, while most seek the Cure. The City of the Dawn is located within the Shadowlands itself, and
possesses a potent power within it. The ability to cure any ailment or “grant a wish”, in exchange for this power
Hunters sign The Contract to become Hunters of the Dawn, experts in killing horrific creatures. Some of them use
this power to work as freelance hunters and clear out monsters from within Sovereign lands for a fee, some keep
their involvement as a Hunter quiet. Regardless, a Hunter must respond to The Bell, something only they can hear,
where they enter a trance like state and are called upon to enter The City of the Dawn in a lucid state, to do battle
with whatever the is commanded of them. The Hunters are indeed a strange order.

Sigil of the Hunters of the Dawn
Monster Slayers- Located in the Maryon region is Monster Slayer Home, this orders home base. They are very
potent trophy hunters who use the parts of monsters to sell to the world at large. They clear out sections of Maryon
to expand civilization as much of it remains unexplored. The Slayers use the parts they skin from these creatures to
“help improve the lives of the world at large”. Many Druids seem to have issues with them.

Sigil of the Monster Slayers Guild
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Sovereign Assembly: The name of the government in Ebonrock. It is a monarchy run by The Overlord. See the
history section for more details.

Sigil of the Sovereign Assembly (And Capital Region)
Sovereign Assembly Information Branch (“SAI”)- The section of the government whose task it is to gather
information. They are usually the only government officials allowed to not wear a government sash in public. They
are required to keep papers on them (often in a hidden location) indicating that they work in the information branch.
They receive rankings in their branch equivalent to other government officials.

Sigil of the SAI
Giants- A race of individuals, 9 to 15 feet tall, these generally peaceful people are usually content to leave peaceful
quiet lives in their homeland of Maryon. Occasionally they have come to Ebonrock Mainland to help build grant
buildings in cities, or even more rarely, to adventure or explore. The race has been given an honorary seat in
government affairs and many buildings in Grand Haven have been built to accommodate giants.
Golden Rose- Entrance into the prestigious Order of the Golden Rose is viewed as the highest of honors in the land.
It is bestowed upon individuals who have performed heroic feats of daring in loyal service to the people of
Ebonrock.
Justicar-The hand of Law of the Court within the Sovereign Assembly. They are usually the highest authority of
mobile law within Sovereign lands. A Justicar wears chains to identify themselves, and have the power to serve as
judge, jury and executioner in the field, but are usually required to bring severe crimes (usually ones that involve
The March) to a Lawmaster. Justicars are not present in most locations.
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Sigil of the Justicars
Lawmaster- Lawmasters are the Judges and administrators of the Court. Each city has a Lawmaster present within
it, and serve as the sole arbitrator of justice. They also work closely with Justicars who bring them individuals of
high crimes to sentence (although these usually go to the highest of Lawmasters.) They also have the unique ability
to create laws in specific regions that would not apply to other locations.
The Merchant’s Guild: A guild of merchants with government oversight to help monitor, coordinate, and regulate
the trade of goods across Ebonrock. Their headquarters is at The Wayfinder’s Market.

Sigil of the Merchant’s Guild
The Royal Academy: The elite school for ritualism and arcane magic. It also houses The Sovereign Library and
The Chain Wizards Order. See Grand Haven for more details.
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Sigil of the Royal Academy
Shamanism- Shamanism is the blend of the spirits and the mortal. It is divided up among Three traditions that each
follow the spirits in a different way, shamans believe they are guided by their spirits and to be their hand. The spirits
flow through all things, and all Traditions respect and worship them. It is a contract, gaining power for devotion. In
Ebonrock, the Traditions are the trappings we use to channel the power the spirits grant us. The brave Völskungr
with their focus on their future and the Legends people will tell of them. The pious and crafty followers of Seishin
Sabi focus on the present and master their art- be it swordsmithing, tea ceremony, playing the Shamisen, or martial
in nature. The proud followers of Ra'Leos focus on their past- they gain power from their lineage and use it to
further their goals on Ebonrock
The Guild of Technology: A guild of mechanists and artificers who gather to share ideas and work on projects.
Their headquarters is in Numanold.

Sigil of the Guild of Technology
Urbanism- A new blend of Shamanism and technology. These urbanists follow the Modern Spirits, they tend to
bond to help innovate shamanism, Many Shaman view this new age as detrimental to the Spirits.
Skull- The most popular sport in the world! Skull is played from 2 teams of 5 members each trying to score points,
the rules of which are, each team has a Polearm, two weapons, single sword, sword and shield and a runner. Only
the runner can touch the skull. If you are hit in the torso you fall for 30 seconds, then get back up. First team to score
5 points wins.
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Way of the 14- A faith dedicated to the worship of 14 gods as a pantheon. They are the smallest religion sect that do
not receive any powers. The names of some of these gods is usually only learned by followers of the Way, however,
there is some debate on whether or not some or all of these gods even exist. The Way of the 14’s symbol is the
purple numeral XIV over/within a green laurel wreath.
Alestra: Goddess of Healing and Charity
Bora-Te: God of Knowledge and Magic
Camyn: God of Joy and Love
Delmer: God of Law and Civilization
Ezekiel: God of Death
Halgra: Goddess of Forging and Technology
Kor: God of Competition and Strategy
Necrosis: Goddess of Rebirth and Hope
Omni: God of Curiosity and Entertainment
Ras’Gal: God of Ambition and Prosperity
Shalam: Goddess of Luck and Karma
Trekal: Goddess of the Elements and Nature
Umbral: Goddess of Silence and the Night
Zanthir: God of Righteousness and Justice

Symbol of the Way of the 14
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The Laws That Are Commonly Known:
Crimes:
Offense

Non-Government Target/Item

Government Target/Item

Abuse of Governmental Authority

Mandatory demotion and possible
one or multiple executions at the
discretion of the court. Fines for the
victims at the discretion of the
court.

Mandatory demotion and possible
one or multiple executions at the
discretion of the court. Fines for the
victims at the discretion of the
court.

Accomplice in either the
commission of crimes or offering
shelter/protection to a known
criminal

You face the same punishment that
the committer(s) of the crime(s)
faces.

Assault of non-wanted SA citizen
(without killing), this includes
Vampyr’s feeding on the blood of
those who do not give it willingly
and have not harmed them first. If
an individual commits a crime
against a Vampyr first then blood
feeding is not illegal as long as the
person does not die.

One month manual labor and the
medical costs of the victim in fines

Minimum of 6 months labor at
discretion of the court if they were
wearing their sash OR are an
intelligence branch operative and
the medical costs of the victim in
fines

Assault of non-wanted, Non-SA
citizen (without killing)

SA officials do not honor warrants
from Red Hollow or Complaints
from the Domo-re. However,
governors in the past have very
rarely arrested individuals accused
of serious assault in Red Hollow
and had them put on trial in SA
lands. In such cases a representative
from Red Hollow, instead of a
justicar prosecutes the case to a SA
lawmaster.

NA

Being a Life Drainer, Mind Flayer
attached to an Elder Brain,
Vivimancer, or Ashen Liege
unbound in a City (no matter what
skills you use or why) due to the
danger such magic poses to citizens

The Eternal March/Execution

The Eternal March/Execution

Being a Devil outside of the
Shadowlands (Being infernal
blooded is NOT illegal) Note: The
government does not offer any
protection to Devils in the
Shadowlands from others (usually
Exemplars) but will not sanction
government activity there.

Execution

NA
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Buying/Selling Stolen Goods

The buyer and/or seller will be
fined double the cost of the item(s)
as if they were the thief who stole
the item(s) if they are convicted of
knowing or believing the goods to
be stolen.

If the items were stolen from the
Sovereign Assembly or a Sovereign
Assembly official, then one death
will be added to the fine.

Carrying a Weapon that is not a:
Club, Quarterstaff, or Dagger
without permission on personal
papers

Confiscation of illegal weapon, and
a fine at the discretion of the court.

NA

Commissioning a Crime

You face the punishment that the
committer(s) of the crime would
face IF he/they accomplished all
that you asked of him/them OR are
face the same punishment as the
committer(s) of the crime(s) for all
illegal acts done in the furtherance
of your commission even if you did
not expressly order him/them to do
so. For example, if you order
someone to bring into a house and
steal something and they commit a
murder in the process you are
legally punished for the theft and
the murder. Alternatively, if you
hire someone to commit a murder
but instead they merely commit
assault, you are still legally
punished for murder.

NA

Cursing a Non-Wanted Citizen of
the SA (Granting traits related to
breaking deals is not illegal)

At the discretion of the court

At the discretion of the court but
minimum of 1 death.

Cursing a Wanted individual or
non-SA citizen

Not illegal as long as it does not
result in that individual’s death. If
so, then it is at the discretion of the
court (or governor in the case of a
foreign citizen) if there shall be
prosecution

(Mass) Destruction or Sabotage of
Natural Resources including, but
not limited to, Forests, Mines, and
Drinking Water

Fines equal to double the monetary
value of damage caused if to mines.
If damage is to forests or drinking
water then manual labor up to one
year at the direction of a druid
circle.

NA

Devil Deals: While making a deal
with a devil is not a crime in itself,
you are legally responsible for
everything that the devil does on
your behalf, orders another to

Special

Special
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satisfy his part of the bargain, and
what you do to satisfy your part of
the bargain, even if you are being
mentally controlled while doing it.
Flame Gate Travel Grand Haven
(Other Than Keep of the Eternal
Flame)

At the discretion of the court

At the discretion of the court

Forgery (Of paperwork, keys, or
uniforms)

2sp or the value of the forgery,
whichever is higher

If forgery of government papers, at
discretion of the court but a
minimum of 1 gp fine

Fraud (Misrepresenting of goods or
services)

If to a non-govt individual, up to 2X
the value of the fraud

If to a govt official, up to 3X the
value of the fraud

Gambling in Sovereign Assembly
Lands

Fine of 2X profits. If lost, fine is
assessed for the same amount that
was gambled. Gambling includes all
games of chance and contingency
contracts not approved by the
Merchant’s Guild

NA

Genetics: Must report new GMPs to
the Alchemist’s Guild along with its
effects. May not experiment on a
Citizen race that does not get paid,
have full warnings read to them in
advance, and have a surgeon
present.

Minimum of 5sp fine up to a death
at the court’s discretion

If experiment on a government
official, minimum of 2gp fine and
up to eternal march at the court’s
discretion.

Hijacking of Vehicle

5sp if vehicle recovered
undamaged. 1 gp if hijacking a train
plus one death in the court’s
discretion in addition to any
additional punishments for other
crimes during the hijack

NA

Kidnapping (SA citizen)

From 4 months of manual labor to
one death per person at the
discretion of the court with fines for
the victim at the discretion of the
court.

Minimum 9 months manual labor at
the discretion of the court but a
maximum of 2 years manual labor
if the victim is returned by the
guilty of their own free will.
Maximum punishment otherwise is
execution under dead. Fines for the
victim at the discretion of the court.

Kidnapping (Non-SA citizen in SA
lands; this includes whether the
kidnapping was done in SA lands or
the victim was just taken back to
SA lands)

At the discretion of the court but
governor may elect to turn over
guilty to Red Hollow or victim’s
home for punishment

NA

Knowing Endangerment of Civilian
Life (This is a hard to prove crime

3 months community service, up to
gp fine, or one death at the

NA
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where the accused did actions that
were so outrageously dangerous
that any reasonable person would
have realized it was a bad idea even
though no direct harm (or harm less
than a death) came about as a result)

discretion of the court

Lying to a Government Official

NA

Up to 1gp fine unless the lie
resulted in direct economic gain,
then up to 3X the lie’s value or 1gp,
whichever is greater.

Masquerading/False Identity

At discretion of the court

At discretion of the court but at
least one death

Misuse of Magic: You are
responsible for all consequences of
spells you purposefully cast (even if
the consequences are unforeseen or
you make an error in the casting)

Punished per crime that results

Punished per crime that results

Murder: Killing without authority,
including those who attacked you of
any citizen or non-citizen in SA
lands OR murder of SA citizen in
non-SA lands

One death per person murdered and
compensation for the victim’s
family at the discretion of the court.

Eternal March if you murder a
government official who was
wearing their sash OR was an
intelligence branch operative. Your
belongings are turned over to the
government.

Murder of a Sovereign Assembly
citizen by a Vampyr while or
immediately after feeding

Execution until dead

Eternal March

Murder of non-SA citizen (In nonSA lands)

The courts do not honor warrants
from Red Hollow or Complaints
from the Domo-re. However,
governors in the past have
occasionally arrested individuals
accused of murder in Red Hollow
and had them put on trial in SA
lands. In such cases a representative
from Red Hollow, instead of a
justicar prosecutes the case to a SA
lawmaster.

Necromancy: Exemplars can forbid
it in their presence and kill any
necromancer that violates their
orders if necessary to the immediate
situation.

NA

Using necromancy One death

Not having a license or having an
inaccurate license by not identifying
as a dragon priest of Valkus, witch,
ritualist, thaumaturge, mage, dark
artist, occultist

At discretion of the court but
minimum of manual labor for 1
month.

At discretion of the court but
minimum of manual labor for 1
month.
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Not carrying your personal
identification

From a 1 silver fine up to manual
labor for 1 month

NA

Not reporting a created ritual or
permanent magic item (requiring
the permanency spell) to your
local/the nearest chain wizard

Minimum of 5 silver fine and
maximum of revoked license

NA

Ownership of Unregistered Magical
Pets (They must be registered with
the local Chain Wizard)

Fine up to 5sp and/or confiscation
of the pet plus you are responsible
for all harm that the pet causes

NA

Registration Evasion or Tax
Evasion (must prove knowingly or
accidental for over 3 months)

NA

At discretion of the court but at
least three times the amount
avoided for taxes.

Selling or Trading Armaments or
Magic Items greater than 1 silver
without license from the Merchant’s
Guild

Fine of 3X the value of the items
sold/traded. (To be collected and
paid to the Merchant’s Guild)

NA

Slander

At discretion of the court

At discretion of the court

Slavery of any person of a Citizen
Race (Including Orcs, Flame
Undead, and Naga)

Execution until Dead

Eternal March

Terrorism: Belonging to The Orcish
Liberation Movement, the Black
Powder Gang, or Kelthaz’s Army

You may be tortured publicly and
then executed or eternal marched at
the discretion of the court

NA

Theft/Property Damage (In SA
lands) (This includes arson)

Double the cost in fines of what was
stolen/damaged. Two thirds of the
fine goes to the damaged party
while the other third goes to the
government.

Triple the cost in fines of what was
stolen/damaged. Two thirds of the
fine goes to the damaged party,
while the other third goes to the
government.

Theft/Property Damage (In non SA
lands, from non SA citizen)

SA officials do not honor warrants
from Red Hollow or Complaints
from the Domo-re

NA

Trespassing (Including boarding
public transportation without paying
the fare)

At discretion of the court

At discretion of the court

Violating a Blue Banner of Truce

The Eternal March/Execution

The Eternal March/Execution

Weapons: Brining Weapons into
The Eternal Palace or Erinth Navan

At the discretion of the courts

At the discretion of the courts

Worshipping Any Entity (Not
actually a crime, just responsible for
all of your actions, including if
controlled by the greater being you
worship)

Special

Special
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Miscellaneous Laws
Bound/Summoned/Raised Creatures (including Ashen Lieges): A summoner or master is legally responsible for all
that their creatures/ashen liege do. This includes for actions they are able to do if a consequence of the summoner’s
mistakes. A defense to this as it relates to summoned creatures is if an enemy takes control of a bound/summoned
creature but the accused has the burden of definitively proving that this occurred. Undead are included in this rule.
Burden of Proof: The burden of proof for all cases is more likely than not (51%).
Bringing a Case: Only a justicar, lawmaster, or governor (in his own city) can bring a case. If a citizen feels harmed
and wishes to press charges against an individual
Evidence: All evidence is admissible at trial no matter how it was obtained. The weight the evidence is given will
likely vary significantly based on the history of the evidence presented.
Fines Transmuted to Manual Labor: If the guilty can not pay an assigned fine within 30 days, fines will be converted
to manual labor at a rate of 3 silver a month. Skilled professionals will only be credited this amount for their work
even if the government chooses to have their labor be in their skilled profession instead of manual labor.
Governmental Immunity: Army and Justice branch members acting in the line of their duties do not commit crimes
when they are following a superior’s orders, even if those actions would otherwise be illegal (though the one giving
the order may be punished). They however can not do any other illegal actions during the carrying out of the order.
This immunity may be disallowed if the official had any reason to doubt that the order was illegitimate and it was
later proven to be an illegitimate order.
Intelligence branch members acting in the line of duties do not commit crimes when they are carrying out
orders and can commit other crimes in furtherance of the order not originally covered. If a justicar feels that an
operative acted in a way that was unreasonable under their orders they can be detained for a period of 1 week while
their supervising spymaster reviews the circumstances and decides if charges are necessary.
Intelligence branch operatives rank 5 and above can commit any crimes that are necessary in the moment
for the good of the Sovereign Assembly while not in Grand Haven. They cannot be detained by justicars absent a
signed warrant from the High Court or the Minister of Intelligence. Justicars concerned by the actions of a rank 5 or
higher intelligence member should write the High Judge with their concerns and/or request said warrant.
Diplomatic branch members enjoy governmental immunity only when doing their normal tasks assigned to
them and operating in good faith, based on a reasonable person’s assumptions of a situation. They may never
intentionally break a law.
The High Court: Any lawmaster can remand any trial to the attention of the High Court. Trials involving treason or
plots on a level of the Assembly as a whole must be remanded to the High Court.
Justicar’s Authority: A justicar can hold a trial in the stead of a lawmaster with as much or little formality as they
wish for all crimes punishable by less than a death or less than 1 gp in fines. All others require a lawmaster to be
present to preside.
Knowingly Standard v. Accidental Standard: All crimes punishable by anything other than fines can only be
committed if the initial act was done knowingly. All crimes done accidentally cannot be punishable by more than
fines or manual labor if the accused cannot pay the fines. The exception to this rule is for the accidental effect of
magic that you cast. All people are responsible for the effects of the magic they case, even if the consequences are
unforeseen. Vampyrs are legally liable for their actions during the Blood Moon.
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Manual Labor Punishments: For players, months of manual labor take place in BGAs. One month of real time
equals one month of game time in the world for purposes of these punishments.
Mental Control: It is a valid absolute defense to all crimes (except Devil Deals and Worshipping) that the accused
committed the crime while under the mental control of another as long as the accused did not knowingly or willingly
allow himself to be controlled. Individuals unknowingly cursed with shape-shifting can use this defense but is
required to report themselves once they realize or lose the right to the defense. The accused has the burden of
definitively proving that they acted in self-defense.
Moral Question of Numbers Defense: A person may use the defense that his action(s), that resulted in the
death/harm of some individuals, saved more individuals as a result. Or in other words, that more individuals would
have died than did die as a result of his actions. To use this defense the person must also prove that the situation was
not brought about in any significant way by his own actions. His actions must also not be illegal by another means
(for example, he used vivimancy). The lawmaster has the right to accept or deny this defense.
Trial Sequence: Stage 1) Parties and representative introduces self to the lawmaster 2) Prosecuting justicar presents
each charge 3) Accused admits guilt or denies each charge 4) Justicar calls witnesses for each charge and asks them
any Qs as long as the lawmaster permits 5) The accused or representative has the right to cross-examine any witness
as long for the lawmaster permits 6) After justicar presents all witnesses the witness process is repeated in reverse
with the accused calling their witnesses (limited to 2 per charge), Note: Lawmasters may ask questions of witnesses
whenever they desire and end questioning of a witness whenever they desire, 7) The justicar gives closing
statements, 8) The accused or representative gives a closing statement 9) Lawmaster passes judgment on each
charge, 10) Justicar can recommend punishment for each guilty charge, 10) Accused can recommend punishment for
each guilty charge, 11) Lawmaster issues punishment for each guilty charge.
Self-Defense: Self defense is a valid defense to the crimes of assault and property damage but not murder unless
they can prove that they would have died if they had not killed the individual. If an enemy bleeds out while combat
is still going on that is acceptable, however, if you can bind the wounds and turn over an attacker to a justicar you
must do so. An individual may use any legal means to defend himself from an attacker that does not injure innocents
in the process. The accused has the burden of definitively proving that they acted in self-defense.
Witches’ Deals and Curses: It should be noted that cursing an individual for breaking a deal is illegal but agreeing to
a pre-set non-curse punishment is not. Furthermore, while a witch would be technically breaking the law by sending
creatures after those with traits marking them as deal breakers, these crimes are hardly ever investigated because of
the difficulty that it would be to prove exactly which witch sent the creature (since almost all witches seek to punish
deal breakers even if they were not the ones who wrote the contracts) and because most justicars feel that the victim
likely deserved their fate. It is also not illegal to curse a wanted individual to assist in their capture as long as the
wanted individual does not die from the curse
Witnesses: All accused are allowed to call any 2 non-criminal, citizen witnesses to their trial to defend any one
charge. Trial will be delayed up to one week (from the point the witnesses are notified) to allow for witnesses to
travel if flame gates cannot be provided. Prosecution may call as many witnesses as necessary to prove their case
that the lawmaster permits. The exception to this rule is that only witnesses permitted in the inner ring can be called
as witnesses to the High Court. Special leave may be requested of the court to give witnesses temporary permission
to testify but it is rarely granted.
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Shaman Traditions
Völskungr Tradition.
A storied people. To a Völskungr, nothing is more important than that of ones Legend, the future acts and Deeds one
performs that leaves them with a storied passage to the Great Beyond into the halls of the Storyteller herself.
Legends are born and forged in the Crucible of Ebonrock, performing feats of strength and wondrous deeds. Some
Völskungr become folk heroes; like Torm Ironhaft, a renowned blacksmith and weapons-master from beyond the
mountains . His Deeds speak of an industrious man, who single handedly held off a horde of horrors that had
befallen his small mountain village.
Some Völskungr though, walk a darker path. Legend brings to mind the story of Sanguine Rose, the Völskungr who
tricked spirits into giving her their power and used her abilities to manipulate and coerce others into doing her
bidding.
Still, even younger Legends are born every day. Each Völskungr forges their own path, performs their own deeds
and creates a name for themselves as storied as the path they've walked.
Know that whatever you choose, the Spirits will guide your hand towards glory. Whether it be a gentle, subtle nudge
down a different path, or a more urgent and direct smack to the head. We tell our stories, and always the spirits
shape our Legends.
It is always the journey, not the destination, that tells the greatest story.

Seishin Sabi Tradition:
Everything has a spirit, all life has a spirit. The spirits of the earth that forged your blades and guns, now reside in
your weapons. The fire that warms your homes warms you with its power. And they are meant to be respected.
Spirits and life must come at a balance. When one person wishes happiness, another must taste despair. We that
follow this path know this, and honor this. Our weapons, our crafts, everything we put ourselves into, we know it's
thanks to the spirits around us.
Do not tempt these spirits with sorrows you cannot amend, and do not dishonor the ones you hold close to you.
For your tools will break, and the spirits inside will not rest easy.
There are those who believe that spirits naturally belong with the elements, and other who believe that spirits must
evolve with the changing times.

Ra’Leos Tradition:
The Ra'Leos tradition of shamanism traces its roots back a long time, to one known as the God Emperor. The God
Emperor was said to be a mortal in The Dark Times who, through their connection with the spirits became a living
deity. Families who follow this tradition trace their roots back to the generations, and mark themselves to show how
close their families stood to the God Emperor. The tradition preaches to become as close to them as possible,
without ascending to their power, for the ancient texts state that should the God Emperor return, the end of days
shall begin.
Unlike other shamanistic traditions, those who follow the Ra'Leos path are bound to a spirit of their family, the spirit
itself being passed down over generations of shamans, and it is the spirit themselves who chose the next in line in
the family to carry the torch. Some families know why the spirit bonded with them, for others, it is a mystery lost to
time. For the family spirit's purpose is not always clear, and does not always, at first glance, match with the families
creed.
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Government Rank and Known Privileges
Tier 1: Ambassador/Soldier/Informant
Insignia: Gold bandolier (except intelligence branch who has hidden pin)
Privileges:
May enter some of government buildings/areas. Treated with general respect by most populace.
Tier 2: Sheriff/Sergeant/Contact
Insignia: Gold bandolier with one white bar (except intelligence branch who has hidden pin)
Privileges:
May give orders to citizens for missions that specifically relate to duties
May arrest individuals for whom they have a warrant
Tier 3: Magistrate/Lieutenant/Agent
Insignia: Gold bandolier with two white bars (except intelligence branch who has hidden pin)
Privileges:
May arrest individuals for crimes witnessed
Tier 4: Lord/Lady/Captain/Minimum Level for Justicar or Lawmaster/(Gatherer/Infiltrator/Agent)
Insignia: Gold bandolier with three white bars (except intelligence branch who has hidden pin)
Tier 5: Governor/Commander/Gatherer/Infiltrator/Agent)
Insignia: Gold bandolier with a white star (except intelligence branch who has hidden pin)
Tier 6: Chancellor/Master and Commander/ Gatherer/Infiltrator/Agent)
Insignia: Gold bandolier with two white stars (except intelligence branch who has hidden pin)
Tier 7: Chamberlain/General/Spymaster
Insignia: Red bandolier
Privileges:
Free access to the Capital Palace and all other government buildings. Can demand aid and order
civilians.
Tier 8: Head of a Branch of Government
Insignia: Red bandolier with gold star.
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Economy Notes
Coins: 10 copper equal 1 silver, 10 silver equal 1 gold.
Working Commoner Laborer (someone without an official profession): Is paid 3 silver a month or 1 copper a day.
While they usually have no products at the end of their work day to sell, their work creates 1.5 copper of value a day
in labor for their employer or the lord of the land. Apprentices to professionals are considered working at this stage
until they are made masters of the craft (receive the profession) and are licensed by any necessary guilds or the
government. Laborers are not taxed income tax.
Ex. Servant, Field Hand, Query worker, Mine Laborer, Man at Arms, Soldier, Carrier, ext.
Professional: 6 silver a month or 2 copper a day in profits (or wages if directly employed by a lord/government). (2
silver in a professional BGA that indicates use of all down time or about 1/3 the month. Cannot do same profession
twice. If want to use your normal BGA action for a profession, may only be a second profession.) This value
indicates full time, non-adventuring, focus on a single profession. Professionals that live in a town are not usually
charged sales taxes, besides for the crafting of certain items which have a capital taxes on them. However,
professionals, such as merchants, who are just passing through are often charged a 20% sales tax on profits made in
a town before leaving it.
Ex. Blacksmith, Engineer, Jeweler, Prestige Level Classes in the service of a lord, Officers in the military
or head of the men at arms, Master of the Servants, High Priest, ext.
Master: 12 silver a month of 4 copper a day in profits (or wages if directly employed by a lord/government). (4
silver in a specialized profession BGA that indicates use of all down time or about 1/3 the month. Cannot do same
profession twice. If want to use your normal BGA action for a profession, may only be a second profession.). This
value indicates full time, non-adventuring focus on a single profession. Masters that live in a town are not usually
charged sales taxes, besides for the crafting of certain items which have capital taxes on them. However, masters,
such as a master blacksmith, who are just passing through are often charged a 20% sales tax on profits made in a
town before leaving it.
Ex. Specialized classes in a profession, head of a guild, high officer in the military, head of a religious
organization, chief librarian, ext.
Land Ownership and Taxes: A laborers work, specifically the 1.5 additional silver a month profit that laborers
produce, compensates the lord of the land or employer as rent for living on the land or in compensation for learning
the trade. Professionals and Masters that live in a town are taxed rent for living on the land, usually about 1 silver
per month in a village or smaller city and up to 2 silver per month in a larger city.
Very few individuals ever own land without an obligation to oversee it and collect taxes from others
‘renting it.’ Those fortune few that do, usually as a reward from the government, are given the privilege of not
having to pay taxes on the property as long as they or their spouse live or 200 years pass. Upon the death of him/her
and his/her spouse, or 200 years, the land reverts back to government ownership.
Lords: A lord usually collects between 1-2 silver per adult worker in the town that is not directly in his employ.
That money is used to pay the overseers, men at arms, and servants as well as to sustain his family’s own needs and
necessities. He also uses the money to buy necessary supplies. From that amount, 2 copper per silver of the money
collected from the people, as well as 1 copper per person directly in his employ, is sent to the capital as a capital tax.
Buying and Selling of Items and Taxes: The selling of items that are not armaments and not magic items is
allowed by anyone at any rate they can get for the item. The selling of magic items is legal by anyone if the magic
item is being sold for 1 silver or less. If the magic item costs 1 silver or more or is an armament
(weapon/armor/improvement) then you must have a license to sell the item and proper paperwork (which all players
have) to buy it. A 20% sales tax on all profits (rounded up) is owed to the local tax collector from the seller of each
item. Components are not taxed. “Common Items” (see the list on the next page) are not taxed. All services such as
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spell casting and repairs are not taxed. There is an additional 1 copper tax on all healing items and magic wands
sold. If items are bartered instead of sold for coin, then a value must be assigned to each item and each party must
pay a 10% tax on the value of each item received.
Common Items
Night at an inn and a meal = 1 copper
Produce for Meals for 1 adult for 1 day = 1/4 copper
Produce for Meals for 1 child for 1 day = 1/8 copper
Candle = 1/5 copper
Common Alcohol = 1/4 copper
Clerk per letter = 1/3 copper
Chicken = 1 copper
Cloak: = 2 copper
Cow: 2 silver
Goat: = 3 copper
Log/Journal and Writing Implement= 2 copper
Pig: 8 copper
Rope 50ft hemp, 2 copper
Parchment = 1 copper per 20 sheets
Sheep: 6 copper
Luxury Items
Hourglass: 3 silver
Small Mirror: 2 silver
Perfume: 1 silver
Riding Horse: 5 silver
Ship, Sailing Vessel: 5 silver
Ship, Merchant: 15 gold
Ship, War: 40 gold
Spyglass: 5 silver
War Horse: 3 gold
Barding: 6X the cost of the armor man-size
Bit and Bridle: 7 copper
Horseshoes: 2 copper per set
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Saddle and Saddle Bags: 2 silver
Component Value
Common Herb/Pelt/Ore/Insect: 1 Copper

Uncommon Herb/Pelt/Ore/Insect: 3 Copper

Rare Herb/Pelt/Ore/Insect: 12 Copper

Specialty Herb/Pelt/Ore/Insect: 20 Copper

Common Mechanical Part: 3 Copper

Uncommon Mechanical Part: 12 Copper

Rare Mechanical Part: 64 Copper

Specialty Mechanical Part: 1 Gold

Gem Value: Government tries to control all gem minds. Regulates sale of the gems through government agent at the
Merchant’s Guild in the major cities. Need a license to sell and must report amounts sold and to whom (fill out
form).
Onyx 3 silver

Emerald: 3 silver

Ruby: 3 silver

Aether/ Amethyst: 3 silver

Amber: 3 silver

Sapphire: 3 silver

Diamond: 3 silver

Topaz: 3gold

Common Magic Items
Scrolls: Ink: 1 magic ink is purchased for 2.5 copper. Scroll cost in () is if you write your own scroll. To write a
scroll an arcane character needs the purchased skill. He then takes magical ink and scribes the scroll. Next, he
expends energy to cast the spell into the magical ink. Finally, he spends the same amount of energy to lock the spell
into the scroll. Scrolls can be used by any arcane caster with the purchase skill. You can cast arcane scrolls that are
made by other arcane classes. An initiate level arcane scroll requires one part of magical ink per 3e of the spell. A
prestige level arcane scroll require one part of magical ink per 2e of the spell. A specialized arcane scroll requires
one part of magical ink per 1e of the spell. Some prices for buying a finished scroll at value are provided below.
Where you may start game with a scroll(s), you cannot do so for any dark artist prestige class spells.
2e initiate = 5 copper
4e prestige: = 13 copper

4e initiate: = 9 copper
6e prestige: = 20 copper

3e prestige = 11 copper
10e prestige: = 33 copper

Wands: Wands can be used by anyone with the “Wand Use,” skill but it takes an attunement slot. Arcane classes
with the “Wand Mastery,” skill do not need to attune a wand to use it. Most wands deliver spells by packet, even
spells that are normally by touch packet. Lore on wand crafting must be purchased or learned in game.
Sample wand prices at cost are provided below, calculated on a per charge average for a 10 charge wand.
2e Initiate: 7 copper each charge
4e prestige: 14 copper each

4e initiate: 12 copper each charge
6e prestige: 20 copper each
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3e prestige: 11 copper each
10e prestige: 32 copper each

Jousting
“Jousting is one of the greatest enigmas of modern society. I’ll never understand why the masses enjoy seeing
armored men get on horses to whack each other with sticks.” Commander Rivermount to Private Estel during a
joust at The Grand Arena
Jousting is a popular sport for the rich to play and the commoners to watch throughout Ebonrock.
Tournaments are held throughout the year, especially in The Grand Arena. Some tournaments are sponsored and
free to join, others require competitors to buy-in (average 3-5 silver) and compete for a purse. Yet others require
competitors to forfeit either their horse, armor, or weapon to a victor as ransom. No matter the format, jousts rarely
fail to draw a large crowd.
A Standard Joust
Players are able to compete in jousts either in-game or between games. Each round in a joust is determined
by a contest of cards. A competitor’s starting deck has the following fourteen cards.
Horse 1; Horse 2; Horse 3; Equipment 1; Equipment 2; Equipment 3; Talent 1; Talent 2; Talent 3; Luck 1;
Luck 2; Luck 3.
At the start of a match the entire deck is shuffled. The competitors then play passes until a competitor has
won 3 passes. During each pass a player reveals two cards and adds the total together. The higher number wins.
Ties result in neither player winning the pass. Cards drawn are then discarded and two new cards are flipped over
for the next pass. The victory margin of each pass is irrelevant.
Extended Passes: Dueling
If the entire deck is exhausted without a winner being declared, competitors continue the joust and enter
dueling rounds, fighting by sword and shield (or similar style) from horseback until one is defeated or yields. The
jousting deck is reshuffled, and each player only flips over one card each round until one player reaches three
victories. Prior pass score is irrelevant. All competitors start with a 0 score when entering dueling. Reshuffle
the deck if it gets exhausted again and continue dueling until one competitor has three wins.
Improving One’s Jousting Deck
Category Cards: As players increase in talent, gain better items, or somehow get luckier/cheat, their
jousting deck can improve. When a player improves he will get a higher score card. The player may then remove the
lowest score card of the same category (except for Equipment where he simply removes the previous card for that
equipment type) and put in the higher score card. In this way a player will never have more than 12 category cards in
his deck. Card scores can go up to 5 and are generally ranked as follows:
Horse (3 cards)
1-3: Untrained

4: Trained Horse

5: Warhorse/Magical

Equipment (one each for: Horse’s Barding, Your Armor, Your Lance, Your Shield, Your One Handed Melee
Weapon)
1: No barding or armor
2: Light armor or barding/standard weapon/shield
Medium/Heavy/Masterwork Light Armor or barding/Improved lance
4: Masterwork Medium or Magical Light armor/barding or weapon/shield
Medium or Heavy armor/barding or weapon/shield

3:

5: Masterwork Heavy or magical

Talent (3 cards)
1-3: Novice
4: Practiced (participated in >3 jousts)
joust and participated in >7 jousts)
Luck/Cheating (3 cards (may only have 1 of each category from either source))
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5: Master (Won at least 1

1-3: Standard/Not Cheating

4: Lucky Quality or Equiv./Light Cheating

5: Beyond Lucky/Moderate Cheating

6: Heavy Cheating

For example, if Competitor 1 has a standard deck (1, 2,3) and acquires a magical horse, he would now have
a 2, 3, 5. If later that horse became trained as well, he would improve his horse cards to a 3, 4, 5.
For example: If Competitor 1 has no horse barding, magical plate armor, and a masterwork lance he would
have a 1 (no barding), 5 (magic armor), and 4 (masterwork lance). If he later got his lance enchanted, he would use a
1, 5, 5.
For example: If Competitor 1 is of practiced talent, he would use a 2, 3, 4. If he later became a Master, he
would use a 3, 4, 5.
Cheating: If you draw two cheating cards in the same match (either in the same or separate passes) you
have been caught cheating. Based on the severity of the cheating caught (whichever was the second cheat card
drawn) consequences may occur. A cheating competitor caught (or their team) loses the match by default.
Event Cards: As you gain in prestige and reputation in the arena, or perhaps acquire a miscellaneous item,
you may receive an event card. When drawn they effect that particular pass or dueling round as stated on the card.
Draw an extra card until you have 2 category cards displayed for the pass. When the pass is concluded, discard the
event card. You may have only 2 of these in your deck at a time.
Fortune Cards: These cards are exceptionally rare. Some greater power is influencing the joust. These
card can affect either competitor, both, or may have an effect on the joust or event as a whole. When the card is
drawn it stays in effect for the remainder of the joust. When drawn draw an extra card until you have 2 category
cards displayed for the pass. The card will say whether you have a choice about putting it in your deck and whether
you know about it. There is no limit to the number of Fortune cards you may have in your deck.
Melee Jousting Variants
Rarely jousting will occur in open fields, either in teams or as individuals.
Variant 1 Team: Each competitor on a team adds up their category cards to determine a team total for a
pass to determine which team wins the pass. Event Cards that effect a competitor only effect the competitor that
drew them (or one opponent of that competitor’s choice as appropriate) when determining a team total. Fortune
cards which effect a competitor effect the entire team. Fortune cards that effect all competitors still effect all
competitors.
Variant 2 Individual Roman: Each competitor selects one person there and challenges them to one pass.
The loser is eliminated from the joust. The winner discards the cards drawn. The cards remain in the discard pile
when he challenges a remaining competitor the next round to a pass. If an odd number of competitors remain at a
start of a round, each player draws and discards a card. The competitor with the highest card drawn gets a buy.
Event cards count as a 7. Fortune cards count as an 8 and are considered active. When only two competitors remain,
those shuffle their discard pile into their deck and plays a standard match.
Variant 3 Individual Gladiatorial: All competitors play each other at once. However, instead of recording
just passes won (do as normal), also record the number of times a competitor scored the lowest combination
number. That competitor gets a loss that round. If a competitor gets three loses, despite the number of won rounds he
may have, he is eliminated from the joust and the match continues without him. Event Cards that effect a competitor
only effect the competitor that drew them (or one opponent of that competitor’s choice as appropriate). Fortune
cards that effect all competitors still effect all competitors.
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Jousting Deck Form
Participant Name:
Horse (check 3)
Horse: Untrained Horse: 1 ◻

2◻

3: ◻

Trained Horse: 4: ◻

Warhorse/Magical Horse: 5◻

Equipment (check one each for: Horse’s Barding, Your Armor, Your Lance, Your Shield, Your One Handed Melee
Weapon)
Horse’s Barding: (check 1)
None: 1 ◻
Light Barding 2 ◻
Medium/Heavy Barding OR Masterwork Light Barding 3: ◻
Masterwork Medium Barding or Magical Light Barding: 4: ◻
Masterwork Heavy Barding or Magical Medium Barding or Heavy Barding: 5◻

Your Armor (check 1)
None: 1 ◻
Light Armor 2 ◻
Medium or Heavy Armor OR Masterwork Light Armor 3: ◻
Masterwork Medium Armor or Magical Light Armor: 4: ◻
Masterwork Heavy Armor or Magical Medium Armor or Heavy Armor: 5◻

Your Lance: (check 1)
Standard Lance 2 ◻

Improved Lance 3: ◻

Masterwork Lance: 4: ◻

Magical Lance: 5◻

Improved Shield 3: ◻

Masterwork Shield: 4: ◻

Magical Shield: 5◻

Masterwork Weapon: 4: ◻

Magical Weapon: 5◻

Your Shield: (check 1)
Standard Shield 2 ◻

Your One Handed Melee Weapon: (check 1)
Standard Weapon 2 ◻

Improved Weapon 3: ◻

Talent (check 3)
Talent: Novice: 1 ◻
2◻
3: ◻
joust and participated in >7 jousts 5◻

Practiced (participated in >3 jousts): 4: ◻

Master (Won at least 1

Luck/Cheating (check 3 (may only have 1 of each NUMBER from either category (ex. Cannot have 4 luck and 4
cheating))
Both: Standard Luck and Not Cheating: 1 ◻ 2 ◻

3: ◻

Luck: Blessed Luck or GM will tell you: 4 ◻

Beyond Lucky (GM will tell you) 5 ◻

Cheating: Light Cheating 4 ◻

Heavy Cheating: 6◻

Moderate Cheating 5◻
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Event Cards

Fortune Cards
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